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Preface

The Educated Eye: Visual Culture and Pedagogy in the Life Sciences arose 
from the 2006 Dartmouth College Humanities Institute on Visual Cul-
ture and Pedagogy in the Life Sciences. Many of the contributors to this 
volume were participants in the Institute. Some presented their work at 
public lectures and others met weekly over the course of a term to develop 
and discuss the intersecting themes and individual contributions present 
in this anthology. These essays engage in a relatively new conversation 
concerning the roles of visual pedagogy in science, the impact of differ-
ent media, different audiences, and different historical circumstances. We 
hope that The Educated Eye will foster scholarship on the important roles 
that visual representation plays in scientifi c communication and educa-
tion in a broad sense.

As the Institute’s codirectors and now editors of this volume, we would 
like to express our thanks to the Leslie Humanities Center at Dartmouth 
College for their generous support of the 2006 Humanities Institute and 
this publication. Specifi cally, Jonathan Crewe, Adrian Randolph, and Isa-
bel Weatherdon provided invaluable support that made this project possi-
ble. We would also like to express our thanks to Brian Kennedy, Katherine 
Hart, and the staff of the Hood Museum of Art at Dartmouth College for 
their expert assistance and support for the exhibit Life Forms: Visual Les-
sons from Biology, which offered a public face for the 2006 Institute.

We would also like to acknowledge our thanks to Common Knowledge and 
Social Studies of Science for permitting us to reprint essays fi rst published 
in these journals. An earlier, and very similar, version of “Screening Sci-
ence: Pedagogy and Practice in William Dieterle’s Film Biographies of 
Scientists” by T. Hugh Crawford appeared in Common Knowledge in 1997 
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viii • Preface

(volume 6, no. 2: 52–68). Rachel Prentice’s “The Anatomy of a Surgical 
Simulation: The Mutual Articulation of Bodies in and through the Ma-
chine” was fi rst published in Social Studies of Science in December 2005 
(volume 35, no. 6: 837–866).

Nancy Anderson
Buffalo, NY

Michael R. Dietrich
Amherst, MA
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1

The late nineteenth century embraced what media theorist Jean-Louis 
 Comolli described as a “frenzy of the visible,” in that by the 1880s the world 
seemed to become entirely visually accessible as a result of increased mo-
bility combined with new visual media, such as advanced printing tech-
niques, photography, and then cinema.1 The life sciences and medicine, 
one might say, participated in this frenzy with an astonishing increase in the 
production, dissemination, and consumption of visual images across medi-
cal practice and biological disciplines. Thus, sometime before Comolli’s 
assertion, Michel Foucault, in The Birth of a Clinic, a work he claimed 
in the introduction was “about . . . the act of seeing,” presented a history 
of nineteenth-century medicine as defi ned by the eye, or vision, taking a 
dominant role over the other senses. His study of the rise of the medical 
clinic describes a shift from a medical glance to the medical gaze, from a 
multisensory engagement with the diseased patient, where touching and 
listening perform principal functions in the identifi cation of pathological 
symptoms, to the promotion of the eye as the sensate purveyor of a fi nal 
(visual) confi rmation of disease, specifi cally through the autopsy. Foucault 
described this as a suzerainty of the visual. By this he means the triumph 
of the “absolute eye of knowledge” over the other senses, one fully associ-
ated with power and death, especially as presented by the cadaver, as the 
eye has “confi scated, and re-absorbed into its geometry of lines, surfaces, 
and volumes, raucous voices, whistlings, palpitations, rough, tender skin, 
cries.”2 Importantly, it is at this same point in time, Foucault postulated, 
that the clinic emerged as a dual domain of practice and teaching, a space 
in which physicians were trained in and utilized the medical gaze from 
the dead to the living, from the living to the dead.

Introduction
Visual Lessons and the Life Sciences

Nancy Anderson and Michael R. Dietrich
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2 • The Educated Eye

As we move into the twentieth century it is abundantly clear that visual 
study and visual learning in science and medicine continued to expand, 
with the implementation of an array of new imaging technologies from 
X-rays and ultraviolet rays to electronics and, fi nally, digital computers 
coming into use. In some ways, the eye becomes more and more an iso-
lated sense when technologies can open up the body to the scientist’s or 
physician’s eyes without opening up the body, and we can observe the 
opened body from immense distances. It is obvious that sight does not 
work in isolation, but it does seem that the eye remains the privileged 
sense within the sciences of medicine and biology, and perhaps there are 
reasons for the continued emphasis on sight at the expense of the other 
senses. Even as mathematical and theoretical representations fi ll the fi eld, 
there is still the need for description and evidence, in image and text, of 
the necessity to depict all forms of life from full organism to individual 
organs, then cells, and even macromolecules as best one can in order to 
convey that knowledge to others.

It has been documented that by the mid-twentieth century, after World 
War II, the life sciences, widely armed with new visualizing technologies 
from electron microscopes to video and, fi nally digital imaging, rapidly 
upped the ante for pictures, including their role in training students. 
One biologist who had studied the large increase of illustrations in biol-
ogy textbooks in the decades following the war, concluded: “In the forty 
years following the end of World War II the average number of pages in 
biology textbooks almost doubled, the number of photographs tripled, 
and the pages that had no illustration at all dwindled to only 22 percent,” 
and that this trend would seem to imply that (1) “good artwork does sell 
textbooks,” (2) “research has shown that illustrations are effective cogni-
tive devices,” and (3) “illustrations keep the length of textbooks down by 
presenting concepts in less space than text alone.”3 The textbook had be-
come a compendium of visual representations knit together with narrative 
prose, problems sets, and lists of further reading. One result could only be 
a demand for greater visual literacy among contemporary students. For 
the most part, however, textbooks are considered to be limited to generally 
accepted knowledge, and not necessarily a means for presenting new and 
emerging scientifi c work, or even providing some plausible experience of 
creating new knowledge.

One point that we hope to make here, however, is that textbooks, and 
scientifi c education more broadly, contribute to the creation of the practi-
cal and epistemic foundations for future research. Scientifi c training and 
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Introduction • 3

scientifi c knowledge production are inextricably linked. As many of the 
essays in this volume will suggest, textbook pictures, projections of bio-
logical processes, and movies (scientifi c fi lms as well as popular science 
fi lms) can simultaneously teach and convey the experience of research. 
An important point becomes, then, that in so far as visual representations 
form an essential element of biological education, they have a profound 
impact on approaches to and the understanding of scientifi c research.

This volume, The Educated Eye: Visual Culture and Pedagogy in the 
Life Sciences, brings together twelve essays on the role of scientifi c im-
ages and media as pedagogical objects or tools within professional circles 
(disciplines) as well as within the wider public sphere, covering the time 
period from the last decades of the nineteenth century to the present. The 
authors here all start with the premise that the medium or object they are 
analyzing and critiquing is involved in some pedagogical mission, whether 
that be in the laboratory or medical clinic, in a textbook or a classroom, 
or in public arenas like movie theaters. These papers, then, investigate 
how images or a visual medium—aside from, but often along with, text—
convey lessons related to medicine or the life sciences, lessons regarding 
biological theory, experimentation and research, observation and human 
vision, instrumentation, and human health. Readers will confront the 
problems of employing cinema to convey a globally relevant public health 
lesson as well as how varying pictorial conventions in contemporary biol-
ogy textbooks serve very different levels of pedagogical intentions.

But beyond this, many of the authors here also ask how these images 
or media might enmesh their specifi c disciplinary lessons within a broader 
cultural, perhaps ideological, world picture. For example, in this vol-
ume, Kirsten Ostherr shows the problems of developing a fi lm for global 
consumption, one that must effectively convey the dangers of a disease, 
hookworm, from the Deep South in the United States to Nicaragua and 
Java. Readers will also encounter Harold Edgerton and his “high-speed 
eye.” Richard Kremer shows that a retraining of the eye is put in play 
with the technological wizardry of a stroboscope and shutterless camera, 
whereby viewers encounter the accelerated pace of vision in the twentieth 
century and beyond—making the point that the human eye must “get 
up to speed,” as it were. Another essay explores how illustrations found 
in nineteenth-century physiology and histology textbooks might be grap-
pling with the issue of a human-nonhuman animal divide in the teaching 
of laboratory research methods, even as the animals (rabbits, newts, and 
frogs) stand in for the human. Whether the authors focus on pictures in 
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4 • The Educated Eye

an undergraduate or medical school textbook or projected on the cinema 
or computer screen, whether they discuss drawings, prints, photographs or 
motion pictures, the intention for many of the scholars included here is to 
think about content and medium as contributing to a seminar, as it were, 
that can take on scientifi c, technological, aesthetic, social, and cultural 
issues.

The scholarship offered here has concentrated almost exclusively on 
the use of visualizing technologies in laboratory work or images presented 
for the purpose of offering scientifi c knowledge and data or expressing sci-
entifi c authority to a lay audience. All address the subject matter of images 
as pedagogical devices. This particular theme has been chosen because 
it seemed curious to us that so little attention has been given specifi cally 
to scientifi c images and media in the service of pedagogy, as specifi cally 
“teaching tools.” The Educated Eye: Visual Culture and Pedagogy in the 
Life Sciences intends to draw attention to and encourage wider research 
in this aspect of the fi eld of visual studies of science. Each essay questions 
the potential or limitations of the visual to serve as a teaching tool, how the 
role or meaning or visual form or medium aids or interferes with, or even 
misrepresents, the specifi c educational mission.

Over the course of the past thirty years, of course, scholars in science 
studies and disciplines that are committed to the study of visual images 
have increasingly looked at the role of visual representation and visual 
media in scientifi c practice, having built what is now the foundation for a 
subdiscipline one might call a “visual studies of science.”4 Drawing scholars 
from history and philosophy of science; science, technology, and science 
studies; art history; fi lm/media studies; visual studies and visual culture; 
and science communication, this literature has been engaging critically 
with issues such as image production, processing, and consumption; the 
diverse uses of images in science and medicine; medium specifi city; and 
specifi c visualizing technologies and techniques.

In the mid-1980s, sociologists of science such as Bruno Latour and Mi-
chael Lynch began introducing their ethnographic studies on laboratory 
work and image production, bringing together an international group of 
scholars in sociology and beyond around this topic. Representation in Sci-
entifi c Practice, edited by Lynch and Steve Woolgar and published in 1988, 
marks a watershed moment for interest in this area.5 By the mid-1970s inter-
est in medical photography had appeared, with Sander Gilman introduc-
ing the work of Hugh Welch Diamond, a nineteenth-century doctor who 
used photography in psychiatric therapy, and art historian Georges Didi-
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Huberman taking on the photographs of patients directed by early French 
neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot. In their intriguing volume, Photograph-
ing Medicine: Images and Power in Britain and America since 1840, Daniel 
Fox and Christopher Lawrence looked at various uses of photography in 
medical practice, except for teaching, but they did provide a detailed list of 
sources for studying the history of medicine and the photograph in order 
to encourage the opening up of the fi eld to further work.6

Even if none of these publications concerned themselves particularly 
with the role of images in pedagogical work, the following decades saw 
a growing interest in analyzing the history of the laboratory classroom; 
developments of university botanical gardens; natural history museums 
and morphological museums; the increased production of atlases, graphs, 
charts, and three-dimensional models; projections of living working organs 
or model organisms; and the institution of assignments whereby students 
described and explained class material through the making of drawings 
after specimens seen with the microscope. The list of publications would 
have to be too long to do justice, but it is important to note that, still, so 
much of this scholarship concerns itself with the important issues of evi-
dence, authenticity, and authority within a professional realm or discipline, 
or tackles the problem of using images to assert scientifi c authority within 
the wider public sphere. The problem of images in teaching information 
and values, that is, as tools of instruction, is rarely acknowledged.

Fairly recently, however, two anthologies have appeared that take their 
focus from issues of pedagogy and the work of acquiring disciplinary skills, 
visual skills, as a rite of passage to professionalization. Published in 2005, 
David Kaiser’s Pedagogy and the Practice of Science makes important 
scholarly headway into the analysis of the intersection of science and 
education. Kaiser’s volume, however, focuses exclusively on the physical 
sciences and only in part on the importance of visual representation in 
science education. Two years later, Cristina Grasseni’s Skilled Visions: 
Between Apprenticeship and Standards appeared with a section of three 
essays devoted to “the social schooling of the eye in scientifi c and medical 
settings,” including a marvelous piece on training the naturalist’s eye in 
the eighteenth century.7

Pedagogy practiced inside the classroom or in public spaces seems like 
an obvious topic of study for scholars of visual and material culture in 
medicine and the sciences, and indeed interest is growing. Nick Hopwood 
used the exhibition galleries of the Whipple Museum of the History of Sci-
ence at Cambridge and an exhibition catalog to introduce a  contemporary 
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6 • The Educated Eye

audience to the wax embryos created by the Zeigler family from the 1870s 
through the early twentieth century. While these beautiful colored wax 
models were fi rst created as a form of “plastic publishing” to support 
various pieces of scientifi c research, Hopwood also discussed how they 
developed into mainstays of classrooms in Europe, the United States, and 
elsewhere. Together with Soraya de Chadarevian, Hopwood has edited a 
group of essays under the title of Models: The Third Dimension of Science, 
in which certain scholars did directly and specifi cally consider models as 
teaching tools.8 Quite recently one can fi nd current sociological studies of 
current practices in medical school, particularly on the implementation 
of virtual reality simulators for training future physicians and surgeons and 
the use of digital modeling to teach structural biology at the molecular 
scale.9 Finally, we note the highly infl uential essay from 1992 by Lorraine 
Daston and Peter Galison, “The Image of Objectivity” that was then ex-
panded into the book Objectivity, published in 2007. The authors focus on 
images from atlases, often enough publications used for teaching students 
and professionals (continuing education, as it were), and thus touch upon 
pedagogical issues.10

The contributions to The Educated Eye: Visual Culture and Pedagogy 
in the Life Sciences are drawn from areas as diverse as developmental biol-
ogy, neuroimaging, medical school physiology and microscopic histology, 
public health fi lm, and science exposition for the public, and they consider 
a variety of media—including drawing, photography, cinema (including 
animation), stroboscopes, shadow projection, graphic methods, textbook 
illustration, functioning magnetic resonance images (fMRIs), and com-
puter graphics. Because many of these media contributed specifi cally 
to the production of new knowledge and new practices (X-rays, fMRIs, 
stroboscopes, digital graphic modeling), one motif running through The 
Educated Eye, as noted, is the interplay of the crafting of innovative sci-
entifi c research work and medical technique with the role of teaching 
and edifi cation, informing and communicating to others. But we want to 
emphasize that the focus of the essays in this volume will not be how the 
visual image was used to persuade peers and colleagues in the research 
science arena, but rather how the visual image is a teaching tool that has 
worked to convey information or train the eye and the mind in the ways of 
seeing, researching, organizing, and acting in the world.

In the fi rst essay, Mara Mills offers what she calls a “didactography” 
of nineteenth-century Harvard anatomy professor Charles Minot, whose 
research career focused on senescence and the organism, especially at the 
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cellular level. It may seem odd to begin a book on images in the life sci-
ences with a history of the study of death, but, as she points out, Minot’s 
emphatic conclusion was that “death was the condition that made life pos-
sible.” Minot also placed at the core of his work as researcher and teacher 
the development of skills of observation, suggesting to Mills that in Minot’s 
mind scientifi c study was equivalent to educating the eye. The develop-
ment of visual expertise was imperative, for, as Minot would announce in 
class, “cells furnish our text.” In this mode, Minot’s pedagogical contribu-
tions emerged in his laboratory, in his public lectures, and in textbooks 
he authored. Most importantly, as is Mills’s focus, Minot visualized the 
temporal aspects of embryological growth through senescence of the cells 
in mature organisms, primarily through histological techniques, to present 
the physiological body in time, from conception to aged maturity.

In “Facing Animals in the Laboratory,” Nancy Anderson also addresses 
nineteenth-century physiology, looking specifi cally at textbooks instructing 
medical students on the preparation and observation of specimens under 
the microscope. The question here is how illustrations in the books—what 
is presented pictorially and what is not—provide surplus lessons related to 
the scientist’s and the physician’s attitude toward the body under investiga-
tion, especially when it is a nonhuman body. Her focus is a consideration 
of the rarity of images of intact animals in physiology and microscopic 
histology textbooks, and the even rarer inclusion of a face on the animal 
when illustrated. Are there plain values regarding human and nonhuman, 
subject and other, being taught or reinforced here when the acts under-
taken are to kill and dismember in order to fi x, stain, and observe bits of 
the animal’s tissue? Anderson suggests this may be the case and, beyond 
this, the absent or faceless creatures (if shown) contribute to the message 
that a certain desensitizing is a crucial goal in undertaking these lessons.

By concentrating on the relationship between image and observer, 
instead of object and camera, in considering the use of photography in 
scientifi c and medical work, Scott Curtis suggests that certain salient val-
ues and skills of research and analysis important in the nineteenth century 
become more clearly understood. Certainly the advantage of stopping bio-
logical movement, stopping time, in the photographic still is the luxury of 
careful attention to detail. And the photographic medium, introduced in 
the mid-nineteenth century, soon was able to deliver detail in abundance, 
giving what Curtis calls a “complete description,” a key value and valued 
skill for scientifi c and medical observation. In addition, Curtis emphasizes 
photography’s capacity for repeatability and facilitating the important work 
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8 • The Educated Eye

of making correlations and fi nding patterns among a series of comparative 
examples. Photography, when considered in the relationship of the image 
and observer, then, moves beyond the argument that it is an objective 
document and becomes a tool for training the eye of the observer.

Anschauung—visuality, visibility, the act of visual perception—is a term 
that held great pedagogical signifi cance in German physiological programs 
of the nineteenth century, in particular, manifesting itself in lesson plans 
and even in the architectural design of classroom spaces. In his paper, 
Henning Schmidgen discusses the rise of the lecture and demonstration 
room called the spectatorium, the viewing hall, as initially a response to 
calls for unmittelbarer Anschauung (immediate perception). While the 
professor spoke to the audience, a large screen would be available behind 
and above him for projecting “images, preparations, and living processes,” 
perhaps photographs of embryos but also an “isolated, still contracting frog 
heart.” As the twentieth century dawns, though, a more rational concep-
tion of physiology education shifts the value of the spectatorium from this 
experience of immediate perception to a more modern need of conveying 
a rapidly growing body of knowledge to larger and larger groups of stu-
dents with ever more effi ciency and speed. Schmidgen also points to the 
dual use of the spectatorium as a teaching apparatus and an instrument 
for research. The enlarged projection both delivers the lesson and creates 
new knowledge by revealing details of the phenomenon on display, which 
would be invisible without this technology.

The next three papers are concerned with the potential of cinema, as a 
mass medium, to convey scientifi c information, either as a tool for teach-
ing public health or as entertainment, that might engage the viewer in the 
wonders and experiences of scientifi c visualization. First, Kirsten Ostherr 
analyzes the public health fi lm, Unhooking the Hookworm, to consider 
various diffi culties arising in the use of cinema in the 1920s to inform the 
public worldwide of health risks. Finding a way to engage the rural poor in 
a public health fi lm was seen as the initial problem, and this was followed 
by broader social and cultural issues that, in the fi nal analysis, dictated 
the creation of several versions of the fi lm in order to engage audiences of 
diverse cultures, ethnicities, and races. With problems of creating an effec-
tive lesson across diverse viewerships, there was also the vexing challenge 
of making the subject matter entertaining enough to maintain viewers’ 
attention long enough to convey the facts, the fi lm’s concrete educational 
message. Here Ostherr gives an in-depth analysis of the ideas exchanged 
on developing effective pedagogical techniques and the combining of live 
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Introduction • 9

action, cinemicroscopy and stop-action animation to visualize various as-
pects of an information-laden story to diverse lay audiences.

Next, Hugh Crawford analyzes public entertainment in the form of 
scientifi c biographic cinema as scientifi c practice and as scientifi c peda-
gogy. “Science and fi lm,” he writes “require a heavy investment in teach-
ing their respective audiences how to see, how to read, and to warrant the 
accuracy of their perceptions.” He insists that the production of scientifi c 
knowledge is always pedagogical, and in two fi lms by William Dieterle, 
The Story of Louis Pasteur (1936) and Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet (1940), 
he contends that audiences fi nd a public demonstration allowing them to 
partake in the validation of the facts produced by the scientist. In the fi lm 
on Pasteur, it is the demonstration of proof through the presentation of the 
natural objects themselves, the microbes. In the fi lm on Ehrlich, inscrip-
tions focus the data, the proof, including biological staining of bacilli as 
well as images of immunological theory drawn on the table linen of a 
potential benefactor with whom the scientist is dining. Both, Crawford 
argues, link scientifi c practice and cinema to the role of pedagogy in the 
creation of new regimes of vision in science. Laboratories, public presen-
tations, and movie houses are all “theaters of proof,” a term he borrows 
from Bruno Latour.

Finally, Michael Golec considers the work of the American designers 
Charles and Ray Eames. Most well known is their 1977 fi lm Powers of 
Ten, but Golec has chosen to analyze an earlier version of the project, the 
Rough Sketch from 1968. The sprint through magnitudes of scale, up to the 
galactic heavens of far-off stars and planets followed by the rapid descent 
to the very elemental components of matter, molecules, and atoms, makes 
up most viewers’ memories of the Powers of Ten experience, and it is the 
makeup of Rough Sketch as well. Golec’s essay reminds us of that rush-like 
feeling the fi lmmakers intentionally effected. There is more to this fi lm, 
though, according to Golec, as he analyzes the way that the far and the 
small are positioned vis-à-vis the human scale, noting that the experience 
for the audience begins with a most familiar setting: a picnic, and a shot 
that will place the domestic sphere at the center, as it were, of scientifi c 
work, or visualization of the world. Here, at the start, viewers experience 
the domestic world meeting scientifi c discovery. But his larger point about 
the fi lm is the science fi ction ride from the very minute scale of cells and 
chromosomes to the far reaches of the outer galaxy, images that make up 
a sequence arranged by powers of ten. It is with the medium of fi lm itself, 
its cuts and splices, that the fi lmmakers offer this heterogeneous collection 
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of images, physical and biological nature at its smallest, its largest, and 
its farthest, as an unlikely continuum, or, as Golec emphasizes, a visual 
nondiscontinuity.

Richard Kremer explores the idea of technology and the training of a 
“high-speed” eye. His topic is Harold Edgerton, engineering professor at 
mit, and his development in the 1930s of a photographic method using 
stroboscopic light, a technology to assist in the capturing of crisp images 
of a drop of milk splashing or a bullet smashing through an apple. These 
images are as much about seeing “time” as the cinema is—not with mo-
tion, but with the capturing of a small increment of time, allowing the 
human eye to experience in an image a fraction of a moment, an event 
that would be entirely inaccessible without the aid of Edgerton’s appa-
ratus. Edgerton was a man after the “facts,” Kremer emphasizes, much 
in the vein of an earlier scientist, Etienne-Jules Marey, who employed 
photography to capture the smallest increments of time in studies of mo-
tion. But Edgerton was not satisfi ed with merely displaying his visual data 
for the edifi cation of diverse audiences, professional and lay. Curiously, 
Kremer notes, Edgerton seemed determined to expose the process to his 
viewers. Kremer discusses how the photographer often published images 
of himself creating these high-speed photographs, showing himself as the 
director of the mechanical process, thus revealing, as part of the lesson, the 
technological setup that allowed the human eye to experience the views of 
the “high-speed” eye.

As Kremer introduces Edgerton’s photography of extreme speed, Sabine 
Brauckmann draws our attention to the diagrammatic innovation of the 
fate map in twentieth-century embryology, which also sought to capture 
changes through time. Understanding how embryos develop from undif-
ferentiated single cells to highly specifi ed bodies composed of hundreds of 
thousands of cells is the central problem of embryology. Biologists, faced 
with communicating their observations of the transformation of cells and 
embryonic regions over time, created a visual convention known as the 
fate map and the specifi cation map, which represented a temporal process 
of development in a single diagram. In effect, these maps imposed the 
future fate of the embryo back on its originating form. As Brauckmann 
shows, these maps became iconic representations of a complex dynamic 
process that was very diffi cult to convey otherwise in the static pages of a 
textbook.

The next two essays, penned by analytic philosophers, provide a look at 
how representations bear on issues of abstraction and authority, as objects 
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for teaching as well as images representing science to the wider public. 
Contemporary college biology textbooks are rich in images, with various 
conventions mixed to convey information in either more or less detail, 
to visually clarify relations, or to present composite information. Laura 
Perini analyzes and compares various conventions used to convey data to 
students—from what she calls “replete pictorial representations” to “sche-
matic diagrams”—and shows how each type of image plays its particular 
productive pedagogical role. Perini’s philosophical interest, however, is in 
determining how one can determine or distinguish the uses of different 
sorts of pictures, and she will proceed on her analysis with the conviction 
that it is not “the distinction between whether or not an image is conven-
tional or resembles its referent that explains the use of different kinds of 
images, but the different kinds of conventions and resemblance relations 
involved.” She then discusses how one can use these different kinds of 
conventions to determine form-content relations and create meaningful 
categories for these images in biology textbooks as teaching tools, as peda-
gogical props.

Adina L. Roskies then meets head-on the problem of unleashing com-
plex images, especially images produced through highly theorized tech-
nologies, to a public that does not properly understand the technology. In 
this case, she addresses functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of 
the brain and what she identifi es as an ignorant acceptance of what the 
medium is capable of depicting. Certainly, there is an age-old problem 
of the lay person being convinced of the image’s authority as scientifi c 
knowledge, and this still can have dire consequences, she insists, as when 
it might occur that fMRI is employed to expose a lying witness in court by 
showing “activity” in the proposed “deception area” of the brain. She em-
phasizes what she calls the unintuitiveness of this technology and insists 
that the public needs to understand both causal and counterfactual rela-
tions between image and the phenomenon represented. She concludes 
that education is the key, and that by introducing a scientifi c visualizing 
technology like the fMRI into high school curricula, a generation devel-
ops not just an understanding of this particular technology, but a stronger 
awareness of scientifi c methods, values, and, yes, limitations.

Finally, the last essay addresses the early development of virtual real-
ity systems to teach surgical technique, Rachel Prentice begins with the 
premise that acknowledgment of the visuality of the lessons should not 
overshadow other senses (touch) and the importance of embodiment. 
Prentice spent time in a medical informatics laboratory at Stanford 
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University where she observed and participated in practicing anatomy, 
which would be translated into a computer program for a digital program 
to teach and practice a minimally invasive procedure, something done 
with cameras and small incisions, such as, in this case, the removal of an 
ovary. She discusses how various participants in the building of this tool—
computer programmers and gynecologists/surgeons, for example—worked 
together to bring a model of the female pelvis to an interactive screen. It 
is certainly a visual lesson, but visuality working with the sense of touch, 
in particular, and with the awareness and training of one’s own working 
body engaging with another, even if it is a virtual one. In creating this 
digital experience between the real body of the surgical student and the 
patient as virtual body, Prentice asserts, there is a “mutual articulation”; 
bodies and machines are mutually constructed during the design of the 
surgical simulation. It seemed fi tting to end with an essay that speaks to 
the development of digital tools in the teaching of biology and medicine 
as well as acknowledges explicitly that such learning is always multisensory 
and embodied.

We have allowed each essay to stand on its own, although it is obvious 
that there are connections to be made between individual texts in terms of 
the analysis of medium, their role in a professional or public sphere, and 
the way in which visual images can always convey more than the obvi-
ous intention, carrying their lessons, for example, into the cultural, the 
aesthetic, the social. Thus, it is the diversity of these essays that is the strong 
point of this volume as a whole. It is hoped that the works will provide, 
individually and in cross-consideration, pedagogical opportunities for ex-
ploring various productions and disseminations of scientifi c, medical, and 
public health information from a multidisciplinary standpoint.
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1.

In an 1897 letter to the editor of Science, acidly titled “Literary Embryol-
ogy,” Harvard biologist Charles Sedgwick Minot quoted at length from a 
piece in the Atlantic on the application of embryology to teacher training. 
The article’s author, Frederic Burk, had tried to demonstrate that “embry-
ology throws some suggestive light upon the radical difference of child-
hood from maturity”—with embryos and children undergoing a tortuous, 
even regressive, development.1 Minot italicized every claim he found 
erroneous, leaving very little of Burk’s original argument standing. “It ap-
pears singular that in an article on teaching, severely criticizing prevalent 
methods,” Minot commented, “there should occur a very striking example 
of inaccurate learning.”2

Minot considered development to be progressive and teleological, 
beginning at the moment of fertilization.3 His contemporaries credited 
him with being “the fi rst among us systematically to examine the phenom-
enon of growth after birth.”4 According the Oxford English Dictionary, 
as a graduate student in 1879 Minot gave the fi rst biological defi nition 
of senescence—one that paradoxically lashed growth to decline: “With 

chapter one

Trained Judgment, Intervention, 
and the Biological Gaze
How Charles Sedgwick Minot Saw Senescence

Mara Mills

What a man saw when he looked through a microscope often depended 
more on what was behind his eye than on what was in front of it.
—henry h.  donaldson, “Charles Sedgwick Minot” (1915)
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each successive generation of cells the power of growth diminishes . . . this 
loss of power I term senescence.”5 His statistical studies of maturation in 
guinea pigs upended the medical notion of old age as “the chief period of 
decline,” instead characterizing it as “the period of slowest decline.”6 Minot 
later turned to the question of growth before birth, chasing his curves back 
to the fi rst embryonic cell divisions. He was among the fi rst to theorize that 
death might be “biological,” a prerequisite of most somatic cells.7

Charles Minot was not a pleasant man. His obituaries unsparingly por-
trayed the bodily manifestations of his intellectual severity. According to 
Frederick Lewis, who worked in his histology lab, Minot had “a small 
rather prim mouth with something about it of the unmated and no lon-
ger youthful female.”8 He did not have any close friends. Edward Morse 
recalled that “his walk was alert and in a straight line,” moreover, “the 
nicety and precision which marked all his endeavors” often graded into 
intolerance and a “fearless” critique of his peers.9 Lewis believed that Mi-
not’s work had in fact been hampered by his personality; his “characteristic 
intensity of conviction was frequently vigorously expressed, and not always 
in such a way as to facilitate his progress.”10

Even more than demeanor, the happenstance of birth date and education 
left Minot vulnerable to the rebuffs of history. He appears here and there 
in recent scholarship as a member of that fi rst generation of u.s.-trained 
physiologists who had such diffi culty fi nding placements in universities.11 
He followed an undergraduate degree in chemistry from mit with a PhD 
in Natural History from Harvard. He began his dissertation under Louis 
Agassiz, but soon became the fi rst student in the fi rst American physiology 
laboratory—that of Henry Pickering Bowditch, under whom he studied 
the cardiovascular effects of anesthesia at the medical school. Minot con-
sidered himself a biologist, but a graduate program in biology was not 
available in the United States until 1876, at Johns Hopkins.12

On the fault plane of the discipline, his novel training made employment 
diffi cult.13 Two years after his graduation in 1880, Charles Eliot “procured 
for him with some diffi culty” a lectureship split between the Harvard Med-
ical and Dental schools; the medical school, in particular, was hesitant to 
accept a faculty member whose primary interest was not doctoring.14 De-
spite these uncertain beginnings, he remained at the medical school for 
the length of his career, eventually chairing the Department of Histology 
and Embryology. This institutional setting—and Minot’s untimely turn 
from working with live animals and tissues to embryonic sections—may 
have obscured his role in the history of biology. Nick Hopwood observes 
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that narratives of a “rising” experimental biology often exclude embryol-
ogy: “Historians of biology have investigated embryology as a paradigm of 
the life sciences in transformation around 1900. Between the 1870s and 
World War I, comparative research addressing grand evolutionary themes 
gave way to often-experimental analyses of focused problems in simpler 
systems. To historians in search of the new biology, studies of the relatively 
inaccessible and experimentally intractable human embryo seemed ir-
remediably descriptive and unappealingly medical.”15 Bowditch founded 
the American Physiological Society in 1887; the fi eld’s focus on “medical” 
experiment also seemed to separate it from the “new biology.” Accord-
ingly, Lynn Morgan cites Minot as an example of traditional morphology’s 
limitation to the analysis of structure.16 Elsewhere, Minot can be found 
writing notes to Franklin P. Mall on the fi ner points of embryo collecting, 
in the small hours before the experimentalization of life prevailed.17

Donna Haraway has argued that developmental biology underwent 
something akin to a paradigm shift between the 1920s and the 1930s, years 
that saw the rise of the gene and the molecule in biology at large. The 
generation that followed Minot adopted organicism—“systems and their 
transformations in time”—as a central metaphor.18 At the leading edge of 
organicism, “directed” by an ascendant constellation of scientifi c analo-
gies and images, Ross Harrison devised the technique of tissue culture. 
Haraway credits tissue culture with turning attention to cell movement, 
“inaugurating study of parts of the organism outside the body of the ani-
mal,” and making embryology more experimental.19

Biologists and historians have subsequently disputed the relevance of 
Kuhn to the fi eld of biology, and have focused more wholly on the topic 
of technological innovation. A 1998 Nature editorial explained, “Non-
Kuhnian revolutions in biology are often, even usually, sparked by innova-
tions in technique.”20 In this vein, Susan Squier diagnoses the emergence 
of a “tissue culture point of view” in the fi rst decades of the twentieth 
century. With image and metaphor now following technique, tissue cul-
ture “resituated the ‘body of science’ from the realm of the static, graphic, 
and dead to that of the dynamic, photographic, and living.”21 In Culturing 
Life, Hannah Landecker suggests that tissue culture was the very source of 
time’s biological defi nition; the “new cytology” of Alexis Carrel and others 
was “a science that studied cells as dynamic, temporal beings rather than 
as static, killed entities of histological staining.”22 Elsewhere, Landecker 
argues that the technique prompted embryologists to “think in terms of 
cells” and provided the context in which death became cellular.23
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Without disputing the magnitude of culture techniques for the under-
standing of cell behavior, mutability, autonomy, and immortality (this last 
being the opposite of time), I argue that Minot’s “senescence” was part of 
an earlier restructuring of life—when death, and hence time, lodged itself 
within the living cell.24 Here, visual techniques governed points of view. 
Minot’s stained sections, as well as the graphs he derived from living bod-
ies, revealed signs of decline where previously there had been no visible 
symptoms; here the graphic was not necessarily static. He framed his work 
as a refutation of the “medical” tendency to pathologize senescence; the 
portraits of aging as atrophy and disease given by physicians “belong only 
to extreme old age, and do not represent or illustrate, so far as we can see 
at present, any general law or operation going on throughout the entire 
period of life.”25 Subsequently, tissue culture would rework Minot’s thesis, 
suggesting that senescence—if a biological imperative—could be delayed, 
deferred, even overcome. Landecker has documented the technique’s con-
tributions to “the engineering ideal” in biology.26 Tissue culture resulted in 
an unprecedented appreciation of cellular plasticity—and manipulation. 
“Techniques of plasticity,” Landecker explains, “are modes of operationaliz-
ing biological time, making things endure according to human intention.”27

Michel Foucault identifi es a “great break in the history of Western 
medicine” at the end of the eighteenth century with the introduction of 
the medical, or clinical, gaze.28 By making death a “technical instrument” 
through the practice of autopsy, Xavier Bichat presented the tissues be-
neath the body’s skin for study. The medical gaze traveled “along a path 
that had not so far been opened to it: vertically from the symptomatic 
surface to the tissual surface, plunging from the manifest to the hidden.”29 
Bichat traced disease symptoms to pathological tissues, defi ning “life” as 
the resistance to death.

The “biological gaze,” on the other hand, preceded the possibility for 
“technologies of living substance.”30 Evelyn Fox Keller defi nes the bio-
logical gaze as interventionist, always requiring the manipulation (and fre-
quently—even after tissue culture—the outright destruction) of its object. 
From natural history collections to electron microscopy, this gaze “has 
become increasingly and seemingly inevitably enmeshed in actual touch-
ing, in taking the object into hand, in trespassing on and transforming the 
very thing we look at.”31 For some early biologists, intervention was limited 
to the “preparation” of specimens for observation and display. By the end 
of the nineteenth century, Keller argues, “for the experimental biologist, 
the function of the microscope is not simply to enhance looking, or even 
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to validate the tangibility of that which we are gazing at, but to employ that 
gaze as a probe in anticipation of action.”32 If life could not in fact resist 
death of its own accord, then for many biologists after Minot the action to 
be taken was life-extension.

Minot, too, theorized biological looking, and his “gaze” frequently de-
pended upon intervention—as in the staging of life for the microscope. 
Nevertheless, he did not make the transition to the emerging culture of 
enhancement, or transformative intervention. By his account, the bio-
logical gaze included the recording of “variable relations,” both changes 
across time and differences between individuals. In his 1910 vice presiden-
tial speech before the experimental medicine division of the aaas, Minot 
proposed that “the method of science” was “the art of making durable 
trustworthy records of natural phenomena,”33 records that could be used 
to register time or identify norms.34 The “graphic method” was one means 
to this end—for Minot, it included automatic recording devices as well 
as diagrams of mathematical data.35 Specimen collecting, in the case of 
his embryo series, became another form of temporal recording, a set of 
samples that could be used to simulate development.

Although the interventionist principle in biology does not match up 
cleanly with the history of objectivity in other fi elds, Minot nonethe-
less exemplifi es the standard of “trained judgment” that emerged dur-
ing his lifetime. Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have anchored this 
variety of objectivity in education: a “late nineteenth-century explosion 
in pedagogical innovation blazed a path to scientifi c formation.”36 New 
departments and training methods led to new ideals for seeing; scientists 
interpreted machine-made images, and in particular they learned to judge 
the range of the normal.37 “The trained expert possessed and conveyed 
to apprentices the means (through the ‘trained’ or ‘seeing’ eye) to clas-
sify and manipulate.”38 For Minot, making records and building recording 
devices—rather than discovering their output in a library—was essential 
to becoming-scientifi c. To see and to interpret records required “training 
by actual use,” similar to the playing of a musical instrument.39 If error 
could stem from “the variation of the phenomena, the imperfections of 
the methods and the inaccuracy of the observer”—and if, as Minot be-
lieved, the personal equation could rarely be determined—then practice 
lay at the heart of the method of science.40

According to Minot’s own teaching philosophy—“we must teach how 
to learn, and how to learn from the unknown”—every possible technical 
method should be called to the service of the eye, for “to observe cor-
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rectly and reason correctly are the most diffi cult accomplishments a man 
can strive for.”41 The laboratory was the ideal space for this teaching and 
self-teaching. Minot often opened his own classes with the proclamation, 
“cells furnish our text.”42 In an 1899 commencement lecture to the medical 
students at Yale, on “Knowledge and Practice,” he urged his audience to 
pair clinical observation with structured laboratory investigation—namely 
because “experimental physiology, bacteriology and pathology offer far 
better discipline of the observational power than anatomy alone.”43 (This 
lecture cannot have gone over very well, barbed as it was with comments 
such as “medicine is one department of applied biology, just as dyeing 
is one department of applied chemistry.”44) Minot’s preoccupation with 
purposeful development in the classroom obtained from his theory of life: 
“The most striking distinction of the processes in living bodies, as compared 
with those in inanimate bodies, is that living processes have an object—
they are teleological.”45 What follows, then, is a “didactography”—Minot’s 
history as it was impressed upon that of the discipline; the theories he 
derived through lecturing, textbook-writing, and embryo-collecting; the 
visual aids to his developmental research, from graphs to microtomes; his 
equation of science with educating the eye.

2.

Garland Allen, for one, places Minot with Jacques Loeb and Thomas Mor-
gan, as a lead experimentalist at the turn of the twentieth century: “These 
younger men were more concerned with biological mechanisms—the 
way in which an organism developed, or how cell differentiation was trig-
gered in early embryonic development. They were dissatisfi ed with the ba-
sically descriptive, taxonomic, and frequently speculative viewpoint of the 
nineteenth century naturalists.”46 Yet the better part of Minot’s career was 
devoted to embryo collecting, institution-building, and administration—
despite his sermons on laboratory investigation and the scientifi c method. 
He helped found the Association of American Anatomists, the American 
Society of Naturalists, and the laboratory at Woods Hole; he served as 
president of the Boston Society of Natural History and the American As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science; he edited Science, among other 
journals. A paradox of Minot’s career, and perhaps another explanation 
for his relative absence from the secondary literature, is that he spent all 
of his professional years training doctors rather than the next generation 
of biologists. In that capacity, he designed the Harvard Medical School 
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laboratories, from the sizes of the rooms to the placement of the windows 
and work stations. Tidy as the periodic table, he wrote articles on schol-
arly information management—down to the level of pamphlet storage on 
bookshelves.47 His pedagogical manifestos include one on lengthening the 
school year, another on lowering the age for college admission (given the 
drift of senescence), and very many on making medicine “scientifi c.”48 His 
engrossment with architecture and infrastructure often inhibited experi-
mental research. The remains of Minot’s career are indeed mostly to be 
found in laboratory implements and methods.

Minot spent three years of his own graduate study abroad, primarily in 
Leipzig at Carl Ludwig’s laboratory. Returning in 1877, he published a se-
ries of articles on “The Study of Zoology in Germany.” He found much to 
recommend in the German laboratory system—the proximity to notable 
faculty, the self-guided activity of the students, the availability of museum 
collections. Laboratories, Minot explained, were “at once training-schools 
and the scene of active original research.”49 He took pains to describe the 
central technique of the zoological laboratory—microscopy—and the 
creative labor required “to render the objects suitable for investigation.”50 
Tissues had to be hardened in order to be sectioned thinly enough for 
mounting on slides. Material could be made transparent through immer-
sion in glycerin, which allowed the passage of light for better viewing. 
Staining, in Minot’s account, was a sort of ocular prosthesis:

Preparations for the microscope cannot be felt or dissected, but only seen; 
therefore, the differential coloring produced by the carmine, for example, is 
an assistance to the eye, comparable to the raised alphabets of the blind. In 
both cases, the conditions under which the special sense, whether sight or 
feeling, has to act are greatly exaggerated, so to speak, thus producing mag-
nifi ed or strengthened perceptions.51

When Minot began his career at the Harvard Medical School, his labora-
tory had eighteen Hartnack microscopes, which magnifi ed an object no 
more than fi fty times; hence the assemblage required for the biological 
gaze included “preparations,” or biological objects that had been altered 
for compatibility with the eye.52

Beyond the rendering of tissues into new perspectives, the human eye 
and mind required preparation. Minot urged life scientists to study the 
laws of optics, for instance, to learn how to minimize the refraction of light 
through microscope specimens. More importantly, he believed that experi-
ence was the surest solution to such problems as the microscope’s inversion 
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of the fi eld of vision. “A beginner,” he explained, “fi nds it almost impos-
sible to move a preparation under the microscope in the way he wishes, but 
with practice the coordination of sight and movement becomes so perfect 
that the adjustment is unconscious.”53 He believed that vision itself was 
largely learned—it was a “psychological and not a sensory phenomenon.”54 
Thus he urged a tactical enlargement of the eye’s capabilities.

Throughout his career, Minot dedicated himself to the philosophical 
topics of consciousness and temporality, appropriating them for the fi eld 
of biology with the conviction that “the biologist must necessarily become 
more and more the supreme arbiter of all science and philosophy, for 
human knowledge is itself a biological function.”55 In 1879, still a graduate 
student, he authored “On the Conditions to be Filled by a Theory of Life,” 
which demanded that all aspects of life—including stimulus-response, in-
gestion, sex, senescence and memory—be explained on the order of cells.56 
In another article that year, Minot specifi cally attempted to defi ne growth 
as cellular (boasting, “the discussion of growth from this stand-point has 
not, as far as I am aware, been hitherto attempted”57). Minot was not alone 
in his enthusiasm for cells, however, or in his conviction that they were the 
ciphers of life, death, and development. In the late 1870s, as Abigail Lustig 
has meticulously explained, the study of single-celled organisms prompted 
scientists to question whether such milestones as death were actually com-
mon to all living things.58 August Weismann most famously theorized that 
protozoans were immortal, therefore death was merely an “adaptation” 
of multicellular organisms—not a defi ning characteristic of all life. Weis-
mann saw death as a “secondary adaptation,” Lustig explains, “necessary to 
clear away older, more maladaptive individuals.”59 Contemporaries Emile 
Maupus and Otto Bütschli insisted that protozoans senesced.

Minot weighed in on this debate, at fi rst disbelieving that any organisms 
could escape natural death, but by the end of his career conceding that 
protozoans may well do. He consistently argued for a focus on cellular 
rather than organismic death; single-celled protozoans (with their capacity 
for conjugation, or the exchange of nuclei), could not be compared to 
multicellular individuals.60 The somatic cells of the latter were fated to 
die—even if they escaped trauma—as a consequence of senescence or 
developmental imperatives. Minot tried to defend, in print, his title to 
“the conception of the biological problem of death.” His hypothesis (he 
insisted) “was formed several years before Weismann’s fi rst publication”61 
Regardless, the details of “natural” cell death would not begin to be worked 
out until the mid-1880s.62
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Minot had observed Ludwig’s work on muscle physiology and con-
ducted his own experiments on the capacity of muscles to function outside 
of the body. Just as the heart beats for a time after its dissection from a liv-
ing creature, so do other body parts exhibit what Minot called “over-life”: 
an independent capacity for living and dying. Death was not organismic, 
but occurred in pieces.63 At the Harvard Medical School, Minot turned to 
“experiment” to test his theoretical claims.

An early line of his research on senescence was conducted using guinea 
pigs. They were not yet model organisms; Minot appreciated that they 
were inexpensive, and easily penned-in to limit experimental conditions. 
(He also remarked that he found them “so unintelligent that I have been 
unable to feel any interest except scientifi c in them.”64) His intention 
was to analyze the weight, chemical composition, and cell structure of a 
population from birth until death.65 He cared meticulously for 100–400 
guinea pigs—depending on birth and death rates—over the course of fi ve 
years. Minot cleaned their pens himself, visited twice each day, gave them 
names such as “Snout” and “Hypocrite,” and took upwards of 8,040 weight 
measurements. In addition, he induced abortions in pregnant guinea pigs 
so as to weigh their embryos at different stages and examine those early 
cells under the microscope. He described this project as one of “experi-
mental biology.”66

A medical tradition already existed for measuring growth—Bowditch, 
Minot’s advisor, conducted a famous study of schoolchildren in Boston 
and concluded that growth increases just before puberty.67 Rather than 
directly measure growth, as had most comparative anatomists, Minot de-
cided to calculate the average rates of change for his guinea pig population. 
The results, he believed, would be most readily apparent through graphic 
representation. “For our accuracy,” Minot theorized, “it is necessary often 
to have a number of data in their correct mutual relations presented to 
our consciousness at the same time, and this we accomplish by the visual 
image, which is far more effi cient for this service than any other means of 
which we dispose.”68 Minot’s hand-drawn “charts of senescence” showed 
curves that plummeted and then seemed to fl atten out over the x-axis (fi g-
ure 1.1). He was surprised by his own conclusion—namely, that growth 
increasingly weakens after the prenatal stage.69

Under the microscope, the cells of his animals revealed a seemingly 
related phenomenon—“the proportion of protoplasm to the nucleus in-
creases with the age of the organism.”70 However, the guinea pig experi-
ments came to a premature end, a fact Minot detailed with great pain: 
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“Three times in a row, dogs got in and killed the animals leaving me only 
four alive of all those I had kept and weighted for a long period, making as 
I went along a careful biological record of each individual.”71 He nonethe-
less attempted several partial explanations for why cells senesced as they 
grew, one of which seemed to be their inexplicable teleological striving, 
or plan.72 Surveying the work of Oskar Hertwig and others, he surmised 
that this plan resided in the “nuclear substance” or “chromatine.”73 Susan 
Squier remarks upon the prescience of these insights (still relegating his 
techniques and his times to the outdated): “Although working in the 
pregenetic era, Minot nevertheless glimpsed a relationship between the 
beginning of life and its end that scientists are now rearticulating as the 
relationship between telomere length and rate of aging.”74 The shortening 

1.1 Bowditch’s growth 
chart compared to 
Minot’s chart of 
senescence (below). 
Reprinted from Charles 

Sedgwick Minot, The 

Problem of Age, Growth 

and Death (New York: 

The Knickerbocker Press, 

1908), 91, 96.
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of the telomeres (chromosome tips) with each cell division is now believed 
to lead to cell senescence, often followed by apoptosis, in many (but not 
all) multicellular organisms.75

During his fi rst ten years at the Harvard Medical School, Minot si-
multaneously undertook the massive project of authoring a textbook on 
embryology, with medical students as his primary audience. He explained 
this turn in his research as a happenstance of the classroom—“Necessity 
early led me into teaching embryology.”76 He began a small collection of 
human embryos, obtained from Boston and New York physicians, which 
he sketched throughout the textbook to illustrate the stages of embryonic 
and fetal development.77 Even at the end of his career, his laboratory did 
not have the resources for photography, so most of the examples in his 
publications were drawings of preserved embryos—whole, or divided into 
tissue sections. With sectioning, Minot argued, “every portion . . . may be 
subjected to minute examination, and, further, the sections once made 
and mounted they may be stowed away and investigated at any leisure 
moment. For example, during a few weeks at the seaside, material for a 
winter’s occupation may be very easily procured. Neither is there so much 
hurry in drawing, as when an animal is living we are afraid it may die.”78 
Sketching this material required “a special degree of skill and a consider-
able faculty of plastic imagination.”79

Minot’s fussiness lent itself to the invention of a precision microtome, 
which yielded extremely fi ne sections of .002 mm or less (fi gure 1.2). He 
collaborated with Edward Bausch on this project in the 1890s—a man 
with whom he had previously quarreled in Science regarding the qual-
ity of American lenses.80 According to a 1947 review in the Transactions 
of the American Microscopical Society, their microtome “rightly received 
wide attention” and became something of an American standard.81 More 
importantly, Minot’s instrument work helped move more bodies into wax 

1.2 Minot’s microtome. From Charles Sedgwick Minot, 

“On Two Forms of Automatic Microtomes,” Science 5, 127 

(1897): 859.
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and under glass, prior to the possibility of life in vitro. Nick Hopwood, writ-
ing on Wilhelm His as the initiator of the mechanist perspective in embry-
ology, has contextualized these new ways of seeing thus: “The microtome 
symbolizes a transformation in the practice of microscopy, a sea change in 
the experience of laboratory work in the life sciences, and a reorientation 
of the objects of research from living organisms in their environments to 
the internal topography of fi xed and sectioned specimens.”82

In 1892, Minot fi nally published Human Embryology, an 800-page vol-
ume that was generally noted as the most important American text on the 
topic.83 Reviewers primarily recommended the book for its exhaustive in-
line citations and notes; one described feeling “indebted . . . for the com-
pilation of such of valuable résumé of the work of other embryologists.”84 
This comprehensive pedagogical endeavor undoubtedly stimulated much 
of Minot’s own, largely theoretical, work.

After the decimation of the guinea pig study, Minot began to pursue 
embryology almost exclusively. If old age “is merely the culmination of 
changes which have been going on from the very fi rst stage of the germ 
up to the adult,” Minot postulated, “We must expect from the study of 
the very young stages to fi nd a more favorable occasion for analysis of the 
factors which bring about the loss in the power of growth and of change.”85 
Thus, Minot began what he called his “unremitting” development of the 
Harvard Embryological Collection in January 1896.86 Less than two de-
cades later, at the time of his death, he had supervised the preservation and 
sectioning of 2,000 vertebrate embryos in his medical school laboratory. 
Minot’s collection was designed to serve as a “cyclopedia” for researchers 
worldwide, with at least 3 embryos each for 22 species, including human, 
cat, pig, chick and opossum. “So far as I am aware,” he announced in The 
Journal of Medical Research in 1905, “no other collection of this kind has 
yet been attempted.”87

In Minot’s own research, comparative embryology was an avenue to-
ward the broad biological defi nition of senescence. His collection of rabbit 
embryos revealed a connection between “growing power” and differen-
tiation (fi gure 1.3). Obtaining these embryos at half-day age intervals, he 
counted the number of cells in each and estimated the percent that looked 
to be actively dividing. After eight days or so of relative uniformity and 
rapid growth, the cells began to change and at the same time their number 
of divisions decreased.88 Minot ventured to estimate that vertebrates “have 
lost at the time of their birth 99 percent of their original growth capacity.”89 
This mitotic slowing, or decrease in cell reproduction, meant not only a 
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loss in growth but in repair. Minot compared his straightforward observa-
tions to the experimental work of Hans Driesch and Wilhelm Roux, whose 
shaking and pricking and centrifuging of embryos had revealed their un-
differentiated cells to be capable of transforming into any tissue type (what 
is now described as totipotence).90 He began to see differentiation as “the 
central problem of all biological research . . . and if we understood fully 
the nature of differentiation and the cause of it, we should have probably 
got far along towards the solution of the fi nal problem of the nature of life 
itself.”91

Minot was equally interested in applying his human series to the ques-
tion of biological time, through the careful study of tissue metamorphoses. 
This method resembled the chronophotographic, with time and develop-
ment emerging from a sequence of slides or preserved bodies. Unlike the 
graphic representations from his guinea pig research, each embryological 
stage derived from a different individual. Nick Hopwood has detailed the 
techniques applied by Wilhelm His to “visualize embryos and make them 
comparable” in the process of assembling his “normal” series of human 
embryogenesis.92 The dearth of examples, the ambiguities of pathology, 
and the variation of individual growth persistently dragged on these typo-
logical endeavors. There were no observations, at all, for several early 
stages of human embryonic development. One four-millimeter embryo, 
in particular, represented an enormous quandary for Minot. “So far as 
the condition of the embryo itself indicates, the specimen is normal,” he 
wrote, “but it differs in many respects from the few human embryos of this 
size which have hitherto been described. . . . The question arises whether 

1.3 Minot’s representation of the life history of blood corpuscles from rabbit 
embryos. From Charles Sedgwick Minot, The Problem of Age, Growth and Death (New York: 

G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1908), 78.
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this embryo is really not more normal than the others.”93 Staging raised 
the additional question of how time should be measured—if cuts should 
be made according to the calendar (i.e., development measured by day) 
or according to the embryos themselves (i.e., development measured by 
length or by landmark).

In 1903, Minot published the Laboratory Textbook of Embryology as 
an activity-guide and companion volume to Human Embryology. Minot 
often marveled at the recency of the laboratory phenomenon; here was 
his own somewhat paradoxical effort to entrench lab work into the life 
sciences curriculum.94 “Knowledge lives in the laboratory,” Minot de-
claimed, “when it is dead we bury it, decently, in a book.”95 His Labo-
ratory Textbook introduced students to research methods: how to collect 
embryos from fi shermen and use a chick incubator (the Harvard labs 
themselves had only just switched to mechanization, after years of keep-
ing hens); how to remove, measure, preserve, stain, dissect, and section 
embryos; how to make camera lucida drawings. This lab manual made the 
fetal pig an embryological standard.96 It also described the procedure for 
enlarging, and then reconstructing, a sectioned embryo in a series of wax 
plates. As Hopwood has demonstrated, His and other embryologists saw 
development through the practice of building these wax models.97 The 
plastic reconstruction of embryos was equally a scientifi c method and a 
pedagogical tool, instructing makers and students on matters of growth 
and differentiation.

Minot did not miss the opportunity to discuss cell death in his lab book, 
urging readers to recognize that without death “on a large scale the nor-
mal round of human life would be impossible. The student should free 
himself from the unfortunate tradition that these processes are exclusively 
pathological.”98 Normal, or intrinsic, cell death accounted for the continu-
ous shedding of cells by the intestines, the uterus, the hair, and the skin. 
Cells also died through accident or through attack by other cells (now 
called necrosis). Moreover, somatic cells seemed to have intrinsically lim-
ited life spans; they followed an arc of decelerating growth followed by 
decomposition.

Perhaps Minot’s most infl uential work, The Problem of Age, Growth and 
Death, was based on his 1907 Lowell Lectures, a series sponsored by Har-
vard and open to the public. Published six years prior to his own death in 
1914, the book was “the fi rst comprehensive presentation” of his research, 
from theoretical speculation to physiological experiments to embryo col-
lection.99 By the time of the Lowell Lectures, he had incorporated his 
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ninety-two years.” From Charles Sedgwick Minot, The Problem of Age, 

Growth and Death (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1908), 68, 69.
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ideas about death and senescence into a theory of “cytomorphosis.”100 This 
concept was meant to embrace the full development of the cell, parsed into 
four stages: undifferentiated, differentiated, degenerated, and decomposed 
or “removed.” Senescence accrued across the lifetime, thus death should 
be thought of as a process rather than an “event.” Minot consolidated his 
research into four hypotheses: the process of differentiation somehow 
strips cells of their regenerative powers and thus leads eventually to death; 
a “law of genetic restriction” precludes differentiated cells from returning 
to an undifferentiated state; the germ cells, including those stored in the 
marrow, slowed their production of new cells in aged bodies; and fi nally, 
“the period of most rapid decline is youth.”101

Historians of gerontology have tended to assume that biologists simply 
miniaturized the symptoms of aging and transposed medical interpreta-
tions onto the cell cycle.102 Yet Minot opened his Lowell Lectures with 
lantern slides that contrasted a newborn baby with the “shrinkage and 
shriveling” of an old man in a counterintuitive manner. “We commonly 
think of the old as those who have lost most, who have passed beyond the 
maximum of development and are now upon the path of decline . . . [but] 
the period of old age,” he told his audience, “so far from being the chief 
period of decline, is in reality essentially the period in which the actual 
decline going on in each of us is the least.”103 He subsequently exhibited 
images of “old” and “young” cells, again reversing the expected vision of 
aging by focusing on growth rather than atrophy (fi gure 1.4). Minot offered 
his Lowell audience a bit of encouragement in the face of this declension: 
“The maintenance of the life of each individual of us depends partially 
on the continued death going on in minute fragments of our body here 
and there.”104 The fi nal stage of cytomorphosis—“removal of the dead”—
provided material and room for the generation of new cells. Senescence 
proper (as opposed to other processes leading to cell death), Minot defi ned 
as a “consequence” of differentiation—not an outcome of natural selec-
tion with an evolutionary advantage.105

In his last public lecture, the year before his death, Minot returned cell 
death to the human scale:

To it we are indebted for our organization which makes us men; to it we owe 
the possibility of knowing our earth, its inhabitants, and ourselves; to it we 
owe all the advantages of our existence; to it we owe the possibility of carry-
ing on our physiological work much better than the lower organisms; to it 
we owe the possibility of those human relations which are the most precious 
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of our experiences. These advantages and many others do we owe to differ-
entiation, the price of which is death. The price is not too high.106

Rather than being essential, as in Weismann’s “adaptive” interpretation, 
Minot had made death at once innate and incidental.107

3.

The publication of the Lowell Lectures as The Problem of Age, Growth and 
Death generated widespread response. In 1914, Dr. Ignatz Leo Nascher 
authored Geriatrics: The Diseases of Old Age and Their Treatment, the 
fi rst medical textbook on the topic since that of Jean-Martin Charcot, a 
half-century prior. Nascher reprinted Minot’s illustrations of young and 
old nerve cells and defi ned aging as an intrinsic, physiological process. 
The bulk of Geriatrics was nosological, however, yielding what Lawrence 
Cohen has termed a “geriatric paradox”: old age simultaneously included 
and excluded from normalcy.108 With precisely the medical approach to 
aging that Minot had rebuked, Nascher insisted that the manifestations of 
senility would be pathological at any other time of life. Moreover one be-
came an entirely new person as the result of age: “In advanced life none of 
the early cells are left (except brain cells) . . . [and] . . . the aged individual 
is in fact an entirely different individual from the one who was formed 
from the ancestors of the late cells.”109

In 1922, G. Stanley Hall published his interdisciplinary textbook Se-
nescence: The Last Half of Life. Of Minot’s theory, he wrote that it “might 
almost justify a kind of homesickness for the state of the ovum or the im-
mortal germ plasm. . . . Life itself as we know it from this viewpoint seems 
a little falsetto.”110 Hall stopped short of accepting the inevitability of cell 
death, reassuring his readers that if Minot “gives us a haunting sense of 
loss [he] also reinforces the hope that the high potential with which we all 
started somehow, sometime, may be better conserved.”111 Popular authors 
on longevity turned more forcefully to this question of conservation. In 
Adding Years to Your Life, Dr. Henry Williams rebuffed Minot’s claim that 
“the higher diversifi ed life is purchased at the price of ultimate death.” 
And even if Minot were correct, Williams argued, contemporary medi-
cal experiments held great therapeutic promise—especially those of Serge 
Voronoff, a surgeon whose grafting and transplantation fame rested on 
moving the glands of young criminals and chimpanzees into the testicles 
of wealthy old men.
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Voronoff’s teacher, Alexis Carrel, cited The Problem of Age, Growth and 
Death in a 1923 publication for having established the fact that cells and 
bodies lost “growth energy” over the course of their life spans.112 Many of 
Carrel’s own investigations were devoted to growth and senescence, which 
he tried to prove were media phenomena—the result of a cell’s interac-
tions with its environment. The medical tradition of longevity research 
had always focused on environment, especially as related to ingestion and 
habit, producing catalogs of the diets of super-centenarians from around 
the globe that recommended the miraculous powers of yogurt, turnips, 
or egg yolk. Keeping tissues alive in vitro, the technique Carrel greatly 
expanded, was also a matter of providing the appropriate medium—which 
included temperature, moisture, and chemical composition.113 Perrin Sel-
cer has demonstrated that Carrel turned to tissue culture through his con-
cern, as a surgeon, with speeding the cicatrization (healing) of wounds.114 
Carrel soon became interested in extending the lives of cells, perhaps 
indefi nitely.115

In a book titled Biological Time, Pierre Lecomte du Noüy outlined the 
trajectory of Carrel’s early research. This included their collaboration on 
the healing-rates of soldiers’ wounds during World War II. In 1914, they 
began their association at the Rockefeller Laboratories in Compiegne, in 
the converted Hotel du Rond Royal. Laboratory animals with geometric 
shapes cut into their abdomens roomed alongside wounded soldiers—all 
became part of a project to understand healing and, it was hoped, the laws 
of senescence.116 This hotel never slept; du Noüy described the sounds 
of gunfi re and the aftershocks of bombs that attended his research into 
less extraordinary forms of death. As a physical biologist, du Noüy hoped 
to “introduce a new concept of time . . . [which] we will indicate a pos-
sibility of deriving from our own organism” through the measurement 
of wounds. He and Carrel traced soldier’s lesions using a fountain pen 
and cellophane. These drawings were transferred to paper and cut out, 
and then the papers themselves were weighed, and compared, every four 
days. Deeper wounds were fi lled with water to obtain a measurement of 
volume. Calculating an index of cicatrization, or healing, with the data 
from hundreds of wounds, du Noüy determined that the age of a patient 
negatively corresponded to the rate of healing, an unacknowledged cor-
roboration of Minot’s research.

Earlier, at the Rockefeller Institute, Carrel had attempted the “regen-
eration” of an elderly dog through removing, “cleansing,” and re-injecting 
two-thirds of its blood. As du Noüy explained, “the logical conclusion 
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which Carrel deduced from this remarkable experiment was that . . . the 
symptoms of senescence are the expression of profound physico-chemical 
and chemical changes occurring in the organism through the infl uence 
of time.”117 Carrel and du Noüy searched for a “chemical clock” by which 
toxicity caused cells to senesce—and which hygienic conditions might 
reverse.

In 1931, Carrel published an article on “physiological time.” He con-
trasted it to the uniform ticks on the clock-face that marked “physical 
time.” On the one hand, Carrel assailed traditional histology for failing to 
adequately represent or even see time. Merging Henri Bergson’s philosophy 
of duration with the evidence of tissue culture, Carrel argued that “physi-
ological age” was the result of accumulated events in the life of a tissue, its 
ongoing relationship with the environment: “The cause of duration seems 
to consist of the modifi cation of their medium produced by living struc-
tures, and of the secondary changes undergone by these structures under 
the infl uence of the modifi ed medium. Time is recorded by a cell com-
munity only when the metabolic products are allowed to remain around 
the tissue.”118 In Creative Evolution, moreover, Bergson had used Minot’s 
article “On Certain Phenomena of Growing Old” as a counterexample 
to duration. The philosopher scorned the captivity of most biologists to 
“the image of the hourglass”—their conviction that aging was a process of 
“constant accumulation or loss,” that time was external to the histories of 
individual bodies.119

Even as Carrel assailed traditional histology, he simply repeated many 
of its conclusions regarding development:

Dead organs and histological sections are nothing but useful abstractions. 
The body really consists of a fl ux of structural and functional processes, 
that is, of an uninterrupted modifi cation of tissues, humors, and conscious-
ness. Such is physiological duration. The process of aging starts simultane-
ously with embryonic life. It is expressed by irreversible changes progressing 
during the entire span of our existence. The decrease in the rate of growth 
during infancy and youth, the occurrence of puberty and menopause, the 
lowering of basal metabolism and the modifi cations of the skin and hair, 
etc., appear as the stamp of time on the organism.120

Carrel, too, saw physiological time as something regular and quantifi -
able; the index of cicatrization, in fact, was one of its measures.121

In his widely translated Man, the Unknown of 1935, Carrel outlined a 
philosophy in which “physiological age” was the result of the accumulated 
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events in an organism’s life: “Our present does not drop into nothingness 
as does the present of a pendulum. It is recorded simultaneously in mind, 
tissues, and blood. We keep within ourselves the organic, humoral, and 
psychological marks of all the events of our life. . . . We are the result 
of a history. . . . Each thought, each action, each illness has defi nitive 
consequences, inasmuch as we never separate ourselves from our past. We 
may completely recover from a disease, or from a wrong deed. But we bear 
forever the scar of those events.” At the same time, Carrel echoed Minot 
regarding the inevitable senescence of organisms with differentiated cells: 
“Death is the price he has to pay for his brain and his personality.”122 The 
life span of tissues could be controlled through careful culturing, and so 
might longevity be increased for humans, but Carrel did not ultimately be-
lieve this would translate into human immortality. “Where are we going?” 
he asked the readers of Refl ections on Life (published posthumously).

Towards death. The structure of our body makes death a necessity. From 
the very inception of its existence in the womb, the young organism begins 
to age. This process of senescence is much more rapid in the foetus and the 
young child than in the adult and still more than in the old. The progress 
towards death slows down considerably with advancing years but it never 
stops and never changes its direction. Whatever the future successes of sci-
ence may be, every human being is condemned sooner or later to disappear 
from this world.123

Carrel, who later directed the Foundation for the Study of Human 
Problems for the Vichy government, also felt that heredity had a strong in-
fl uence. Individual differences (between humans, or between tissue types) 
resided in structure as well as in history.124 Thus he did not universally rec-
ommend the application of tissue culture, or any other technique, to in-
crease human longevity: “It is imperative that the number of the diseased, 
the paralyzed, the weak, and the insane should not be augmented. Be-
sides, it would not be wise to give everybody a long existence. The danger 
of increasing the quantity of human beings without regard to their quality 
is well known. Why should more years be added to the life of persons who 
are unhappy, selfi sh, stupid, and useless?”125

Many biologists contemporary to Carrel focused entirely on the ways 
the lived past accumulated in, “acted upon,” the present. Aging, then, was 
the result of wear and tear, unhealthy environments, or the build-up of 
poisons in the body. Jacques Loeb, for instance, in his book The Organism 
as a Whole: From a Physico-Chemical Viewpoint, pitted Minot against Ilya 
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Metchnikoff, who won the Nobel Prize in 1908 for his discovery of phago-
cytosis. Metchnikoff proposed that aging resulted from “autointoxica-
tion” caused by intestinal bacteria. This, he believed, could be prevented 
through the regular consumption of sour milk. Siding with Metchnikoff, 
Loeb placed “natural” death in quotation marks.126 As G. Stanley Hall later 
put it, Metchnikoff turned aging into an “infectious chronic disease.127

More damaging, Raymond Pearl took apart Minot’s theory of cytomor-
phosis in his own Lowell Lectures of 1920, published as The Biology of 
Death. Earlier, Pearl had praised Minot for conducting the “the pioneer 
researches” into growth, but these Lowell Lectures set out to refute his 
predecessor’s basic concepts.128 After discussing the immortality of single-
celled organisms, Pearl argued that differentiated cells, with their limited 
powers of reproduction, were simply sensitive to external injuries and 
unable to repair themselves.129 Pearl revised cytomorphosis into the re-
sult rather than the cause of aging. He based these contentions on the 
evidence of life tables (death was medical, not biological—no one actu-
ally died of old age) and on that of tissue culture: “If cells of nearly every 
sort are capable, under appropriate conditions, of living indefi nitely in 
undiminished vigor, and cytological normality, there is little ground for 
postulating that the observed senescent changes in these cells while in 
the body, such as those described by Minot and others, are expressive of 
specifi c and inherent mortal processes going on in the cells.”130

Near the end of his life, Minot continued his attempts to expand the 
Harvard embryological collection. In 1912, he wrote a letter to James Jack-
son, soliciting money “to purchase for the school Dr. Mall’s collection of 
human embryos, the best in the world, and which, if added to the collec-
tion which I have formed, already the fi nest in the world for the study of 
comparative vertebrate embryology, will assure Harvard the fi rst place for 
the study of this important science.”131 But Mall’s work at Johns Hopkins 
would soon be funded by the Carnegie Institute and “the Carnegie Stages” 
would become the standards of human development. Mall had long since 
trained Ross Harrison, whose tissue culture technique was rapidly circu-
lating. Minot discussed this emergent method in his fi nal book, Modern 
Problems of Biology, a transcription of his lectures at Jena in 1913, the year 
before his death.132 Throughout his career, Minot had waffl ed on the 
relative importance of theory and technique to scientifi c progress.133 But 
regarding Harrison’s in vitro cultures, he announced, “Sometimes we fi nd 
the paradox justifi ed which says: ‘New methods are more important for 
science than new thoughts.’”134 Minot went on to explain that tissue cul-
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ture confi rmed many of his own arguments regarding the progressiveness 
of development, and the decreased growth of somatic cells as compared 
to embryonic.135 Some aspects of cell death—trauma, infection—might 
be “curable diseases,” but Minot continued to view decay as an essential 
characteristic of life.

Carrel had explanted cells from a chicken heart in 1912, and they were 
beating at the Rockefeller Center. They would “live” for decades, raising 
hopes about human life-extension. Hannah Landecker has shown that the 
promise of immortality made by tissue culture deferred research into cell 
death. Not until 1965 would Leonard Hayfl ick use culture techniques to 
corroborate Minot’s theory of senescence.136 Hayfl ick’s cells proved to have 
fi nite life spans of approximately fi fty cycles, and this “Hayfl ick limit” cast 
suspicion on Carrel’s beating heart-tissue as having been contaminated, or 
cancerous.137 Nonetheless, the biological gaze had by then expanded its 
purview: from intervening to prepare “the normal and the pathological” 
for observation to intervening for enhancement.
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and course textbooks), one debate in the history of science and medicine 
has been about how and how quickly these bodies of knowledge infi ltrated 
and transformed medical education and practice. Was there a scientifi c 
medicine in the second half of the nineteenth century, and how did the 
biological sciences intersect, even infl uence, the medical profession? The 
answer seems to be, at least for Great Britain, that well into the century 
practicing physicians often resisted science. Supported by patients’ ex-
pectations, many clung to the idea of the gentleman-doctor educated in 
the classics and practicing his “art” at the bedside.1 It was thought widely 
enough that a scientist-physician—too narrowly trained and putting faith 
in instruments instead of his own skills—was of little use in the real world 
of the sick. Even in the wake of the success of vaccinations and break-
throughs in the area of bacteriology, many senior British physicians would 
take on “vocabulary, which routinely invoked science as the foundation of 
medicine but which prescribed for science only a limited role in clinical 
practice.”2 The antivivisectionist movement played a part in this as well, 
leading a crusade well into the later decades of the nineteenth century 
“against the professionalization and institutionalization of experimental 
medicine, which was seen as a trend of foreign origin.”3

chapter two

Facing Animals in the Laboratory
Lessons of Nineteenth-Century Medical School 

Microscopy Manuals

Nancy Anderson
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The biological sciences, however, had begun to infl uence medical 
education by midcentury. As professional research in physiology and 
histology expanded in continental Europe, by the 1820s forward-thinking 
British physicians and ambitious medical students had begun to travel to 
France and Germany to study in laboratories, returning with the belief 
that these disciplines held the key to their profession’s future. In her novel 
Middlemarch (1871), George Eliot captured this trend of medical students 
embarking on “study abroad” trips in the fi rst half of the century and their 
indoctrination into the new microscopic life sciences. Her character, the 
young doctor Tertius Lydgate, who comes to practice in Eliot’s epony-
mous town in 1829, studied in Edinburgh and Paris as a student and owned 
a microscope, hoping in his spare time in Middlemarch to advance Xavier 
Bichat’s work on webs of tissues so as to “demonstrate the more intimate 
relations of living structure, and help to defi ne men’s thought more ac-
curately after the true order.” Bichat himself had rejected the microscope 
as an untrustworthy tool of investigation, and Lydgate is then meant to 
exemplify the next generation who showed more interest and confi dence 
in this instrument. Eliot, who invented this character of circa 1830 from 
the vantage point of the late 1860s (when she wrote Middlemarch) and 
who was the partner of physiologist George Lewes, explained this in her 
text, noting that Lydgate was “ambitious above all to contribute towards 
enlarging the scientifi c, rational basis of his profession.”4

So, when these adventurous students, who traveled to laboratories on 
the Continent, returned home, they sought to spread their new knowl-
edge, placing it within the context of modern means of understanding 
health and disease. They did so by offering classes and demonstrations for 
medical students in their own institutions, which would have an impact on 
the future of the medical curriculum. Classes in the basics of microscopic 
anatomy and histology were made available in medical schools in Great 
Britain in the 1840s, fi rst as extramural offerings, and then later becoming 
curricular requirements.5 Pedagogical innovations, occurring not just in 
England, but across Europe and in the United States, included instituting 
the seminar in which students, no longer subject to passive learning by 
lecture alone, were “actively inducted into the craft and standards of their 
specialty by repeating exercises that were already part of the repertoire 
of the discipline,” and this included experimental procedures.6 Students 
were even fi nding their research worthy of space in the emerging pro-
fessional scientifi c journals. Joseph Lister, while undertaking the duties 
of a medical resident at King’s College, for  example,  published his work 
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on the muscular tissue of the skin in 1853, an experiment that replicated, 
confi rmed, and expounded on data he found in Kolliker’s Microscopische 
Anatomie, the textbook from which many a professor built his syllabus 
before the fl ood of English manuals beginning in the 1860s.7 Then, in 
1871, curricular reform for medical students arrived in the form of a decree 
by the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons making general anatomy 
and physiology as well as practical anatomy and histology prerequisites for 
earning a Diploma of Membership.8

With these new requirements came not only the need to build teach-
ing laboratories but to publish and make available practical microscopy, 
histology, and physiology manuals. In 1875 the British and Foreign Medico-
Chirurgical Review reviewed a group of new English texts, taking a moment 
to emphasize the importance of visual aids in the study of anatomy from or-
ganism to organ to cell. One of the books discussed was The Handbook for the 
Physiological Laboratory (1872), which had been put together with sections 
by four different authors, John Burdon-Sanderson, Edward Klein, Michael 
Foster, and Thomas Lauder Brunton. The review hailed the Handbook for 
its practical (actually, dogmatic) approach to teaching histology (Klein’s 
contribution to the project), and particularly praiseworthy, it seemed, was 
that “the student is told what he will see as well as how he should set about 
seeing it.” Plates and fi gures were crucial, although the most detailed and 
“realistic” image was not necessarily the most effective pedagogically, and 
so the article pointed out that “diagrams or rough sketches are sometimes 
better than true pictures for elementary instruction.”9

Almost all of the new publications contained illustrations, an assort-
ment of pictures showing prepared tissues and individual cells. Rarely, 
however, did these books offer images of the organisms, the beings serving 
as the origins of this microscopic matter. Of course, it was obvious that his-
tology and physiology demanded animal bodies as sources of material to 
examine, but text and images treat the organism in its parts, as a dismem-
bered thing. Tables of content reveal the primer of anatomy as an already 
analyzed organism—presented part by part—with the text then fi lled with 
descriptions of violent acts infl icted on animals whose particular attributes 
(an elongated kidney or transparent mesentery) provided the anatomy les-
son, even as the student was encouraged to connect the particular view 
to organisms in general and, eventually, to the human body. The follow-
ing section, then, will consider how manuals explained the preparation 
of specimens, with special attention given to the overt brutality toward 
animals these instructions and descriptions unambiguously admitted. But 
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what of the individual animal and its intact body? In the third section 
of the paper I will address the problem of images not of cells and tissues 
but of intact animals. These were not often included in the manuals, but 
the examples that can be found offer an opportunity to think about how 
these publications acknowledged or deliberately ignored the life forms as 
thriving (breathing, heart-beating) wholes from which the isolated organs 
or slices of tissue or single cells necessarily originated.

In considering this last point, I will direct attention to one aspect of 
the organism, if not something we might actually consider a body part: 
the face. Philosophically, the meaning of “face” is poignantly rich. The 
face, certainly the human face, claim Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, 
“is the location of signifi cation and subjectifi cation.” As the surface upon 
which messages embodying feeling and emotion (joy, pain, fear, pleasure) 
are visually communicated, emanating as a “series of micromovements 
on an immobilized plate of nerve,” the face is a fi eld of immanence and 
point of transience.10 There is, then, the intensifi ed experience of subject-
subject communication via the face: face-to-face encounters. There is a 
problem, though, in the engaging of the face of the nonhuman animal. 
The question for this essay is how to imagine these face-to-face encounters 
between the nonhuman and the human, the experimental animal and the 
experimenter (medical student) who might likely infl ict pain, dismember, 
even kill a creature to get a glimpse at or an image of kidney cells or brain 
tissue. Or, at least, how are we to consider the body of a being described 
in a text or from which an abstract image showing a pattern of cells has 
derived? It is almost never that a textbook allows the student to meet an 
image of an animal’s face directly on its pages, even as animals’ bodies are 
mentioned explicitly in the text or (very rarely) presented in an image. Is 
there a reason, even unconscious, for such an absence, or effacement?

Deleuze and Guattari might offer an explanation for this in their de-
scription of the hierarchal relation between the one in power (“the despot’) 
and the subjugated (e.g., “the one who is tortured”): The despot “has never 
hidden his face,” they write, while the tortured “loses his or her face.”11 As 
will be described below, animals, the subjugated, were subjected to vari-
ous degrees of what could be defi ned as torture in order to get the desired 
view of an organ or a mass of cells. It is, then, interesting and informative 
to consider what the philosophy of the face can reveal about relationships 
between human and nonhuman animals.

Emmanuel Levinas hinged a theory of ethics on the face-to-face meet-
ing between humans in that he claimed that this encounter epitomized 
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the inescapable, absolute responsibility: “Thou Shall Not Kill.” However, 
when asked if (nonhuman) animals had faces, Levinas hedged, claiming 
“the priority here is not found in the animal, but in the human face.” 
Continuing, he admitted, “I cannot say at what moment you have the 
right to be called ‘face.’ I don’t know if a snake has a face. I can’t answer 
that question.”12 In the past two decades, with growing attention to animal 
rights, concerted effort has been given to breaking down the stronghold of 
anthropocentrism in systems of philosophy and ethics and to understand-
ing the “sentient” nonhuman animal, or as Tom Regan puts it, “Descartes’ 
downfall.”13 Philosophers now consider with much more frequency ques-
tions of awareness, consciousness, and desire among nonhuman animals. 
Jacques Derrida, for one, famously rebuked Levinas’s anthropocentrism 
when he took on the issue of the animal and proclaimed that the question 
philosophers must now address is: “How can an animal look you in the 
face?”14 Matthew Calarco, who has considered the philosopher consider-
ing the animal (Heidegger, Agamben, Levinas, Derrida, Deleuze) writes 
that now “philosophy fi nds itself faced by animals, a sharp reversal of the 
classical philosophical gaze.”15

It is the possibility or impossibility of the reversal of this cross-species 
gaze, the idea that “Other” animals can engage the human, in the world 
of nineteenth-century medical education that I want to explore by looking 
at physiology and microscopic histology textbooks of the time. And I want 
to do this by looking for faces, literally, in these publications. The fact is 
that images of intact animals are rarely presented in these texts, and the 
inclusion of a face is even rarer. My question here is what might be said 
about the presence, but mostly absence, of the animal’s face among these 
textbook images.

Taking Animals Apart

In 1853, at age twenty-fi ve, Lionel Beale, a petulant personality and vocal 
vitalist, who had studied zoology at King’s College, was appointed professor 
and chair of physiology and general and morbid anatomy at King’s College 
Medical School. The next year he would publish The Microscope and Its 
Application to Clinical Medicine, in which he promoted the microscope 
as an invaluable tool for medical work and medical education. Without 
this instrument, he consistently insisted, “how can he [the student] be ex-
pected to be able to investigate successfully the changes which take place 
in certain textures in diseases; or to make out the complicated structure 
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of morbid growths?”16 A year later, in 1855, he delivered an introductory 
lecture to open King’s College’s Medical Department session for that year 
entitled “The Medical Student, a Student in Science.”17 Beale also became 
the founding editor of Archives of Medicine in 1857, stating the journal’s 
goal as a space for clinical observations, original research in physiology and 
pathology, as well as chemical and microscopic examinations of the body, 
particularly to serve medicine.18 Beale stood at the forefront of advocat-
ing a “scientifi c” medicine for the nineteenth century. Through teaching, 
speaking, and publications, he sought to implement the scientifi c method 
into students’ lessons and, then, into the work of healing.

In 1861 the fi rst edition of Beale’s textbook How to Work with a Micro-
scope appeared. This manual would be frequently updated and expanded 
to remain state-of-the-art, with the fi fth edition appearing in 1880. By this 
later edition Beale was providing detailed accounts of specimen prepara-
tion, and this meant gruesome descriptions of the demise of live animals 
in the pursuit of tissue specimens. Of the frog he wrote, “few creatures 
were better suited for minute anatomical investigation,” and then went 
on to advise that “the animal is killed by being dashed suddenly upon the 
fl oor, but it must fi rst be carefully folded up on the centre of a cloth, so 
that the tissues may not be bruised or injured in the least degree.”19 Beale’s 
instructions as to what to do with the dead animal were quite detailed. 
Once the frog was dead, the sternum should be opened immediately, ex-
posing the heart so that the arteries could be injected with Prussian blue 
fl uid. Next, he directed the student to open the abdominal cavity and wash 
it in glycerin. Then, he was to remove the legs, slit open the mouth and 
wash the pharynx with glycerin as well. Following this, the entire torso and 
head of the frog should be placed in carmine solution. After up to eight 
hours in the stain, the tissue was washed in glycerin and placed in strong 
acetic acid, where it might be left for days. When “the injected vessels are 
a bright blue and the bioplasts of the tissues of a bright red,” Beale writes, 
“the specimen is ready for minute examination.”20 At this point the student-
microscopist could begin slicing thin sheets of tissue from various organs 
to be placed between glass slides for viewing through the microscope. The 
manual would then guide the student as to what to look for.

Beale understood the importance of providing visual images. When he 
founded the Archives of Medicine, he promised readers that articles would 
be “freely illustrated,” making the claim that “drawings are really of much 
more use than long descriptions.”21 In the classroom, illustrations, Beale 
believed, were indispensible to teaching students how to see. He would 
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stress the image over the word in his fi rst bit of advice to users of his How 
to Work with the Microscope, instructing them that “this work may be 
‘read’ by carefully studying the fi gures, and then referring to the text.”22 
Although he did not offer images of an intact frog in How to Work with 
the Microscope, Beale did provide numerous plates to guide the student in 
viewing magnifi ed details of the book’s laboratory lessons, such as series of 
images showing nerves, feet, arteries, cells, and connective tissue. Some 
of the fi gures refer to dead tissue, while others claim to record the cells 
of living animals—frog, mouse, newt, cat. There is no single frog, or any 
animal at all, that can be seen as an origin once the images are set to show 
objects of this scale, and Beale made no attempt to have the individual 
pictures of frog fragments, and fragments of other animals for that matter, 
add up to a whole. In fact, the breaking down of the body, the analysis of 
its component parts, is the point. As for the once whole, thriving animal, it 
might still exist in the mental background of the reader or student, but it 
might just as well have given way to an understanding of the abstract views 
of cells and tissues standing in for organized life forms in general.

Michael Lynch reported some years ago on observations he made of 
work in a neuroscience laboratory, concluding that the intent of the re-
search was to reduce live animals as objects of experimentation to bits and 
pieces that serve as “bearers of generalized knowledge.” The gist of his ex-
plication was that “laboratory animals are progressively transformed from 
holistic ‘naturalistic’ creatures into ‘analytic’ objects of technical investiga-
tion.” As he saw the work unfold, the “ ‘analytic animal’ . . . becomes the 
real animal in a scientifi c system of knowledge, while tacitly depending 
upon the ‘naturalistic animal’ for its foundation.”23 In this process, we can 
see not just loss of bodily integrity, but of species specifi city as well.

Physiology and, certainly, the rise of the “analytic” breakdown of the 
body to organs and cells, the detail offered by microscopy as it ascended as 
a fi eld of knowledge, a way of knowing, in the nineteenth century, seem to 
offer a foundation for this view of life in a laboratory. Animals, enjoying the 
discretion of “species,” a form of distinctiveness in a world of natural his-
tory, lose their individuality when studied as body parts. Claude Bernard, 
explaining physiology in the nineteenth century, insisted, “physiologists 
take a quite different point of view: they deal with just one thing, the prop-
erties of living matter and the mechanism of life, in whatever form it shows 
itself. For them, genus, species and class no longer exist.”24 Comparative 
anatomy research and education, thus, presented itself as abandoning this 
classifi catory differentiation. Animals brought into the laboratory were fre-
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quently used to make points about human anatomy at the level of organs 
as well as that of the cell, and images in textbooks would help to drive this 
message home, as in this triad of images that move from the vessels in a 
frog’s foot to a close-up of the cells in the amphibian blood vessel, and 
fi nally to isolated blood cells from not a frog but a human (fi gure 2.1). 
Explicitly put, though, this loss of integrity as species is a result of the de-
struction of individual life forms and, more specifi cally, individual lives.

To get to these slides of tissue was brutal work, and sometime ago Stew-
art Richards pondered the question of emotions and aesthetics in assessing 
nineteenth-century scientists’ responses to antivivisectionists’ condemna-
tions of their practices. In particular, Richards wondered about a possible 
missed connection between aesthetics and anesthetics.25 His essay ques-
tions whether British researchers may have faltered in neglecting the po-
tential of anesthetics to persuade their opponents to their side. If physical 
anguish, the suffering of animals, was the concern of the animal rights 
activists, desensitization might be a persuasive argument. But my primary 
interest here is in the training of students, and so from that viewpoint one 
could imagine not only the advantage of anesthetizing the animals but the 
desire to numb students against such brutality through repeated descrip-
tions in textbooks of experiments meant to be replicated in the classroom 
laboratory.

Could anesthetics used on animals also help to numb the student’s 
emotions? Or is it that the medical students’ sensibilities could be dead-
ened from the sheer repetition of the shocking acts carried out in spaces 
of scientifi c research and education? As historian Richard French noted of 
one physiology textbook of the period, “it seemed to set no limits to callow 
youth being indoctrinated in animal experiment.”26 Paul White, in a recent 
essay, suggested that in the nineteenth century, “evolutionary continuities 

2.1 A view of blood vessels in the web of 
a frog’s foot with a magnifi ed view showing 
“blood discs” within a vessel. The top image 
is of “human blood discs.” From Lionel Beale, 

How to Work with the Microscope (London: 

Harrison, 1880).
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between humans and animals, useful in underwriting practices like vivi-
section and ethology, could also facilitate claims about the degeneration 
of ‘gentlemen of science’ whose natural sympathies for their human and 
animal fellows had been deadened by the abstract pursuit of truth.”27 In-
deed, antivivisectionists saw it this way, as when in 1875 mathematician and 
author of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland Lewis Carroll described with 
regret that the time was coming “when successive generations of students, 
trained from their earliest years to the repression of all human sympathies, 
shall have developed a new and more hideous Frankenstein—a soulless 
being to whom science shall be all in all.”28 If this truly were to be the 
future, how might the education of the late nineteenth-century physician 
facilitate this?

How is it possible to turn brutal destruction into an experience under 
anesthesia? Such an act, actually, turns out to be one of modernity’s inno-
vations. In an essay addressing Walter Benjamin’s own critique of aesthetics 
and politics and, in particular, the Fascist success of engaging the masses in 
the enjoyment of viewing their own destruction in the joy of perpetual war 
and killing, cultural historian and theorist Susan Buck-Morss introduced 
her thesis by reminding readers that “aesthetics,” quoting Terry Eagleton, 
“is born as a discourse of the body.” The main point is that the senses are 
biological, they are media of cognition, and they are the organs on the 
frontline of self-preservation. It was the eighteenth-century philosophical 
project of aesthetics that called for a training and refi ning—a repressive 
control—of the senses of taste, smell, touch, hearing, and sight, that is, 
the tempering of the corporeal reality of the sensorium. From there, Buck-
Morss says, a sense-dead moral being, Kant’s “autonomous, autotelic sub-
ject,” rose up—and, no surprise, the warrior was its ideal.29 But, physicians 
might fi t this bill as well.

Buck-Morss emphasizes nineteenth-century modernity’s anesthetizing 
of the senses through widespread presentations of art and mass culture as 
phantasmagoria and aesthetic overload, and she links this to the recorded 
escalation of violent casualties in modern life—in industry and in war. 
More interestingly, she makes a connection with the introduction of an-
esthetics into medical and surgical practice after 1846, and she claims that 
the professionalizing physician of the mid-nineteenth century is the exem-
plar of the modern subject anesthetized, or made sense-dead, by the tech-
nologies of bodily comfort, including ether and chloroform: “Anaesthesia 
was central to this development [of the medical profession and surgeons 
as technical experts]. For it was not only the patient who was relieved from 
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pain by anaesthesia. The effect was profound on the surgeon. A deliberate 
effort to desensitize oneself from the experience of the pain of another was 
no longer necessary. Whereas surgeons earlier had to train themselves to 
repress empathic identifi cation with the suffering patient, now they only 
had to confront an inert, insensate mass that they could tinker with with-
out emotional involvement.”30 How, then, might the use of anesthetics on 
experimental animals have affected the medical student experimenter? Or 
was this trick for numbing the person causing pain as well as the body in 
pain limited to human-human interaction?

One of Beale’s colleagues at King’s College was William Rutherford, 
who in his own texts and classroom described acts as ruthless as those 
included in How to Work with the Microscope. But Rutherford was one 
who noted the use (even necessity) of anesthetics or, at least, something to 
still the body when working with living organisms. Rutherford, who had 
studied at Edinburgh under John Hughes Bennett (who in the 1840s had 
studied microscopic anatomy and histology with the eminent researcher 
Alfred Donné in Paris), served as chair of histology at King’s College only 
from 1869 to 1875, when he would leave England to take up the position 
of chair of histology at the University of Edinburgh when Bennett retired. 
In 1876, after publishing his syllabus in both the medical journal Lancet 
as well as in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopy, a full textbook, Outlines 
of Practical Histology, appeared, based on the courses he led in London. 
The text wasted no time getting to the task of turning bits of animals into 
microscopic specimens. “Most of the requisite tissues and organs may be 
obtained from the cat and guinea pig,” Rutherford explained to readers 
at the start of his manual, and then he jumped right into describing the 
procedures for procuring tissue from, in particular, a cat.31

Unlike Beale’s frog, an animal to be dashed upon the fl oor, Rutherford’s 
cat received a fi nal meal before being knocked out with chloroform and 
summarily bludgeoned. Once the cat was dead, however, the feline body’s 
fate was similar to that of the frog. Its chest was to be opened immediately 
in order to “speedily open the right ventricle, and allow the animal to 
bleed to death.” Then, one should “divide the trachea immediately below 
the cricoid cartilage, and inject it with ¼ percent chromic acid fl uid; tie 
it to prevent escape of the fl uid and place the distended lungs in the same 
fl uid.” Next, “open up the linear incision of the stomach, small and large 
intestine, and wash the inner surface with ¾ percent salt solution. Place 
the tongue, divided transversely into a number of pieces, and portion 
of the small intestine in chromic and bichromate fl uid.” The directions 
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 continue, insisting that more and more organs be removed, sliced up, and 
placed into various solutions to soak:

Open the bladder, wash it with salt solution. . . . Remove the kidneys, di-
vide one transversely, the other longitudinally and place them in Muller’s 
fl uid. . . . Cut half of the liver into small pieces . . . Place the spleen, uterus, 
some thin muscles from the limbs or abdomen in ¼ percent chromic acid 
. . . Remove both eyes. Divide them transversely behind the crystalline lens. 
. . . Cautiously open the cranial and spinal cavities. Remove brain and spi-
nal cord, and strip off arachnoid. . . . Place the brain in chromic and bichro-
mate fl uid. Change at the end of eighteen hours, and then once a week, 
until the brain is hard and tough.

Rutherford provided no images of prepared specimens, and this was 
certainly one of the criticisms of the book when it was reviewed in the 
Monthly Microscopical Journal.32 What he does offer, however, are pic-
tures of instruments (microscopes, microtomes, hot stages for maintaining 
temperatures, etc.) and in the fi rst section diagrams related to the optics 
of microscope lenses. Words, then, are meant to conjure up the things in 
one’s mind, and the text is organized explicitly as a registry of body parts 
and how they are to be prepared (“the tongue, when cut into small pieces, 
may be hardened in chromic acid and then in alcohol.”) and then what 
should be viewed (“carefully examine the pulp close to the dentine for 
odontoblasts.”)33 The table of contents reveals, in a way found in most 
textbooks of the period, chapters ordered by cells, blood, glands, muscle 
nerve fi bers, urinary deposits, sputum, organs, and so on. The book, an 
aggregate of knowledge arranged as a body in pieces, becomes a blazon, 
perhaps a perverse one, but still “a complete inventory” of a total body 
(now in pieces).34 This pedagogical blazon, as laid out by the histology 
and physiology textbook, is, of course, a literary genre as well, one that we 
might suggest courts an anti-aesthetic intended to be a numbing anesthetic 
to violence against animal—nonhuman—bodies.35

Certainly the brutality of the laboratory lessons was a concern of the 
antivivisectionists. By the early 1870s the British Association of Advance-
ment of Science (baas) felt suffi ciently compelled by growing complaints 
to establish guidelines for animal testing, including the use of anesthetics 
on laboratory animals before beginning an experiment or if the creature 
was to be killed. In spite of the baas guidelines, however, the antivivi-
sectionists continued their protests, and in 1876 Parliament enacted a law 
requiring all researchers who wished to work with animals to apply for a 
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license. Restrictions were placed as well on the use of animals in teach-
ing laboratories. Anesthetics absolutely had to be used when it was not 
a matter of creating new knowledge but merely an act of experimental 
replication for demonstration, which would certainly be the case in the 
classroom.36

In recognition of these guidelines and laws, Lionel Beale may have 
advocated taking out the lives of more and more frogs as a method of 
comparison, but he warned that to do this “the observer must . . . study 
in France or Germany, as in England all investigations upon living frogs 
are prevented by law, and the police have authority to seize any one de-
tected in causing pain to a frog arranged for the purposes of scientifi c 
investigation.”37 In fact, this is just what Rutherford himself had done as a 
young scientist-investigator, not with frogs but with dogs. In undertaking 
research on the effects of drugs on bile secretion, work he performed in 
Edinburgh in 1875 and without providing anesthetics to the experimental 
dogs, the licensing board sanctioned him. His solution was to continue his 
experiments in France.38 This was just a continuation of the differences, 
spanning the century, between British and Continental concerns over ani-
mals used for vivisection experiments. In Middlemarch, Eliot notes that 
British scientists and physicians understood the possibilities on the Con-
tinent, as opposed to on English soil, when she describes the actions of 
young Dr. Lydgate while a student of physiology in France: “One evening, 
tired with his experimenting, and not able to elicit the facts he needed, he 
left his frogs and rabbits to some repose under their trying and mysterious 
dispensation of unexplained shocks, and went to fi nish his evening at the 
theatre of the Porte Saint Martin.”39 That Lydgate so easily abandons his 
frogs and rabbits in their discomfort allows one to ponder the levels of 
sensitivity of both animals and experimenter. It does seem quite clear from 
the novel, however, that Lydgate does not repeat this work once he is back 
in Great Britain and practicing medicine in Middlemarch.

Of course, there was resistance in England to the antivivisectionist 
cause. This can be heard emphatically in Thomas Henry Huxley’s 1877 
speech to the Domestic Economy Congress in Birmingham. Huxley, 
comparative anatomist, professor of Natural History and fervent Darwinist, 
would play a key role in the formation of science education in England 
during the second half of the nineteenth century, but he himself never 
undertook any vivisectionist experimentation and admitted publically that 
he didn’t have the stomach for such activity. He did, however, use the 
occasion of the Birmingham gathering to decry the 1876 Act of Parliament 
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regarding the use of animals in science, denouncing such a law that would 
allow a boy to use live frog bait to troll for pike while punishing the boy’s 
teacher for wishing to utilize a frog for “exhibiting one of the most beauti-
ful and instructive physiological spectacles, the circulation in the web of 
the foot.” Oh no, he goes on, “you must not infl ict the least pain on a ver-
tebrated animal for scientifi c purposes (though you may do a good deal in 
that way for gain or for sport) without due license of the Secretary for the 
Home Department.”40 As for defending such experimentation, it was often 
in vain, but researchers tried again and again to convince their detractors 
that such work advanced knowledge and medical progress in the service of 
the public’s health, pointing to successes such as Louis Pasteur’s work on 
rabies and Robert Koch’s on anthrax and tuberculosis.41

There were certainly other challenges, not least of all ethical ones, in 
addressing the problem of anesthetics and the inert body of the experi-
mental animal. Acknowledging baas rules, Rutherford is careful to point 
out when describing how best to set up a view of the blood vessels and 
circulation in the mesentery of a frog that “the student is not permitted to 
do the following experiment, but it may be shown to him by his teacher 
thus.” He then explained to his readers “the curarised frog is fi rst stunned 
by a blow on the head so that no pain can possibly be produced.” Once 
this is done “a vertical incision is made on the left side of the abdomen . . . 
the small intestine is gently drawn out with forceps, and fi xed with small 
pins to a crescent of cork close to a window in the cardboard.”42 It should 
be noted, anesthetically speaking, that it is deceptive to suggest that it is at 
all compassionate to infl ict a blow on a curarized frog. Curare was known 
to paralyze, but it did not numb. Curare left the nerves alive and sensitive. 
Rutherford, less willing to provide pictures of his proposed educational 
activities, publishes only an empty frog plate—no frog included.

Images of Naturalistic Animals

In How to Work with the Microscope Lionel Beale included the image of 
a dissected animal with its body left fairly intact (fi gure 2.2). A rather small 
picture, the reader encounters a newt with its abdomen sliced and pulled 
open with the intention of examining cilia in motion on the upper por-
tion of the kidney. Pinned by paws and tail, and the skin folded away, the 
animal is represented with simple hatching and shadowing. This splayed 
body is not intended to represent a whole intact animal so much as to sug-
gest the body as background, or visceral context, for the highlighted ana-
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tomical detail. In this case, Beale, who is less meticulous about discussing 
anesthetics, does note in the text that the creature should be decapitated 
before opening up its body. In the image, the head is meant to be missing, 
although this does not seem so clear pictorially. At the top of the newt’s 
body, the reader fi nds a smooth lozenge or bullet-like shape just at the 
point where a face and head should be. What we see might represent the 
neck and underside of a chin. In any case, this space for a face is blank, 
merely the untouched white of the page framed by a bit of hatching.

Why remove a head, anyway? In his essay, “Does a Frog Have a Soul?” 
Thomas Henry Huxley discusses attempts to dismember the frog in search 
of a soul, and in doing so introduces evidence from various experiments 
in which a frog’s head is fi rst removed so that the experimenter can test 
the leg’s ability to react by applying some sort of irritant. In these experi-
ments, the leg on the headless body invariably contracted. In turn, Huxley 
emphasized, the separated head “will show signs of retaining all its nervous 
energies.” He comes to comparing the acts of the headless frog body to 
what is known about human pathology and damage to the spinal cord 
for a moment, but then turns to philosophical debate regarding mecha-
nism and animal behavior, leaving the animal-human connection behind. 
Thus, he declines to discuss “the question whether the soul of the frog pos-
sesses consciousness,” insisting “this appears to me to be a totally insoluble 
problem.”43 Descartes’s ghost hovers. So, what does this suggest about the 

2.2 Newt dissected to show kidneys. From Lionel Beale, 

How to Work with the Microscope (London: Harrison, 1880).
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sensing capabilities of the frog, in particular, its experience of pain in life 
and death? George Eliot’s partner, the physiologist George Lewes believed 
“so far from Pain being common to all animals, it is, on the contrary, the 
consequence of a very high degree of specialization, and is only met with 
in animals of complex organizations. It is probable that reptiles have only 
a very slight capacity for pain, and animals lower than fi sh none at all.” 
Lewes employed similar experimental evidence as Huxley, that is, that “a 
decapitated frog manifests the same movements of self-preservation as it 
manifested when its head was on.”44 It is a mechanical response. In the 
midst of tortuous experiments, then, he suggests “shrinking, struggling, cry-
ing, etc. are no certain indications of pain.”45 Charles Darwin, addressing 
the same experiments in his 1872 treatise on the expression of emotions in 
humans and animals, quite plainly asserts that the decapitated frog “cannot 
of course feel, and cannot consciously perform, any movement,” even if the 
headless body will still react when an irritating acid is applied to its foot.46

It has been noted that bodies, and this means heads and faces as well, 
were not illustrated in the British manuals.47 In the above discussion, of 
course, the sentient object in the head is the brain, but it is also to be noted 
that the sense organs—eyes, ears, nose, mouth—are situated on the front 
of the head and are the main features of what has come to be called the 
face. With this in mind, it is signifi cant to note that physiology textbooks 
did, indeed, emphasize, as a group of lessons, the study of just these organs 
(eyes, ears, nose, tongue). In an 1887 edition of A Manual of Physiology for 
the Use of Junior Students of Medicine the physiology of face is addressed 
by dismantling one. “Cut off the head of a newt,” the student is told, then 
“remove the lower jaw, cut off the nose by an incision carried just in front 
of the eyes, with a fi ne pair of scissors remove the roof of the nasal cavi-
ties, and place the remainder of the nose in osmic acid.” This nose will 
be taken apart and put under the microscope, with preparations to view 
the nasal membranes emphasized. Included in the lesson on the senses 
of smell and taste is a series of experiments on a live organism, this being 
the student himself, who is instructed to pinch his own nose to cut off 
any odors and then attempt to distinguish two drastically different fl avors, 
an apple and an onion, perhaps.48 The intact human face is brought into 
pedagogical connection with the nonanimal face in pieces.

At the conclusion, the fi nal section of material to be studied in this 
particular physiology textbook is the development of the human embryo’s 
skull and face, with the description of a face unfolding, nose and ears aris-
ing, “in connection with ridges known as visceral folds or arches.” Here 
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the student does encounter the image of a face. In presenting the “differ-
ent stages of the development of the head and face of a human embryo” 
the image, exemplifying nine-weeks’ gestation, clearly presents a familiar 
set of general facial characteristics—eye, forehead, nose, mouth—of a 
developing human (fi gure 2.3).49 It is the only face found in the book, 
and it is there to illustrate the development of the human sensorium, the 
organs representing the promise of an ability to connect aesthetically (in 
its original sense noted above) to the world.

Now I would like to look outside England and consider a publication 
by French physiologist Louis-Antoine Ranvier to fi nd slightly more explicit 
hints at a nonhuman animal face. Ranvier ran a private laboratory in Paris, 
along with a research associate, Victor Andre Cornil, during the 1850s, 
where they also taught histology courses to medical students. They also 
coauthored a histopathology textbook, published in 1869. In the mid-1870s 
Ranvier, who had since worked in the laboratory of the eminent physi-
ologist Claude Bernard, moved on to assemble his own manual, Traité 
technique d’histologie. In this text the author provides various images of 
animals in the service of experiment, including a print of a frog with a slit 
in its abdomen out of which a bit of intestine has been removed (fi gure 
2.4). (This is the same experiment that Rutherford described but did not 
fully illustrate, opting to show just the empty plate.) Here, the reader is 
offered both a view of the whole animal, as a background body “contextu-
alizing” the organ on display, and then the display itself, a close-up of the 
cork plate upon which the intestine lies. This bit of interior organ will be 
placed under the microscope for examination, in this case, of blood vessels 
and circulation.

2.3 Diff erent stages of development (four to nine weeks) of the head 
and face of a human embryo. In G. F. Yeo, A Manual of Physiology for the Use 

of Junior Students of Medicine (London: JA Churchill, 1887), 639, fi gure 300.
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The image itself is composed of clean lines, strong contours, and just 
enough shadow to suggest a realistic portrayal. Yet the draftsman has also 
incorporated a considerable amount of abstraction. A white belly with a 
few hatching marks rises off the body. The frog’s head is pulled back, show-
ing a smooth throat blending into the chest and abdomen. Hardly a hint 
of a face remains, except for the small bulge that we recognize as an eye in 
shadow. We could see a live animal emerge, however, in the digits of the 
limb, caught in the still image, spread wide as if clutching at empty air—a 
vestige of the naturalistic animal’s liveness.

What might be called a pendant to this image is a second image of a 
frog, this one with its face turned entirely away (fi gure 2.5). The apparatus 
dominates the image in a more complete way than in the previous fi gure, 
and it seems in some details that parts of the body are entirely exchanged 
for technological devices. Where the head might be is a tube, which the 
text explains has been inserted in the larynx to facilitate artifi cial respira-
tion so that the researcher can keep the lung infl ated during the micro-

2.4 Apparatus for observing mesentery 
in living frog. Louis-Antoine Ranvier, Traité 

technique d’histologie (Paris: F. Savy, 1875).

2.5 Apparatus for observing circulation 
in a frog’s lung. Louis-Antoine Ranvier, 

Traité technique d’histologie (Paris: F. Savy, 

1875).
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scopic examination. A plate holding a portion of the creature’s lung partly 
obscures the wound out of which the organ has been drawn. The torso 
remains a blank white sphere (no hatching at all) and the two legs splay 
off symmetrically creating an angular diamond shape that contrasts with 
the round shapes of the viewing apparatus and the frog’s own belly. Again, 
it is the silhouette of a raised paw that carries the weight of animation, 
with digits that seem to grasp anxiously at the white space between image 
and text.

As noted, while in France Eliot’s Mr. Lydgate worked with rabbits as 
well as frogs, and so it is not surprising that mammals, too, make an ap-
pearance in Ranvier’s text. In fact, he offers the image of a rabbit, albeit 
only the upper part with chest and head, clamped to an ingenious contrap-
tion, secured with hooks and bows of string or wire and an iron bit around 
the muzzle (fi gure 2.6). This animal has been made ready to participate 
in experimentation and pedagogical demonstration, certainly, but the il-
lustration also offers a strange engagement between human experimenter 
and experimental animal. The draftsman and printer have shown great 
attention to detail here: shadowing has been depicted, the wood grain has 
been etched with detailed lines, and the individual hairs of the fur stand 
up off the chest. In this instance, the student is offered more than a hint 
at this animal’s face—a nose; a mouth; a pinned-back ear; and, not least 
of all, a singular staring eye emerging out of dark shadow like an obscure 
black hole. It is an eye, however, that shows the barest, if any, sign of life. 
The fur rising from the chest, a fi eld of wiry lines, appears more animated. 
With wire surrounding its snout and the face proper nearly lost to dark 
shadow, we can recognize the animal’s succumbing to the facelessness of 
the tortured.

Still, this rabbit’s face allows us to consider the possibility of a face-
to-face encounter between student and animal in the actual classroom, 
and how it might be addressed pedagogically, perhaps in a text. Animals 

2.6 Apparatus for immobilizing rabbits. 
Louis-Antoine Ranvier, Traité technique 

d’histologie (Paris: F. Savy, 1875).
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brought into the physiology laboratory, or as Claude Bernard called it, the 
“ghastly kitchen,” that is, the space of their almost sure demise, all came 
with faces.50 In human terms, we might return to Emmanuel Levinas, who 
fi nds the ethics of life and death crystallized in the face, for “the face is 
what one cannot kill, or, at least it is that whose meaning consists in saying: 
‘thou shalt not kill.’ ”51 Is it that these face-to-face encounters engender a 
certain relationship, a sympathy, even empathy? If so, we can wonder how 
the rabbit’s eye could possibly hinder the student getting psychologically 
past the violent acts committed for the physiology or histology laboratory 
lesson.

The student himself must be disciplined in order to engage repeatedly 
in such acts of discipline. After all, the classroom is a place of discipline. 
Bruno Latour commented specifi cally on the nineteenth-century physiol-
ogy laboratory as a cultural training ground, as a space for disciplining a 
variety of bodies and tools, claiming that any consideration of this should 
“bear on strategic ways of disciplining-animals-to-disciplining-colleagues-
to-disciplining students-to disciplining-instruments.” Here, indeed, he 
insists, is how the “strategic path of the laboratory will appear.”52 Then, 
what of the face?

Conclusion: The Face

Deleuze and Guattari noted that the face is produced “only when the 
head ceases to be a part of the body; and only when the body, head in-
cluded, has been decoded and has to be overcoded by something we shall 
call the Face.” Still, crowded on that (sur)face are body parts—mouth, 
eyes, nose—the sense organs of cognition, and now refl ectors of thoughts 
and feelings, and emotions, and as we have seen, organs for dissection and 
study in the medical school classroom. This thing we call a face Deleuze 
has also described, then, as an “organ-carrying plate of nerves.” With these 
parts, these organs and nerves, feelings, thoughts, and emotions (“quiv-
ering lips, there a brilliance of look”) are charted, always changing and 
making up an “intensive series of movements tending towards a critical 
instant,” which culminates in, for example, joy, pain, desire, surprise, fear, 
paroxysm.53 In its expressive role, Deleuze and Guattari assert, the face 
takes on three roles: individuating, socializing, and communicating. The 
face is the prime identifi er of its owner in a way no other actual body part 
is. It is that aspect of the body that has initial social contact with another 
(meeting face-to-face). Through its automatic acts of expression (raised 
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eyebrow, fl ared nostril) the face is also the main conduit of visual and aural 
communication, that is, affective communication with other subjects. 
Thus, the face both transcends the body and—being made up of sense 
organs—is locked into the body’s very material relationships to interior 
emotion and physical sensation, and it is also the body’s cognitive interface 
with the exterior world. The question is whether the nonhuman “face” 
does the same.

Analogically, though, it is possible to take what Deleuze and Guattari 
claim are the two basic components of the face, the white wall of signi-
fi cation and the black hole of subjectifi cation, and imagine their actions 
across the faces of all animals. With this white wall/black hole system, the 
corporeal head, human or animal, is de-territorialized from the body and 
put to work circulating in alternate hierarchies, strata of the sign (signifi ca-
tion) and of the world of the conscious (subjectifi cation): it “surpasses the 
body.” Imagine the black hole of consciousness, the black hole of the rab-
bit’s eye, a face of a prisoner or one who is tortured, a face intended to be 
hidden or lost or denied, “facing” its torturer, its “despot.” But the despot 
must be conditioned not to see this other face: it is to be effaced.

With this, I would like to end by turning to two faces together, that of 
the experimenter and that of the experimental animal. To do so, I will 
return to Michael Lynch’s discussion of the “naturalistic animal,” hover-
ing, as it does in his interpretation, over the bits of tissue and organs, the 
analyzed animals, of laboratory work. Lynch himself is explicitly aware of 
the presentation of an amorality accompanied by a necessary desensitiza-
tion of the scientists in their laboratory work on animals. He juxtaposes 
this to commonsense relationships between humans and animals (e.g., 
owners and their dogs, birds, and cats), which recognize an emotional life 
of nonhuman beings, not least of all in pets and higher mammals. (Note: 
we need only look to Darwin’s The Expression of the Emotions in Man and 
Animals to see that Victorian society certainly recognized emotional life in 
animals, at least their pets.)54

To make his point, Lynch evokes a scene from Frederick Wiseman’s 
remarkable documentary Primate, a fi lm exploring the world of scientifi c 
research on animals. We have already encountered observations of head-
less frogs, and now there is the headless mammal. In his fi lm Wiseman asks 
viewers to contemplate the decapitation of a rhesus monkey in preparation 
for dissecting its brain. As Lynch describes it, “the camera lingers on the 
human-like features of the head as it rests on the bench while a scientist 
casually discusses the procedure.”55 In turn, he then observes that “the 
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‘dead-pan’ facial expressions, mechanical gestures, and ‘fl at’ tonal qualities 
of the scientist’s voice projects an indifference to the gory scene that the 
camera makes explicit.” Our scientist has learned his lesson about coping 
with life, death, pain, and the experimental “Other” animal. In the end, 
these two faces match each other in their lack of emotion (one dead, one 
numbed to violence); they are no longer individualized—experimenter 
and experimental animal—but their faces seem related in that both their 
gazes are unseeing eyes, black holes, held there, projected there on the 
white screen.
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In his 1865 landmark book on experiment in the medical sciences, French 
physiologist Claude Bernard writes,

Observers, we said, purely and simply note the phenomena before their 
eyes. They must be anxious only to forearm themselves against errors of ob-
servation which might make them incompletely see or poorly defi ne a phe-
nomenon. To this end they use every instrument, which may help make 
their observations more complete. Observers, then, must be photographers 
of phenomena; their observations must accurately represent nature. We 
must observe without any preconceived idea; the observer’s mind must be 
passive, that is, must hold its peace; it listens to nature and writes at nature’s 
dictation.1

By explicitly comparing observation and photography, Bernard not 
only champions photography as an exemplary scientifi c instrument, he 
also seems to make claims about what observation should be. Above all, 
according to this passage, it should be passive. Observation should not in-
tervene, like experiment; instead, it should merely record, describe, even 
transcribe “nature’s dictation.” It should watch or listen intently, silently, 
and, it is implied, at one’s leisure. Instruments such as photography are 
used to insure this state of pure receptivity. They help the scientists arm 
themselves against the error of the “preconceived idea,” which might color 
the true picture of nature with the taint of human bias. Of all the instru-
ments one might use, Bernard holds up photography as the one that best 
represents the ideals of scientifi c observation.

Closer examination of this connection between photography and ob-
servation, however, reveals that it is much more complex, especially with 
regard to “passivity.” Even Bernard insists that there is no such thing as 
purely passive observation; his own characterization, he admits, is a heu-

chapter three

Photography and Medical Observation
Scott Curtis
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ristic conceit that breaks down in practice: “At fi rst sight . . . this distinc-
tion between the experimenter’s activity and the observer’s passivity seems 
plain and easy to establish. But as soon as we come down to experimental 
practice we fi nd that, in many instances, the separation is very hard to 
make, and that it sometimes even involves obscurity.”2 The dichotomy 
between “active” experimentation and “passive” observation seems to 
be a by-product of the nineteenth-century concern with objectivity and 
subjectivity and the subsequent attempt to distinguish collective scientifi c 
practice from individual theorizing.3 Before the nineteenth century, at 
least since ancient Greece, observation was considered a very active pro-
cess.4 Since Bernard’s time, however, philosophers of science have often 
demoted observation to a secondary, passive role to experiment.

Yet the history of medical observation resists this distinction between 
activity and passivity, even as Bernard himself struggled with it. Perhaps 
the most thorough discussion of medical observation is Michel Foucault’s 
archeology of “the medical gaze.” Foucault emphasizes medical percep-
tion’s relationship to analysis as a process of simultaneously recognizing, 
separating, naming, and acting upon some disease element. For Fou-
cault, observation is inseparable from the analytic function of diagnosis.5 
 Michael Hau, on the other hand, describes medical observation as an 
active, Gestalt-like process of holistic apprehension; he argues that many 
German physicians at the turn of the century objected to the analytic, 
overly scientifi c approach to observation that had become fashionable in 
the medical community.6 Even many contemporary philosophers, histo-
rians, and sociologists of science who have discussed observation, such as 
Norwood Russell Hanson, Dudley Shapere, Ian Hacking, Patrick Heelan, 
Trevor Pinch, Roberto Torretti, and David Gooding, have concluded 
that it is an incredibly complex, theory-laden procedure that is, above all, 
highly mediated by instrumentation and interpretation.7

Perhaps part of the lasting conceptual appeal of “passive” observation 
is due to Bernard’s own metaphorical comparison (which was not un-
common) between ideal human perception in a scientifi c context and 
photography as a device that merely records what is in front of it. Indeed, 
most histories of objectivity and of the role of photography in science focus 
on the camera’s perceived ability to document phenomena “objectively.”8 
That is, they focus on the camera’s privileged relationship to the world 
it documents—its ability to “automatically” (hence “passively”) capture 
and fi x phenomena at a particular moment in time and space, seemingly 
independently of human agency.9 This aspect of photography has received 
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the most attention and has certainly helped to shape conceptions of what 
scientifi c observation is and should be (and, in turn, has been shaped by 
these very ideals).

But this is not the only salient feature of photography, nor does this 
particular ability exhaust its utility in science. Instead, I propose we exam-
ine another pertinent relationship, namely between observer and image. 
Thinking about this relationship—as opposed to the relationship between 
camera and object—highlights certain features of observation that might 
otherwise go unremarked. Nineteenth-century discussions of medical ob-
servation, for example, insisted on careful, methodical observation of pa-
tients. These discussions therefore emphasized two important elements 
of observation. First, all observation had an important temporal dimen-
sion. An observation can be made quickly, to be sure, but over and over 
physicians warned their students against the dangers of hasty observation. 
Instead, observation was to be practiced carefully, with an eye to detail. 
Indeed, detail itself precludes hasty observation; if one is to attend to and 
assimilate the details, it takes time to do so. Of course, this implied that 
one had the luxury of time, that the researcher could proceed at an unhur-
ried, even leisurely, pace, a possibility that separated the photograph from, 
say, live examination in the moment or even from the motion picture, the 
rush of which insistently pushes the viewer along. This luxury of time also 
separated the cultured, leisured class from the other classes. There was, 
paradoxically, an element of leisure in the labor of observation.

Second, observation seems to be a process of correlation, by which I 
mean establishing an often mutual or reciprocal relationship between ob-
jects or events, such as correlating lesions in a cadaver to disease elements 
in a living patient. Observation is an active process of comparison between 
the phenomenon before one’s eyes and the knowledge one brings to it. Tor-
retti calls it “the principle of the conceptual grasp”: the observer grasps the 
object as a particular instance of some universal.10 This involves a constant 
process of comparison between a variety of different elements past and 
present (Bernard called this “experimental reasoning”). Discovery depends 
on the ability to see new patterns from familiar data; Aristotle knew that dis-
tinguishing universals from particulars depended on habits of perception, 
which develop into memories and then into experience with patterns.11 
Medical observation in particular depended heavily on seeing symptoms or 
patients as part of a series and comparing different elements of that series.

My emphasis on pattern recognition and the duration of the observa-
tional act is meant also to tease out the aesthetic qualities of scientifi c 
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observation. By this I mean not only that scientifi c observation, with its 
contemplative and admiring stance toward the beauty of nature, is a prac-
tice very much akin to art appreciation. I also mean that there is a marked 
cultural investment in the expertise that comes with a trained, scientifi c 
eye. Skillful, accurate observation is a mark of learning; physicians take 
pride in their ability to see patterns and details that are not available to 
laymen. For most physicians during the nineteenth century, when the 
legitimacy of the medical profession was only emerging, their emotional 
investment in this mode of viewing was palpable. As a form of cultural 
capital, scientifi c observation functions very much like the cultivation of 
distinctive aesthetic taste.

Duration and correlation were not the only characteristics of medical 
observation, of course, but I focus on these aspects because they corre-
sponded to certain formal features of photography. Like Bernard, I will 
compare photography and observation, but in a descriptive, rather than 
normative sense. I am interested in the reciprocal relationship between the 
two, especially how the photograph facilitated, encouraged, and amplifi ed 
certain patterns of observation that were emerging in nineteenth-century 
medicine. Certain observational strategies seemed to fi nd purchase in as-
pects of the photographic image. Or, to put it another way, the training in 
observational methods that physicians underwent—whether “analytic” or 
“holistic”—found in photography an amiable partner. If these methods—
careful attention, accurate description, and correlation across cases—were 
already in place before or without photography, with the rise of photog-
raphy they could be applied to a “working object” in ways similar to how 
they were applied to natural phenomena. This could also be said of other 
representational technologies; the moulage, or wax model, for example, 
was very helpful for studying dermatological cases.12 But photography had 
advantages that the moulage did not, most notably the relative ease with 
which one could create a series of images, what we could call its “repeat-
ability.” But it also had features in common with the moulage, especially 
the rich texture and detail of the image. No single feature makes photog-
raphy unique. But I will argue that the combination of repeatability and 
detail made it an especially agreeable, even privileged mode of representa-
tion for nineteenth-century medicine.

So this essay has two goals: to offer a brief survey of the types, uses, 
and venues of medical photography in the nineteenth century, and to sug-
gest some connections between photography and emerging practices of 
observation in medicine during this time. Specifi cally, I hope to show that 
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the temporal and correlative aspects of medical observation correspond 
to specifi c features of photography, namely the detail of the photographic 
image, and its repeatability. To do this, I will chart in a preliminary way the 
advantages and applications of photography in medicine and place them 
in the context of discussions about the methods and goals of medical obser-
vation in the nineteenth century. What was medical photography during 
the nineteenth century? How was it used? What hopes did its proponents 
have for it, and how did these hopes express the needs of the discipline? 
How did the use of photography conform to ideals of observation and vice 
versa? First, however, it would be useful to describe the types, venues, and 
uses of nineteenth-century medical photography.

Varieties of Medical Photography

Over the course of the nineteenth century, photography became an 
increasingly important medium for medical illustration. By 1894 it was 
even possible to fi nd an article complaining of “The Craze for Photogra-
phy in Medical Illustration,” which serves as a grumpy indication of the 
discipline’s growing investment in the technology.13 Even though it still 
competed with drawings and engravings, photography eventually became 
the default mode of representation. Among the thousands of medical 
photographs created in Europe and the United States in the nineteenth 
century, we can discern a variety of categories, which I will distill into 
three broad genres: photos of visible public spaces, photographs of hid-
den private spaces, and portraits.14 Depictions of public, medical spaces 
such as hospitals, battlefi eld hospitals, sanatoria, and asylums, were com-
mon. Photographs of hospitals were designed to document the setting, but 
also to assure a skeptical public of the facility’s charity and cleanliness. 
Likewise, photographs that focus on public health by depicting the state 
of public houses or streets tried to emphasize the need for or success of 
systematic sanitation measures. Photographs of educational settings such 
as lecture halls and dissection rooms were also common, but those of oper-
ating rooms and actual surgeries were rather rare until the 1890s, perhaps 
because surgery is a messy business. But as conventions developed for the 
depiction of the surgical space as a private, immaculate, and technologi-
cally modern arena, such photographs became more commonplace.15

Photographs of public and semipublic places emphasized the visible 
world, but a signifi cant portion of photography for medical purposes also 
documented the hidden space of the human body. We can divide this 
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genre by technology: microscopic, endoscopic, and radiological. Among 
the earliest and most prominent examples of microphotography are the 
illustrations by Alfred Donné (1801–1878), a French physician and pro-
fessor, and his assistant Léon Foucault (1819–1868). Donné presented his 
microphotographic representations of various bodily secretions to the 
French Academy of Sciences in 1840 and published his atlas in 1844.16 
Later in the century, German physician Robert Koch (1843–1910) es-
tablished the criteria for the legitimate photographic representation of 
microscopic specimens. After Koch’s illustrations of the 1870s and 1880s, 
microphotography became a much more accepted practice in histology 
and pathology.17 Endoscopic photography involves using a tubular instru-
ment to visualize the interior of a hollow organ, such as the bladder. Prob-
ably the most well-known name in the early history of this technique is 
Max Nitze (1848–1906), who is credited with developing the fi rst modern 
practical cytoscope, which was able to magnify and to view the bladder’s 
interior. Between 1891 and 1894, he created a means of photographing the 
views from his cytoscope and published his results in his urological atlas.18 
Finally, after Wilhelm Roentgen (1845–1923) discovered X-rays in 1895, 
there were immediate attempts to apply this technology in medicine and 
to capture the image for medical research and diagnosis.19 We may also 
include chronophotography and cinematography in this genre, since they 
were often used to explore natural phenomena hidden to the naked eye. 
French physiologist Etienne-Jules Marey (1830–1904) is the iconic fi gure 
here; in the 1880s and 1890s, his chronophotographs of human and animal 
movement transformed ephemeral movement into scientifi cally accept-
able visual evidence, providing the basis upon which motion studies could 
be counted as a legible and legitimate area of inquiry.20

Perhaps the largest category of photographs during this period is the 
medical portrait, including a surprisingly common type, the portrait of the 
physician. A photographic portrait taken in the doctor’s offi ce or library 
conferred a sense of dignity and modernity at a time when the general pub-
lic might have been still quite skeptical of the medical profession. These 
portraits, as cartes-des-visite, were often given to potential clients, sent to 
colleagues, and exchanged at meetings. Additionally, one fi nds a large 
number of commemorative photographs showing groups of physicians 
at professional meetings, which together certainly served as visual docu-
mentation of medicine’s growing legitimacy.21 Indeed, we could even say 
that photography and the physician reinforced each other’s  position: the 
 presumed objectivity of the photograph reinforced the desired  objectivity 
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of the physician, while the physician’s authority underwrote the eviden-
tiary status of the documentary photo.22

But when we think of the medical photograph as portrait, it may be 
the clinical portrait that most likely comes to mind (fi gures 3.1 and 3.2). 
Photographs of affl icted individuals were used by a variety of specialties 
across a range of settings.23 Early examples of clinical portraits are Hugh 
W. Diamond’s (1809–1886) photographs of inmates at the Surrey County 
Asylum in the 1850s, used to demonstrate “the physiognomy of insanity.”24 
Similarly, Max Leidesdorf (1818–1889) in Germany assembled an atlas of 
“psychiatric illnesses” in the 1860s,25 while Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–
1893) and Albert Londe (1858–1917) took their famous portraits of patients 
displaying symptoms of hysteria at Paris’s La Salpêtrière hospital begin-
ning in the late 1860s.26 A. de Montméja (1841–?), a Parisian physician 
and photographer who worked at the Hôpital Saint-Louis, completed the 
images for his colleague Alfred Hardy’s (1811–1893) photographic atlas of 
skin diseases in 1868.27 And so on, throughout the century.28

Clinical photographs tend to focus on extreme or abnormal cases, a 

3.1 and 3.2 A typical nineteenth-century clinical portrait, here depicting the progression 
of smallpox eruptions over the course of days. (The patient survived.) From Samuel A. Powers, 

Variola: A Series of Twenty-One Heliotype Plates Illustrating the Progressive Stages of the Eruption (Boston: 

Samuel A. Powers, 1882).
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tendency that corresponds to a general difference between scientifi c and 
medical thinking. As Ludwig Fleck has argued, science looks for the typi-
cal, normal phenomenon, while medicine attends to precisely the atypical, 
abnormal, morbid phenomena. This is so because medicine is faced with 
a huge range of individuality with no clear boundaries between health and 
illness, so it is only with the morbid case that the physician can clearly see 
the difference along the continuum. So this is often where medicine starts 
in defi ning the normal from the pathological.29 The photographs we see in 
medicine generally match this concern, while also mediating between the 
physician and the patient. Photography thus also participates in a larger 
trend in Western medicine that segregates illness from the everyday and 
reinforces the uneven balance of power between patient and physician. 
We can see this in the uses to which photography was put and the venues 
in which it appeared.

Uses and Venues

The images under discussion here—such as operating room photos, en-
doscopic explorations, clinical portraits—were largely confi ned to expert 
communities. They were used in medical instruction or circulated in pro-
fessional gatherings or journals. If photographs were used in public edu-
cation, they were of a more innocuous type, stripped of their potentially 
sensationalist subject matter. In fact, before 1885 photographs were used 
sparsely in public education or media. After the development of instanta-
neous photography, dry-plate emulsions, and half-tone printing in the last 
fi fteen years of the century, photographs were much more common in 
print media and public lectures. Medical images were much more com-
mon, too, due to the public excitement over Robert Koch’s isolation of 
the tuberculosis bacillus (1882), Louis Pasteur’s rabies vaccine (1885), the 
discovery of X-rays (1895), and other late-century advances in medical re-
search.30 The growing acceptance of the germ theory of disease meant that 
photomicroscopic images were more likely to illustrate public lectures on 
medical topics, while the increasing use of antiseptic techniques provided 
a new reason to picture and promote hospital facilities—not to mention 
the thousands of new X-ray images that found their way into every nook 
and cranny of the public sphere at the turn of the century. But clinical 
photographs were still mostly for expert eyes only. Indeed, the medical 
community explicitly frowned upon the public circulation of these  images; 
photographs of the affl icted were painfully similar to purposefully sensa-
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tionalist postcards of circus freaks, and when they circulated beyond the 
medical community, they were often used in the same way. So most public 
images of medicine from 1885 onward generally consisted of physician 
portraits, medical facilities and procedures, and microscopic (or X-ray) im-
ages, all of which were suitable for health education campaigns.

But the clinical portrait photograph was an important facet of medical 
training, precisely because its status as a document made it a convenient 
and viable substitute for live demonstrations of patients. While the live 
demonstration was a major advance in medical education—a huge step 
from the centuries-long, scholastic tradition of learning medicine only from 
ancient texts—it had its own set of challenges. According to an American 
student taking classes at the Allgemeine Krankenhaus in Vienna in 1865, 
each professor was provided with a lecture room near his ward: “At the 
time of lecture this room is fi lled in with ‘specimens’ in the shape of men 
and women who are transferred from the other wards for the occasion. 
These patients are looked upon and spoken of as ‘material’ for the medi-
cal instruction and as such are submitted to examination by the students 
without much reference to any feelings which they as men and women 
may have on the subject.”31 Patients did not submit gladly, apparently. In 
another letter, the student draws a sketch of his routine at the hospital, 
which includes “scolding and pitching into the patients for coming late 
(wh. they always do in Vienna).”32 While photography would never re-
place patients in bedside instruction, of course, physicians were pleased to 
substitute photographs and slides for patients in lecture, if not to alleviate 
the obvious ethical concerns, then at least to present all the students with a 
larger, projected view.33 Many physicians, such as prominent German sur-
geon and professor Theodor Billroth (1829–1894), maintained their own 
photographic collection for pedagogical purposes. Billroth published only 
one book of clinical photography, but it is known he had an even larger 
private collection, which he used for his medical school lectures.34

Furthermore, Billroth and others active in the scholarly community 
used photographs to demonstrate a diagnosis and persuade others of the 
chosen therapy. For example, after the 1880s, the discussions of individual 
cases fi lling the proceedings of the Berlin Medical Society were often 
accompanied by photographic images that circulated among the par-
ticipants.35 These photos were frequently the basis for demonstration and 
debate. From the 1860s onward, there arose a number of periodicals and 
publications designed to present these fi ndings in photographic form. The 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia, for example, established the Pho-
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tographic Review of Medicine and Surgery in 1870, which would present a 
photograph and a clinical explanation of the case in each issue (fi gure 3.3). 
Montméja started the Revue Medico-Photographique along the same lines 
in the 1880s, and Ludwig Jankau founded the Internationale Medizinisch-
Photographische Monatsschrift in 1894. The kinds of photographs we fi nd 
in these pages include case documentation, diagnostic aids, and testimo-
nials of intervention outcomes, all testifying to what André Gunthert has 
called photography’s “heuristic function.”36 We should also remark on the 
rise of technical books on the subject, such as Albert Londe’s La photogra-
phie médicale,37 and, of course, the photographic atlas.38

These photographs of medical cases usually became part of a disciplin-
ary archive of images that could be tapped by students and practitioners. 
Hospitals such as the Saint-Louis in Paris, the Bellevue in New York, and 
the Charité in Berlin established photographic departments for just this 
purpose. A report from Bellevue in 1869 indicates that a photographic ar-
chive and department could be a magnet for the discipline: “Members of 
the medical profession begin to visit the Department periodically, for the 
purpose of obtaining such photographs as pertain to each one’s more espe-
cial class of investigation. Many interesting cases of skin disease, fractures, 
and results of important surgical operations have been fully illustrated by 
series of photographs, which give opportunity for comparison and study 
not offered by any other means.”39 Unlike previous media, the photograph 
becomes, in all these various applications, a substitute for the patient—the 

3.3 A frontispiece from the Photographic Review 
of Medicine and Surgery, published by J.B. Lippincott 
& Co. in Philadelphia, 1870–1872. Though short-lived, 
images from this journal are still used to illustrate 
certain cases or diseases.
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human body becomes, through photography, a viable “working object” for 
medicine. As Bruno Latour notes, “Scientists start seeing something once 
they stop looking at nature and look exclusively and obsessively at prints 
and fl at inscriptions.”40 Photography, in this respect, is an ideal inscription 
and archive. Indeed, of all the possible hopes the medical community had 
for photography, the dream of a universal and portable archive of cases is 
the most persistent.

Correlation, Series, Repeatability

Having outlined the types and uses of medical photography, we can now 
consider the relationship between medical observation and the photo-
graphic image. What did nineteenth-century physicians talk about when 
they talked about observation? First, they insisted on the difference between 
careful and careless observation, which lies in the ability to apply diligently 
a prescribed method. Textbooks at the time sought to outline this method 
for students and junior practitioners. British physiologist Thomas Laycock 
(1812–1876) wrote one such text, in which he made it clear: “The founda-
tion of medical experience is observation of disease, and the requisites to 
successful observation are minuteness and accuracy. The clinical student 
must therefore make up his mind to be sedulously minute and carefully 
accurate in investigating the cases under his notice.”41 German pathologist 
Rudolph Virchow (1821–1902) described in detail his method of perform-
ing autopsies. Autopsies conducted in a haphazard way promoted inter-
pretive error, he argued, so he “drew particular attention to the necessity 
of insisting—in autopsies for medico-legal purposes, as in everything else 
now—upon completeness of examination and exactness of method, both 
in the investigation and in note-taking, so that it might be decided subse-
quently, though not in anticipation, whether there was any signifi cance 
or importance in what was observed, or whether it was accidental and 
unessential.”42 Virchow was particularly careful to describe exactly what 
and in what order should be observed in an autopsy. Laycock, Virchow, 
and others emphasize the importance of method in observation, and their 
equal emphasis on accuracy, detail, and completeness already echoes the 
rhetoric of the discourse on medical and scientifi c photography.

These authors therefore recognized, as did Bernard, that observation 
is never merely looking—it is also an intellectual process of comparison. 
The physician compares the diseased organ, for instance, with other or-
gans around it, but also with his or her previous experience of that organ. 
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Virchow gives an example: “The freer the incision—always supposing that 
it is an even one—the larger will be the fi eld of view, the more numerous 
will be the points of comparison between normal and abnormal parts, and 
the more exactly shall we be able to estimate the extent of the pathologi-
cal territories.”43 Here Virchow’s equation of the “fi eld of view” with the 
“points of comparison” emphasizes the importance of correlation for ob-
servation. Likewise, Laycock argued that his method, essentially, “is based 
upon simple observation of the phenomena, and comparison of them with 
one another, and with the knowledge which the practitioner has acquired 
of similar phenomena, either by instruction or experience.”44 In practice, 
then, there is hardly room for “simple” observation, given the constant ac-
tivity of isolation and recognition of elements in the fi eld of view. Observa-
tion is always comparison and correlation. Because of this constant mental 
process, observation goes hand in hand with what Bernard called “experi-
mental reasoning,” but which was also often called “medical logic”—the 
principles of reasoning behind observational and experimental methods 
in medicine.45

Fleck and Foucault both argue that medical logic of the nineteenth 
century owed much to the concept of the series, especially the rise of statis-
tical methods that used the series in computation. According to Foucault, 
this combination of medicine and statistics “opened up to investigation a 
domain in which each fact, observed, isolated, then compared with a set 
of facts, could take its place in a whole series of events whose convergence 
or divergence were in principle measurable.”46 Each case history became 
one in a series; facts, such as symptoms or signs, became signifi cant only 
insofar that they were repeated. As one nineteenth-century physician pro-
claimed, “With each new case, one might think that we were presented 
with new facts; but they are merely different combinations, different sub-
tleties: in the pathological state, there is never more than a small number 
of principal facts; all the others result from their combination and from 
their different degrees of intensity.”47 The fi nite number of combinations 
meant that each presumed “new fact” could be placed in a series of similar 
“facts.” Through the repetition of these facts and their variation—and with 
its numerous case histories, the clinic allowed an almost endless repetition 
of symptoms and facts—researchers began to see the pattern that became 
the essence of the disease.48

Like the clinic, both the medical archive and the medical atlas dem-
onstrate the practical connection between observation and correlation. 
Each showed that medical observation entails the isolation, orderly ar-
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rangement, and careful comparison of different examples of the object 
under examination.49 Photography amplifi ed and, to a certain extent, 
transformed the character of each of these institutions, in that the photo-
graph became an easy substitute for the patient or the medical specimen. 
But more importantly, photography promoted a proliferation of cases that 
simultaneously affi rmed, codifi ed, and extended series logic. That is, this 
feature of photography corresponded to the logic of medical perception. 
As Fleck notes, “It is only numerous, very numerous, observations that 
eliminate the individual character of the morbid element.”50

Here I want to emphasize the repeatability of the photographic image. 
By this I do not mean photography’s reproducibility—the ability to make 
a number of prints of the same image—but its ability, especially after the 
development of instantaneous photography in the 1880s, to take a number 
of different shots of the same object, or to take a number of roughly the 
same views of different objects. This ability gave photography a tremen-
dous advantage over hand-drawn illustration: it gave the physician a series 
for comparison. But it also corresponded to—even instantiated—popular 
principles of medical observation. When Laycock discusses the application 
of statistical methods to medical research, he insists that “it is most essential 
that the observations, facts, or events, be as nearly alike as practicable” and 
that “the number of observations must be considerable.”51 Photography’s 
ability to isolate, frame, and repeat similar cases was a powerful aid in the 
standardization and multiplication of observational views. We should also 
note that arrangement of photographs in a series allowed not only their 
sequential organization, but also their simultaneous presentation. Georges 
Didi-Huberman has argued that Charcot’s arrangement of his patients 
into living tableaux functioned like tables of data by organizing their signs 
into simultaneous events.52 Photography allowed this same organization, 
and much more easily. In series photography, the sequence was important 
because it suggested a causal order or chronology, but the simultaneous 
display of images was arguably equally essential to the process of compari-
son and correlation. Series photography, as a research tool that could allow 
both sequential analysis and simultaneous display, succinctly articulated 
the ideals of medical observation and logic.

Detail, Presence, Contemplation

The photographic archive presented physicians with unlimited oppor-
tunities to observe and compare. It is true that looking at a photograph 
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was different from bedside observation of a patient, which emphasized 
the temporal development of signs and symptoms. But sometimes doctors 
called upon photographs to fulfi ll this function as well, as in the work of 
American physician Samuel Powers, who used photos to track the develop-
ment of smallpox in a patient over several days (fi gure 3.2).53 Neverthe-
less, to the extent that repetition is a fundamental feature or application 
of the medium, it mimicked the clinic’s emphasis on series.54 The ease 
with which photography generated series of images of cases corresponded 
to the dream of a limitless well of evidence. This dream, however, pre-
supposed the evidentiary status of the individual image. It presumed that 
each image was a window; seeing through enough of them could give the 
observer a vision of the whole fi eld. It assumed, in other words, that each 
image was a fragment or representative of the whole archive. What aspect 
of the photographic image allowed this assumption? I would argue that it 
was not simply the automatic, mechanical character of the camera that 
underwrote its evidentiary status, but the photographic image’s abundance 
of detail. Furthermore, photographic detail emulated and promoted an 
already established habit of observation—the complete description.

This is not to ignore the problems that photographic detail presented 
to nineteenth-century practitioners. Unlike human illustrators, who could 
select the salient elements of the specimen to include in the drawing and 
leave out the extraneous and potentially confusing details, the undiscern-
ing eye of the camera included everything. It was often hard to tell exactly 
what was at issue in a photograph, what the illustration was actually meant 
to illustrate, because the camera could not emphasize, say, texture or 
shape. An editorial from 1886 voiced a common complaint: “photographs 
of diseased viscera often fail to instruct the observer, but rather remind him 
of Ovid’s description of chaos.”55 For these researchers, the photograph 
had to learn how to “point” before it could be used as an instructional 
tool.56 Richard Kretz (1865–1920), a professor of pathological anatomy at 
the University of Vienna, agreed that because it could be diffi cult to fi nd 
the essential point in photography’s “wealth of detail,” “photography could 
not be used as a categorical replacement for drawing.” Yet Kretz goes on 
to say that photography “in many cases is able to perform similarly and to 
render services that are virtually irreplaceable in scientifi c cases, as when 
the photograph of fl agellum-bearing bacteria proves [their existence] in 
the most striking manner, because the photographic plate fi rst presents 
to the expert [bewaffneten] eye, in the most detailed and unbiased condi-
tion, scarcely detectable objects with unquestionable clarity.”57 Despite 
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the pedagogic problems that an abundance of detail could cause, for 
most physicians the “unquestionable clarity” of the photographic image 
was, along with the potential for objectivity (“unbiased”) and discovery 
(“scarcely detectable objects”), its most highly prized attribute. Indeed, 
the clarity and texture of the image, its ability to represent the structure 
and randomness of the natural world, were arguably the most important 
features for its applications in medicine.

Discussions of photography’s advantages to the discipline invariably 
emphasized its ability to represent—that is, substitute for—the object or 
patient. This is what physicians meant when they applauded photography 
as “Naturgetreu,” or “faithful to nature.” Of course, not every aspect of the 
photograph is perfectly faithful to nature, but in these discussions, “Natur-
getreu” referred most often to the level of detail that allowed the photo-
graphic image to reproduce patterns of texture and variation. Kretz writes, 
“Photography is perfectly faithful to nature, that is, the images reproduce 
. . . all forms and proportions, the distribution of light and shadow in a 
completely correct manner.”58 Or Ludwig Jankau declares, “In medicine 
today, especially in practical medicine, the fi rst requirement is that prepa-
rations and such, especially the conditions of the illness, are reproduced 
exactly as they are. And for reproductions faithful to nature, what can offer 
us more guarantee than photography?”59 This “fi delity” referred not to 
color or depth or emphasis or any of the aspects of nature and observation 
that many complained photography could not represent well. Instead, it 
referred to the same qualities that brought the scientifi c curiosity to bear on 
nature in the fi rst place: the abundant variations on patterns of similarity 
and difference found in the forms and random textures of natural phenom-
ena. Because photography could replicate these forms and textures with 
such detail, it could act as a substitute or a representation of the patient.

This is also why photography was so often equated with immediate and 
effi cient description. “A glance often teaches more than pages of descrip-
tion,” intones Jankau,60 while Kretz writes,

Just as a sketch complements—even replaces—a long-winded topographi-
cal description, in cases that are diffi cult to describe, a good photographic 
image to which a brief commentary is added is able to say more than cum-
bersome descriptions. Especially in cases that are subject to a forensic ex-
amination or in accident photos in which the task is an assessment of the 
degree of disability, to the examining physician, an appropriately recorded 
photograph becomes the actual circumstances.61
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Kretz may be suggesting that “a picture is worth a thousand words,” as 
it were, but there is something more to be said here. Kretz describes an 
observer who directed his or her gaze to the photograph as a substitute for 
nature itself. The photograph was both an apparently agent-less record of 
nature, effectively used as a substitute for it, and an enunciation that func-
tioned as a description of nature. The photograph was at once an image 
and a description—that which is visible is already wholly expressed. The 
abundance of detail in the photographic image worked in two, contradic-
tory ways. It was at once a tangle of data that required prolonged (and 
perhaps frustrating) study, and a complete rendering that—if the image 
was scientifi cally legible and the eye expert—could be grasped immedi-
ately. Lorraine Daston has called this aspect of scientifi c observation “all-
at-once-ness.” Discussing Descartes’s reversion to the language of vision 
in his quest for ontological bedrock, she notes that “Despite all the well-
known illusions, the imprimatur of the real, the true, and the certain is 
the immediate, implicit all-at-once-ness of perception, especially vision.”62 
This was especially true of the photograph and the observer’s relationship 
to it. The density of the photographic image not only brought it closer to 
the ideal description—an immediate, acceleration of knowledge without 
residue or ambiguity—it also gave the image a presence unlike any previ-
ous medium.

Because it could present the object of study in this way, the researcher 
could use the photographic image as a source of information and dis-
covery. The photograph, more than hand-drawn illustration, acted as a 
landscape over which the expert eye could roam, and within which discov-
eries could be made. The photograph was, to be certain, no substitute for 
observation—the still, fl at image could not replicate the act of observation 
with its intricate process of recognition and comparison. But it did fi x a 
view, which allowed a leisurely, contemplative approach that was fertile 
ground for detection and correlation. And contrary to the popular concep-
tion of the scientist, the aesthetic, contemplative approach was absolutely 
central to the practice of scientifi c and medical observation. As Billroth 
rhapsodized, “Solitary, meditative observation is the fi rst step in the poetry 
of research, in the formation of scientifi c phantasies, the reality of which 
we then test with the tools of logic, mathematics, physics and chemistry. 
Our tests will be the more successful the better we have learned to handle 
these tools. The diseased organism, the patient, must be observed in just 
this way, thoughtfully, and in a state of mental solitude and meditation.”63 
Contemplation was an integral part of “the poetry of research.”
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The aesthetics of scientifi c observation began with the contemplative 
gaze and the search for pattern. Because of its density and texture, the pho-
tograph could trigger this meditative gaze, and because of its repeatability, 
it encouraged the search for pattern. One British physician suggested, “A 
good radiograph in some respects may be said to resemble a painting by 
Turner. Without intuition or previous study the one is almost as incom-
prehensible as the other, but as we gaze the wealth of detail rises before 
our vision until fi nally we are able to interpret the meaning of streaks and 
shadows that to the untrained eye are meaningless.”64 Here the medical 
gaze takes on a quasi-aesthetic character. What connected the radiograph 
and the Turner was the observer’s search for pattern. For the critic, the 
pattern was given, whole, in the painting. For the physician or scientist, 
the pattern in nature must be discerned from a series of examples. Like art, 
the photograph presented a new point of view to challenge one’s own. Like 
nature, the photograph presented not an organized fi eld of view or world-
view, but the appearance of raw data from which the observer discerned a 
larger pattern correlated from a series of examples. The line between the 
aesthetic and the scientifi c was perhaps not as stark as we might think.65 
Indeed, in the following passage, Billroth describes the importance of 
imagination in medical training:

Easily to reproduce sense impressions, to visualize a highly complicated se-
quence of events, to be able without diffi culty to imagine all the different 
possible results of normal and abnormal processes—in short, to see a thou-
sand things at once and to sense their interrelations—these are the essential 
qualifi cations for scientifi c research. The ready capacity to reproduce sense 
impressions imaginatively, the sharpening of the powers of observation, the 
orderly arrangement of mental images in vivid and living pictures, facility 
in the so-called inductive method of reasoning—these are the qualities that 
the teacher of science and of medicine must develop in his students; and to 
this end a certain amount of preparation is indispensable.66

Unwittingly, perhaps, Billroth sketches here precisely why photography 
would be so valuable for scientifi c and medical research. Not because it 
documented nature, not because it was objective—although we would be 
foolish to deny the importance of these properties—but because it aided 
observation and imagination. It “reproduces sense impressions,” “visual-
izes a highly complicated sequence of events,” “sharpens the powers of 
observation,” and allows the researcher “to see a thousand things at once 
and to sense their interrelations.” Photography, more easily and more per-
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suasively than any hand-drawn illustration, functioned like the physician’s 
own powers of observation and imagination.

Conclusion

So I am suggesting that certain features of photography—especially those 
that obtain during the act of viewing the image—corresponded to certain 
aspects of practical medical observation. Examining the interaction be-
tween image and observer highlights characteristics different from those 
that show up when we focus on the relationship between object and cam-
era. Shifting our attention in this way brings us to a broader understanding 
of the acceptance of photography as an instrument in medicine and the 
sciences. That is, photography was not just a handy tool readily available 
and hence quickly adopted. Nor was its mechanical, automatic character 
the only reason for its rise in popularity. It also presented researchers with a 
set of features that spoke to established and emerging principles and habits 
of observation. It was not just how it was made that gave the photograph its 
scientifi c legitimacy, but how it was looked at.
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Johann Nepomuk Czermak was obviously satisfi ed, probably even proud: 
“In order to give an idea of the viewability of this surprising demonstration, 
I only mention that the diameter of the silhouette of the still-beating heart 
appearing on the wall was about two meters.” On December 21, 1872, the 
physiologist had inaugurated his “Private Laboratory at the University of 
Leipzig.” The climax of the ceremony was the extremely enlarged projec-
tion of an isolated, still contracting frog heart in the darkened lecture hall 
(fi gure 4.1). As Czermak underlined in his opening speech, more than 
400 spectators were able, by means of this “surprising demonstration” to 
observe minute details in the contraction of the frog heart “that escape or 
are hardly visible to the unaided eye.”1

The “viewability” (Schaubarkeit) Czermak referred to in this context, 
was part of his comprehensive conception of visual instruction in experi-
mental physiology. At the beginning of his speech, he had emphasized 
the crucial role of Anschauung in physiological teaching. For the teach-
ing physiologist, the decisive challenge was, so he explained, “to create 
and acquire the means for physiological demonstrations in a hitherto 
unachieved completeness and extension, so that—once this would have 
been accomplished—the attempt would become possible to treat physiol-
ogy for the fi rst time by means of authentic and generally conceivable 
representations based on immediate visual perception” (unmittelbarer 
Anschauung).2

It was personally gratifying to him, then, to list the special features of 
the laboratory building that he had erected using his own fi nancial means, 

chapter four

Cinematography without Film
Architectures and Technologies of Visual Instruction 

in Biology around 1900

Henning Schmidgen
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in particular the architectural design and technological equipment of the 
lecture hall. For Czermak, this hall was not a mere auditorium, but at the 
same time and above all a spectatorium, a “viewing hall.”

In this spectatorium the seat rows were arranged in the form of a horse-
shoe around the lecturer so that the distance between the “experimenter’s 
arena” and the audience was reduced to a minimum. By arranging the 
ascending seat rows according to strict geometrical principles, spectators 
could focus their gaze on this arena without disturbing or obstructing 
each other. In the “Optical Room,” situated at the top and behind the 
last row of the seats were installed two limestone light projectors. With 
these, images were projected on a circular screen behind and well above 
the lecturer. Czermak used these projections toward the end of his speech 
to demonstrate various “images, preparations and living processes” in the 
hall, now darkened: photographs of embryos, polished sections of bones, 
a colored photograph of a dog’s knee and a cross section of human skin 
tissue. While the subjects of these images still belonged to the research 
areas of developmental biology, histology, and anatomy, he moved into 
the realm of experimental physiology when presenting his “artifi cial circu-
lation model.” In this demonstration, an excised, still-contracting heart cut 

4.1 Czermak’s frog heart projection in the Leipzig Spectatorium (1872). 
Reproduced from: Anonymous, “Czermak’s physiologisches Privatlaboratorium und 

Amphitheater in Leipzig,” Illustrirte Zeitung 1556 (1873): 305.
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out of a frog served as the “natural motor” driving a salt solution through 
rubber and glass tubes.

After Czermak’s assistants had prepared the model, they installed it in 
front of one of the projectors situated at the back of the room. In the dark-
ened theater, the silhouette of the still-contracting heart became visible on 
the circular screen. In his concluding remarks, Czermak emphasized that 
this demonstration was not just pedagogical but also of scientifi c value. 
Because of its considerable enlargement it became evident “that the ir-
regular tetanic and peristaltic contractions during the gradual necrosis of 
the heart due to increasing heat displayed a variety that up until now one 
had hardly a suffi cient notion of.”3 By visual means the Leipzig physiolo-
gist thus played in two ways the role of “foreman of creation.”4 Czermak 
had isolated a central organ of all animal life and kept it alive outside of the 
body, exhibiting its functioning in front of a large audience. At the same 
time, he literally brought to light how death took possession of this organ.

The present paper investigates the architectures and technologies used 
for projecting living frog hearts in the physiological lecture halls of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. From the 1860s, the frog heart 
became an increasingly important actor in physiological and pharmaco-
logical research. In this period, physiologists such as Elias von Cyon, Henry 
Bowditch, Luigi Lucian, Hugo Kronecker, Friedrich Martius, and Oscar 
Langendorff developed a growing interest in the innervation of this organ, 
its irritability and rhythmicity, and the problems of nutrition and fatigue.5 
In 1870, Oswald Schmiedeberg, one of the future “founding fathers” of 
experimental pharmacology in the German-speaking world, published 
his path-breaking “Investigations into Some Effects of Poison in the Frog 
Heart” in the Arbeiten aus der Physiologischen Anstalt zu Leipzig, edited 
by Karl Ludwig. Between 1880 and 1900, German physiology journals con-
tinued to publish numerous pharmacological studies exploring the effects 
of ether, strychnine, muscarine, ethyl alcohol and other substances on the 
functions of the frog heart.6

The growing interest in physiology and pharmacology went hand in 
hand with the development of new techniques for visualizing and mea-
suring the activities of the frog heart, for example devices for registering 
changes in volume of the isolated frog heart, instruments for pumping 
various kinds of fl uids through it, frog heart manometers, and apparatuses 
for the graphical recording of heart movements. However, the majority of 
these instruments were designed for laboratory use, not for demonstrations 
in the lecture hall. It was again Czermak who introduced such demonstra-
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tion devices into the teaching of physiology. When giving popular lectures 
on the physiology of the heart in the Jena Rosensaal in 1868, he demon-
strated the rhythmic movements of this organ by means of a “heart mirror,” 
a cardioscope specifi cally designed for this purpose. A still-contracting 
heart, removed from a frog’s chest, was placed on a small stand. Small 
pieces of cork, connected with angled steel sticks, were placed on the two 
heart chambers. Attached to the end of each stick was a light mirror plate 
that moved backward and forward while the corresponding heart chamber 
was contracting. By means of a device “similar to a magic lantern,” a ray 
of light was directed at both mirror plates. The moving plates refl ected the 
light onto a screen. In the darkened lecture hall the audience could thus 
see an enlarged image of the heart’s movements.7

Against this background, the present paper examines the possibilities 
and problems of biological viewing created by in vivo projections of physi-
ological and pharmacological manipulations of the isolated frog heart 
between 1910 and 1925. In particular, the paper draws on the case of the 
German physiologist and pharmacologist Carl Jacobj (1857–1944) who 
made extensive use of “episcopic” frog heart projections in his lectures 
and seminars at the pharmacological institute of Tübingen University.8 
Powerful light sources, especially the carbon arc lamp, permitted Jacobj to 
create projections not only by passing light through an object (transparent, 
or diascopic, projection), but also onto an object, that is, by having the 
object directly refl ecting the light ray (opaque, or episcopic, projection). 
Starting in 1908, he used episcopic projection to show, in a manner as di-
rect as possible, simple pharmacological experiments in living organisms 
and organs to a growing number of students.9

Jacobj was one of the pioneers of pharmacological science in Germany. 
In the 1880s, he had studied medicine in Göttingen, Leipzig, Tübingen, 
and Strassburg, with Karl Ludwig and Oswald Schmiedeberg among oth-
ers. Under the direction of Schmiedeberg, he received his medical degree 
in Strassburg in 1887, for which he completed the study “On the excretion 
of iron from the animal body after subcutaneous and intravenous injec-
tion.” In the following decade, Jacobj became Schmiedeberg’s assistant 
in the newly established Institute for Pharmacology in Strassburg. After a 
brief interlude at the National Institute of Health in Berlin, Jacobj held 
the position of assistant professor of pharmacology at the University of Göt-
tingen from 1897 to 1907. Shortly after, he was promoted to full professor 
and given the directorship of the new pharmacological institute in Tübin-
gen, where he remained until his retirement in 1927.
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As Sabine Waldmann-Brun has recently shown, Jacobj’s reputation as 
an excellent teacher played a decisive role in his promotion from Göt-
tingen to Tübingen.10 It is hardly surprising, then, that in planning and 
organizing his new institute, Jacobj placed special emphasis on the design 
of the lecture hall and its technical equipment. In particular, he aimed at 
creating a “lecture projection facility” (Vorlesungsprojektionseinrichtung) 
that served the special needs of pharmacological teaching. The archi-
tecture and technology of this facility was meant to allow for a kind of 
“Anschauungsunterricht” that would no longer rely on static illustrations 
(e.g., the presentation of charts and slides), but rather be structured as a 
seamless integration of dynamic projections (e.g., the living frog heart).

The distinctive feature of Jacobj’s projection images consisted in being 
a kind of cinematography without fi lm. It is true that, from early on, 
pioneers of the graphic method attempted to set their chronophotograhic 
images into motion. In the early 1880s, Eadweard Muybridge created a 
projection device called the “zoopraxiscope” in order to project such im-
ages from rotating glass disks to give the impression of motion. In contrast, 
Etienne-Jules Marey was not interested in projection per se, but rather 
in applying this technique for analyzing motion by “slowing down some 
movements and speeding up others.”11 After the advent of cinematography 
around 1900, scientists such as Charles-Emile François-Franck, Lucienne 
Chevroton, and Charles Richet used chronophotography and cinema-
tography for capturing the pulsing of the heart in various kinds of organ-
isms.12 But it was not before the 1930s that similar fi lms—for example, by 
René Lutembacher and Emil von Skramlik—were made for and used in 
the academic teaching of biology.13 What, around 1915, appeared on the 
screen of Jacobj’s lecture hall in Tübingen, was all together different. Ja-
cobj presented colored movement images. Their repeated projection did 
not rely on chronophotographic or cinematographical shots that had been 
made beforehand, but on the renewed presence of a living being that was 
“directly” projected.

In order to better grasp this kind of image production, this chapter 
highlights the architectures and technologies where it took place. As 
Norton Wise has recently observed, “historians of science traditionally 
have devoted relatively little of their attention to the means of produc-
ing images.”14 Against this dominant stream, the following study offers a 
detailed reconstruction of the heterogeneous assemblages that were de-
vised and applied for creating movement images of the living in the visual 
instruction of biology. As will be shown in detail, the Tübingen lecture 
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projection facility was based on the “Universal Projection Apparatus” by 
Leitz. Around the turn of the century similar projection devices were of-
fered by various instrument makers in Europe and the United States, for 
example, the “Epidiascope” by Zeiss in Jena and the “Universal Projecto-
scope” by Stoelting in Chicago. When used for the projection of simple 
animal experiments, these projection devices were transformed into rather 
complex assemblages of organic and mechanical parts, electrical current 
and light rays, lenses, carbon rods and mirrors, frogs, wooden boards, and 
water jars. In order to describe their material complexity, Jacobj in his writ-
ings used the term Anordnung, meaning “arrangement,” whereas other 
historical actors went so far as to speak about their projection devices as 
“complex organisms.” Tied together by means of a cast iron frame, the 
combined elements of these image-producing assemblages reached their 
maximum effect within architectural conditions that allowed for projec-
tions “from behind” (a technique often used in magic lantern shows, in 
particular phantasmagorias, and the early cinema). Jacobj was convinced 
that only this kind of screen practice guaranteed the synchronicity of word 
and image, concept and object that according to him was the decisive 
feature of all visual instruction.15

As will be demonstrated, the Tübingen projection technology and ar-
chitecture was a hybridization of two distinct traditions in the material cul-
ture of scientifi c visualization: on the one hand, the separation between 
the lecture hall and an adjacent preparation room that emerged in ex-
perimental physiology in the 1870s and, on the other hand, the use of epi-
scopic projection for creating images of macroscopic organ preparations 
in experimental pathology in the 1880s. Since the late 1870s, physiological 
institutes such as the one in Budapest were provided with preparation 
rooms behind the lecture halls that were used for arranging demonstra-
tion experiments that were brought into the lecture hall on rolling tables. 
However, institutes of pathology, for example, in Vienna and Berlin, were 
pioneering episcopic projections of preparations and experiments. Leading 
fi gures in these contexts were Salomon Stricker (1834–1898) and Carl Kai-
serling (1869–1942).16 Jacobj’s lecture projection facility brought together 
these architectures of physiology and apparatuses of pathology, insofar as, 
at the Tübingen institute, it was possible to project simple experiments by 
means of episcopic projection out of the preparation room into a lecture 
hall where the corresponding images became visible on a screen.

The reconstruction of this material culture of image production shows 
that, in contrast to Marey’s famous techniques for graphic recording, epi-
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scopic projections of the moving frog heart did not simply serve to “pic-
ture time.”17 Rather, these projections made time “palpable” in various 
ways. In fact, Jacobj based his visual practice on a physiological theory 
of the primacy of the visual in both the emergence and distribution of 
knowledge. As a result, a rationalized mode of teaching replaced the idea 
of Anschauung that in many nineteenth-century physiologists was still 
provided with romantic overtones. In Czermak’s visual practices it was 
crucial to demonstrate that instruments of experimental physiology could 
create an image of life that was just as anschaulich as the image provided, 
say, by natural history or embryology. Jacobj’s central problem, however, 
was how an increasing number of students would be able to absorb the 
rapidly growing body of knowledge produced in and by the experimental 
life sciences in a limited period of time. In other words, Jacobj’s presenta-
tion of movement images of the living was not an end in itself. It served a 
specifi cally modern economy of time and attention.18

Visual Instruction and the Management of Time

Anschauung was one of the key concepts of philosophical idealism and ro-
mantic biology in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Germany. 
In the writings of Immanuel Kant, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, and 
Alexander von Humboldt, its meaning oscillated between “visual percep-
tion” and “intuition.” Kant famously stated: “Thoughts without contents 
are empty, intuitions [Anschauungen] without concepts are blind.”19 In 
Goethe and Humboldt, sensory Anschauung designated an aesthetic prin-
ciple guaranteeing the unity of the dispersed, manifold, and heterogeneous 
facts with which natural research was confronted. Goethe and Humboldt 
aimed at a comprehensive “view” (Ansicht) of nature as embodied in 
perceptible totalities or concrete “archetypes” that were apt to presume 
empirical knowledge and at the same time stimulate and direct further re-
search. However, in the writings of the Swiss pedagogical reformer Johann 
Heinrich Pestalozzi, Anschauung was chiefl y used to imply visual percep-
tion. Following Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Pestalozzi stressed the importance 
of vision, criticizing an exclusive textual mediation of knowledge through 
books and lectures.20

Starting in the late 1830s, physiologists highlighted the role of visual 
perception in acquiring experimental knowledge. As William Coleman 
and Richard Kremer have shown, Purkinje and other Prussian pioneers 
of physiological science followed Pestalozzi’s arguments against an educa-
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tion completely relying on written texts and spoken words.21 Even before 
the foundation of the fi rst large-scale institutes for physiology in the late 
1860s, physiologists such as Czermak and Jan Evangelista Purkinje (one 
of Czermak’s academic teachers) used phenakistoscopes, mirrors, magic 
lanterns, and other optical media in order to create a new image of life 
in front of academic and general audiences.22 The striking feature of this 
image of life was to be a movement image that itself was in movement—
not a fi xation of organic kinematics by means of relatively stable lines and 
points (as in the graphic method), but a dynamic representation of the 
equally dynamic movements of the living body. By means of animated 
drawings, and above all through the projection of prepared organs and 
organisms, the basic facts of physiology as a new kind of anatomia animata 
were made “anschaulich,” or visually evident, and this contributed signifi -
cantly to gaining recognition and respect for the emerging new science.

It is hardly surprising, then, that in the 1870s, when laboratories of phys-
iology were created in growing numbers, the architecture of lecture halls 
and the available technologies for visual instruction received heightened 
attention. By means of wall charts and devices for hanging large drawings, 
through movable screens and powerful projectors, the use of fl ags, rolling 
tables, and entire series of specifi cally designed demonstration devices—
e.g., Emil du Bois-Reymond’s “contraction telegraph”—physiologists 
created in their teaching facilities a thoroughly temporalized visual repre-
sentation of the functions of life with an almost immersive quality. In 1879, 
young Stanley Hall, who at that time was studying physiology in Berlin 
and other German cities, found it quite obvious that the innovative projec-
tions and demonstrations had transformed the physiological lecture hall 
into “a sort of theater.”23 And for many physiologists this turn away from 
mere lectures to carefully prepared spectacles was a logical step in the 
development of their discipline. With respect to the history of other sci-
ences, du Bois-Reymond had declared at the opening of his Berlin physi-
ological institute in 1877: “The physiological lecture hall must become a 
show stage [Schaubühne] for natural phenomena, just as the physical and 
chemical lecture hall, and from then on physiologists needed a teaching 
and research laboratory fi tted to their specifi c needs.”24

No doubt that Jacobj was familiar with these developments. As he 
explained in 1919, in his article “Visual Instruction and Projection” (An-
schauungsunterricht und Projektion), the primary role of vision in the 
process of creating and distributing objective knowledge dictated that the 
teaching methods at German high schools and universities increasingly 
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relied on visual means, for example, by inserting fi gures into text-books 
or using wall charts and demonstrations in the classroom. Jacobj contin-
ued that this kind of Anschauungsunterricht facilitated the acquisition 
of new knowledge, while at the same time—and this was decisive for 
him—“accelerated” it. Under the precondition that word and image were 
presented simultaneously, instruction could restrict itself to mere explana-
tion of the image in question: “The symbolically descriptive word images 
[Wortbilder] of concepts can be replaced by the simultaneously created 
visual image [Anschauungsbild] that represents the factual object of obser-
vation immediately and in all its details, so that it [i.e., the visual image] is 
imprinted in a faster, stronger, and more sustainable way on the conscious 
mind and, as a consequence, on memory.”25

Through the discussion of “immediate visual perception” of an object 
during class lectures, students came to better understand the object under 
view. More importantly, immediate visual perception saved time since it 
was suffi cient to direct the students’ attention to the details of the image 
shown by the instructor. As a result, Jacobj no longer understood “An-
schauungsunterricht” within the framework of some romantic aesthetic. 
To him it had become a question of effi cient time management.

For Purkinje, and even Czermak, “immediacy” had referred to a spatial 
closeness of the spectator to an object, an experience that afforded a spe-
cial visual clarity or, as Czermak put it, “intense viewability.” In Jacobj, the 
same term, unmittelbar, designated a temporal relation, a momentariness, 
or synchronicity of that which was viewed and that which was heard. Pre-
cisely along these lines Jacobj underscored that “by means of simultaneous 
co-action of the two sense impressions of hearing and viewing” instructors 
were able to achieve “a swifter and easier absorption of the material in 
shorter time.”26 According to him, the “immediate, simultaneous presen-
tation” of word and image, concept and object was the only possible way 
for transferring the “vast amount of knowledge required by the profession 
and by life in the short time period of academic training,” a strategy that 
obviously refl ected Jacobj’s confrontation with an ever growing number of 
students—between 45 and 75 in the years until 1918, and between 100 and 
215 in the years from 1919 until 1923.27

Jacobj also offered a detailed criticism of the traditional methods of 
demonstration and projection. The basic pattern of this criticism was not 
unexpected. The spatial and temporal separation between general lectures 
and specifi c demonstrations, the distribution of images, books, prepara-
tions, and instruments around the lecture hall as well as the use of wall 
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charts or hanging drawings, schemes, tables, and formulae—all this did 
not correspond to the “principle of unity of word and visual image” that, 
to Jacobj, formed the defi nition of Anschauungsunterricht. Thus he ar-
gued, when circulating books or instruments, the respective object moved 
through the seat rows, from eye to eye, whereas a wall chart remained per-
manently visible to all, even if the lecture had long come to its end. Jacobj 
even criticized the attempt to integrate standard projections into lectures. 
In this case, the usual “intermediary pauses” (Zwischenpausen) resulted in 
the decoupling of concept and image, and this was to be avoided: “Above 
all, the darkening of the auditorium when presenting images was an ut-
terly annoying disturbance.”28

This led Jacobj to another point. In addition to asynchronicities, visual 
instruction could be severely impaired by various means, all which might 
disturb and distract the student’s attention. He argued that the prompt 
hanging and taking away of charts did not offer any solution to the prob-
lems described, since the corresponding handling of the charts by the 
lecturer or his assistant also distracted students. In projections, the noises 
of the darkening mechanisms, the operation of curtains and shades, the 
“disappearance” of students and professors in the dark as well as the noise 
of the working projector in the lecture hall and unavoidable calls such 
as “More focus, please! Too much! Wrong! Stop!”29 and eventually the 
“blinding” of eyes when returning to daylight were immensely distracting, 
disturbing, and irritating. To Jacobj it was evident that the highly question-
able result of all visual teaching proceeding along these lines did nothing 
but waste time. In contrast, the visual instruction method he had devel-
oped in Tübingen since 1908 appeared to be much more promising. It 
was based on the “principle of placing the apparatus in an adjacent room 
while using a transparent screen.”30 In the Tübingen Institute, this prin-
ciple translated itself into an architectural structure where a preparation 
room situated behind the lecturer and his experimenting table allowed for 
projections from this darkened room into the lecture hall. In other words, 
the temporal unifi cation of the spoken word and the projected image was 
produced by means of a separation in space (fi gure 4.2).

Next to the experimenting table was a large window connecting the lec-
ture hall and the preparation room. The interior of the latter was painted 
black to avoid refl ection. The window was in fact a screen of 2 meters 
square, consisting of fi ne linen covered with paraffi n. This interface be-
tween front and back stage was of prime importance in Jacobj’s lecture 
projection facility: it separated the image production by the assistant on 
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the back stage from the image consumption by the students sitting close 
to the front stage, while at the same time connecting them to each other, 
whereas Jacobj, standing next to the screen, could control the circulation 
of the images. No wonder, then, that, already in a 1910 article, he had 
reported extensively that only “after an extended series of preliminary tri-
als” (Vorversuchen)31 had it been possible to achieve the required semi-
permeability of the linen screen by means of a special procedure.

According to Jacobj, the projection on the backside of this screen made 
it possible to avoid the darkening of the lecture hall. At the same time, 
a moveable blind allowed for showing the images prepared by the assis-
tant at exactly the moment they were needed by the instructor. Jacobj 
explained that the projection from the front presented clear disadvantages, 
“since it means drawing curtains, arranging the projector, and having the 
speaker’s personal contact with the students disappear, on account of their 
losing sight of each other.”32 At Tübingen, all necessary preparations for 
the projection, including the changing and focusing of images, were done 

4.2 Plan of the Tübingen Institute for Pharmacology, fi rst fl oor, with lecture hall and 
projection facility, ca. 1928 (left). Reproduced from: Carl Jacobj, Das pharmakologische Institut zu 

Tübingen und seine Einrichtungen für Unterricht und Forschung, Tübingen: Buchdruckerei der 

Tübinger Studentenhilfe, 1927, table I.
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by an assistant placed in the preparation room. The assistant would follow 
the lecture and had to know when to react to what the instructor was say-
ing. Jacobj summarized the advantages of his system in the following way: 
“There is no disturbance attendant upon the projecting itself, no interrup-
tion of the speaker’s fl ow of thought, all the students can see the image at 
the same time, at exactly the proper moment, and when this image has 
served its purpose, it can be made to disappear.”33

Preparation Rooms and Episcopes

In his article, Jacobj suggested that it was the pharmacological institute 
in Strassburg that had fi rst used a comparable lecture projection facility. 
For ten years Jacobj had worked as the lecture assistant to Schmiedeberg, 
and his long-term experience behind the scenes obviously infl uenced how 
he arranged devices and designed the lecture hall at Tübingen. In fact, 
the Strassburg building of the Institute for Pharmacology, constructed 
between 1883 and 1887 according to plans by architect Otto Warth, had a 
preparation room directly behind its auditorium.

As a contemporary description of this institute reads, this preparation 
room served to store the “animals meant for demonstration” for as long as 
they would be needed for a lecture. The room was also used as a storage 
site for other demonstration objects, such as drugs, chemicals, medicinal 
products, fi gures, and so on.34 Jacobj did not refer to the fact that similar 
spatial structures had already appeared in other physiological institutes, 
which had explicitly embedded in their design ambitious projects for vi-
sual instruction.

This was certainly the case for the Budapest Institute for Physiology. 
Built between 1873 and 1876, the physiologist Andreas Eugen Jendrassik 
had planned the facility’s layout with architect Antal Szkalnitzky. As other 
physiologists before him, Jendrassik was eager to offer “immediate visual 
perceptions [unmittelbare Anschauungen] of the object” of physiological 
science.35 Similar to du Bois-Reymond, Jendrassik assumed that physiol-
ogy, just like chemistry and physics, was capable of “making sensual” (ver-
sinnlichen) oral presentations by means of experimental demonstrations, 
thus turning the latter into the “experiential basis” (Erfahrungsgrundlage) 
for all theoretical considerations.36 Implicitly alluding to Czermak, Jen-
drassik added that, when planning the new institute, his aim had been to 
integrate not just an auditorium, but specifi cally a “spectatorium” into the 
building. Jendrassik also touched upon issues of time management when 
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he explained: “As soon as physiology aims at communicating experience-
based knowledge to larger circles, it has to strive for appropriate means to 
guarantee that large groups will be given simultaneous insight into the 
articulated complex of organic processes.”37

The “appropriate means” to which Jendrassik alluded were, fi rst, the 
rather generous layout of the auditorium, giving space to 200 students; 
second, the calculated arrangement of the seat rows with respect to the 
large experimenting table; third, the illumination of the lecture hall by 
means of gas lamps that could be switched on by means of electricity; 
and fourth, the presence of blackboards and other equipment for present-
ing large drawings as well as projection devices and automatic shutters. 
In particular, it was the creation of a “preparation room for experiments” 
adjacent to the back of the lecture hall that should serve the purposes of 
his Anschauungsunterricht. The preparation room was connected to the 
auditorium by a door so that “tables with the animals prepared for experi-
ment or other apparatus . . . can be transferred to the lecture hall.”38 This 
was facilitated by means of a system of tracks fi xed to the fl oor. This system 
allowed for pushing the rolling tables back and forth. A revolving disk 
allowed them to move left and right in front of the seat rows so that the 
largest possible number of students was able to see the experiment. The 
surfaces of some of the these tables could even be inclined so that it be-
came possible, as Jendrassik explained, “to turn the vivisection board with 
the animal fi xed onto it toward the spectators as any given case requires 
it.”39 The connecting door between lecture hall and preparation room 
was covered with various boards that could be moved horizontally, among 
them large opal glass plates that could be used for “light projections from 
the preparation room situated behind.”40

Similar separations between front and back stage can be found in other 
physiological institutes of the period, for example the one in Würzburg 
(founded in 1892) and Turin (1894). These spatial arrangements not only 
served the preparation of demonstration experiments. In Würzburg, for 
example, a sciopticon, an early form of the slide projector, was used to 
project images on the back side of a frame of 1.3 square meters, covered 
with a specially prepared canvas. One of the main advantages of this ar-
rangement was the vibration-free position of the projector placed on a 
table made of stone in the back room. The projector could be handled 
without disturbing the students.41

Apparently, the projections realized in the physiological institutes at 
Budapest, Würzburg, and Turin, were mainly diascopic. In contrast, epi-
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scopic projections were initially used at institutes for pathology. However, 
in these institutes the separation between lecture room and preparation 
room often did not exist. Instead, all devices required for episcopic pro-
jection were placed in the auditorium itself. The pioneer of this tech-
nique was the former Brücke student Salomon Stricker. Starting in 1868, 
Stricker directed the Institute for General and Experimental Pathology at 
the University of Vienna. His starting point was the projection of micro-
scopic preparations. Since the early 1880s, he projected such preparations 
by means of a Dubosq lantern and a vertically mounted microscope. By 
means of an enhanced “projection microscope,” manufactured according 
to Stricker’s needs by the well-known optical workshop of Simon Plössl 
in Vienna, he presented, in the 1880s and 1890s, improved projections of 
microscopic preparations during his lectures and at scientifi c meetings 
and congresses, such as the annual meeting of German naturalists and 
physicians in Berlin in 1886 (fi gure 4.3).

In the same period, Stricker started to use projection and other tech-
nologies to show animal experiments in the lecture hall. In experiments 
on respiration, he worked with enlarged shadows and fl ags that were fi xed 
to the chest wall of the experimental organism, while the kymographic 

4.3 Stricker’s use of episcopic projection technology in the lecture hall, ca. 1890. Reproduced 

from: Anonymous, “Das Episkop,” Ueber Land und Meer: Deutsche Illustrirte Zeitung, 64, no. 26 (1890): 1028.
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registration of the animal’s circulation took place on a glass plate that, 
while the experiment was taking place, moved horizontally through a sci-
opticon. In this way, “even students in the most remote seats [were able] to 
perceive all details of the pulse curve with highest precision.”42

In addition, Stricker applied episcopic projection for demonstrating in 
vivo experiments in the lecture hall. The episcopic projection device that 
he made use of was developed by his assistant Max Reiner. Similar to Jacobj 
in the fi eld of pharmacology, Stricker used this device mainly for showing 
heart movements. Looking back on the history of physiology since Harvey, 
he underscored the importance of this kind of demonstration: “This form 
of observation [i.e., the observation of the isolated heart] might be one of 
the simplest, but it has also allowed the highest achievements.”43 With 
respect to teaching, he also highlighted that it was “of highest importance 
to show the pulsating heart to the future physician.”44

By means of episcopic projection, Stricker demonstrated in his lec-
tures, among other physiological phenomena, the infl uence of the heart 
nerves for inhibition and acceleration and the behavior of the heart in 
suffocation, and this “in the most visible and instructive [anschaulichen] 
way,” as his assistant Gärtner noted.45 Stricker himself chose a different 
register when describing the effects of his heart projections: “The pulsing 
heart appears on the white wall as an enlarged, relief-like [plastisch], and, 
if I may dare to say, it is a living image that, in all its details, is perfectly 
visible to hundreds in the audience.”46 Stricker alluded here to the genre 
of “tableaux vivants,” highly popular in the nineteenth century, suggest-
ing the power of the new, lifelike images of physiological processes and 
phenomena.

Shortly after, episcopic projections were used in the teaching of pathol-
ogy at the Charité in Berlin. As in Stricker’s institute, the starting point 
was the facilitation of diascopic projections of microscopic preparations. 
In order to bring the macroscopic preparations of Virchow’s substantial 
collection under the eyes of large groups of students, the curator of the 
pathological museum, Carl Kaiserling, devised a “universal projection 
apparatus.” Kaiserling closely cooperated with the optical manufacturer 
Ernst Leitz in Wetzlar. The fi rst description of the new projection device 
was published by Kaiserling in 1906. It was meant for both episcopic and 
diascopic projections. Within a large frame of cast iron, its main compo-
nents were a collapsible carbon arc lamp with perpendicular carbon rods, 
an optical bench to which various kinds of attachments could be fi xed (for 
example, a slide changer), and a small kind of table that served to place 
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objects under the beam of light. It was the surface of this table that Kaiser-
ling used to produce projections of macroscopic preparations during the 
lectures of the institute’s director, Johannes Orth. One method consisted 
in taking the preparations out of their jars and reducing their glossiness “by 
dabbing away the fl uid,” the other in directing the light beam through the 
jar and the fl uid surrounding the preparation in question.47

Paradoxically, Kaiserling described his projection device as a “complex 
organism that one has to know precisely.”48 He underscored that its ap-
propriate use during lectures required “quite a bit of good will, lots of 
patience, and long practice.”49 At the same time, he stressed the necessity 
of using this device if one really wanted to offer effective training in pathol-
ogy. In his eyes, academic training in pathology was challenged most by 
the “lack of time and large number of listeners.”50 As we have already seen, 
Jacobj in Tübingen confronted similar circumstances. As in Kaiserling, 
episcopic projection was an effi cient technology in order to teach in rapid 
ways a growing number of students “how to see” as a scientist and as a 
physician.

The “Pandidascope” and Its Critics

Technically speaking, the lecture projection facility that Jacobj used at his 
pharmacological institute from 1908 was based on Kaiserling’s Universal 
Projection Apparatus. According to his wishes, Leitz had furnished Jacobj 
with a modifi ed projection apparatus “with specifi c arrangements for all 
projections that are important in the teaching of pharmacology, e.g. the 
projection of the living frog heart and muscle.”51 These modifi cations 
mostly concerned the size of the table inside of the projection appara-
tus. Over the years, Jacobj made other minor modifi cations, in coopera-
tion with the “well-known Tübingen workshop for precision mechanics, 
E. Albrecht.”52 In order to highlight his contributions to the Kaiserling 
apparatus, Jacobj spoke of the Tübingen “Pandidascope” (fi gure 4.4).

The striking feature of this apparatus was the “extraordinarily power-
ful lamp,” which resulted in an “excellent light power of the projection 
images.”53 As in Kaiserling, the lamp consisted of perpendicular carbon 
rods. With 30 amperes current intensity and a voltage of 60, it produced a 
brightness of 10,500 candles. The lamp and its lenses were movable on an 
optical bench and permitted a stream of light to be directed upon almost 
any kind of object without any change in the direction of the optical axis. 
One could attach optical devices such as microscopes or slide changers. 
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As Jacobj explained, this arrangement allowed for different kinds of pro-
jections; for example, under direct light the projection of vertical slides 
of spectra and of microscopic objects was possible, while under refl ected 
light one could project large horizontal slides of opaque objects. Similar 
to the design of Jendrassik’s lecture hall in Budapest, the Tübingen pro-
jection apparatus was mounted on fi xed tracks so that the distance to the 
screen and hence the size of the projected image could easily be varied.

For projecting the functioning of a frog heart, the following arrange-
ment was used. At 20 centimeters behind lenses 3 and 4 Jacobj placed a 
water container provided with a glass front and set into a horizontal plate 
raised on two small pillars: “A frog whose chest wall has been opened so as 
to lay bare the heart is spread upon a small piece of board and the whole 
is immersed in the water, with the board so attached to two fl at springs 
screwed into the sides of the container that the heart is directly in front 
of the opening of a tube that comes up at an angle from below and that 
terminates near the middle of the container and close to the glass front. 
The tube carries a fl ow of neutral salt solution to the heart from a second 
container above the fi rst one to prevent the heart from being injured by 
the strong heat generated by the light.”54

4.4 Diagram showing the use of Jacobj’s projection apparatus for frog heart projections. 
Reproduced from: Carl Jacobj, “Visual Instruction and the Projection Method,” Methods and Problems of 

Medical Education 6 (1927): 264.
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The results of this arrangement were remarkable. Evocative of Czermak’s 
much earlier statements, Jacobj explained that this arrangement “makes it 
possible to project the tiny frog heart, hardly one centimeter square, with 
such brilliancy that even magnifi ed over 400 times its life processes can be 
directly seen with the naked eye by sixty to eighty spectators.”55 Here again, 
the experimenting life scientist in the lecture hall appeared as a “foreman 
of creation.” He not only controlled a central function of organic life, at 
the same time he made it visible to a large number of spectators.

The principles and techniques of Jacobj’s visual instruction method 
were met with considerable international interest. In 1927, his article “An-
schauungsunterricht und Projektion” was published in English transla-
tion in Methods and Problems of Medical Education, a journal edited and 
published by the Rockefeller Foundation between 1924 and 1932. In 1928, 
the same journal published a description of the Tübingen pathological 
institute by Jacobj, based on his extended German publication from the 
year before.56 On the pages of the Rockefeller Foundation journal, the 
young Morton S. Biskind (1906–1981), at this point Fellow in Pharmacol-
ogy at the School of Medicine at Western Reserve University, responded 
to Jacobj. In his article, “The Demonstration of Biological Experiments 
by Optical Projection Methods,” Biskind underscored the importance of 
visual instruction in the teaching of physiology and pharmacology.57

At the same time, Biskind criticized Jacobj’s method in several respects 
and suggested an alternative method for projecting frog hearts in the 
lecture room. On the one hand, he objected that the Tübingen phar-
macologist did “not enter suffi ciently into the details of the projection of 
demonstration experiments.”58 On the other hand, he raised some general 
doubts as to the use of the episcopic projection apparatuses that were avail-
able on the market. In Biskind’s eyes, these apparatuses presented “serious 
disadvantages.” They were too large and cumbersome, their interior gave 
only limited space for objects and experiments and, above all, they were 
expensive.

Biskind did not offer any general discussion of the theoretical or sci-
entifi c foundations of Anschauungsunterricht, as Jacobj had done. In his 
introduction, he offered a sketchy history of the magic lantern and its use 
for scientifi c purposes: from Baptista Porta’s camera obscura to Athana-
sius Kircher’s magic lantern and Salomon Stricker’s episcopic projection 
method. The body of the paper, however, focused on the technical issues 
involved in visual instruction of future physiologists and pharmacologists. 
The overall tone of his article was pragmatic. Whereas Jacobj had discussed 
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the scientifi c foundations of his visual instruction method at length and 
used ample space for the criticism of traditional projection methods, Bis-
kind restricted himself to suggestions and advice for other practitioners.

In particular, the projection methods that he suggested were meant to 
correspond to the following criteria: adaptability to the working conditions 
of a variety of experiments, simplicity and ease of adjustment, and use of 
the less expensive apparatus whenever possible. As a result, Biskind did 
not refer to a specifi c projection apparatus by a specifi c manufacturer and 
did not speak about tailored modifi cations of such apparatuses. Rather he 
presented various projector elements or modules made by various manu-
facturers and fi rms that could be used to assemble projection devices in 
fl exible ways. The components he discussed in detail were “lighting,” 
“lenses,” and “screens.”

Similar to Jacobj, Biskind argued in favor of translucent projection 
from behind the screen (the pharmacological lecture and demonstration 
room at Western Reserve was provided with appropriate architecture) but 
recommended tracing cloth, not linen, as the projection surface. Draw-
ing on concrete examples, Biskind then described the combination of 
all required modules for projecting the frog heart, intestinal preparations 
and uterine strips, intact and excised rabbit intestines, as well as physical 
models. Biskind was obviously eager to offer descriptions for practical use. 
Thus he described the preparation of the required technological compo-
nents as well as the required organisms in detail, while dealing at the same 
time with the “adjustment” of technological and biological components 
to one another for the eventual projection. He listed fi rms and prices of 
various devices, gave practical hints (“It is advisable to wear dark glasses 
during this adjustment and during all manipulation of the frog while 
projecting”),59 and concluded his article with a checklist of optical equip-
ment. For projecting the frog heart, he suggested the following procedure: 
The frog is placed horizontally on a board where it may be subjected to 
any desired manipulation during the actual projection. . . . The short focus 
lens (6.5- to 8.5-inch focal length) is used with a reversing mirror. The 
projection distance for effective magnifi cation should be 7 to 9 feet. For 
illumination, a 15-ampere current carbon-arc is employed. . . . The back 
condensing lens is removed, leaving only the front lens of 7.5-inch focal 
length. This permits having the light source at a considerable distance 
from the object (i.e., the frog heart), which allows suffi cient room for the 
insertion of a cooling tank in the path of the beam.60

As Biskind had explained earlier in his article, the cooling device should 
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be a water chamber of 15 centimeters in thickness, preferably “a rectangu-
lar museum jar.”61 If one used smaller jars, for example, 5 centimeters, the 
water would heat and begin to boil within an hour. The problem was not 
only that the heat would eventually make the frog useless for projection 
but that an optical problem arose as well: “The bubbles in the hot liquid 
interfere seriously with the transmission of light.”62 Biskind then presented 
another method for cooling the frog during the projection process. This 
method relied on removing the excess heat as it is generated in the object. 
As was the case in Jacobj’s arrangement, this heat removal was achieved 
by placing the entire frog inside a water chamber in which a continuous 
stream of cold water was circulating. Biskind described this method in 
considerable detail, emphasizing that it would make it possible to keep a 
frog’s heart beating normally for over six hours under continuous intense 
illumination.63 In contrast, the time span for viewing under the normal 
cooling method was approximately only one hour.

Jacobj, in his publication on the same topic, did not address the time 
span during which the functioning frog heart could be projected. Biskind’s 
rather extended discussion of this point suggests that this was one of the 
details he had missed in the article of his senior colleague from Tübingen. 
Jacobj had restricted himself to discussing issues of time management ex-
clusively with respect to the relation between lecturer and student, focus-
ing on the synchronicity of the lecturer’s word and the projected image. 
Biskind had a different focus. To him, the extension of projection time 
was an achievement in itself. The comparison with earlier procedures of 
projection seems indeed striking. In Czermak’s projection of the isolated 
frog heart, projection time was a matter of minutes in which the audience 
could witness the transition from lively contraction to gradual necrosis. 
In Biskind’s projection of the heart laid bare it was a question of hours, 
almost days. What became possible was an extended manipulation of this 
organ—even though lectures would hardly take six hours.

Conclusion

The imagery of experimental physiology has often been identifi ed with 
the “graphical method.” As impressive as the epistemic productivity of this 
method certainly was, and as attractive as its aesthetics aspects remain until 
today, the up-to-now emphasis by historians on traces, curves, and graphs 
of bodily functions have blocked from view a highly diversifi ed produc-
tion of physiological images that were produced, from the late nineteenth 
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century to the early twentieth century, in order to bring the functioning 
of organs and organisms to “immediate visual perception,” or unmittelbare 
Anschauung. Since the 1870s, phenakistoscopes, magic lanterns, and roll-
ing tables transformed the physiological lecture hall into a kind of theater 
where the contractions and pulsations of organic life were shown by means 
of various kinds of movement images—animated drawings, shadow projec-
tions, “contraction telegraphs”—to growing audiences. At the turn of the 
twentieth century, improved lamp technology made possible episcopic 
projections of in vivo experiments. Leitz’s Universal Projection Appara-
tus and similar devices were used for this purpose in various contexts—in 
physiology, pathology, and pharmacology.

The recurring motif of these projections was the isolated heart of the 
frog—a “simple” demonstration, as one of the historical actors admitted, 
but still one that was deemed to be crucial in the training of future scientists 
and physicians. The persistence of this motif over a period of more than 
sixty years (from Czermak’s cardioscope to Biskind’s modular projection 
method) refl ects the central importance of heart, circulation, and respira-
tion in all forms of animal and human life. It is also due to the relative ease 
with which the effect of physiological and pharmacological interventions 
could be demonstrated in this organ. However, the respective publications 
by Czermak, Jacobj, and Biskind speak also about the gaze as a means 
of power to control the organisms. Episcopic projections in the lecture 
hall made it possible to share this gaze with a large group of spectators. 
Jacobj presented this multiplication of gazes as a process that was rooted 
in physiology. To him, it was a physiological fact that vision is the key to 
objective knowledge. In a sense, then, it was not just the organism of the 
frog that was subjected to vision. His students, as sensate organisms, were 
part and parcel of this spectacle.

The graphical method has often been described as a means for “pictur-
ing time.” Something similar can obviously be said with respect to the 
architectures and technologies of visual instruction in biology around 
1900 that were presented and discussed in this chapter. The projection of 
the contracting frog heart embodies as well as illustrates the pulse of time. 
The change between systole and diastole that this organ displays marks 
duration for the eye just as the ticking of a clock marks it for the ear. In 
contrast to the products of the graphical method, however, the projected 
images did not leave any durable trace. This is because here time is not 
only pictured, but manifests itself and is felt by the historical actors in 
various forms and formats: as the time that the gaze is offered to see the 
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organ in its functioning during a lecture, as the time that is needed for 
the preparation of the organism, the projection device, and their mutual 
adjustment, but equally as the time that went into the production of the 
screen tissue, as the time that was required for the technical development 
of universal projection apparatuses and for the building of institutes, and 
eventually as the time that is available for the emergence and the transfer 
of scientifi c knowledge.

What the heterogeneous projection assemblages devised in the experi-
mental life sciences of the early twentieth century thus make clear is that 
time becomes “palpable” in complex ways. As a consequence, the history 
of these assemblages inscribes itself into the history of modernity. Since 
the emergence and evolution of these projection assemblages is largely in-
dependent of the rising technology of cinematography, they are not simply 
part of the prehistory of the cinema. What the projection technologies of 
Jacobj, Biskind, and other scholars show is a kind of deconstructive history 
of cinematography, a history that disassembles the black box of the “basic 
cinematographic apparatus” in order to redistribute its elements without 
making any claim to be complete: the movement image, the projector, 
the screen, the seat rows, and so on. In the place of a fi lmstrip that can 
be shown again and again, without any substantial alteration, the projec-
tion assemblages presented in this chapter integrate a living object. This 
object has to be exchanged and replaced by a new, similar living object, 
if the projection is meant to start again. The result can be understood as 
a cinema of life in which the repetition of the show remains tied to the 
differences of organic individuals.
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In 1909, John D. Rockefeller dedicated a small fortune from his Standard 
Oil Company profi ts to the establishment of a new philanthropic entity, 
the Rockefeller Foundation, whose mandate was “to promote the well-
being and to advance the civilization of the peoples of the United States 
and its territories and possessions and of foreign lands in the acquisition 
and dissemination of knowledge, in the prevention and relief of suffering, 
and in the promotion of any and all of the elements of human progress.”1 
Within a few months, the Foundation established the Rockefeller Sanitary 
Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm Disease in the U.S. South, 
the fi rst of many national and international projects in public health 
sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation. As historians of the Rockefeller 
Foundation have observed, “Before the founding of the who in 1948, [the 
Rockefeller Foundation’s International Health Division] was arguably the 
world’s most important agency of public health work.”2 In an era when 

chapter fi ve

Cinema as Universal Language 
of Health Education
Translating Science in Unhooking the Hookworm (1920)

Kirsten Ostherr

In my opinion nothing will surpass in effectiveness a “movie” 
in demonstrating public health conditions.
— Letter from Arkansas State Board of Health to 

Rockefeller Foundation, January 5, 1918

If you insist upon the extreme smallness of the plasmodium, the 
countryman will regard it as imaginary and of no importance.
—Letter from H. R. Carter to Dr. Ferrell, ihb, January 9, 1922
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departments of public health only existed in the major urban centers of 
the United States and Western Europe, the Rockefeller Foundation was at 
the forefront of disease eradication and health promotion worldwide.

In 1920 the Foundation released a fi lm to aid in these endeavors, titled 
Unhooking the Hookworm, produced in association with Coronet Films 
of Providence, Rhode Island.3 Convinced by widespread enthusiasm for 
the motion picture as the ideal medium of visual education in this period, 
Rockefeller Foundation researchers also produced fi lms on malaria in the 
1920s and polio in the 1930s, followed by a series of fi lms produced in 
association with Walt Disney in the early 1940s to teach literacy and basic 
health principles to viewers in Latin America.4 Although the Rockefeller 
Foundation scientists were intimately involved in the production of Un-
hooking the Hookworm, by the 1940s they essentially had contracted out 
to Disney, participating minimally in the development of the screenplay, 
camerawork, and editing.5 Why this shift in production philosophy? As 
articulated by Fred Gates, Rockefeller’s principal philanthropic aide in 
this period, the members of the Health Division of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation believed that “disease is the supreme ill of human life, and it is the 
main source of almost all other human ills—poverty, crime, ignorance, 
vice, ineffi ciency, hereditary traits, and many other evils.”6 But when it 
came time for the Rockefeller Foundation scientists to implement their 
biomedical approach to public health, they found that these supposed sec-
ondary effects of disease played a primary role in obstructing their ability 
to communicate with the target populations for the fi lm. Although these 
researchers continued to believe in the power of moving images to per-
suade and instruct, they also had to acknowledge that the motion picture 
was not the transparently legible instrument of universal communication 
that they had hoped.

This essay will examine what happened between Hookworm and the Dis-
ney pictures when the Rockefeller Foundation was convinced to (1) con-
tract out the production of its fi lms, (2) replace the original mixture of live 
action, cinemicroscopy, and stop-motion animation with 100 percent cel 
animation, and (3) target illiterate audiences with simple messages that did 
not include any scientifi c information and only conveyed the most basic 
of ideas. As we will see, contemporary theories of visual pedagogy assumed 
that animation held an intrinsic appeal for “simple-minded” audiences, in 
part because animation minimizes the amount of visual information that 
the image conveys and is therefore deemed easier to comprehend, and 
consequently more “entertaining” as well. However, as a non-indexical 
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mode of representation, animation introduces a problem for scientifi c 
representation.7 Unlike documentary fi lm, which is popularly conceived 
as possessing a privileged relation to reality, animation operates at a re-
move from the real, and thus lacks the immediacy so often associated with 
the unique powers that made motion pictures ideal pedagogical instru-
ments. The obvious intervention of the animator’s hand in the otherwise 
scientifi cally sound mechanical reproduction of images raised a tension 
between objectivity and entertainment that played a crucial role in shift-
ing the Rockefeller Foundation researchers’ approach to cinematic health 
education.8 Signifi cantly, a different sense of immediacy—that is, simple 
comprehensibility rather than unmediated indexicality—ultimately posi-
tioned cel animation as the ideal genre for health education.9

Production and Exhibition

The Rockefeller Foundation was made up of scientists, not fi lmmakers, so 
it should come as no surprise that this group approached the production 
of Unhooking the Hookworm as technically and methodically as they ap-
proached their laboratory experiments. Part of their preproduction research 
concerned the feasibility of using motion pictures as pedagogical tools; a 
sort of market research letter was sent out to all of the state boards of health 
in the United States, inquiring about the facilities they had available to 
them and their opinion of the use of motion pictures in health education. 
Many replies expressed great interest in showing health fi lms while noting 
the state’s dependence on commercial theaters to provide the technology, 
as in a 1917 letter from the Mississippi State Board of Health, which indi-
cates that the Board “does not possess a moving picture machine but we 
have been able to get a great many moving picture shows to use fi lms which 
we furnished upon a cooperative basis.”10 Although such cooperation did 
enable the publicity for some health initiatives to reach the public, the 
role of the private, for-profi t sector in cinematic public health education 
would be a source of much debate and skepticism in this transitional pe-
riod of fi lm history. A 1918 letter from the Arkansas State Board of Health 
highlights the problem of audience segregation that could arise with the 
use of commercial theaters: “[N]either the State nor the counties have 
any facility for using moving picture fi lms, thus we will be dependent on 
the moving picture houses, and these picture shows do not reach the class 
of people in this State that it is desired to reach with hookworm fi lms.”11 
The “class of people” referenced here was the rural, uneducated, working 
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class of the southern United States; because this population included both 
black and white viewers, the issue of racial spectatorship would become an 
important consideration for the Rockefeller researchers, as I will discuss 
in more detail below.

Despite obstacles to public exhibition of the fi lm, Unhooking the Hook-
worm was nonetheless seen by large audiences, in part because educational 
fi lms were still shown alongside entertainment features in movie theaters 
at this point in fi lm history.12 (These genres would not be formally segre-
gated until 1934.13) Moreover, nontheatrical exhibition also thrived in this 
era, as evidenced by a 1917 letter from the president of Educational Films 
Corporation of New York, who boasted, “The present active management 
of the company has had the satisfaction of bringing about something the 
fi lm trade said two years ago was impossible, i.e., to produce and sell (not 
give away) pictures that would be at least 50 percent instructive, truly edu-
cational but which would be at the same time suffi ciently entertaining for 
theatres, churches, schools, lyceums, etc., to pay real money for.”14 How-
ever, another letter from the same production company, dated only two 
months later, expressed a somewhat tempered enthusiasm as it informed 
the Rockefeller Foundation of the differences between commercial and 
nontheatrical exhibition, complaining, “I know too well the character 
of the average theater manager to expect for a moment that he will pay 
money for a picture of this kind. He knows it will not bring in an additional 
dollar, consequently he will not spend a dollar for it.” The letter goes on 
to suggest that Unhooking the Hookworm would be more eagerly received 
by “Health boards, Town Committees or Civic bodies of any kind . . . as 
they are not money making institutions and it is something they need and 
should have for their community work.”15 As we will see, the question of 
what makes a health fi lm “suffi ciently entertaining” for moviegoers to 
spend time or money on it would vex the Rockefeller scientists throughout 
their involvement in motion picture production.

Signs pointing toward the future separation of educational and en-
tertainment fi lm exhibition recur throughout the Hookworm correspon-
dence. Alternately blaming greedy theater managers and simple-minded 
audiences, many proponents of educational fi lm considered their work 
to be in confl ict with the facile pleasures offered by Hollywood, and yet, 
many eventually recognized (often with exasperation and dismay) that 
their fi lms would never be as successful as Hollywood fare unless they 
acquiesced to the public demand for “entertainment.” Nonetheless, the 
future of cinematic education seemed bright enough in 1921 for Harry 
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Levey, president of Educational Production for National Non-Theatrical 
Motion Pictures, Inc., to claim boldly in the New York Times, “Industrial 
and educational fi lms are a by-product of the motion-picture industry, and 
in my opinion they are destined to become a more important part of the 
business than the production of pictures for entertainment. . . . Health 
boards throughout the country can put their lessons ‘across’ in pictures as 
they can in no other way.”16 The same company also promised to distribute 
Unhooking the Hookworm “over our free non-theatrical circuit.”

Between commercial and nontheatrical screenings, the Hookworm fi lm 
was clearly a successful health intervention, as demonstrated by a letter 
from a Kentucky state health offi cer, who sent the following confi rmation 
of the fi lm’s effect in 1921: “You will be interested in knowing that as a re-
sult of showing [Unhooking the Hookworm] in the picture shows of Louis-
ville more than 500 specimens were submitted to our own laboratory, and 
that the physicians of Louisville all report a large number of patients who 
have come to them for examination. Quite a considera[ble] number have 
been treated and are being relieved.”17 Such direct evidence of the impact 
of motion picture viewing is uncommon and not easily demonstrated; 
in this context it provides precisely the sort of quantifi able verifi cation of 
the fi lm’s success that the administration-minded Rockefeller Foundation 
sought out.

However, the problem of appealing to the managers and audiences of 
moving picture shows continued to challenge the hookworm campaign. 
Despite the fi lm’s success in Louisville theaters, the Rockefeller Foun-
dation was repeatedly admonished for its egg-headed misperception of 
the general public’s cinematic preferences. This critique was presented 
succinctly by the American Social Hygiene Association in 1923: “Motion 
picture theatre audiences desire to be entertained and amused. It is gener-
ally held by motion picture theatre owners that their audiences resent pro-
paganda or educational pictures and usually object to showing them.”18 
The Rockefeller Foundation thus faced two key problems: how to solve 
the logistical challenge of exhibiting the fi lm to poor, rural audiences, and 
how to get those audiences interested in an educational fi lm, once the 
details of the screening were arranged. Indeed, while the proliferation of 
stool samples in Louisville seemed to offer unambiguous evidence of the 
audience’s positive reception of the fi lm, this response seems to be some-
what unique. The vast majority of commentators simultaneously praised 
the fi lm’s sophistication and technical accuracy and questioned the audi-
ence’s tolerance for what might easily be regarded as  condescending, not 
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to  mention just plain boring, lecturing on fi lm. But Unhooking the Hook-
worm went to great lengths to avoid producing a preachy effect, mixing 
what were meant to be amusing and familiar scenes of country life with 
animated demonstrations of how the depicted activities pose a hidden 
threat of hookworm infection.

Nonetheless, comments from a Dr. J. A. LePrince indicate the Rock-
efeller Foundation’s failure to comprehend the viewing tastes of the “gen-
eral public.” In a letter concerning the Foundation’s next fi lm project on 
malaria, LePrince questions the screenwriter’s familiarity with his target 
audience, commenting that “the scenario would be good for an ‘above 
the average’ audience such as one consisting mostly of college graduates.” 
LePrince goes on to demonstrate his own understanding of the potential 
obstacles to viewer engagement, noting, “If the fi lm is to be shown at night 
to country folks who have been working hard all day in the fi eld, it may 
possibly put some of them to sleep or get them thinking of other things 
that are more interesting.” The letter concludes by observing somewhat 
ruefully, “we are not appealing to an audience of medical men. We are 
merely learning how to appeal to the public and there is much yet to 
be learned.”19 Despite his knowledge of the day-to-day demands on farm 
workers’ attention spans, the doctor clearly shares the Rockefeller scientists’ 
attitude of detached observation toward their audience, and it is precisely 
this attitude that ultimately leads the Foundation to adopt animation as its 
preferred medium of health education.

Further comments on the malaria fi lm treatment by a Dr. Howard in a 
1923 letter expand upon this notion of appealing to the average viewer: “It 
seems to me that the diagrams are too ‘highbrow’ and are likely to leave the 
average person somewhat confused. If it is desirable to repeat the explana-
tion I would think it better psychology to do it by means of an animated 
cartoon showing the entire process. I believe that would stick in the mind 
much longer than the diagrams, and even than the photographs.”20 Here 
we begin to see how animation takes on a privileged—if problematic—
status within theories of visual pedagogy in this period, as it becomes the 
default medium for communicating with the “average person.” In addition 
to its presumed superiority as a medium for communicating with the mass 
audience, animation was also frequently employed in early health fi lms 
as a means of representing organisms that are invisible to the naked eye. 
Unhooking the Hookworm was not alone in its commitment to accurate 
depictions of physiological phenomena, but like many fi lms of its kind, 
Hookworm was incapable of strictly adhering to scientifi c realism in its 
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representational techniques. The fi lm’s success as a health intervention 
depended on its ability to convince audiences of the authority and accu-
racy of its depiction of hookworm disease. To do so, Unhooking the Hook-
worm utilized documentary images whenever possible, but the fi lmmakers 
were forced to resort to animation for sequences involving internal bodily 
processes. Both because of its ostensible appeal for the simple mind of the 
“average person” and because of its lack of photographic indexicality, the 
animated image was treated as a debased form of representation. But as 
we will see, animation nonetheless proved indispensable to this and future 
Rockefeller health campaigns.

Despite the Foundation’s seeming failure to reach the average mov-
iegoer with its fi rst fi lm, Unhooking the Hookworm was still in constant 
demand sixteen years after its original release. A 1936 letter from the 
chief engineer and director of the Bureau of Sanitation in the state of 
Alabama praises the fi lm’s effectiveness, noting that twenty-one counties 
own copies of the fi lm, and other counties are seeking funds to purchase 
motion picture equipment. Most signifi cantly, the sanitarian urges the 
Rockefeller Foundation to remain actively engaged in motion picture pro-
duction, pleading, “[O]ur educational programs will suffer considerably 
if the Rockefeller Foundation does not decide to revise these fi lms. . . . 
With the increase in public health activities, there should be a continued 
demand for fi lms on these subjects. It is believed that our County Health 
Units will continue the use of visual education provided suitable fi lms are 
available, for if public health is to progress education must be kept up year 
after year.”21 Notwithstanding this well-reasoned appeal, the Rockefeller 
Foundation did not continuously update its health fi lms, largely because 
this widespread enthusiasm was tempered by commentators who focused 
precisely on the limits of visual education’s faith in the universal compre-
hensibility of fi lm, even with the potential leveling effects of animation, 
when it came to racially and geographically diverse audiences. To explain 
the complicated reception of Unhooking the Hookworm both within the 
United States and abroad, it will be useful to review the fi lm in more 
detail.

Unhooking the Hookworm

Unhooking the Hookworm begins with an intertitle that establishes the 
global scale of the problem under discussion: “In all these warm countries, 
dwells one of man’s most dangerous enemies—the Hookworm.” The fi lm 
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cuts to an image of a fl at animated map of the globe with shading spreading 
over affected areas in the southern United States, South America, Africa, 
Italy, and South Asia. The fi lm immediately shifts from the vastness of the 
global to the minute scale of the local by observing, “Here he is—and she 
also—beside a common pin.” The next shot demonstrates the size of a 
hookworm beside a sewing pin, alongside a ruler that clearly marks the in-
dexicality of the evidence. After this initial shift from animation to live ac-
tion, the fi lm changes register yet again, as the intertitle explains, “Under a 
microscope, they look like this,” accompanied by cinemicroscopic footage 
of the worms squirming and writhing like snakes (a point underscored by 
a drawing of a snake at the bottom of the title card).

At this point, we shift back to a diagram of the parts of a male worm, 
with a pointer indicating the head, digestive organs, and nervous system. 
Superimposed above the male worm is an image of the female, with the 
ominous intertitle, “These coils are full of eggs—thousands are laid in a 
day.” Here we cut to a graphic map of India: “Their victims are counted 
by the millions, from India,” followed by documentary footage of a street 
scene. Despite the global reach of the fi lm’s opening sequence, no other 
national locale is identifi ed in the rest of the fi lm.

Unhooking the Hookworm uses an idealized scenario of childhood play 
as a framing device for the fi lm. While this technique was meant to pro-
vide a universal point of identifi cation, it was in fact the source of much 
criticism of the fi lm, as we will see later on. After initially establishing the 
global scale of the hookworm problem, the fi lm presents a general diagno-
sis: “An ‘always tired’ feeling is one of the signs of a mild case,” followed 
by footage of a white boy of approximately ten years of age lying against a 
rock on the stoop of a small shack. The location is not identifi ed, but given 
much of the feedback from viewers, is widely assumed to be the southern 
United States. The next shot shows a friend saying, “C’mon swimming,” 
but the lethargic boy replies, “Naw. I’m too tired,” at which point, his 
friend walks away. Here, the ravages of hookworm disease are depicted as 
interfering with the joys of a fun-fi lled, carefree youth.

After identifying the hookworm as a parasite and providing gruesome 
images of the worms feasting on unidentifi ed bodily organs, we see mi-
croscopic images of hookworm eggs hatching, and the locations—such 
as pigpens and outhouses—where the baby hookworms might be found. 
This leads into a sequence on the insidious invisibility of the baby hook-
worms, whose seeming omnipresence poses a threat even in the most in-
nocent of scenarios. As an intertitle notes, “Out in the fi elds, the baby 
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hookworms often crawl up blades of grass and enter drops of the morning 
dew.” We see a close-up of dewy blades of grass, and the narration elicits 
further emotional identifi cation from viewers: “It’s hard to believe that 
the dew is alive with danger—but let us see.” The hands of an off-screen 
scientist—presumably the narrator of the fi lm—remove a drop of water 
from the grass to create a microscope slide. The next shot shifts location 
to a laboratory where the slide provides a new cinemicroscopic view of the 
worms. To underscore the malevolence of these tiny creatures, the next 
intertitle again compares them to snakes.

After providing ample scientifi c evidence of the danger lurking within 
the morning dew, we receive a more concrete demonstration of the process 
of contamination. A card stating, “Bare feet easily pick up baby hookworms 
from the dew,” is followed by a medium shot of the same lethargic boy 
walking through a fi eld of grass in bare feet. The camera cuts in to provide 
closer and closer views until the boy reaches down, pulls his toes apart, 
and begins to scratch. Now, the most concretely instructional sequence of 
the fi lm begins as we move from live action to animation: “Here goes one 
of them, right into a pore of the skin.” Through stop-motion animation, a 
clay model of a worm entering a skin pore is shown in graphic detail. As 
the infection progresses, “Irritation—the ‘ground itch’—or ‘dew itch’—
then blisters and sores.” We return to a live-action medium-long shot of the 
boy in the fi eld, then cut in to a medium close-up of the boy scratching his 
foot, and fi nally an extreme close-up of his toes covered with sores.

The educational sequence continues with more assistance from special 
effects as we enter the interior of the human body. “From the blisters to 
the blood is a short journey, then—” a diagram of a human body with a 
pointer shows movement up from the foot through the veins and into the 
heart. We then see more cinemicroscopic views of worms as they traverse 
the body, moving from heart to lung to windpipe, and are then swallowed 
before they ultimately land in the intestines (fi gure 5.1). “In the bowels, 
they make themselves at home. Now, to ‘work.’ And while ‘working,’ they 
grow to full size. . . . A good grip with the mouth and they don’t intend 
to let go.” An enlarged diagram of a hookworm head is interpreted with 
the captions “poison fang” and “holding mechanism.” Stop motion clay 
models create a repellent scene of numerous worms attached to model 
intestines. “It’s not long before ulcers form—with frequent bleeding.” As 
the clay worms detach, blood streams from the sores they leave behind.

In this brief, four-minute sequence, several different types of visual 
images are employed to create an educational and scientifi cally accurate 
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impression of the process of hookworm infection. While the heterogeneity 
of the footage might be seen as a creative effort at producing realistic spe-
cial effects, some commentators found that the vividness of the portrayal 
actually interfered with their sense of the fi lm’s authenticity. A Rockefeller 
Foundation staffer observed, “A further criticism . . . relates to the use of 
‘faked’ diagrammatic pictures, like that of the hookworm entering the skin, 
along with true microscopic photographs. It is interesting to hear the com-
ments of educated people on such pictures. There would be no objection 
to the pictures if the legends stated or implied what they really are. Even 
our own staff are unable to answer questions as to the authenticity or origin 
of some of these clever photographs.”22

Following the special-effects montage, we fi nally see the sequence 
that prompted the submission of hundreds of stool samples in Louisville, 
Kentucky. A man and his son enter a doctor’s offi ce. “Have you brought 
a specimen of the boy’s stool?” The father pulls a jar out of his pocket 
and gives it to the physician, who leaves the examination room, enters an 
adjacent laboratory, and places a sample from the jar onto a slide. “The 
doctor fi nds hookworm eggs in the stool.” There is then a close-up of mi-
croscopic images of the eggs along with the narration: “These eggs came 
from the worms causing the disease. A physician can give you medicine to 

5.1 “Clever animation of hookworms attaching to the intestines.” Unhooking the Hookworm (1920).
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kill them.” We then see the doctor collect medicine from large pill bottles 
lining the shelves of the lab, confi rm the son’s diagnosis, and tell the fa-
ther, “This medicine will cure him.” Back at home, the father gives a pill 
to the boy. We see a close-up of the pill in his hand, followed by a medium 
shot of the boy swallowing the pill with water. Each step of the process 
is methodically explained through intertitles and demonstrated with live 
action, so that the fi lm might serve a mimetic function for viewers who 
receive their own diagnosis and prescription for treatment. Thus, for the 
next step in the sequence, “In a few hours, Epsom salts to drive out the 
dead worms,” we again see the boy drinking water from a glass. Finally, the 
results: “Here are some of the dead hookworms the medicine removed.” 
A close-up of a pile of shriveled worms on a sheet of paper confi rms the 
effectiveness of the regimen. “One treatment is frequently suffi cient to 
effect a complete cure.”

From here, the fi lm makes a plea for prevention, not just cure, by dem-
onstrating proper methods for constructing sanitary outhouses. Unhook-
ing the Hookworm closes with a triumphant declaration: “Cured! ‘Happy 
boyhood’ is now a reality. And the home—made sanitary—will keep him 
so.” Finally, the once lethargic boy runs off with his friend to go swim-
ming. However, rural audiences often saw hookworm’s interference with 
childhood play as insuffi cient motivation for seeking a cure. This response 
underestimated the larger threat posed by the parasite, as a Rockefeller 
staffer stationed in Dutch Guiana (now Suriname) observed in a 1922 let-
ter: “the appeal of ‘happy childhood’ is not as great to the people under 
consideration as the improved health of the ‘bread winner’ would be.”23 
Another Rockefeller worker in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) did not object to 
the general principle of play, but noted that the present example was not 
culturally appropriate, and suggested “another game than ‘going swim-
ming,’” such as hackney racing or Mazoka.24

Evaluation and Techniques of Translation

Despite mixed results from their fi rst foray into fi lmmaking, the Rock-
efeller Foundation scientists commenced production on a malaria fi lm 
shortly after Unhooking the Hookworm was completed. Letters exchanged 
within the organization reveal the scientists’ view of lessons learned from 
the reception of the Hookworm fi lm, particularly regarding modes of ad-
dress and interpretive variability among audiences. An interoffi ce memo 
from 1921 notes two critical points to observe in future fi lm productions: 
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“(1) The audience to be reached should be kept constantly in mind. If 
this audience is the so-called ‘general public,’ certain principles of human 
nature must be recognized—i.e., the appeal of the immediate and the 
concrete. (2) Diagrams, maps, and information should be constantly inter-
spersed with concrete pictures. Even animated diagrams and maps will not 
hold the attention of the average mind unless these devices interpret some 
vividly visualized situation.”25 These principles formed the basis for inter-
national adaptations of the Hookworm fi lm in the mid-1920s. An additional 
suggestion that fi lms should include a segment produced by members of 
the target population was particularly infl uential, but the demand for local 
specifi city soon became overwhelming for an organization with the global 
reach of the Rockefeller Foundation.

For instance, Unhooking the Hookworm was adapted for use in Nica-
ragua by fi lming actual hookworm treatments that were given in already 
existing health centers.26 In Java, the storyline of the sick white boy was re-
placed with a local tale of an ailing Javanese “everyman.”27 In the southern 
United States, the fi lm was adapted for use with African American viewers. 
A letter exchanged between two Rockefeller scientists in 1936 provides a 
telling glimpse into prevailing views on the importance of racialized spec-
tatorship in contemporary theories of visual pedagogy, and is thus worth 
quoting at length:

The exceedingly diverse conditions under which a fi lm may be employed 
makes it practically impossible to devise a fi lm that would be equally ef-
fective before any audience anywhere in the world. I think this is very well 
exemplifi ed by my experience in Mississippi. You may recall that we were 
furnished with several editions of the Foundation fi lm in 16mm size. We 
soon gained the impression that the exhibition of this fi lm to rural negro au-
diences made very little impression. The technical features were above their 
heads and the human interest continuity based on a scenario dealing with 
whites made little impression. No one realizes better than a southern negro 
the vast gulf that exists between the whites and the negroes, consequently 
the negro is not much impressed by scenes dealing with whites. On this as-
sumption I duplicated the human interest scenario, with the cooperation of 
some negro actors, and cut out certain sections in one of the Foundation 
fi lms and substituted these negro pictures. This modifi ed fi lm was enthusi-
astically received by negro audiences wherever it was shown and I am sure 
made the rural negroes appreciate malaria as a negro problem. The same 
remarks also apply to the exhibition of such a fi lm in any foreign country. 
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I think it would be practicable for the Foundation to supply the technical 
portions of a fi lm, plus the verbal sketch of a human interest scenario in a 
16mm size and encourage staff members in different countries to supple-
ment these by a human interest scenario locally acted plus local scenes of 
malaria control operations.28

The principle of racial identifi cation articulated here attributes racial 
specifi city to disease. Reviews repeatedly suggest that the fi lm’s pedagogi-
cal effi cacy depends upon viewers’ ability to see their own racial identity 
refl ected back to them from the screen. This presumption is repeated in 
notes for a revised shooting script, directed toward a more “universal” audi-
ence through a racially diverse mise-en-scène that includes “representatives 
of several nationalities in native costume,” and a “group of people, prefer-
ably of various shades and ages.”29 Regardless of the accuracy of this view 
of racialized spectatorship, the Rockefeller fi lmmakers persisted in their 
belief that cross-racial identifi cation was impossible, and therefore, every 
racial group that might see the fi lm should be included in it. However, it 
soon became apparent that this principle would lead to an unmanageable 
multiplication of fi lm editions.

The tension between universality and particularity is also evident in the 
1922 letter from Dutch Guiana quoted above, which offers suggestions for 
improving the Hookworm fi lm by appealing to racialized spectatorship:

Races other than the white race are easily distracted when a partially exposed 
white person is pictured. It invariably brings down a roar of laughter and 
continually distracts the audience from the point that is being made. I do 
not believe in elimination of the white patients, because then many white 
folks will continue to keep the impression that hookworm does not affect the 
white people. Introduction of pictures of various very sick patients from vari-
ous countries would improve the fi lm as nearly all races would then be rep-
resented. For instance; at the introduction of the fi lm where the map shows 
the infected parts of the world; pictures of patients from India, China and 
elsewhere, could be easily introduced. It would not be necessary to bring in 
the name of the country as long as the people see their own race.30

In his discussion of Rockefeller hygiene fi lms in colonial Java, Eric 
Stein argues that Unhooking the Hookworm often provoked unintended 
laughter among villagers, who likened the pale, gaunt, pot-bellied hook-
worm sufferers in the fi lm to the Gareng, a comedic fi gure in their own 
popular folklore.31
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One observer of a screening in the southern United States noted that, 
“A source of constant amusement to the rural people is the farmer who in 
the fi rst place does not look sick, and in the second place does not dress 
like a farmer and wears a gold watch.”32 The prevalence of such unfore-
seen audience responses suggests that, while racial and cultural similarity 
between spectators and actors seemed vital to ensuring that a fi lm’s “mes-
sage” was received, racial and cultural difference could be responsible not 
only for viewers’ rejection of the message, but also for producing entirely 
new, even contradictory interpretations of the fi lm. Media scholars now 
routinely acknowledge cinema’s capacity for evoking a wide array of read-
ings among viewers, but to the Rockefeller Foundation, the success of 
their visual pedagogy initiative depended on their ability to elicit uniform 
responses from diverse viewers of Unhooking the Hookworm. To this end, 
the scientists attempted to control for viewer variability by creating dif-
ferent versions of the fi lm that were designed to anticipate and thereby 
foreclose any alternate interpretations.

As the Rockefeller Foundation studied the issues involved in prepar-
ing versions of the fi lm for use around the world, feedback about racial 
and geographical determinants in audience response led to proposals for 
combined local and global fi lm segments. An interoffi ce memo of 1925 
described the strategy:

I think that it would be well to divide the hookworm fi lm into several more 
or less independent parts, each with its own heading, and to put the greater 
part of our biological and more strictly scientifi c descriptions into one part. 
The object would be to make it possible for people in foreign countries 
to take the scientifi c part bodily and insert it into their local fi lms without 
any question of our responsibility for their fi lm. In almost every country in 
which hookworm work is done it would be of advantage to have at least one 
section of the fi lm prepared locally.”33

This comment implicitly suggests that audience response is fragmented 
not only by race, class, education, and geography, but also by the divi-
sion between science and popular entertainment. This fi nal distinction 
ultimately concerns the core question of documentary realism that is seen 
as critical to the educational fi lm’s pedagogical effects.

The Rockefeller Foundation scientists had painstakingly employed 
every mode of visual representation available to present a depiction of 
hookworm that was both technically accurate and persuasively educa-
tional. However, based on many commentators’ observations, the goal of 
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education often confl icted with the principle of entertainment, which was 
nonetheless viewed as a prerequisite to pedagogical effi cacy.34 In other 
words, in order to be receptive to the fi lm’s educational message, audi-
ences fi rst had to be entertained by the fi lm. But what made a fi lm enter-
taining? According to the many health offi cers and fi lm distributors who 
provided feedback to the Rockefeller Foundation, it was precisely the lack 
of technical details, coupled with the frequent insertion of lighthearted, 
slapstick humor, that made a fi lm appealing to the masses of vulnerable 
viewers the Rockefeller Foundation hoped to reach.

And where did education fi t in? The suggested revisions to Unhook-
ing the Hookworm all point in the direction of eliminating precisely the 
information that would enable the fi lm to serve as an effective pedagogical 
tool. While other scientists might be fascinated by the fi lm’s visual repre-
sentation of a process that is usually invisible to the naked eye, audiences 
of the general public were apparently bored by this pedantic approach. As 
the proposed adaptations of Unhooking the Hookworm imply, the target 
demographic for this outreach effort was engaged by the narrative seg-
ments, not by the exposition of disease etiology. That is, they were drawn to 
the sequences that most resembled fi ctional storytelling—the sequences 
that Rockefeller staffers called the “human interest” part of the fi lm. Not 
surprisingly, the hookworm sanitarians treated the “human” elements as 
regrettable—and disposable—necessities to attract viewers’ attention for 
the core “scientifi c” part of the fi lm. (Recall that, despite their fastidious 
attention to detail in the technical sequences of the fi lm, the Rockefeller 
scientists were willing to allow local populations to make up their own 
narrative sequences and insert them whole into the fi lm, regardless of con-
tinuity, as long as the scientifi c sequences remained.) Implicit in this at-
titude toward fi ction is the assumption that pedagogy can only legitimately 
occur through nonfi ctional forms of representation.

Ironically, many motion picture reform efforts of the 1920s and 1930s 
operated on exactly the opposite premise; treatises such as the best-selling 
Our Movie Made Children claimed that fi ctional scenarios so powerfully 
capture the viewer’s imagination that Hollywood fi lms function as an 
unoffi cial and deeply immoral educational system for America’s youth.35 
And yet, the Rockefeller fi lmmakers could not reconcile the fi ction of the 
human interest segments with the nonfi ction of the scientifi c contribu-
tions. By privileging the pedagogical power of nonfi ctional representation 
and insisting on the clear separation of the instructional sequences from 
the entertainment sequences, the Rockefeller Foundation undermined 
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its own efforts at reaching the mass viewing audience. Frustrated by the 
seemingly impossible task of making an intelligent fi lm appealing to the 
general public, the Foundation revised its objective; forsaking complex 
explanation (the life cycle of the hookworm) in favor of simple instruction 
(“wash your hands”), they called in Walt Disney.

Conclusion

While the view of fi lm as a medium of worldwide pedagogical diplomacy 
was in keeping with prevalent ideas about visual education in the 1920s, 
the Rockefeller researchers found that the assumed universality of the 
fi lm’s scientifi c foundations actually required extensive translation to be 
intelligible to different audiences, both within and outside of the United 
States. Detailed discussion of the usefulness of particular depictions of 
local circumstances versus more “universal” images reveals that the goal 
of allowing a fi lm to circulate globally requires the production of a gen-
eralizable language of cinema that refrains from particularity in favor of 
universalism in its representational forms. But this very shift signaled, for 
Rockefeller Foundation scientists, the elimination of scientifi c accuracy 
and pedagogical effectiveness.

Ruth Vasey has argued that during the Production Code era, Hollywood 
studios inadvertently created the category of the “other” by trying to avoid 
particular offenses to specifi c national and racial groups. Ironically, and 
as a result of quite different forces, the Rockefeller Foundation scientists 
ended up coming to the same conclusion. The researchers’ methodical 
approach to assessing the effectiveness of the fi lm screenings generated a 
great deal of feedback about viewer responses, and it became increasingly 
apparent that the only way for Unhooking the Hookworm to be an effective 
educational tool was to produce a virtually infi nite number of versions of 
the fi lm, each adapted to particular local circumstances.

Not surprisingly, this level of sensitivity demanded more involvement 
than the Rockefeller Foundation researchers could or willingly would sus-
tain over time. Thus, it was precisely through the Rockefeller Foundation 
scientists’ efforts to reach a global audience that the particularities of repre-
sentation were ultimately rejected in favor of the broad generalizations of 
animation as employed in the Disney fi lms. In the process, however, they 
also abandoned the project of scientifi c visual education, resorting instead 
to “benign children’s entertainment.”36
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In “Give Me a Laboratory and I will Raise the World,” Bruno Latour asks, 
“If nothing scientifi c is happening in laboratories, why are there labora-
tories to begin with and why, strangely enough, is the society surround-
ing them paying for these places where nothing special is produced?”1 
Latour drew this rather startling question from his early anthropology of 
laboratory life, a study that helped launch a wave of science studies, which 
culminated in the hue and cry roused by Paul Gross and Norman Levitt’s 
Higher Superstition. A National Association of Scholars meeting then had 
shrilly trumpeted, “Science Is Being Challenged,”2 and the Sokal/Social 
Text “scandal” received unexpected national media attention. Latour was 
a central fi gure in these controversies which really were not about the 
validity of science per se, but rather had to do with what counts as science 
in contemporary culture.3 The present essay inverts this debate. Instead 
of examining scientifi c practices—laboratory life or scientifi c writing—in 
order to demonstrate how they are or are not embedded in ideology and 
culture, I propose to discuss public entertainment as scientifi c practice. 
I want to see how the tools developed by these rogue sociologists and 

chapter six

Screening Science
Pedagogy and Practice in William Dieterle’s 

Film Biographies of Scientists

T. Hugh Crawford

Observation and experiment are subject to a very popular myth. 
The knower is seen as a kind of conqueror, like Julius Caesar winning 
his battles according to the formula “I came, I saw, I conquered.” A 
person wants to know something so he makes his observation or 
experiment and then he knows.
—ludwick fleck
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 historians work when applied to fi lms that depict (and, as I will argue, are) 
science in action.

In the late 1930s and early ’40s, Hollywood fi lm biographies of scien-
tists and inventors were enormously popular. mgm released Young Tom 
Edison and Edison the Man in 1940, and Mervyn LeRoy’s Madame Curie 
premiered in 1944. Central to this subgenre are two fi lms by William Diet-
erle: The Story of Louis Pasteur (1936) which received two academy awards 
and has been called the fi rst docudrama, and Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bul-
let, which was released in 1940. Produced at a crucial historical moment 
regarding the prestige of scientists in America, Dieterle’s fi lms provide 
a unique perspective on the production of scientifi c authority through 
popular entertainment. It is diffi cult to place Dieterle’s science fi lms 
in traditional genres. They are not action fi lms; they partake of drawing 
room comedy and family melodrama, but those elements are peripheral 
to what is clearly their pedagogical function. Unlike related fi lms of the 
period—Young Tom Edison and Edison the Man—which do not explain 
the actual principles underlying their subject’s technological innovations, 
Dieterle devotes considerable time depicting scientists at work.4 Dieterle’s 
scientists are active agents making quick, incisive decisions in order to 
reveal scientifi c truth in spite of a dull, unimaginative, and often willfully 
ignorant populace. His message is that the practice of science requires 
strong moral conviction, extreme self-reliance, indomitable will, and 
the occasional support of colleagues, spouses, and families. Rather than 
simple “Pasteurs of microbes” (to use Latour’s phrase), Dieterle’s scientists 
are Rambos in the lab. In the depths of the Great Depression, this cre-
ation of hero-scientists and the depiction of science’s seemingly inexorable 
progress marks an anxiety about parallel social progress, but perhaps what 
is more signifi cant in these fi lms, when viewed through the lens of recent 
sociology of science, is their (probably unconscious) commentary on the 
production of scientifi c knowledge.

Latour’s work is particularly useful for this discussion, as he spends a 
great deal of time dealing with two particular elements of scientifi c practice 
that serve as the focus of Dieterle’s fi lms: theater and inscription. Pasteur is 
a careful representation of laboratory life and dramatizes Latour’s concept 
of the “Theater of Proof,” while Ehrlich carries these themes further and, at 
the same time, examines the role of inscription in science. However, if this 
analysis were to remain on this level—examining these two tropes in the 
fi lms—it would simply be a discussion of the representation of scientifi c 
practice in a popular medium. The key insight Latour and his sometime 
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colleague Steven Shapin provide to link the representation of science to 
actual scientifi c practice is the pedagogical function of the theater and 
the inscription. Both fi lms show clear concern with scientifi c practice and 
pedagogy, and what they teach is that the terms are inextricably linked. 
Pedagogy is not merely what comes after science is completed; it is always 
already part of the project itself. Science and fi lm require a heavy invest-
ment in teaching their respective audiences how to see, to read, and to 
warrant the accuracy of their perceptions.

Learning to See

Objectivity in science cannot be proclaimed, it must be built.
—londa schiebinger5

Pasteur has been called the fi rst docudrama, a designation that aligns it 
with realism, objectivity, and pedagogy, and, at the same time, distances 
it from the major genres.6 In a discussion of realism and documentary, 
Fredric Jameson argues,

Photography as such—and even documentary fi lm, which one might have 
expected to be central to these theories of realism, but whose claims are par-
adoxically resisted in the name of fi ction fi lm—both offer occasions for re-
ifi cation and, one would like to say, for ontic misreading, insofar as they are 
preeminently susceptible to reappropriation by an aesthetic of inert refl ec-
tion, and tend to omit (or to allow us to ignore and forget) the dual structure 
of eventfulness constitutive of such photographic realism—the event on the 
side of the subject as well as that on the side of the object, the happening of 
the act of registration as well as the instant of history uniquely “registered” 
upon the bodies of the photographic “subjects.”7

Even though Dieterle’s fi lms are carefully staged—indeed, they are 
about careful staging—Jameson’s point can be usefully extended to the fi c-
tive realism of these fi lms (their documentary quality) and to related theo-
ries of scientifi c realism. A reductive characterization of the latter is that its 
practitioners believe in a stable world “out there” waiting to be discovered 
by increasingly sophisticated scientifi c theories, procedures, and technolo-
gies. Science, then, is the patient, ongoing accumulation of increasingly 
accurate pictures of the world. What such theories fail to take into ac-
count (either by ignoring or minimizing its importance) is, to paraphrase 
Jameson, the dual structure of eventfulness constitutive of such  scientifi c 
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realism: the socially and technologically embedded circumstances of the 
production and consumption of scientifi c knowledge. Those issues have 
traditionally been the province of constructivists.8

Dieterle’s fi lms are aligned with what Jameson calls realism in fi c-
tion fi lm. They do not foreground their production as do contemporary 
documentaries (or, in its own dizzying self-refl exivity, Vertov’s Man with 
a Camera); however, they do foreground the production of scientifi c real-
ism so that, even though they fi nally celebrate scientifi c “progress,” their 
interest in the social element of scientifi c work and, perhaps a bit more 
unconsciously, in the technologies of presentation and objectifi cation 
connects these fi lms to the constructivist position. At times these fi lms dis-
miss social pressures as in any way infl uencing scientifi c practice, but their 
subject matter is overwhelmed by such details. In an early refi nement of 
the constructivist position, Latour and his collaborator Steve Woolgar em-
phasize that “[o]ur argument is not just that facts are socially constructed. 
We also wish to show that the process of construction involves the use of 
certain devices whereby all traces of production are made extremely diffi cult 
to detect.”9 This comment, when read in relation to Dieterle’s fi lms, helps 
reveal the paradox of documentary that underlies the very notion of both 
theater and practical objectivity.10

The production and exhibition of any signifi cant detail demands a 
technology of observation (social and technical) and an audience, yet that 
detail at the same time must appear naked, untainted by those very tech-
nologies. As Latour and Woolgar conclude Laboratory Life:

The result of the construction of a fact is that it appears unconstructed by 
anyone; the result of rhetorical persuasion in the agonistic fi eld is that par-
ticipants are convinced that they have not been convinced; the result of ma-
terialization is that people can swear that material considerations are only 
minor components of the “thought process”; the result of the investments of 
credibility, is that participants can claim that economics and beliefs are in 
no way related to the solidity of science; as to the circumstances, they simply 
vanish from accounts, being better left to political analysis than to an appre-
ciation of the hard and solid world of facts.11

Perhaps it is not surprising that the dominant trope of Dieterle’s fi lms is 
the reproduction of the scientist’s own public staging of experimental proof 
where two audiences come to know, believe, and warrant the veracity of 
Pasteur’s claims. In such scenes, scientifi c proof is simply a matter of pre-
senting the object so that all who come to see will know and understand it. 
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Discussing the production of objective knowledge in seventeenth-century 
British science, Shapin argues, “the simplest knowledge-producing scene 
one can imagine in an empiricist scheme would not, strictly speaking, be 
a social scene at all. It would consist of an individual, perceived as free 
and competent, confronting natural reality outside the social system.”12 
The ideal of unmediated observation is the hallmark of Enlightenment 
science and is a rhetoric that has been exploited by scientists at least since 
Vesalius’s public anatomies and Bacon’s Novum Organum. However, as 
Shapin argues, this notion of free, objective observation is fraught with 
diffi culties. Galileo learned much to his chagrin that those who peered 
through his telescope did not see what he was seeing; neither did the mem-
bers of the French Academy of Medicine see the same microbes as Pasteur 
when peering through his microscope.

Shapin’s point is that, ironically, scientifi c objectivity depends on teach-
ing practitioners how to see, what to look for, and what conclusions to 
draw.13 One form of technologically mediated observation Dieterle exploits 
(perhaps for the fi rst time in popular fi lm) is microcinematography.14 The 
fi rst encounter the fi lm audience has with Pasteur is through his own eyes 
as he looks in a microscope. Although the audience does not yet know 
what it is seeing, Pasteur and Dieterle quickly provide an explanation—
these are the microbes responsible for childbed fever. Signifi cantly, in the 
fi lm Pasteur himself parallels the objects he pursues. First the germs are on 
stage, then Pasteur. He pursues, locates, and pasteurizes microbes while, at 
the same time, he is pursued by the Academy of Physicians who clearly de-
sire his elimination. It is also signifi cant that puerperal fever is the subject 
of this particular science lesson. Ignaz Semmelweis’s Etiology, Concept, 
and Prophylaxis of Childbed Fever was one of the fi rst studies to establish 
protocols for avoiding this disease (chlorine hand washing), but his work 
was largely ignored until germ theory was adopted as a plausible medical 
paradigm. Like Pasteur, Semmelweis did not speak within the truth of the 
pathological discourse of his age and was only vindicated (became part of 
the medical discursive formation) by later studies in antiseptics (primar-
ily Joseph Lister’s). In Dieterle’s depiction of Pasteur, hand washing and 
childbed fever loom large and provide the fi lm’s family drama.

In a discussion of Robert Hooke that directly relates to Shapin’s argu-
ment, Barbara Stafford observes that the early microscopists “confused 
epistemology with perception. The scientifi c seer believed he would 
come to know things stably and eternally by seeing them proximately and 
minutely.”15 The fi xing of the universal and the eternal is a crucial element 
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of the rhetoric of scientifi c objectivity as it relates to optical technologies. 
Visible truth is freed of the vicissitudes of disruptive or imprecise linguistic 
description; however, as Pasteur makes clear on several occasions, such 
truth and its attendant universality are not so easily had. For the general 
(undisciplined) audience, the exotic fl ora and fauna of a microscope slide 
require explanation. The fi lm demonstrates that such images must be 
supplemented by a theoretical enframing and validated by a disciplined 
audience in order to produce meaning, and, even given such support, 
those representations often remain sites of bitter contention.16

The space where scientifi c knowledge is produced is pedagogical—one 
that defi nes procedures, practices, admission, and activity—and a theater 
for the display of newly formed objective data to that disciplined audience. 
As Shapin notes, “The physical and the symbolic siting of experimental 
work was a way of bounding and disciplining the community of practi-
tioners, it was a way of policing experimental discourse, and it was a way 
of publicly warranting that the knowledge produced in such places was 
reliable and authentic.”17 Film re-creations of laboratory life echo that 
privileged pedagogical space and discipline their audience, teaching it 
how to recognize the “truth” of objective fact. Dieterle’s audience also 
learns how simple objective observation, particularly when it involves ad-
vanced technology, is no guarantee of credibility. The opening furor cre-
ated by Pasteur’s pamphlet on childbed fever gains him an audience with 
Napoleon III, but even though the women at court fi nd his microscope 
and slides a novelty (similar to the stereoscope and other optical parlor 
games),18 his impatience with those who doubt his conjectures earns him 
exile from Paris rather than the honors accorded a scientist who has made 
a signifi cant discovery. The implied connection between the microscope 
and parlor games refl ects an anxiety about visual truth both caused and 
remedied by optical technologies.

In Screening the Body, Lisa Cartwright discusses the importance of vi-
sual discipline as it relates to the technological apparatus itself: “Although 
by the nineteenth century microscopy still involved a singular monocular 
observer, that observer’s perception was nevertheless continually cor-
rected and calibrated by the apparatus just as the observer supervised and 
calibrated the bodies whose fragments were observed.”19 The practice of 
microscopy created observers who were disciplined by the very technolo-
gies they used. Similarly, fi lm cameras and projectors train an audience 
to certain cultural and technological forms of seeing. In the nineteenth 
century, a broad range of optical devices (stereoscope, phenakistoscope, 
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and so forth) produced startling visual distortions and were associated 
with illusionists.20 From this perspective, the microscope is not a clarifying 
technology; instead it creates the potential for visual deception and marks 
Pasteur as a conjuror. Clearly fi lm technology suffers the same fate. As 
“documentary” it depicts what was “really there,” but as drama, it is the 
product of the sound stages in Hollywood’s dream factory. It is signifi cant 
that Dieterle insists on the validity of Pasteur’s visual pedagogy, since his 
fi lm serves a similar function. It emphasizes the trope of direct observation, 
even as those observations are technologically mediated (both in and by the 
fi lm) and supplemented by explanatory discourse and representations.

Pasteur’s exile results in his anthrax research at Arbois and gives Dieterle 
the opportunity to represent other elements of scientifi c practice. Articles 
that report the results of years of laboratory research rarely detail the sheer 
drudgery and repetition involved in the production of such knowledge. 
Instead, laboratory time is compressed; false leads, failures, and readjust-
ments are suppressed in order to produce clear results that create an ef-
fect of timelessness and universality. In Pasteur, intertitles and montage 
provide easy compression of many years of research. They also raise Pas-
teur’s stature by paralleling his years at Arbois to the Franco-Prussian War. 
Quick cuts between the violence of the front and the serene peace of the 
lab invite a contrast, while the voice-over relates these disparate scenes, as-
serting the signifi cance of the war and peace of microbes (the French title 
of Latour’s Pasteurization of France) in the rebirth of the French economy. 
Dieterle explicitly equates scientifi c advances with political progress, 
frequently depicting Pasteur not as the doctor of a few sheep in Arbois 
but instead as the savior of France and, quite possibly, all humanity. The 
fi lm ends with Pasteur lecturing triumphantly in an auditorium (which 
architecturally resembles a theater for scientifi c demonstration as well as 
the theater in which the fi lm is witnessed) on the importance of such 
scientifi c progress. This is the commonsense position of most scientifi c 
realists, particularly those engaged in the current “science wars” version of 
the political correctness debate; however, such a position is clearly fraught 
with contradiction. Pasteur is rightly celebrated for the near-eradication 
of certain diseases, but, as the famous biologist Jacques Monod observed 
the day before his death, even that is a mixed blessing: “I used to laugh at 
physicists’ problems of conscience, because I was a biologist at the Pasteur 
Institute. By creating and proposing cures, I always worked with a clear 
conscience, while the physicists made contributions to arms, to violence 
and war. Now I see clearly that the population explosion of the third world 
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could not have  happened without our intervention. So I ask myself as 
many questions as the physicists ask themselves about the atomic bomb. 
The population bomb will perhaps prove more dangerous.”21 Monod’s 
point (one that still bears traces of a colonialist attitude) is that progress, 
or indeed, scientifi c truth, must always be measured from a particular 
perspective, and that even a minor shift can raise serious questions about 
such progress or the accuracy of current scientifi c views of the world. In 
this sense, Dieterle’s fi lms are (albeit naively) more interestingly accu-
rate pictures of (or supplements to) scientifi c practice as the cinematic 
apparatus (both the technology and the socio-technical enframing called 
“Hollywood”) marks the “dual structure of eventfulness” embedded in any 
observational/optical socio-technology.

The Franco-Prussian war also creates the opportunity for the most 
dramatic and public pedagogical event of Pasteur’s career—the anthrax 
experiment at Pouilly le Fort. Because of its need to pay war reparations, 
the new French Republic turns to agriculture and faces an epidemic that 
appears to have struck everywhere except Arbois. One of the two health 
offi cials dispatched to discover the reason wants to know for himself the 
cause of the sheep’s apparent immunity. He is a trained observer and 
is readily convinced by Pasteur’s slide show on the etiology of anthrax. 
Signifi cantly, the fi lm audience also learns how to see scientifi cally—to 
see through the superstition of “infected fi elds” to the “truth” of Pasteur’s 
microbiology. However, convincing the Academy of Medicine requires a 
larger stage and simpler explanations, so Dieterle restages the Pouilly le 
Fort experiment replete with its tension and carnival atmosphere.22 Pas-
teur’s private explanation of anthrax is recast in a dramatic and irrefutable 
public presentation of scientifi c truth. This scene emphasizes the impor-
tance of public demonstration and enables the now well-schooled fi lm 
audience to participate in the validation of the facts being produced.

Latour has discussed the signifi cance of Pasteur’s demonstration: “The 
Pouilly le Fort fi eld trial is the most famous of all the dramatic proofs that 
Pasteur staged in his long career. The major mass media of the time were 
assembled on three successive occasions to watch the unfolding of what 
was seen as Pasteur’s predication. “Staging” is the right word because, in 
practice, it is the public showing of what had been rehearsed many times 
in his laboratory.”23 Latour expands this discussion of staging in The Pas-
teurization of France: “Pasteur’s genius was in what might be called the 
theater of proof. Having captured the attention of others on the only fi eld 
where he knew that he was the strongest, Pasteur invented such dramatized 
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experiments so that the spectators could see the phenomena he was de-
scribing in black and white. Nobody really knew what an epidemic was; to 
acquire such knowledge required a diffi cult statistical knowledge and long 
experience. But the differential death that struck a crowd of chickens in 
the laboratory was something that could be seen ‘as in broad daylight.’”24 
Or in a darkened movie theater. The importance of this discussion in light 
of Dieterle’s fi lm is in the rarefaction of images or the production of stark 
differentials. Film is ideally suited to reproduce such highly dramatized 
events, to warrant their having actually occurred, and to mark the relative 
absence/presence of such objective knowledge.25

Scientifi c realists can (and should) object that these fi lms simply reenact 
past scientifi c events and are obviously not science themselves. However, 
that position ignores two signifi cant elements of scientifi c practice. The 
fi rst Latour mentions above: Pasteur was not gambling with his dramatized 
public experiment because he had performed that very experiment many 
times before in the laboratory. This decenters the moment of scientifi c 
discovery: one cannot privilege one moment in the process over another. 
In other words, the “eureka” phenomenon is vastly overrated. Instead, 
scientifi c proof rests in the repetition of the experiment to a satisfactory 
regularity (the much-vaunted reproducibility), and this repetition always 
already includes the last in the series—in this case, public demonstration 
(all of them). Of course this moment is never the last. Pasteur’s anthrax 
vaccine becomes a standardized procedure—to use Latour’s term, it is a 
“black box”26—and its theater of proof is staged through silent, statistical 
repetition in barnyards across the world.

Public demonstration is also directly tied to another, equally signifi cant 
element of the production of scientifi c knowledge: dissemination. Public 
presentation (or, as an effi cient substitute, the scientifi c article) is never 
simply an event that occurs after the fact. Instead, it is part of ongoing sci-
entifi c practice. Nascent truth must fi nd its way to the larger community; 
it must be picked up and validated by later practitioners.27 For example, 
it is crucial that Joseph Lister be present at Pouilly le Fort as authoritative 
witness and as someone who will carry this practice to other geographi-
cal regions and in different scientifi c directions. Such later discoveries 
are reenactments in the broadest sense, variations on repetitions. From 
that perspective, Dieterle’s fi lms are not simply historical representations 
and polite entertainments. They are also an element of scientifi c practice 
because they serve a crucial pedagogical function—the establishment and 
maintenance of scientifi c authority in the popular imagination. Science’s 
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theater of proof requires ongoing restaging to reinforce both its epistemol-
ogy and its power.

The pedagogical function served by any staging of scientifi c proof (in 
the high school biology lab or the Salk Institute) cannot be underrated, nor 
can it be temporally separated from scientifi c practice. Much of life in the 
laboratory is spent producing marks that all scientists must constantly learn 
to see and interpret. The clear connection between cinematic technology 
and the production of scientifi c (particularly biological and astronomical) 
knowledge underlines fi lm’s importance beyond the instrumental.28

The regime of vision in post-Enlightenment society is infl ected by a 
rhetoric of objectivity defi ned by the theater. As Kaja Silverman argues, 
“The screen represents the site at which the gaze is defi ned for a par-
ticular society, and is consequently responsible both for the way in which 
the inhabitants of that society experience the gaze’s effects, and for much 
of the seeming particularity of that society’s visual regime.”29 The term 
“screen” serves a particular function in Silverman’s argument that I will 
not explore here. Instead I would substitute the notion of supplementarity 
raised earlier. The objective reality presented by the camera (or the optical 
technology depicted in Dieterle’s fi lms) requires that the audience ignore 
the qualities of the screen in order to see through to the reality behind it, 
but, paradoxically, the screen is the supplement. It marks its own absence 
(it is that which must be ignored) even as it is overwhelmingly present (it 
is that which must be watched). The audience’s relation to this supple-
mentarity is equally problematic. The cinematic apparatus provides the 
possibility of identifi cation—here not just identifi cation with (the actors, 
characters, or situations), but also identifi cation of (the validation of the 
truth of the objects presented). It is learning to participate in a particular 
society’s visual regime.

Learning to Write

By remaining steadfastly obstinate, our anthropological observer 
resisted the temptation to be convinced by the facts. Instead, he was 
able to portray laboratory activity as the organisation of persuasion 
through literary inscription.
—bruno latour30

As Pasteur makes clear, simple observation is enframed by various lin-
guistic and graphical practices and the testimony of trained audiences, 
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even though consciousness of such enframing is necessarily suppressed by 
the rhetoric of the theater of proof. Where Pasteur is concerned with the 
presentation of “natural” objects (living microbes, dead sheep), in Dr. Ehr-
lich’s Magic Bullet, Dieterle focuses more closely on these texts, inscrip-
tions, and testimony. Latour’s early work raises pointedly how scientifi c 
practice depends on devices whose inscriptions could be used to produce 
evidence: “But [the scientist’s] end result, no matter the fi eld, was always a 
small window through which one could read a very few signs from a rather 
poor repertoire (diagram, blots, bands, columns). All these inscriptions, as 
I called them, were combinable, superimposable and could, with only a 
minimum of cleaning up, be integrated as fi gures in the texts of articles 
people were writing.”31 Such inscriptions invoke an absent object or mark 
a statistical regularity. But, as Ehrlich demonstrates, such images are not 
unmediated, nor are they exempt from interpretive and epistemological 
problems. Indeed, as Jameson’s discussion of realism here applies, they 
invite “ontic misreading.”

Instead of emphasizing Ehrlich’s development of chemotherapy (gen-
erally considered his most important scientifi c contribution), Dieterle’s 
fi lm concentrates on the pedagogical function of starkly rendered scien-
tifi c images. In an interesting spin on Marshall McLuhan’s thesis, Pasteur 
learned to grow microbes on a certain medium in order to observe them 
with the naked eye. This agriculture included both fertilizer and the ex-
termination of unwanted “pests” so that he could observe his animals “in 
the wild.” Ehrlich takes this process a step further. His early research with 
aniline dyes (coal tar derivatives developed by the German dye industry 
during the nineteenth century) led him to attempt to stain specifi c por-
tions of living tissue, a concept he explains in the fi lm as “affi nity”: specifi c 
chemicals have an affi nity for certain portions of cells or organs in larger 
organisms.32 The notion of affi nity laid the foundation for modern chemo-
therapy. Ehrlich’s dedication to Heinrich Waldmeyer in From the Theory 
and Practice of Chemotherapy notes, “Although modern chemotherapy 
has established itself in science and medical practice, its origin goes back 
to the histological stainings; so it is no coincidence that the fi rst chemo-
therapeutic experiments that ended so promisingly were conducted with 
dyes—methylene blue or trypan red. Initially, therefore, chemotherapy 
was ‘chromotherapy.’”33 In other words, Ehrlich’s earliest interest was in 
“biogrammatology,” rendering specifi c portions of organisms visible, or, 
more precisely, legible.34

In one of the fi lm’s early dramatic moments, Ehrlich risks both his ca-
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reer and credibility by rashly proposing an alternative method for seeing 
biological entities. At a meeting attended by the leading medical minds of 
the era, Robert Koch announces his isolation of the tuberculosis bacillus 
and invites his audience to see for themselves, lamenting the fact that “the 
bacilli do not stand out clearly. Only those of you whose eyes are trained 
in the use of the microscope will be able to see and that of course makes 
my discovery of little or no value to the average doctor in diagnosing cases 
of tuberculosis.”35 Ehrlich, who is supposed to be on duty at the hospital, 
raises the possibility of staining microbes with aniline dyes so they would 
be easily read. As a result he loses his position at the hospital and must push 
through with his researches in a makeshift laboratory in his own home, 
contracting tuberculosis in the process. Koch’s comments at this meeting 
underline the importance of trained observation. Scientists do not simply 
make observations and then report their fi ndings; they must continue to 
learn to see even as they practice their craft. In addition, Ehrlich’s suc-
cessful staining of the bacilli raises pointedly the problematic relationship 
between inscription and observation, words and things. While a dyed or-
ganism is clearly not a word, it is also not exactly a thing (Latour, following 
Michel Serres, would call it a quasi-object36). It occupies ground similar 
to that of a graph that marks a statistical regularity: it is both pure (noise is 
suppressed) and enigmatic (one cannot be sure whether essential informa-
tion has been suppressed along with the noise). The organism might write 
an obscure or ambiguous text, perhaps even a poem.

Ehrlich’s fi rst test of his self-inscribing microbes is the diagnosis of his 
own tuberculosis. Here the fi lm’s black-and-white technology limits its 
impact, since, as Koch himself described it, the tb staining process was 
not only vivid, but also aesthetically pleasing: “Under the microscope all 
constituents of animal tissue, particularly the nuclei and their disintegra-
tion products, appear brown, with the tubercle bacilli, however, beauti-
fully blue.”37 Ehrlich’s new-found inscription technology has immediate 
pedagogical/economic effect because, when he shows Koch his results, 
the latter is able to present his fi nancial backers with clear evidence of his 
isolation of the bacillus. Rather than depending on an unstable theater of 
proof or undisciplined observers, he is able to call on self-inscribing mi-
crobes to represent themselves to doctors, funding agencies, and the now 
well-educated audience watching the fi lm.38 This scene emphasizes the 
pedagogical importance of clear inscriptions, a point that is later missed 
by Ehrlich himself. When he uses his microscope to explain his work on 
trypanosomes (which was to lead to his work on syphilis) to his funding 
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committee, it is clear that they (unlike the fi lm’s audience) are unable to 
understand what they are seeing. This is the cause of some humor in the 
fi lm, but it also emphasizes the importance of the link between pedagogy 
and practice. Ehrlich neglects this role as teacher and risks losing funding 
for his research. He complains that explaining his work to those who do 
not understand chemotherapy is like arguing about colors with the color-
blind, and then mixes two clear chemicals to produce what the audience 
must assume is a brilliant color. This not only is good drama, it designates 
the fi lm’s audience as competent observers, as part of the visual regime of 
scientifi c knowledge. This gesture also defi nes Ehrlich’s work (and science 
in general) as the production of inscriptions purifi ed to simple opposi-
tions: absence/presence, clear/stained.39

The self-inscribing organism is not the only role of inscription in Ehr-
lich. He fi rst lays out his strategy to fi nd the chemical cure for syphilis 
(what came to be known as 606 or, in the United States, “Salvarsan”) on 
a graph he draws with chalk on the laboratory fl oor.40 The search for this 
chemical is then depicted by a rapid montage of laboratory gestures—
manipulation of chemicals, etc.—on which is overlaid a progressive chart-
ing of the graph. The audience follows the process without living through 
the tedium of the laboratory practices. This strategy duplicates the use of 
graphic images in a scientifi c article to compress laboratory time and to 
purify results. R. C. Lewontin notes (with more than a touch of irony) that 
in the contemporary scientifi c article, “There is some leeway for specula-
tion in the ‘Discussion,’ which is considered somewhat adventitious since, 
after all, the ‘Results’ speak for themselves. An excessively articulated and 
discursive ‘Discussion’ will be truncated by the editor in the interests of 
space. Indeed, a really good experiment would need no ‘Discussion.’”41 
Results typically summarize the data, usually transferring numerous read-
ings, measurements, assays, and repetitions into a few proportional marks 
framed in a graphic representation. The trained reader simply “sees” the 
results without having to live through the quotidian tedium, the numer-
ous false leads, contaminated specimens, and misdirected analyses. Like 
Lister observing the anthrax experiment at Pouilly le Fort, the reader of 
the article sees only a few perceptual contrasts: up, down, left, right. As 
Lewontin argues, the truth of such articles seems to reside in such displays 
rather than in an “excessively articulated” discussion.42

However, graphic images are not simply a replacement for the theater 
of proof. They contain and compress time by instantaneously representing 
that which cannot be perceived in an instant, and they enable scientifi c 
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knowledge to circulate well beyond the walls of well-equipped laborato-
ries. Ehrlich’s production of 606 clearly enabled his obscure laboratory to 
become an economic center, but he was also active in producing a system 
of immunological imagery that continues to circulate in immunologi-
cal theory. Alberto Cambrosio, Daniel Jacobi, and Peter Keating discuss 
these images, noting that he invented them for his Croonian lecture as, 
according to some historians, a “last ditch effort . . . to make his theory 
intelligible.”43 They go on to discuss the pedagogical importance of these 
visual images, a point that should not be lost on the audience of Dr. Ehr-
lich’s Magic Bullet. When threatened with the loss of funding, Ehrlich 
fi nds himself searching for a benefactor and seeks support from Franziska 
Speyer. At a dinner party, he fi rst scandalizes the polite company by openly 
discussing syphilis,44 but then successfully woos Speyer with his side-chain 
theory,45 his “magic bullet” metaphor,46 and numerous examples of his 
immunological imagery drawn over her fi ne linen tablecloth.47

Ehrlich’s form of immunological imagery neatly fi ts Latour’s categories 
of successful scientifi c representation: “In sum, you have to invent objects 
which have the properties of being mobile but also immutable, presentable, 
readable and combinable with one another.”48 But these “immutable mo-
biles” are not just simple representations. Cambrosio notes that, according 
to Heymann, “Ehrlich conceived of the diagrams as ‘a convenient peda-
gogical resource.’ This remark points to a very common theme among those 
who assessed the role and value of Ehrlich diagrams, namely, the stress on 
their (mere) pedagogic function.” He goes on to qualify this point: “The 
term pedagogic is not to be understood as referring to textbook knowledge 
and teaching alone. It also refers to explanatory capacity and selection 
of relevant phenomena or features.”49 Ehrlich’s diagrams are meant to 
represent in the abstract a range of chemical/immunological relations on 
the cellular level. In the fi lm, they serve an obvious pedagogical func-
tion by communicating his theory to his colleagues and Franziska Speyer; 
however, these diagrams have explanatory capacity beyond convincing a 
partially educated audience. They embody a conceptual theory and con-
sequently point toward an emerging research program. In other words, 
they are not black-boxed completed science. In the absence of material or 
organic inscriptions, they carry scientifi c inquiry in a specifi c direction.

This expanded sense of the pedagogical ties directly back to Silverman’s 
sense of the audience learning to participate in a particular visual regime. 
While Ehrlich helped develop this particular regime, he was also disci-
plined by his own visual pedagogy. Dieterle makes this habit of seeing 
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embedded in these inscriptions clear in the scene where Ehrlich, having 
just ejected his purblind funding committee, glances at a drawing of the 
newly discovered syphilis spirochete. He immediately marks its structural 
affi nity with the trypanosomes he has learned to stain (and kill) with vari-
ous chemical preparations. What he observes is not a fanciful drawing of 
abstract cellular/chemical reactions, but rather a schematic rendering of 
an observable organism. However, Ehrlich’s quick conceptual slide from 
affi nity on the micro level to an organism’s structural affi nity on the macro 
level marks an epistemology informed by a specifi c regime of vision. The 
abstractions of his immunological imagery are not merely a representa-
tion, but rather are constitutive of this regime.

Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet’s penultimate scene is a courtroom trial on 
the safety of 606. There, proof of the drug’s effi cacy and Ehrlich’s inno-
cence (as well as his slanderer’s guilt) does not depend on microscopes, 
graphs, statistics, immunological images, or direct experiments on living 
patients. Instead he is acquitted (according to the fi lm) by the testimony of 
a single witness, Emil Behring, who had doubted chemotherapy but had 
now come to see the world in Ehrlich’s fashion. Ehrlich’s courtroom does 
not depend on the same forms of proof as scientifi c knowledge, but this 
scene does bring us back to Shapin’s initial postulate. Truth in scientifi c 
matters depends on the training and expertise of the witnesses who are 
willing and qualifi ed to testify to the signifi cance of the issue at hand. To 
become a spokesman for scientifi c truth is to appear to be the supremely 
free and competent observer, but also to have the ability to speak not just 
for science, but for the truth of the objects themselves, to help them speak 
their own truth in the theater of proof, and to present the inscriptions they 
form through a range of mediating devices. Latour asks, “How can all the 
strength that a spokesman musters be retrieved?” He then supplies the 
same answer as Dieterle: “by letting the things and persons represented say 
for themselves the same thing that the representatives claimed they wanted 
to say. Of course, this never happens because, by defi nition, such direct 
communication is impossible. Such a situation however may be convinc-
ingly staged.”50 What Latour does not emphasize but Dieterle makes clear 
is that staging is doubly pedagogical: it teaches the audience (scientifi c 
or cinematic) about the objects presented and, by occupying a node in 
a network of truth production, it teaches that same audience how to see. 
Neither is prior to the other. In science and in fi lm, the real and the simu-
lated are unstable (or even useless) categories, and pedagogy is necessarily 
indistinguishable from practice.
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Returning briefl y to the impish question that opens this essay, are these 
fi lms actually science in action? The answer is both yes and no. Clearly if 
one’s conception of science is restricted to the production of new (perhaps 
increasingly accurate) descriptions of the natural world, then these fi lms 
merely depict science in action. They dramatize the heroic efforts of two 
signifi cant fi gures in the history of modern medicine. However, as both 
Latour and Dieterle teach us (one intentionally, the other perhaps uncon-
sciously), the above conception of scientifi c practice is unduly narrow if 
not outright naive. One cannot restrict the notion of science to that rhe-
torically effective but elusive moment of insight. A fuller understanding of 
modern science requires that the crucial pedagogical function of presenta-
tion and inscription be acknowledged. Without doubt, nature’s actors play 
a central role in science’s drama, but the success of science also depends 
on a particular epistemology, on the creation of a regime of vision that is 
constantly being learned and supplemented. What Dieterle and Latour 
both show is that the seemingly stable boundaries designated by the term 
“science” are a (probably necessary) fi ction, but that scientifi c practice is 
crisscrossed by numerous socio-technical networks that can combine in a 
broad range of confi gurations to form different concepts of objectivity and 
reality.
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Found Education

The Eames Offi ce builds models. Charles Eames says, “In practice, we 
think of ourselves as tradesmen.” The historian of science Owen Gin-
grich writes that craftsmen staff the Eames Offi ce.1 The Eames Offi ce 
and its principle partners, the husband and wife team of Charles and Ray 
Eames, are best known as furniture designers. From the 1940s until the 
1980s, the offi ce produced a steady stream of modern iconic furnishings, 
most of which are still in circulation today. In addition to their furniture 
design work, Charles and Ray worked with the United States government, 
premier cultural institutions, and some of the country’s most successful 
corporations. They made fi lms, designed exhibitions, built houses, and 
made toys. In every instance, Charles understands that the work of the 
offi ce is to design and construct models. He refers to the furniture and 
architecture end of the offi ce’s production as “models before the fact,” 
ideas for things not yet built. The fi lms and exhibitions are, according to 
Charles, “ ‘models after the fact’—like a scientist’s model of a giant mol-
ecule or a galaxy.” Models before facts and models after facts are things 
the offi ce makes in order to “communicate about a structure that inter-
ests you.”2 In the case of Eames fi lms, structure is everything, even to the 
extent that it “takes the place of plot.”3 If a thing interests Charles, then 

chapter seven

Optical Constancy, Discontinuity, and 
Nondiscontinuity in the Eameses’ Rough Sketch
Michael J. Golec

[Science’s] underlying ideas are not diffi cult and not at all extraordinary. 
They can be understood and enjoyed by everyone.
—jacob bronowski
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it might interest others who can recognize the structure and learn from 
his model.

An Eames model is a multiplicity—fi lm, chair, house, screen, exhibi-
tion, mask—that makes and is made from connections. Eames’s models 
make up the texture of, what Charles calls, “found education.” By this he 
means a process of learning where people fi nd out about things “piece by 
piece, in pursuit of their own needs, loves, and curiosities.”4 He locates 
the origins of this type of learning in the lives of Benjamin Franklin and 
Thomas Jefferson, the subjects of the exhibition and fi lm The World of 
Franklin and Jefferson, an example of a “model after the fact.” The con-
nective texture of found education—an assemblage of discrete pieces—
possesses a quality of “nondiscontinuity.” According to Charles, Americans 
have forgotten the value of found education with its emphasis on learning 
through discovery and observation. Indeed, as he observes, there exists a 
tremendous amount of data to fi nd, but there are very few models that 
make sense of all this data and that can facilitate found education.5 As 
he explains, “Considerable resources, complex institutional structures, 
and a whole range of techniques, go into producing these models, these 
found objects. The criterion is that these things are out in the world at 
large—where people can come upon them, without having enrolled in a 
course—without having chosen to become an initiate.”6

As model-makers, the Eames offi ce produces projects that are meaning-
ful “for a non-specialist” but that are not “trivial or embarrassing for the 
person who knows most about the subject.”7 In a near paraphrase of Mar-
shall McLuhan, Charles states that the fi lm Rough Sketch for a Proposed 
Film Dealing with the Powers of Ten and the Relative Size of the Universe 
(1968) was “conceived in a way that conveys meaning to a distinguished 
scientist as to a small child.”8 The structure of nondiscontinuity—a con-
tinuous chain of distinct things—is such that connections are potentially 
profuse while at the same time manageable, hence his belief in a model 
possessing a broad range of receptions and multiple meanings. Yet, for 
all its multiplicities, a profusion of meaning within a nondiscontinuous 
structure requires a fi xed point of reference.

In order to contend with the cosmic variables of the universe and the 
human body, Rough Sketch and the later Powers of Ten (1977) represent 
the scientifi cally known, but generally unfamiliar, at every scale and mag-
nitude of viewing. Two fi gures occupy a picnic blanket in almost identical 
opening scenes of the fi lms. The image of the picnic delimits the boundar-
ies of the social within the confi nes of the domestic. Exactly, what do I 
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mean by “the social” and by “the domestic,” and, more importantly, how 
do both fi lms represent these two spheres? I take social to mean connec-
tions, ties, assemblages, associations, networks, and systems. The social is 
thus a map or tracing of these relationships; it is not, following Latour, a 
substance or material added to another substance or material nor is it a 
background, frame, or other sort of container.9 As I use the term, domestic 
designates a distinct sense of the social as the organization of human and 
nonhuman relationships pertaining to the home and/or the household, 
hence “the social within the confi nes of the domestic.”

The picnic scene has led Beatriz Colomina to remark on how the fi lms 
create an image of “[i]ntimate domesticity [that] is suspended within an 
entirely new spatial system.”10 The domestic produces a social space that, 
according to the logic of both fi lms, relates to science. The sequence 
of views, or powers of ten—1024 in both fi lms and 10–14 in Rough Sketch 
and 10–16 in Powers of Ten—link to the establishing shot of the man and 
woman having a picnic. An invisible line extends to the limits of human 
knowledge, drawing from and connecting to this well-known and too often 
taken-for-granted location. From the very beginning of both fi lms one can 
detect an attempt to situate science within the familiar—to fi nd (or found) 
science in the midst of social relations framed by the domestic sphere and 
a mid-century ideology of normative pairings, as exemplifi ed by the male 
and female couple on the blanket.11

The image of the picnic implies a mode of seeing, of taking a view of 
the world, it is a visual technique for coming to terms with the heteroge-
neity of science. But to what end? Why the picnic, not just in the fi rst, 
“rough” version of the fi lm but also in the second, more refi ned version of 
the fi lm? On the one hand, the familiar scene of a couple sharing a meal 
out-of-doors in Rough Sketch and Powers of Ten introduce the lay public 
to science, underscoring Jacob Bronowski’s admission that the “underly-
ing ideas” of science are ordinary and easily understood. In addition to 
being a mathematician, a biologist, and a historian of science, Bronowski 
was devoted to the popularization of science, from writing for the catalog 
to the Exhibition of Science section of the Festival of Britain in 1951 and 
hosting the Ascent of Man series for bbc/pbs in 1973. His daughter Judith 
Bronowski worked at the Eames Offi ce in the late 1960s and researched, 
wrote, and fi lmed Rough Sketch for the offi ce. In her preliminary script 
for the 1968 fi lm, sometimes referred to as Cosmic View, Bronowski wrote, 
“We begin with a familiar view—the scale is one that we are quite used 
to.” In the fi lm, however, Bronowski narrates, “We begin with a scene 
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one meter wide, which we view from one meter away.” At this point, the 
familiar scene has already passed without comment, yet it remains as the 
anchor image for the entire fi lm. Beginning with a familiar view, quite 
literally a common place, is crucial to how the Eames Offi ce conceived 
of its practice of model making and to the accessibility of its meanings, 
especially when it came to their fi lm work for education.

Rough Sketch is a model in service of “found education.” The fi lm both 
opens with a scene of the everyday and opens up the everyday, here pen-
etrating the colloquial ease of the picnic to reveal the vast and interwoven 
coordinates of the unseen, extraterrestrial context of ordinary human exis-
tence. Within the social-domestic relations, the exchange of plates of food 
and of conversation, Rough Sketch locates science in the everyday and 
the everyday in science. There exists no immediately perceivable discon-
tinuity between the picnic blanket, the far reaches of outer space and the 
immensity of inner space. Uniformity and homogeneity seem to prevail 
as the fi lm progresses through its powers of ten, rendering the world both 
extraordinary and ordinary at every scale. The fi lm achieves what Charles 
identifi es as nondiscontinuity through a technical virtuosity that results in 
a near seamless thread of images that reproduce all orders of sublime mag-
nitude the same. It is this seamless animation that constitutes the “optical 
constancy” at the heart of the nondiscontinuous fi lm. First introduced to 
describe the homogenization of visual representation through the use of 
one-point perspective, the term also implies uniformity along a chain of 
linked images.12

The picnic blanket, therefore, is a fi xed point—a nodal fi xture—that 
organizes the visual continuity of the rapid movement of multiple images 
that make up the fi lm. Yet, so much more is active in Rough Sketch’s rep-
resentation of galactic and subatomic spaces. In what Paul de Man might 
identify as a Derridian “articulation at the source,” the fi lm makes apparent 
discontinuity within its system of visualized order.13 In doing so, the mate-
riality of media technology or the materiality of fi lm work, made manifest 
by the roughness of Rough Sketch, disrupts the seeming hegemony of vi-
sual experience at the heart of optical constancy. The fi lm’s articulation 
at the source points to anterior textures of visual, optical, graphic, and 
typographic technologies that add to and support the fi lm. In the case of 
Rough Sketch, it is not that Bronowski and the Eames Offi ce suppressed 
discontinuity in favor of the optical constancy in order to achieve nondis-
continuity. There is an unseen depth to the fi lm’s optical constancy where 
additional sources are interwoven and traceable but hardly perceivable.
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In his unpublished Eliot Norton Lectures, Charles Eames notes the 
following: “Film as model; sketch model that gives specifi c insight. Model 
doesn’t have to be total theory of fi eld, or a golden thread through the 
labyrinth. Can be a tentative walk, after which you retreat and recon-
sider. Powers of Ten [Rough Sketch] was a model, a thin line through the 
universe.”14 In Rough Sketch, celluloid material—fi lm itself—is literally 
threaded through an apparatus so as to make a line of scientifi c knowledge 
visible to an audience. In what follows, I will explore the lines of discon-
tinuity that interrupt the “thin line” of optical constancy. The pathways 
of discontinuity—fl ights and deterritorializations—indicate an accumu-
lation of source material that precedes the fi nal fi lm. For my purposes, 
discontinuity is akin to Paul Schrader’s observation that Rough Sketch is 
an example of “information overload,” where the fi lm delivers “more data 
than [the viewer] can possibly process.”15

Information overload in Rough Sketch results from a combination of 
the discontinuity of fi lm as a material artifact—its threading together of dis-
crete images—and the heterogeneous nature of science—the multiple and 
competing regimes of scientifi c study and publication.16 Both discontinuity 
and heterogeneity saturate the fi lm such that a reversal takes place so as to 
make science appear continuous and homogeneous. As Marshall and Eric 
McLuhan observe of media in general, “data overload equals pattern recog-
nition;” anything pushed to its limit reverses its characteristics and becomes 
its complementary form.17 The fi lm’s physical character of discrete images 
rapidly moving through the projector creates a perception of continuity. 
Rough Sketch’s gathering of multiple sources embedded in the fi lm likewise 
creates a perception of homogeneity. What is of interest to visual culture 
and education in the life sciences is how Rough Sketch reverses back to 
discontinuity and heterogeneity so as to reveal and to school its viewers in 
the tacit connections that underscore scientifi c knowledge. Because the 
fi lm is discontinuous and overloaded, I want to explore the possibility of 
divergence embedded in the early stages of research for the fi lm in order to 
understand the multiple pathways inscribed into each power of ten.

In order to achieve this goal, I will attend to several breaks in the fi lm 
that not only mark its roughness and sketchiness but that also inscribe a 
disruption in the easy fl ow of the structure of the animated images. The 
science library stores the data that produces an overload of information 
coming from the massive and ever-massing sources of science. It is the 
visual and textual archive of scientifi c knowledge, what Latour calls the 
“paper work” that precedes but is not materially distinct from the fi lm.18 
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It too requires an apparatus—the library—to order its knowledge and to 
maintain constancy. The convergence between the fi lm and the library, 
I will argue, is what constitutes the “sketch model” structure of Rough 
Sketch. This media convergence founds the educational purpose of the 
fi lm. It is at this break that two media technologies converge—the science 
library and the fi lm. Convergence happens at every power of ten within 
the fi lm, but, because of limited space, I will focus on 10–4—the power 
of blood cell mitosis—and 10–5—the power of the leukocyte—to reveal 
a “viral” option that, if chosen, would result in “cellular takeover” of the 
structure of the fi lm and its investment in the everyday and the familiar.

Making a Visual Model

Judith Bronowski began her work on the fi lm in 1967 when she fi rst began 
working at the Eames Offi ce:

The idea for the fi lm was given to me by Charles, in the form of a small 
book, Kees Boeke’s 1957 Cosmic View. I was asked to begin to think about 
and develop a fi lm outline based on the concept powers of ten. I strug-
gled with this assignment as conscientiously as an English girl at a new 
job would, thinking that if I didn’t come up with something good I would 
lose my job. Little did I know, until much later, that new employees at the 
Eames Offi ce were often given this assignment, almost as a test, and moved 
to another area when they failed to bring the project alive. But I wanted to 
make the fi lm.19

There are several little-known facts revealed and signifi cant points 
made here. First, while we know that Kees Boeke’s Cosmic View was the 
starting point for Rough Sketch and Powers of Ten, it is not generally known 
that new employees were given the challenge to turn the book into a fi lm. 
That Bronowski was the fi rst Eames employee to meet this challenge is 
signifi cant since Bronowski herself admits that Charles’s willingness to 
employ a graduate in English and History of Science in a design studio 
had something to do with “his admiration” for her father, the distinguished 
theoretical biologist and mathematician.20 It was Bronowski’s enthusiasm 
and ingenuity that helped to realize the Rough Sketch model. It was not 
merely that she had solved the problem (something at which her peers 
had failed), but also that she possessed the ambition to make the fi lm. She 
explains that her interest in the project arose from her commitment to 
“making science relevant and accessible.”21
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An immense effort went into the planning and the production of the 
fi lm. A script had to be written that would convey reliable scientifi c infor-
mation. Existing images were gathered from multiple sources and had to 
be drawn or photographed where visual sources were nonexistent. Camera 
tracking moves were calculated, images were enlarged and reduced, and 
everything was precisely registered in order to create the fi nal animation. 
Music had to be scored and supervised. And, fi nally, the voice-over had to 
be added. Bronowski did all of this work. She wrote the script, drew all the 
storyboards, calculated the tracking moves (with the help of her father), 
and edited the sound and the fi nal fi lm. She even costarred in the fi lm. 
Bronowski is the woman sitting at the man’s feet in the opening picnic 
sequence. The only component of the fi lm that Bronowski was not respon-
sible for is the picnic scene. The offi ce sometimes had picnic lunches in 
the back of the studio. As Bronowski tells it, “Probably one day at a picnic 
Charles just said, ‘Rent a cherry picker, and let’s get a shot we can use to 
start the fi lm at a picnic and go from there.’ That’s how things happened 
around the offi ce.”22

The planning and production aspects of the fi lms were well established 
by the time Bronowski started to work for the Eames Offi ce. As Esther 
McCoy observes, an “affection for objects and love of facts” motivated 
the couple to make fi lms.23 From the very beginning, the Eames Offi ce 
integrated the familiar into their fi lms. In 1953, Ray and Charles produced 
A Communications Primer, a short fi lm that was intended to familiarize 
architects and urban planners with a theory of communications developed 
from Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the 
Animal and the Machine and formalized by Claude Shannon in the pages 
of the Bell System Technical Journal.24 Discussing the fi lm with Schrader, 
Charles explains,

I had the feeling that in the world of architecture they were going to get no-
where unless the process of information was going to come and enter city 
planning in general. You could not really anticipate a strategy that would 
solve the increase in population or the social changes which were going on 
unless you had some way of handling this information. And so help me, this 
was the reason for making the fi rst fi lm, because we looked for some mate-
rial on communications.25

Charles made contact with Bell Labs, hoping that its administrators 
would make suitable resources at their disposal, but they had only a few 
photographs of a “man with whiskers inventing the telephone.”26 This 
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 paltry showing held little interest for Charles and, he thought, his audi-
ence, so he and Ray rectifi ed the situation and made A Communications 
Primer, “essentially for architects.”27

Communications Primer begins with what appears to be a static image 
of three horizontal lines at very slight angles to each other. Very soon, how-
ever, the audience realizes that these lines are multiplying and that they 
are in fact telephone wires as telephone poles rush by. The image moves. 
Over this scene, Charles observes in a voice-over, “The era we are enter-
ing might well be characterized as an era of communication.” As Charles 
narrates, “If anything acts on the signal so as to vary it in an unpredictable 
and undesirable way in the communication system, it is noise.” One of the 
many goals that occupied information theorists in the immediate postwar 
era was to reduce noise and to increase undisturbed and accurate trans-
mission. In order to exemplify this concern, A Communications Primer 
continues through several examples of successful communications and 
unsuccessful communications as a result of noise. Charles explains,

In speech, the brain is usually the information source. From it the message 
is selected. The message is a thought, not the words [i love you]. The 
vocal mechanism codes the words into vibrations, and transmits them as 
sound across the communications channel, which is, of course, the air. The 
sound of the word is a signal. The ear picks up the signal, and with the asso-
ciated . . . nerve decodes the signal [i love you] and delivers the message 
to the destination. This time, noise can originate in the transmitter or in the 
vibrations that disturb the channel. Or, it could be a nervous condition on 
the part of the receiver. And it could change the message from ‘i love you’ 
to ‘i hate you.’ How do you combat it? One way is through redundancy. ‘i 
love you. i love you. i love you. i love you.’ Another is increasing 
the power of the transmitter. This combats noise, as does the careful beam-
ing of the signal or duplicating of the message via other signals.

The choice of an intimate message is one attuned to the particular com-
plexities of communications and its potential derailing. “I love you” (or “I 
hate you”) as an instance of ordinary language is not merely a poetical or 
prosaic device, rather its articulation in the fi lm draws on an audience’s 
stock of forms and apperceptions of social relations. Ray and Charles had 
intended these familiar words to mitigate noise, to break through the clut-
ter of communications because their contextual meaning is already stored 
in the mind. As such, the general structure of A Communications Primer 
follows Charles’s desire to pursue “information that uses the medium for 
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model making—trying to reduce the information to a form in which it 
will come through as a direct, primary experience.”28 It is the reservoir 
of apperception—what is established, familiar—that affords such an im-
mediate responsiveness in the audience and their archive of social interac-
tions. And yet, according to the fi lm, the repetition of three words creates 
a pattern that when overloaded, because too emphatic, can switch into its 
perverse other. In this case, information overload transforms “i love you” 
into “i hate you.”

The picnic blanket in Rough Sketch does the same work as “i love you” 
does in A Communications Primer. A Communications Primer is a model 
for subsequent fi lms. It offers a theory of communications that serves as a 
template for direct delivery of complex information. The familiar image 
as an instance of redundancy appears in many of the Eames fi lms. For 
example, in the multiscreen presentation The Information Machine, un-
veiled at the ibm Pavilion at the 1964 New York World’s Fair, the Eames 
Offi ce relies on the image of everyday activities to explain the complex 
nature of “computer consciousness.”29 The multiscreen fi lm uses prosaic 
examples like planning a dinner party and playing a game of football to 
exemplify, what the fi lm presents as, “the method used in solving even 
the most complicated problems is essentially the same method we all use 
daily.” Like images of dinner parties and football games, the picnic as an 
image of social interaction and domestic bliss draws on an already existing 
iconography so as to insure its reception and to assure the fi lm’s audience 
that the meaning of the fi lm is fi rmly grounded in the familiar day-to-day 
activities.

The layering of complexity in communications implies that the rout-
ing of information is fraught with obstacles. In A Communications Primer, 
complexity is synonymous with noise, whether in the case of the mechani-
cal duplication and distortion of text or in the case of disruptions to the 
human nervous system. In either case, the communications circuit is over-
loaded with extra information and multiple possibilities, making it more 
diffi cult, but not impossible, to maintain the fi delity of message. As Niklas 
Luhmann observes,

Communicating something in particular involves selection from among a 
number of different possibilities. The motivation to transmit and receive se-
lected choices becomes more improbable, and it thus becomes more dif-
fi cult to motivate receptivity by means of the form of selection taken. It is, 
however, the function of media of communication to achieve precisely this.30
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Luhmann continues to explain that information is the result of selection 
based on the projection of a system of experience onto a horizon of possibili-
ties set within the limited range of “this and not that.” For Luhmann, the 
arrival of potential disruptions is narrowly based on apperception and ex-
pectation. From different perspectives, both Luhmann and Eames propose 
that a system of experience results from a certain programming whereby 
the reception of a message is already anticipated in its transmission through 
media. In the case of love as in the case of the picnic we can say that both are 
able to communicate without any specifi c meaning to the message. Thus 
primarily indirect in its force, both the words “I love you” and the image of 
the picnic rely on receivers having already understood their meanings.

On the one hand, we can say that the everyday nature of the picnic 
makes for good drama that anticipates the “real” content of the fi lm. The 
transition from the sequence of still images that constitutes the picnic 
scene to the animation that makes up the science sequences—from the 
ordinary to the extraordinary—is all the more apparent when the audience 
quickly realizes that most mundane activities, like having a picnic, are 
within the purview of the scientifi c. On the other hand, science directly re-
lates to the domestic trappings of the picnic, as Beatriz Colomina observes, 
and its accompanying hierarchies, labor distributions, compensations, and 
negotiations.31 In this case, the same transition from the ordinary to the 
extraordinary in Rough Sketch can be construed as a sly move from the do-
mestic to the scientifi c where the organization of science as an institution 
intermingles with the domestic sphere. The transposition of science and 
the modern household dates back to the household engineering move-
ment and reform-era discourse on hygiene for the home, both of which 
were by-products of the home economics movement and its adoption of 
modern scientifi c principles. According to this history, the domestic sphere 
is a scientifi cally controlled environment.32

The picnic blanket marks an intersection where domestic advice meets 
scientifi c discovery and late-1950s and -1960s discourses on the benefi ts 
of scientifi c research.33 Also, the picnic scene in Rough Sketch inscribes 
the coordinates of normative heterosexual behavior for postwar scientists. 
The pairing of male and female picnickers and the arrangement of the 
two fi gures on the blanket is exemplary of immediate postwar domestic 
relations. The woman on the blanket is not at the center, but rather she 
occupies a place to the side of the action in the fi lm. Because of her loca-
tion away from the central focus of the fi lm, she is effectively assigned to 
a support position.34
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A theory of “the gaze” in cinema and its implications for gender iden-
tifi cation is helpful here. Laura Mulvey’s theory of the command of the 
masculine gaze indicates that the visual image of the male body on the 
picnic blanket in Rough Sketch determines, or reinforces, the social or 
gender identity of the male-self of the viewer.35 The fi lm’s focus on the 
male body on the picnic blanket visually anchors scientifi c knowledge 
in the male self. It is the familiar image of the picnic that works, almost 
imperceptibly, to hedge against discontinuity introduced by convergence. 
When delivering his fourth lecture in the Norton series, Charles linked 
the importance of the familiar to the production of visual models. The 
presence of the picnic blanket as the starting point for an exploration of 
scientifi c knowledge allows the audience to fi nd coherence in a chaotic 
situation. The image orders the disorder of the cosmos. As Charles might 
claim of this ordinary scene: “At that level there is no discontinuity.”36 In 
House of Science (1961), the offi ce worked to create a sense of nondisconti-
nuity “between rewards of science and the rest of life,” a quality evident in 
Rough Sketch and further emphasized in the later Powers of Ten.

Optical Constancy

Whatever direct senses, impressions, or truths that Rough Sketch delivers 
is due to optical constancy—the presumed antidote to discontinuity. As 
Charles explains, “Powers of Ten [Rough Sketch] had a feeling but also a 
structure.”37 The structure of the fi lm is best articulated by Schrader where 
he describes the sequencing of the fi lm’s images as “skin becomes a wrist, 
wrist a man, man a beach, beach a peninsula, and so on, each change the 
square of the previous change, and each faster than the viewer can adjust 
his equilibrium.”38 The fi lm’s cuts and splices result in a series of rapid after-
images and make possible Schrader’s chain of “becomes” or becomings. 
There are some forty roughly prepared images, repeatedly photographed 
and awkwardly registered to produce the semblance of an unbroken ani-
mation. The fi lm’s overall design is, however, never deceptive.

Rough Sketch conveys its truths through what the Renaissance scholar 
William Ivins calls its “optical constancy” at the level of the fi lm’s con-
structed, continuous tracking shot. In his book The Rationalization of 
Sight, Ivins discusses how the “internal invariances” or optical constancy 
of pictorial perspective, or what Bruno Latour calls a “regular avenue 
through space,” prepared modern science and technology to acknowl-
edge “homogeneity of space” and “uniformity of nature.”39 Infl uenced 
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by Ivins, McLuhan observes, “Visual space is uniform, continuous, and 
connected.”40 For McLuhan, rationality and logic depend on the constancy 
of the “presentation of connected and sequential facts or concepts.”41 The 
fi lm’s breakthrough is in its animation of one-point, pictorial perspective 
whereby the picnic blanket is a vanishing point that organizes the dispari-
ties of the cosmic and the biological at every scale into the uninterrupted 
logic of scientifi c knowledge. McLuhan would say that the nodal picnic 
blanket not only determines the logic of representation all the way up and 
all the way down but it also fi xes perceptions of the visual sequencing in 
the fi lm.42

The perceived uniformity and scientifi c veracity of Rough Sketch are 
products of the mediating technology of fi lm and its perceptual affects, 
thus we cannot attribute the fi lm’s continuity to scientifi c research and 
knowledge. Indeed, fi lms are the accumulation and organization of so 
many cuts, splices, edits, and discontinuous frames. When humans view 
a fi lm they do not see its celluloid materiality—the stuff that makes the 
projected images possible. The quick and imperceptible succession of 
these cuts, splices and frames as they run off of a reel make fi lm possible 
as a convincing medium of representation, a medium that is all imaginary. 
As Friedrich Kittler remarks, “As phantasms of our deluded eyes, cuts re-
produce the continuities and regularities of motion.”43 In other words, the 
technological successes of fi lm render humans blind to its techniques. 
Second, there exists an argument that fi lm is a technology originated in 
blindness. As Kittler further explains, the physiology of perception fi rst 
explored by Gustav Fechner as a result of his literal blindness and the 
aesthetics of ancient Greek tragedy described by Friedrich Nietzsche in 
The Birth of Tragedy are formative inscriptions of an “applied perceptual 
practice” in fi lm—the exploitation of the afterimage.44 In fi lm, rapid-fi re 
images produce a sequence of afterimages that create perceptions of con-
tinuity. As Schrader remarks, “The pictorial area of the screen in itself has 
more information than the mind can assimilate.”45 Constancy is in the 
perception of the sequence of running images; it is, therefore, not a mate-
rial character of the fi lm itself.

The perception of unbrokenness—or visual coherence and logical 
order—results from a sequence of broken images, or, to put it more ac-
curately, croppings. The entire fi lm, as short as it may be, is made up of 
approximately forty-two discrete images. The parts of the fi lm are discontin-
uous; they are connected by the fi lm’s animation. Each image is singularly 
composed, framed, and cropped to correspond to the  dimensions of the 
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one-meter square. It is this format—this frame within a frame structure—
that provides the fi lm with its visual continuity and its discontinuity. The 
fi lm achieves its visual continuity of the frame through the technique of 
cropping, which is also the discontinuity at the center of Rough Sketch. 
To crop is to cut off or conceal parts of an existing scene or existing 
image. Cropping, according to Meyer Schapiro, “brings out the partial, 
the fragmentary and contingent in the image, even where the object is 
centered. The picture seems to be arbitrarily isolated from a larger whole 
and brought abruptly into the observer’s fi eld of vision.”46 Each cropping 
contributes to the thin line that connects all of the images that constitute 
Rough Sketch.

The technical nature of photography and cinema requires that the pho-
tographer and cinematographer crop or frame the visual fi eld in order to 
produce static and moving images. The lens and aperture of the camera 
necessarily crop out all that exists beyond what can be seen beyond the 
viewfi nder. The fi lm underscores a commonplace in photography and 
fi lm—that is, there is always something left out of the frame and of my 
fi eld of vision—that structures the formal and narrative aspects of Rough 
Sketch. While the technology of fi lm exploits discontinuity in the service 
of optical constancy, it can easily function to cause a fi lm to reverse back 
to the discontinuous where there are breaks or inconsistencies in image, 
registration, and continuity so that the connective tissue of fi lm work is 
unconcealed.

Model and Multiplicity

There are unseen worlds that occupy the gaps or splices in Rough Sketch’s 
chain of becomings. Each slice at the editing table strips away a potential 
or alternative becoming so that what appears on or as fi lm is always partial, 
edited, and inconsistent. Yet, when I view Rough Sketch I do not nor do I 
expect to penetrate through the fi lm back to the science lab where hetero-
geneity and complexity reside, but rather I linger in the visual-perceptual 
zones of astronomical and biological bodies.47 There are, however, fl ashes 
of the discontinuous character of the fi lm such that Rough Sketch does not 
withdraw into the merely visual. In addition to the breaks and misregistra-
tions in the animation, there exists Bronowski’s voice-over and the fi lm’s 
use of language to organize the visual perceptions of its audiences. For 
example, between 105 and 10–2 the images—from sky to skin—that fl ash 
before the audience are easily recognizable. As the camera ascends to 1024 
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in both fi lms and descends to 10–14 in Rough Sketch and 10–16 in Powers of 
Ten the images reveal almost nothing on their own. The passage from the 
familiar to the unfamiliar indicates an almost imperceptible break in the 
continuity of each fi lm.

The “fi x,” as Roland Barthes might observe, happens when the voice-
over acts as a running set of aural captions. Each spoken segment informs 
the audience as to what they are seeing at any given power of ten, thereby 
countering “the terror of uncertain signs” present in the unfamiliar realms 
of astrophysics and microbiology.48 Fixing, stabilizing, or framing of visual 
perception, or, to put it more bluntly, how it is that I can see this array 
of marks at 10–5 as a cell requires that they are accompanied by the bib-
liographies of science. In following the fl ow of information between text 
and image, image and text, and the writing and imaging of territories the 
science library forms an information network with the Rough Sketch. The 
kind of information management involved in the ongoing project of pro-
ducing a comprehensive catalog of all things known to science is a project 
of organizing the interaction of multiple pictures and diverse texts.

While the voice-over stabilizes the diverse images that fl ow before an 
audience, it also disengages the image from its sequential form. Like the 
captions that accompany all manner of visual material, the voice-over 
opens the image it attends to beyond itself. It is not that the voice-over/
caption merely takes hold of an image or sequence of images, but, that it 
also, and perhaps most importantly, takes hold of other images and texts. 
Thus, the voice-over is a crucial link in a chain of visual signifi ers that 
exceed the fi lm. The voice-over marks and disturbs the morphological 
relationship between images, in a pure-formal sense, as neither merely 
perceptual nor merely formal. In the case of Rough Sketch, Bronowski’s 
narration throws the sequence of discontinuous images into fi elds beyond 
themselves. The disruption of the fi lm’s pure self-presence, the violation of 
subjectivity, extends to that pure fl ow of interiority, pure image, that would 
have been had it not been for the exterior frame of the voice.49 The voice 
interrupts the fl ow of optical constancy and reveals the massive amount 
of information—the unseen masses—required to create the semblance of 
nondiscontinuity.

The diverse texts that make up the multiplicity of the fi lm model are too 
numerous to inventory here. There are, however, two instances that, while 
not universally applicable, do exemplify the disruptions embedded within 
Rough Sketch. At 10–5 Rough Sketch shows an illustration of a leukocyte, 
a white blood cell. It appears as if it were taken straight from a student 
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 biology notebook, but this is no expert illustration found in a textbook. 
The quality of the drawing is rough, but its main features are recognizable 
as nucleus and chromosomes, etc. It is worth noting that recognition of 
these two features is crucial to the transition that the fi lm makes to the next 
power of ten where the focus is on the “donut”-shaped genes that make 
up the chromosome structure. A notation made to a thumbnail storyboard 
sketch of 10–5 indicates the emphasis: “leukocyte, genes in nucleus.” While 
not showing the fi ne structure of cell and tissue, the illustration reproduced 
in the fi lm is easily recognizable to any student of histology who has access 
to a light microscope and a biology textbook. But just in case, Bronowski’s 
voice-over explains, “This cell is a leukocyte. It is self-reproducing and one 
of those which contains, in its nucleus, all the genetic material, the twenty 
three pairs of chromosomes that humans carry.”

Yet, the fi lm frame at 10–5 in Rough Sketch belies a network of interrela-
tions where images and texts move freely from source to source. Invariance 
and transportation between distinct spatial locations—from the science 
classroom and lab to the animation stand to the screening room—are at 
play in exchanges that predate the appearance of the leukocyte image in 
the fi lm. On the storyboard for power of 10–4 there is a rough drawing of 
a blood cell at a stage of potential division, or mitosis (fi gure 7.1). The 
same frame in the fi lm is far less specifi c in its representation of cellular 
structure, instead showing a capillary that carries many blood cells. The 
sketch indicates Bronowski’s research and her deliberations. In addition to 
the cell drawing one can see an accumulation of citations, evidence of her 
presence in the science library.

This debris from the planning stages of the fi lm points to multiple 
sources: John McLeish’s Looking at Chromosomes (1958), John Kendrew’s 
The Thread of Life: An Introduction to Molecular Biology (1966), and Lem-
uel Diggs’s Morphology of Blood Cells (1956). Each citation leads to a 
book in the science library. Information circulates from the sources to the 
sketch, making them all available for fi xing the meaning of the fi lm at that 
particular power and the unfolding narrative of the fi lm. While they are 
spatially distinct, the books in the library and the drawings in the storyboard 
sketch maintain information constancy through the transposition of the 
data in the library to the data in the sketch. Here the heterogeneity of sci-
ence edges into the fi lm to reverse the consistency of visual perception.

Because of space restraints, I will discuss only one of the sources cited 
in the sketch to give a sense of the transpositions and fi xes that are in play 
in Rough Sketch at the 10–4. As I mentioned above, Bronowski cites John 
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McLeish’s Looking at Chromosomes. In 1958, at the time it was published, 
McLeish’s book was praised for its skillful handling of mitosis and mei-
osis (two types of cell division).50 The book was intended for the biology 
student in the early stages of her studies, so the relationship between the 
images, captions, and text are crucial for an accurate accounting of each 
stage of cell division.

The storyboard sketch for Rough Sketch transcribes seven of the thir-
teen images in Looking at Chromosomes and makes notations from several 
of the captions, which supplement the fourteen pages of text that explain 
root tip mitosis, microporogenesis, and megasporogenesis in the Regal lily. 
While the editing of texts in the process of transposing data to the sketch 
does not bear marks of absolute fi delity to the source (lily to human), the 
transposition of critical images and text performs the requisite task of indi-
cating possible narrative directions for Rough Sketch. The edits to image 
and text, however, can be described as parts of the replicating network 
from library to fi lm in terms of how seeing-as in the library compares to 
seeing-as in the fi lm. The voice-over in the fi lm remedies the break in 
continuity in the chain of replications from photomicrographs in Looking 
at Chromosomes to the drawings in the storyboard sketch to the animation 

7.1 Sketch for storyboard, Rough Sketch (1968). Courtesy of and © Eames Offi  ce, LLC. 

www.eamesoffi  ce.com
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cell in the fi lm by pruning mitosis to this: “Within the skin, the dark area 
we see is a tiny bloo[d] vessel—a capillary. The bloo[d] it carries is made 
up of different types of single cells.” The voice-over instructs the audience 
to ignore all the discontinuities embedded in the image so as to see it from 
this general point of view.

A more damaging discontinuity exists where there appears a notation, 
“virus?” just to the left of the image that will transition into the drawing 
of the leukocyte at 10–5 (fi gure 7.2). The question mark after “virus” asks 
whether or not the fi lm should take on the theme of “cellular take over.” 
Cited to the left is John Kendrew’s The Thread of Life, which offers a basic 
introduction to molecular biology, explaining in layman’s terms “molecu-
lar architecture” and mutation.51

A note found among the storyboard sketches for Rough Sketch indicates 
further consideration of and resources for the inclusion of a virus into 
the fi lm. The most suitable frame appears at 10–6, where the chromosome 
is pictured as donut-shaped chromosomes. A fragment discusses two al-
ternatives for the proposed viral narrative: introducing it from outside or 
identifying it inside the genetic structure. A draft of the voice-over script 
includes the text that would, if used, fi x this particular image: “Many se-

7.2 Detail of sketch for storyboard, Rough Sketch (1968). 
Courtesy of and © Eames Offi  ce, LLC. www.eamesoffi  ce.com
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rious defects and abnormalities in humans have been found to be due 
to defective chromosomes which have either been broken or have failed 
to divide correctly.” Additional materials found in the Eames Offi ce 
fi les point to the complexities of introducing the viral line and defective 
chromosome into the narrative, namely “Mongoloid idiotism” resulting 
from the over reproduction of chromosome 21. The document goes on 
to explain how “a small mistake like this upsets the working of the body.” 
And parenthetical instructions are given to “insert a panel of mongoloid 
children and chromosome layout” into the frame. The parenthetical in-
struction, like the gaps in the material fi lm, could disrupt the normative 
narrative of the fi lm and its emphasis on the familiarity of domestic bliss. 
Indeed, the viral encounter potentially derails the fi lm, sending it on an 
alternate course with very different consequences for the master narrative 
of the all-knowing camera eye that dominates Rough Sketch.

The seemingly benign question mark at the end of “virus” draws on the 
science library with its offerings of multiple options for the fi lm’s narrative 
direction. But, if Rough Sketch were to take the viral route, then a host of 
complexities would present themselves. These complexities would surely 
overload the fi lm more than it already is, adding even more unsettling 
paths to follow. Admittedly, not all branches of possibility can be taken up 
and followed in the nine minutes that it takes the fi lm to move between 
the macro and the micro. On the one hand, it is fairly easy to see how the 
viral event breaches the continuum that is optical, structural, and narrative 
in Rough Sketch. On the other hand, the question, “virus?” introduces a 
greater degree of multiplicity in the model.

Rough Sketch makes it appear as if this world of the fi lm exists apart 
from the overabundant bibliographies of science, and, in an interesting 
but neglected turn, as if the bibliographies themselves—their texts and 
images—were just mere piles of paper rather than being world-makers 
in their viral spread (to borrow from William Burroughs) of information. 
For whatever reasons, Rough Sketch does not include the upsetting nar-
rative of the virus, leaving overload in the wake of a normative direction. 
There exists overload for sure, but it is at the source—in the bibliography 
of science. For the fi lm to engage with scientifi c representation, which 
is hardly universally intelligible, it would have to demonstrate a greater 
understanding of what, for example, a virus or a leukocyte is in order to 
“bring the conviction” of what the frame at 10–4 or at 10–5 shows.52 If such 
a representational conviction were introduced into Rough Sketch it would 
edge out the overriding narrative of normal science that undergirds the 
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familiarity of the picnic scene and maintains what Freud calls the “germ-
cell of civilization.”

Conclusion: Dark Discontinuities

The overloading of the fi lm with unseen discontinuities reverses into the 
perception of optical constancy and an emphasis on nondiscontinuity. 
In the process of the reversal in Rough Sketch there exists a surplus of 
dark discontinuities, the viral divergence at the power of 10–5 being just 
one of many. I say “dark” here because Rough Sketch is in the grip of 
a peculiar darkness in, to paraphrase Paul de Man, its groping toward a 
certain degree of insight.53 Nondiscontinuity overshadows critical insights, 
relegating discontinuity to the shadows. Yet, in Rough Sketch’s overloading 
of information there exists the possibility to destabilize the fi lm’s “ontol-
ogy of unmediated presence” in a reverse of the reversal.54 This is why 
roughness is so crucial to the educational nature of the fi lm. Indeed, as 
Charles Eames admits, “Non-discontinuous teaching is pretty hopeless; 
more exacting than teaching art. Not only new curriculum structures and 
a mass of people who don’t exist—e.g. secondary school math teachers 
who don’t hate math—few of them exist.”55 Roughness in Rough Sketch 
brings the dark uncertainties of science to light.

In his article on the Eameses’ fi lms, Paul Schrader writes, “The inter-
stellar roller-coaster ride of Powers of Ten [Rough Sketch] does what the 
analogous sequence in 2001: A Space Odyssey should have: it gives the 
full impact—instinctual as well as cerebral—of contemporary scientifi c 
theory.”56 Some forty years later, a better comparison might be a similar 
sequence in David Lynch’s Blue Velvet (1986). In this scene, a middle-
aged man is watering his lawn on a spring day in a small town. All is 
bright and sunny—the world is in bloom. But not all is well. Soon the 
water hose becomes entangled in some shrubbery. The man pulls at it, 
creating a kink that stops the fl ow of water. He immediately suffers a heart 
attack, causing him to fall to the ground. The hose spurts wildly as the 
man writhes on his lawn. The camera frames his now still body. An infant 
approaches from the driveway, and a terrier plays in the hose’s shower. The 
camera cuts to the suburban lawn; it descends past the green grass blades 
into the dark earth. There it settles on a teeming colony of black beetles 
churning the soil. The movement of Lynch’s camera connects the above 
ground activities of small-town existence to the underground stirrings of 
beetle existence. Because the camera magnifi es the scene, the black hole 
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of nonhuman life seems close to eruption, threatening the familiar and the 
normal that exists in the light of day.

Rough Sketch skins the male body, penetrating its dark interior to reveal 
a cascade of micro scales of nonhuman palpitation. Here a multitude of 
unfamiliar bodies work tirelessly to produce the horizons of normative 
behaviors that can transpire on the picnic blanket and beyond. That is, 
of course, until there is a breakdown in or rerouting of the causal chain 
established by the fi lm’s optical constancy. The viral element—“virus?”—
proposes such a threat to the fi lm, the body, and to the germ-cell of civi-
lization. There is much to learn and a good deal to fi nd at the moment 
of dark discontinuity.57 But the question mark will always linger at the 
point of visualization. What is it that we do not see? My argument is that 
glimpses of disruptive discontinuity are there to grasp by way of an intense 
and intractable effort to produce nondiscontinuity. It is only by way of a 
process of an examination of the fi lm’s antinomies and dislodgings in the 
viewing of Rough Sketch that its modeling—of domestic bliss?—is visual-
ized or made visual as such.
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By 1932, a young mit electrical engineer, Harold E. Edgerton, had devel-
oped a portable, inexpensive light source, capable of generating fl ashes of 
extremely short durations, approaching one microsecond (one-millionth 
of a second) at regular intervals of up to several thousand pulses per sec-
ond. Unlike earlier spark sources that could produce only a single fl ash 
at a weak intensity, requiring their use in a dark room, Edgerton’s fl ashes 
were so intense that his stroboscope could expose photographic fi lm even 
in relatively bright ambient light. And unlike earlier electronic fl ash 
lamps (commercially available from several French and American fi rms 
by 1930), Edgerton’s lamps produced actinic light, weighted toward the 
violet end of the spectrum, which nicely suited the sensitivity of fi lm then 
commercially available. Furthermore, after experimenting with standard 
movie cameras (twenty-four frames per second [fps]) and high-speed cam-
eras with mechanical shutters (several hundred fps), Edgerton modifi ed a 
shutterless camera manufactured by the General Radio Company so that 
it could record up to several thousand fps, with the fi lm moving continu-
ously at speeds reaching seventy-fi ve feet per second. By synchronizing his 
stroboscopic fl ash lamp to the sprockets of the camera, he created a robust 
system for making high-speed motion pictures. Edgerton’s technological 
innovations are well known.1

But how should high-speed photographs or motion pictures look? What 

chapter eight

Educating the High-Speed Eye
Harold E. Edgerton’s Early Visual Conventions

Richard L. Kremer

Don’t make me out to be an artist. I am an 
engineer. I am after the facts, only the facts.
—harold e.  edgerton
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knowledge, information or affectation should they impart to their viewers? 
If Edgerton’s new technology did indeed allow one to “see the unseen,” 
as he entitled one of his early fi lms, would the content of the images be 
immediately recognized, or even recognized at all, by their viewers? Must 
viewers be instructed on how to look at the images, either by captions or 
by supplemental markings added directly to the prints? Could high-speed 
images rely on visual conventions established by previous photography or 
cinematography, which captured considerably longer chunks of time in 
their images and hence could not record crisp outlines of rapidly mov-
ing phenomena? Could Edgerton freely arrange the conventions of his 
images, or did his technological system of fl ash lamps and cameras or his 
adherence to earlier visual vocabularies constrain his freedom to inno-
vate? Even if Edgerton’s photographs presented “only facts” (and we shall 
see that they presented rather more than that), what conventions might 
be implicitly required before such facts could be “understood?” How, in 
other words, would one educate the high-speed eye?

In a now classic study of scientifi c illustrations printed on paper, Michael 
Lynch argued that laboratory researchers deploy normalizing conventions 
to construct their images, conventions that “refl ect the disciplinary organi-
zation of scientifi c labour as much as they do the organization of natural 
objects and relationships.”2 His examples came from an electron micro-
scopy laboratory that studied brain tissue. More recently, Luc Pauwel has 
proposed a general typology for visual representations in science, suggest-
ing that the production of such images is invariably shaped by three types 
of constraints. Physical or material processes constrain the “transcription” 
of the referent as representation; structural processes constrain the selec-
tion of samples, of resolution or tonal range, of available human expertise 
or skill; and cultural processes of professional ethics, disciplinary practices, 
or broader scientifi c traditions constrain what a “good” image should look 
like. Given these constraints, Pauwel argued, visual representations always 
refl ect a “style of execution.” Such styles “have to do with genre conven-
tions, cultural schemata, scientifi c traditions, specifi c circumstances of the 
production process, skill, preferences and idiosyncrasies of the maker, as 
well as the specifi c purposes the representations need to serve.”3

This chapter seeks to explore such processes by considering the intro-
duction of a new image-making technology to both scientifi c/technical 
and wider public audiences, that is, by examining Edgerton’s fi rst decade 
of making high-speed images. In 1932 he published his fi rst photographs in 
Electrical Engineering, one of the most prominent journals in his  chosen 
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 discipline. By 1937, his photographs would hang in the Metropolitan 
Museum of Modern Art. In 1939, he would publish a book of high-speed 
photographs and short strips of movie fi lm. The next year, Edgerton and his 
high-speed equipment would appear in a Pete Smith short that won the 1940 
Academy Award for best one-reel fi lm. Many of Edgerton’s commonplace 
motifs—splashes, animal movements, athletes in action, breaking soap 
bubbles, projectiles smashing into barriers—resemble those in earlier high-
speed photographs made by Étienne-Jules Marey, Eadweard Muybridge, 
Arthur Worthington and their successors.4 Yet Edgerton’s visual conventions 
(his “style of execution”) were shaped more immediately, I shall suggest, 
by the venues in which he presented his early work. The strong lines of 
the machine aesthetic of Technology Review, mit’s alumni magazine, and 
Henry Luce’s new magazines, Fortune and Life; the vaudeville campiness 
and austere fi lmography of Luce’s March of Time fi lm series; the deliberate, 
pedantic tone of early educational movies prepared by mit’s Photographic 
Services and Harvard’s Film Service; the gee-whiz, goofy entertainment 
of Pete Smith’s shorts; and the celebration of celebrities by Madison Av-
enue advertising all come together in the photographs and movies made 
by Edgerton during the 1930s. By the end of that decade, his images have 
a distinctive look; when published in traditional science and engineering 
journals, they look quite different from the other images on those pages. 
Edgerton’s look helped establish what it meant to see time “frozen”; his 
look presented the high-speed world as comfortable, domesticated, and 
visually accessible to everyone, not just the electrical engineers.

A “New Philosophy of Perception”: Domesticating the High-Speed Eye

In January of 1940, mit’s Technology Review announced the publication of 
Flash! Seeing the Unseen by Ultra High-Speed Photography, a “unique vol-
ume of high-speed photographs” that introduces viewers to a “split-second 
world” not visible to the “slothful eye.” Before Professor Edgerton had 
recorded them on photographic plates, “no eye had seen stop-motion pic-
tures of a hummingbird in fl ight, . . . the beauty of falling drops of liquid, 
the infl ation and collapse of bubbles, the incredibly fast thrusts of a fencer, 
and the fl ight of an arrow.” Edgerton’s work, the magazine gushed, “is an 
exquisite example of man’s ability through science to improve upon, and 
extend, the function of his own being. Thus, stroboscopic light, brighter 
than the sun, fl ashing in rhythm with obedient motes of time, bespeaks 
through photography a new philosophy of perception.”5
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This new philosophy involved more than simply freezing motion. Al-
ready in 1851, William Henry Fox Talbot had captured, by means of a 
spark photograph, a crisp image of a rapidly spinning newspaper. But his 
viewers, of course, could also “see” the same image simply by holding 
the stationary newspaper before their eyes.6 Edgerton’s “high-speed eye” 
does not merely see things already known to the “slothful eye” but things 
moving at speeds too rapid for the latter to see. The “high-speed eye” sees 
things never accessible to the “slothful eye.” An arrow in fl ight, captured 
on Edgerton’s photos, bends as it whips past the bow; it assumes a differ-
ent shape than does the familiar stationary arrow.7 The “high speed eye” 
sees a different ontological world. This philosophy Edgerton promulgated 
during the 1930s not by writing prose on aesthetics but by making and 
publishing high-speed photographs of commonplace events. The educa-
tion of the high-speed eye would be a domestic, comfortable experience 
for Edgerton’s viewers. Like the austerity, purity, and simplicity of design 
in Machine-Age America in the 1930s, the high-speed eye would inhabit a 
safe, comprehensible world even if fi lled with visual surprises.8

Appearing at the end of his fi rst decade of making high-speed photo-
graphs, Flash! was published by the Boston fi ne arts publishing company 
of Hale, Cushman & Flint. Yet many of the more than 200 images in 
that volume had previously been published in two rather different ven-
ues, mit’s Technology Review (TR) and the Royal Photographic Society’s 
Photography Journal (PJ), published in London. The visual conventions 
of both journals would shape the high-speed look, the “new philosophy of 
perception,” that Edgerton would develop.

Founded in 1899, TR began as a rather stodgy news organ for mit’s 
Alumni Association to communicate with its members. The quarterly 
publication included class news, obituaries, reports about campus activi-
ties, and essays of topical interest to scientists and engineers. Illustrations, 
photos, or nontextual elements of design appear rarely, if at all, in the 
early decades of the journal. In 1922, Harold Lobdell, mit 1917, and staff 
member in the Institute’s Offi ce of the Dean of Students, assumed editor-
ship of TR and massively revised its look. A larger magazine format with 
two columns of type, glossy paper, highly designed advertisements, dozens 
of photographs and engravings per issue, and covers showing drawings of 
architectural motifs, usually mit buildings, provided Lobdell with a visu-
ally rich palette on which to paint a Machine-Age aesthetic. James Rhyne 
Killian, Jr., mit ’26, edited TR from 1930 to 1939, before moving on to 
become executive assistant to mit president Karl Compton and then tenth 
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president of the Institute (1948–59) and special science advisor to Presi-
dent Eisenhower. Deeply interested in the graphic arts, Killian brought 
in skilled typographers such as W. A. Dwiggins (who in 1922 coined the 
term “graphic designer”) and Daniel Berkeley Updike to redesign the 
magazine again. Even more than Lobdell, Killian made TR a showcase 
for an industrial, modernist aesthetic. By 1931–32, Killian’s covers featured 
three-side-bleed photographs by Margaret Bourke-White, Russell Atkins, 
and William M. Rattase (better known for their heroic pictures of ma-
chines and industrial landscapes in Henry Luce’s new magazines Fortune 
and Life). The striking camera angles, severe cropping, deep contrast, and 
strong lines in these pictures present clean, crisp worlds of steel, concrete, 
and machines, without context, people, or the Great Depression.9

However, Killian also opened TR’s pages to Edgerton’s photographs. 
Among the edgy photographs of steel and hard lines—soaring skyscrapers, 
massive dams, bridges, ore barges, industrial smokestacks, gears—came 
the high-speed prints, somewhat blurry at fi rst, but ever more crisp and 
dramatic over the years. Brief captions accompany Edgerton’s pictures, 
but usually not descriptive articles. Killian presented the images as stand-
alone visual material, often along the margins of the pages and totally 
unrelated to their textual content. Edgerton’s fi rst TR photo, in the March 
1931 issue, depicts the rotor of a large electric motor “turning at a rate cor-
responding to a linear speed of 95 miles per hour,” an image from the labo-
ratory context in which Edgerton initially had developed his stroboscopic 
technology.10 Next year came the fi rst domestic image, “a falling drop of 
milk caught in the act by a new method of high speed photography.” Four 
strips of fi lm, containing forty-four separate, successive images, show a 
milk globule falling onto a puddle of milk, forming a crater with a geyser 
erupting from its center. “This phenomenon is not observable by the eye, 
since it takes place too rapidly,” intones the caption.11 Never before had 
such a commonplace event, parsed by a high-speed eye, appeared in the 
pages of TR.

Although the caption added that Edgerton’s stroboscopic method “is 
fi nding a great variety of uses in industry, particular for observing the op-
eration of high-speed machinery and in making motion studies,” it would 
not be industrial photos that Killian and Edgerton presented in TR. The 
high-speed eye, rather, would be educated by images of water squirting 
from a faucet, a golf ball compressed by a swinging club, a football being 
kicked, a hammer breaking an electric light bulb, a bullet shattering a 
pane of glass, a bursting soap bubble, a raw egg smashing against the fl oor, 
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a swimming clam’s cilium, a fl ying fi sh, a sneezing man’s head, and house 
fl ies, mosquitoes and birds in fl ight. The captions emphasize the domes-
ticity of these common events. “Plunk! When a cup fi lled with coffee is 
dropped by the clumsy waiter, this is a split-second photograph of what 
happens on the fl oor.”12 The accompanying image, strongly lit from one 
side, shows the cup disintegrating into six pieces, coffee starting to ooze 
out through the cracks, and a twisting fi nger of liquid extending above 
the rim. Presented without visual context or clues, this image, unlike the 
fl ying birds or the sneezing head, appears abstract and non-fi gural; without 
a caption, viewers might not have recognized its content, for the slothful 
eye had never seen such an image. But under Edgerton’s tutelage, the 
high-speed eye could comprehend and enjoy.

For each year from 1933 to 1940, Edgerton submitted similar photo-
graphs to the annual exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society (rps) of 
Great Britain in London. Founded in 1853, the rps from its beginning had 
sought to bring together a wide variety of photographic enthusiasts and 
to bridge the scientifi c and aesthetic sides of the fi eld.13 Its offi cial organ, 
Photographic Journal (PJ), had by the 1930s become one of the world’s 
leading publications for technical articles on equipment and photochemi-
cal processes, discussions of technique and different types of photography, 
book reviews, and presentations of members’ portfolios and photographic 
travelogues. With more than 2,000 members and nearly that many prints 
or cinematographic fi lms submitted to each annual exhibition in the 
1930s, the rps by then represented traditional photographic conventions, 
not the avant-garde. The catalogs of its annual exhibitions do not feature 
the social realism of Dorothea Lange or Lewis Wickes Hine, the abstract 
forms of Edward Weston, the dynamic, ambivalent work of Henri Cartier-
Bresson, the experimentation of Moholy-Nagy, or the Machine Age lines 
of Bourke-White. rps photographs in the 1930s tend to be understated, 
carefully composed, static, and comfortable.

Edgerton’s high-speed photographs were among the earliest such images 
to be exhibited at the rps. Like his TR photographs, the content of Ed-
gerton’s rps submissions remained distinctly domestic and commonplace. 
In addition to the dropped coffee cups and milk drops that had appeared 
in the TR, images of fl ying bats, fi ring revolvers, fl ipped playing cards, 
smashed tennis balls and a boxer hitting a punching bag were presented 
to the London viewers. When Edgerton occasionally included high-speed 
industrial images (spindles on textile looms, water fl owing through Ven-
turi tubes), the rps critics were quick to express their disapproval.14 In the 
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traditionalist setting of the rps, Edgerton’s high-speed eye remained fi xed 
on the domestic.

In 1937, six of Edgerton’s prints appeared in New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art’s fi rst exhibit of photography, curated by Beaumont New hall. 
Again depicting commonplace events—the breaking coffee cup, water 
gushing from a faucet, a smashed electric light bulb, a kicked football, a 
struck golf ball and the elegant milk coronet (reproduced in the catalog)—
these prints hung in the section for “scientifi c photography” as the only 
entries in a subsection entitled “stroboscopic photography.” In his intro-
duction to the catalog, Newhall referred to Talbot’s 1851 spark photograph 
of the newspaper clipping. Yet the mit photos, Newhall explained, present 
images “no eye has ever seen.”15 A decade later, in the fi rst of the many edi-
tions of what would become a classic work on the history of photography, 
Newhall would include Edgerton’s high-speed prints (including the milk 
coronet) in a section on “Experiments in Abstraction,” along with work by 
the Zurich Dadaist, Christian Schad, a solarization by Man Ray, a photo-
gram by Moholy-Nagy, and a three-hour exposure of the Horsehead Nebula 
in the constellation of Orion, taken at the Mt. Wilson Observatory.16

For the art critics of the 1940s, Edgerton’s high-speed images of com-
monplace events had become abstract. But James Killian, in the introduc-
tion to Flash! on “the meaning of the pictures,” made quite the contrary 
point, emphasizing the domesticity of the images.17 He described in con-
siderable technical detail Edgerton’s stroboscopic methods and their value, 
in science and engineering, for measurement and analysis of motion. Yet 
only a few photos in Flash! depict high-speed photography “in the service 
of science and industry.” Like the 1930s images in TR and the rps exhibits, 
most of the Flash! pictures present the world of “unseen rapid motion” 
as it “surrounds us in our everyday life, and we are unable to penetrate it 
just as, before the telescope and the microscope, we were unable to break 
through all the barriers of space and see the mountains and craters of the 
moon, or the germs that make us ill and the micro-organisms that make 
our wine.” Killian wrote of Edgerton’s high-speed images that they “appeal 
because they bestow comprehension and increase our awareness. They 
endow us with a new kind of sight that reveals new forms, subtle relation-
ships of time and space, the essence of motion. In the main the esthetic 
aspects of science are discernible only to the scientist, but here they appear 
in a universal language for all to appreciate.”

Killian placed Edgerton’s work in an artistic context but not one of 
abstraction. “He has photographed drops, birds, bullets, and athletes over 
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and over again to arrive at a satisfying transcription, just as Edward Weston 
has studied cypress trees and rocks; Edward Steichen, sunfl owers; and Al-
fred Stieglitz, clouds and hands.” Edgerton’s pictures, Killian concluded, 
offer “not only facts to help us in seeing and doing but new esthetic experi-
ences”; they provide a “fresh aspect to the commonplace.”18

The Self-Refl exive Photograph

Unlike Marey and most of the early twentieth-century high-speed pho-
tographers, Edgerton early developed the conceit of photographing him-
self making high-speed photographs. These self-refl exive photographs, 
in which either the image-making technology or the image-maker himself 
appears in the frame, feature prominently in Edgerton’s public presenta-
tion of his work, both in scientifi c and engineering journals and in more 
popular venues. Edgerton not only showed viewers previously unseen 
worlds; he also showed them how he did it. Transparency, like domesticity, 
would ease access to the high-speed world.

In one of his fi rst articles in the Journal of the Society of Motion Pic-
ture Engineers (March 1932), Edgerton described his new stroboscope 
and presented two “stroboscopic motion pictures” (he also called them 
“strobograms,” a term he soon would drop), short strips of fi lm showing 
only several frames on a single plate on the printed page. He also included 
a “Photograph of the stroboscope arranged to take motion pictures of the 
surges of an experimental engine,” featuring Edgerton himself standing 
beside the fl ash lamps and an unidentifi ed person tending to the movie 
camera. His fi rst article published in a non-engineering journal, American 
Golfer (November 1933), also presents an eight-frame strip of movie fi lm 
and a self-refl exive photograph of the laboratory with the golfer preparing 
to swing and the fl ash lamps suspended just above the teed-up ball. A 
massive engine in the background reveals that they are located in mit’s 
motor laboratory where Edgerton had begun his work with strobes and 
high-speed photography. Edgerton and two unidentifi ed men stand to the 
side, readying the photographic apparatus. In his fi rst appearance in For-
tune magazine, Edgerton and ten other infl uential mit faculty members, 
including several Nobel Prize winners, are featured. Only Edgerton is 
shown in his lab, standing over his stroboscope.19

Flash! also displays the self-refl exivity of the high-speed eye (fi gure 8.1). 
The volume opens with a full-page photograph as frontispiece, the only 
color print in the book, depicting the lower body of an unidentifi ed athlete 
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in football gear, with his booted toe sunk deeply into a football, frozen for 
a moment before the kicked pigskin will boom out of the frame. A black-
and-white print, inserted amid the prose of Killian’s introduction, depicts 
the same scene but with the lens drawn back to show the New York studio 
of photographer Gjon Mili, with the football kicker standing on a patch 
of artifi cial grass surrounded by three strobe lamps, screens, and Edgerton 
himself, seen from the back, kneeling to release the shutter of the cam-
era recording the kick. “High speed picture of a high-speed picture being 
taken,” reads the caption. In the introduction is another self-refl exive 
image of Edgerton standing before a massive motor in the mit labora-
tory, the print usually denoted as the earliest photograph (1931) showing 
Edgerton’s fi rst stroboscope. With these two self-refl exive photographs in 
Flash!, Edgerton presented two self-portraits, of the electrical engineer in 
the laboratory and the art photographer in the studio.20

8.1 Self-Refl exive Photographs in Gjon Mili’s studio. 
From Edgerton, Flash! (1939).
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Why the self-refl exivity in Edgerton’s presentation of his images, a con-
vention that would continue to mark his work throughout his career? Al-
most never do self-refl exive photographs appear in the proceedings of the 
early gatherings of the International Congress of High-Speed Photography 
and Cinematography (1952 in Washington, 1954 in Paris, 1956 in London). 
Images of milk splashes, hummingbirds, or bullets slicing through play-
ing cards or apples also do not appear in those proceedings. When asked 
about his “artistic” images, Edgerton always replied: “Don’t make me out 
to be an artist. I am an engineer. I am after the facts, only the facts.” Yet 
engineering journals of the 1930s do not feature self-portraits of engineers 
at work. As is well known, Edgerton would devote much of his career to 
popularizing and promoting the virtues of high-speed photography and 
the commercial lines of stroboscopes he had developed that were manu-
factured and marketed by the General Radio Company of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. Always the hawker, salesman, and showman, Edgerton 
developed a legendary reputation for his performances. Walking on the 
street he would pass out signed postcards featuring his photographs and 
the telephone number of his mit lab, inviting passersby to visit.21 Surely 
his self-refl exive photographs fi gured in this showmanship. Yet they un-
doubtedly also contributed credibility to his images of worlds unseen by 
the slothful eye. Like the magician who shows the audience how he or she 
does the tricks and thus brings them into the guild, so too did Edgerton 
welcome his viewers into his world of high-speed photography. Unlike the 
mechanical objectivity of the nineteenth century, as described by historians 
Peter Galison and Lorraine Daston, in which scientists sought to remove 
themselves from the recording of nature, Edgerton always inserted himself 
into the process.22 The high-speed eye would be educated not simply by 
photographic images but also by Edgerton’s personal appearance in those 
images. The viewers’ comfort, evoked by the commonplace events being 
presented to the high-speed eye, was further enhanced by the credibility of 
the self-refl exive engineer demonstrating his tools.

We might also note that, by the 1930s, self-refl exivity could be found 
in Hollywood. From Edwin Thanhouser’s Evidence of the Film (1913) or 
Charlie Chaplin’s The Masquerader (1914) through Buster Keaton’s The 
Cameraman (1928), Clyde Bruckman’s Movie Crazy (1932) or Harvey 
Lachman’s It Happened in Hollywood (1937), movies about movies and 
movie-making increasingly entertained American audiences. It is not sur-
prising that Hollywood fi lmmakers wanted to make movies about Edger-
ton’s high-speed cameras and fl ash lamps; and perhaps it is not  surprising 
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that Edgerton himself so frequently made and published self-refl exive 
photographs.23

The Graphed Photograph

In one of his early articles touting the potential uses for stroboscopic pho-
tography, Edgerton described how quantitative measurements of velocity 
and acceleration of rapidly moving objects could be obtained from fi lm 
exposed at regular intervals. Yet only rarely did he himself derive such data 
from his photographs (he did compute the speed at which cracks travel 
through plate glass—nearly a mile per second), and even more rarely did 
he display such measurements directly in his images.24 Among its hundreds 
of images, Flash! presents only two examples of what I shall call graphed 
photographs. In Edgerton’s high-speed conventions, the visual image and 
the quantitative analysis (if offered at all) would be presented separately.

In the late 1930s, the Chicago sporting goods company A.G. Spaulding 
and Brothers, commissioned Edgerton to make a series of high-speed mul-
tiexposure photographs of celebrity golfers and tennis players, all leading 
professionals in those sports.25 Golfers such as Bobby Jones, Denny Shute, 
Jimmy Thomson, and Horton Smith and tennis stars John Bromwich, Vir-
ginia Wolfenden, and Bobby Riggs came into Edgerton’s studio to expose 
their swings to his stroboscopic fl ashes. Some of Edgerton’s images freeze 
the celebrities’ bodies in mid-swing; other multiexposure images blur their 
visages but trace the motion of their swings frozen at regular intervals 
of time. Yet Edgerton also sought to submit these swings to quantitative 
analysis.

His fi rst article published in a non-engineering journal, American 
Golfer, had featured nine frames from a high-speed motion picture of a 
golf swing, from which he separately computed the absolute velocities of 
the club head and the ball. For the Spaulding golf photos, however, Edg-
erton made multifl ash exposures on a single negative. In Flash!, he pre-
sented side-by-side the multifl ash photos of swings by professional golfer 
Bobby Jones and an “ordinary golfer.” The caption under the latter urges 
readers to compare the images. Yet immediate visual inspection reveals 
no signifi cant differences between the swings captured in the multiexpo-
sures. Hence, Edgerton reprinted both multiexposure images on which he 
superimposed graphs in polar coordinates showing the acceleration and 
velocity of the club heads as a function of time. This “graphical analy-
sis,” as Edgerton called it, now reveals differences between the skilled and 
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unskilled swings, even as it blocks out the central image of the golfer in 
the print.26 Graphed photographs thus combine high-speed images and 
graphical representations added later, summarizing quantitative measure-
ments of the photograph (fi gure 8.2).

The second example in Flash! might be called a graphed movie. To 
study the performance of an automatic tapping machine for the United-
Carr Fastener Corporation, Edgerton made a high-speed motion picture 
of a rotating die as it travels in to cut a thread and then back out in 1.1 
seconds. To make visible the rotational position of the die, he added to its 
top a white dial with its circumference divided into ten numbered sectors. 
Rather than showing the individual frames of the fi lm, he reduced the 
data to a single complex graph, displaying several measured parameters on 
a single diagram. The “entire action of the automatic chuck,” proclaims 

8.2 Graphed photographs. 
From Edgerton, Flash! (1939).
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the caption, “may be studied at will and reduced to the graphical analysis 
shown in the plot.”27

Under certain circumstances, Edgerton’s high-speed images appar-
ently did not “speak for themselves.” Presenting images as “graphed pho-
tographs” enabled him to add quantitative analysis, the results of detailed 
measurements, directly to the photos. Yet it must also be emphasized that 
most of the hundreds of photographs that Edgerton made and published 
during the 1930s were not graphed. Like Marey and many other predeces-
sors, Edgerton used high-speed photography more to freeze commonplace 
motions than to transcribe motion into quantitative measures.

The High-Speed Photograph as Analogy

Edgerton’s 1939 book Flash! presents over 200 pages of single-exposure and 
multiexposure prints, plus several strips of movie fi lm from ten to ninety 
frames in length. The photographs are divided into several titled sections: 
living motion (animals), bullets in action, sports (60 pages), drops and 
splashes, in the service of science and industry (only 20 pages), and people 
in action. As noted above, many of these photographs or their homologues 
had previously been published in TR, PJ or more specialized engineering 
journals. The sports photographs (the largest section in Flash!), however, 
generally had not been seen previously. Instead, corporate advertisers had 
commissioned many of the sports photographs, one example of which I 
shall here consider.

The captions for the football photographs in Flash! do not indicate 
that these images had been commissioned by the Madison Avenue fi rm of 
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn (bbdo) for the Ethyl Gasoline Com-
pany.28 One of America’s earliest makers of leaded gasoline to fuel the new 
high-compression automobile engines of the late 1920s, Ethyl by the 1930s 
regularly advertised its product in heavily designed full-page color ads ap-
pearing in magazines such as Life (New York) and Luce’s Fortune and Life 
(Chicago). Late in 1934, a representative of the A.D. Little consulting fi rm 
wrote Edgerton on behalf of bbdo, apparently asking whether Edgerton 
might supply some high-speed photographs of tennis balls and footballs 
being compressed. After clearing the idea with Vannevar Bush, mit’s dean 
of engineering and his longtime mentor, Edgerton took his apparatus 
over to Harvard and made his fi rst photographs of that university’s football 
coach kicking a football.29

bbdo’s print ads for Ethyl appeared three or four times annually in the 
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above magazines. Each ad was unique, although a given design and text 
might be carried through a series of ads extending over several years. In 
1933–34, the ads played on fear, warning viewers of the dire consequences 
of not tanking with Ethyl’s anti-knock leaded gas. Rainy weather might 
leave one stranded, cheaper gasoline might send unwanted signals about 
the socioeconomic class of the “cheap” driver, or heat in the summer might 
dramatically reduce engine performance and leave one unable to keep up 
with other cars on the road. In 1935, bbdo introduced a lighter theme, 
featuring large drawings of animals and comical text. Beside a monkey 
hanging in a tree, the text reads: “This daring young man on the fl ying 
trapeze motors through traffi c with the greatest of ease . . . next time get 
Ethyl.” Or accompanying a photo of two identical zebras: “Look much the 
same and so do many fuels. But Ethyl makes a difference between plain 
glass and jewels . . . next time get Ethyl.”30

bbdo’s ad for November 1935 reveals a dramatic change in focus.31 Now 
Ethyl sought to educate readers about the inner workings of their automo-
bile engines. Featuring a large photograph of a football being compressed 
by the kicker’s toe, breathlessly described as “caught with stop-motion cam-
era in 1/100,000th of a second by Prof. H. E. Edgerton and Mr. K. J. Ger-
meshausen of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,” the ad presents 
an analogy, visually and in the text. “It’s compression that puts power in the 
kickoff; it’s compression that puts power in our car’s engine.” A sidebar at 
the right presents three smaller Edgerton photographs, showing the football 
just before, during, and after the kick, each paired with a cut-away diagram 
of the cylinder of an automobile engine, indicating the piston’s position 
just before, during and after the compression and ignition of the gasoline 
vapor. Although the diagrams and photographs are paired, this ad is not a 
graphed photograph; rather it proposes a relation of analogy between the 
high-speed photographs and graphic representations of the engine.

For reasons I have not been able to discover, bbdo did not develop the 
football-engine analogy ads into a series. In 1936, they introduced a new 
format, in which color photographs of homey, rural scenes depict happy 
families tanking their automobiles with Ethyl. The fi rst ad of this series 
kept the right sidebar, showing one diagram of the cylinder (Edgerton’s 
photographs have disappeared) and fi lled with fi ne print offering details 
about anti-knock fl uids containing tetraethyl lead. A title apologizes that 
the sidebar will take “only 37 seconds to read.” The next happy family ad 
drops the cylinder diagram and eliminates the technical prose.32 As far as 
I know, Edgerton photographs did not appear in subsequent Ethyl ads. 
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Apparently, someone decided that the abstraction, both visual and con-
ceptual, in the analogy of the Edgerton ad would not serve Ethyl’s needs.

The Normal and “What Really Happens”

A strobe light fl ashing at, say, 1,000 times per second, with each fl ash last-
ing only a millionth of a second, is “on” for only 0.1 percent of the time. 
To put it cinematographically, Edgerton’s high-speed cameras of the 1930s 
captured on fi lm only 0.1 percent of the total fl ow of time over which the 
camera operated. Nonetheless, one of Edgerton’s most prominent conven-
tions, especially in his movies, was to contrast views of processes shot at 
normal speeds with those fi lmed with his high-speed camera and then 
projected hundreds of times more slowly than shot. All of his movies in 
the 1930s offer such comparisons; and all of them emphasize the epistemic 
superiority of the high-speed eye in showing “what really happens.”

Edgerton’s fi rst widely viewed fi lm appeared in a newsreel, the second 
in Time magazine’s newly inaugurated “March of Time” series that pre-
miered in hundreds of American movie houses in the spring of 1936.33 
Only two minutes in length, the clip opens with the voice-over ebulliently 
introducing the professor and his camera: “In the Electrical Engineer-
ing Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology Professor H. E. 
Edgerton perfects a new high-speed movie camera which shows the eye 
of man things that happen too quickly to be seen.” The fi lm then pairs 
short clips, showing the same phenomenon, fi rst as motion “too quick 
to be seen” by the slothful eye and then “what really happens” as seen 
by the high-speed eye in slow motion. An electric fan blade, a bird re-
leased into the air, a bursting soap bubble, and a light bulb smashed with 
a hammer—all very domestic scenes—appear, between shots showing in 
considerable self-refl exive detail the components of the camera and fl ash 
lamps as wielded by Edgerton and his assistant.

The convention pairing the normal against “what really happens” also 
appears in Pete Smith’s Quicker’n a Wink, a short fi lm that was screened 
in thousands of American movie houses. In 1940, the fi lm won the Oscar 
(one of only two Oscars awarded to Smith, who made nearly 300 shorts in 
the 1930s–50s) for the best short fi lm of the year. Directed by Sidney Smith, 
who would go on to become a distinguished maker of feature-length fi lms, 
Quicker was shot at the MGM studios in Hollywood. Edgerton and his mit 
colleague, Herald Grier, traveled to California to assist in the shooting 
and to appear in the fi lm. Quicker remained a favorite for both Pete Smith 
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and Sidney Smith. The latter once recalled that he had enjoyed working 
with Edgerton, although the mit professor “only thought of the technical 
use of the stroboscope, and my thinking was visual entertainment and 
informational.”34

Eight minutes in length, Quicker consists of eleven scenes, each dem-
onstrating another example of “what really happens” (according to Pete 
Smith’s voice-over) when motion is slowed down by Edgerton’s camera.35 
The moving objects had all been presented in Edgerton’s earlier still 
photographs and fi lms of the 1930s—a cat lapping milk, hummingbird 
hovering, milk splashing into a hard surface, an electric fan blowing twirls 
of smoke, bullets shattering a light bulb, etc. The fi rst four scenes are 
self-refl exive, showing a rather serious-looking Edgerton setting up and 
using his fl ash lamps and high-speed camera. Yet despite its simple, ef-
fective explanations of stroboscopy, the voice-over consistently expresses 
his “lay” awe at the complexity of the “engineer’s” apparatus, not trying to 
explain Edgerton’s “thyratron amplifi er” and upon seeing the cat’s tongue 
in action, marveling at “how smart you can get when you go to the mov-
ies.” Sidney Smith’s concern for the informational is indeed emphasized. 
Viewers learn that hummingbird wings beat seventy times per second, that 
eggs bounce before shattering, that soap bubbles can be deeply penetrated 
by a pencil without breaking, etc. The remaining scenes introduce other 
human actors. A pretty young woman blows a soap bubble to be burst, 
about which Smith’s voice-over offers a sexual innuendo. A well-known 
professional golfer drives a ball through a phone book. And in perhaps the 
most visceral scene, a dentist drills the tooth of a goofy patient. All quite 
entertaining in Sidney Smith’s sense.

Two conventions unify the fi lm’s scenes—humor and comparisons. 
In nearly every scene, the voice-over cracks a joke: quieter fans will no 
longer disturb sleeping employees; our milkman fi nds the splash experi-
ments “very interesting at thirteen cents a quart,” etc. More importantly, 
each scene juxtaposes a cut of the given phenomenon at normal speed, 
where the slothful eye “sees nothing,” with Edgerton’s high-speed shots 
run at slow motion. These latter cuts, the voice-over keeps repeating, allow 
the high-speed eye “to see what really happens.” In each case, the voice-
over humorously instructs viewers on what they should “really see” in the 
slowed phenomena. These comparisons of the “normal” and the “slowed 
down,” for everyday phenomena well-known to viewers, would become 
a standard convention in Edgerton’s fi lms and the many documentaries 
about his work that would appear from the 1960s through the 1990s.
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Taking the High-Speed Eye into Biology

As I have argued already, Edgerton was not only an engineer and a creator 
of a new “style of execution” for the high-speed eye but also a consummate 
showman who worked energetically to promote the use of high-speed 
photography in industry, science, and entertainment. He traveled widely, 
demonstrating his stroboscopic equipment to professional, public, and 
commercial audiences. He coauthored hundreds of articles with scholars 
in many scientifi c fi elds, illustrating how high-speed photography could 
serve as a research tool in these disciplines. And he propagated not only 
research apparatuses and methods but also his visual conventions for the 
high-speed eye. Although biology would never become a major site of 
research for Edgerton himself, in the 1930s it represented one of the fi rst 
areas beyond engineering and industry where the electrical engineer de-
ployed his new tool and visual conventions.

In his usual self-effacing way, Edgerton later described his move be-
yond the world of electrical engineering: “I suddenly realized, hey, there’s 
a lot of things in the world that move. I looked around and there was a 
faucet right next to where I worked, so I just moved the strobe over and 
took a picture of water coming out of the faucet. And that was the fi rst 
picture I ever took, except for a[n electric] motor.”36 Edgerton’s detailed 
laboratory notebooks, however, record a richer story. The initial venue for 
Edgerton’s strobe lamp and his high-speed movies was indeed the electri-
cal engineering laboratory at mit. News traveled quickly, however, and 
by mid-1931, other mit engineering professors began bringing their high-
speed phenomena to Edgerton’s cameras. These faculty in turn introduced 
Edgerton to colleagues working in industry and by October 1931, manu-
facturing companies began hiring Edgerton to help solve problems with 
their high-speed processes and machinery. Box, textile, shoe, soap, and 
gyroscope manufacturers, printing and lithograph companies, and public 
power-generating companies were all fascinated by the high-speed eye. 
Edgerton carefully recorded all these travels and visits in his laboratory 
notebooks, which seamlessly combine business agreements, travel reports, 
and schematic writing diagrams. Then suddenly on 31 January 1932, while 
testing a new arrangement of fl ash tubes wired in parallel, Edgerton wrote 
in his notebook: “Germ[eshausen] came about 11 and we set up a milk 
drop experiment. Took movies at 250 frames a second of the drops just 
as they struck the surface. For these tests we used three tubes in parallel 
about 5 or 6 inches from the subject.”37 By mid-February, Edgerton had 
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screened the milk drop movie for mit’s Visiting Committee; 44 frames of 
the movie fi lm were published in the April 1932 issue of TR. And within 
months, Edgerton had turned his high-speed eye on all kinds of motion, 
including transient phenomena of life: birds and insects in fl ight, the fl ick 
of a snake’s tongue, and the wink of a human eye.38

As commonplace events never seen by the slothful eye, these early im-
ages were intended to demonstrate the virtuosity of Edgerton’s technology, 
not to contribute to zoological or physiological research. But by the spring 
of 1934, mit’s biologists, led by John W. M. Bunker, started bringing their 
problems to Edgerton’s “Stroboscopic Laboratory.”39 Signifi cantly, they 
began by trying to capture on fi lm one of the classic objects of nineteenth-
century experimental physiology, the rapidly contracting gastrocnemius 
muscle of the twitched frog leg.40 They next turned to the mechanical 
motions of cilia on the gills of a clam, a topic then being investigated 
stroboscopically by the British zoologist, James Gray. Using a commer-
cially available cinematographic camera shooting through a microscope at 
twenty frames per second and a rotating disk to stroboscopically illuminate 
the fi eld, Gray had made a series of crisp photographs showing the effec-
tive and recovery strokes of an active cilium slowly beating at about 2 hertz. 
Since most cilia beat at 10 hertz or faster, Gray admitted that at least 100 
exposures per second would be required to record the “true sequence” of 
the ciliary beat.41

Working with the biologists and mit physicist Arthur C. Hardy, a lead-
ing expert on physical optics, Edgerton arranged for a 10-microsecond 
spark fl ashing at 200 hertz to illuminate the microscope’s fi eld with the 
images captured directly (i.e., not stroboscopically) on his high-speed 
movie camera mounted above the eyepiece. To measure and document 
the positions of the cilium, they printed small grids directly on the 35mm 
fi lm, prepared enlarged prints, and drew the successive stages of motion 
on graph paper. “As an aid in interpreting results,” they also projected the 
movies in slow motion. The published article, by mit biologists Bunker 
and Maurice W. Jennison (Edgerton is not listed as an author), does not 
present what we above called “graphed photographs.” Instead, the graphed 
drawings appear in fi gures without photographs. A separate plate (fi gure 
8.3) presents twenty-fi ve “photomicrographs” selected at various intervals 
from the movie fi lm, showing blurry images of a cilium slowly recover-
ing (here the images are at 50-millisecond intervals) and then snapping 
forward much more quickly (images at 5-millisecond intervals). Although 
Gray’s photographs were crisper, Edgerton had increased the frequency 
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by a factor of ten, offering, in the words of the biologists, “a new type of 
high-speed photomicrography . . . [that] may prove a valuable tool for the 
study of certain biological phenomena.” After shooting fi fteen fi lms of the 
beating cilia, Edgerton recorded in his notebook: “We worked a lot upon 
the biology work the last week!”42

Edgerton’s work on ciliary motion would serve as an example of fi lm’s 
pedagogical potential. For example, Harvard’s Film Service, established in 
1934, sought to promote the use of fi lm as a pedagogical and research tool. 
As an example of the latter, wrote the hfs director in 1935, “one has only 
to look at the splendid work of Dr. Edgerton of the Institute of Technology. 
He can take pictures at the rate of 6,000 feet [sic] a second [he must have 
meant frames a second] and has kindly offered to cooperate with us in mat-
ters of high-speed photography. The application of this form of research to 
various problems in Biology, Physics, and Chemistry presents important 
possibilities. Much could be learned from a slow motion analysis of ciliary 
action, from a similar study of wave forms, or from a photographic record 
of the rate of diffusion in liquids.”43

Yet, although neither Edgerton nor the mit biologists would  continue 
this study of cilia, photographing animal locomotion would soon  become 

8.3 Stages in the beat of a 
cilium from gill of clam. From 

the Journal of Cellular Physiology, 

M. W. Jennison and J. M. W. Bunker 

(1934), courtesy of John Wiley 

and Sons.
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a leitmotif for the Stroboscopic Laboratory with the zoological images 
often refl ecting the visual conventions of the high-speed eye. For example, 
Quicker’n a Wink featured hummingbirds hovering with their wings beat-
ing at seventy strokes per second, distinctly visible to Edgerton’s high-speed 
eye but only a blur to the slothful eye of the normal movie camera. Edger-
ton would continue to photograph hummingbirds in fl ight, but the effort 
never yielded research publications.44 Collaboration with zoologist C. M. 
Breder, Jr., a leading student of fi sh locomotion then at the New York 
Aquarium, proved more productive, yielding in 1941 the fi rst sharp pho-
tographs of fl ying fi sh in action. The article, coauthored by Breeder and 
Edgerton, features handsomely produced plates showing single- exposures 
(10 milliseconds) of fi sh in fl ight; the opening image of the series is a 
self-refl exive shot of Edgerton sitting on the deck of the boat, silhouetted 
against the black night sky, with two assistants holding the high-speed fl ash 
equipment.45 The next year Breeder and Edgerton took 300-fps movies of 
swimming seahorses, a small fi sh that maintains a vertical posture as it 
moves forward by oscillating its dorsal and pectoral fi ns as fast as thirty-fi ve 
beats per second. They prepared enlarged tracings of the individual frames 
from which they could measure the movements of particular points on 
the fi sh’s body. Although they did not “graph” the individual photos, they 
did convert their measurements into vectors moving in orthogonal planes 
and presented the results of their mechanical analysis of the fi sh’s various 
motions in vector diagrams. The only photographs published were single 
exposures, freezing the vertical position of the seahorse and its rapidly 
moving fi ns.46

A fi nal example of Edgerton’s early biological collaborations occurred 
in 1937, when he indicated in his lab notebook: “Mr. Paul Moore of North-
western University School of Speech was here Feb 1 and 2. We took pic-
tures of his vocal cords by both the stroboscopic and the high speed motion 
picture methods.”47 Moore had just completed his doctoral dissertation at 
Northwestern on “a stroboscopic study of vocal fold movement.” Working 
with a Chicago vacuum tube company, he had developed a short-duration 
fl ash lamp not unlike Edgerton’s light, which could be directed down a 
laryngoscope to illuminate the working vocal cords. How do the vocal 
folds move, as they produce tones of different pitches and intensities? The 
question was old, Moore admitted, “but satisfactory solutions had not been 
found.”48 By fl ashing the light at nearly the same frequency as the sound 
being produced, Moore had been able to make direct observations and 
stroboscopic photos with a conventional movie camera of the  wavelike 
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movements of the tissues. Similar stroboscopic laryngoscopes, using elec-
tronic fl ash lamps, had been introduced previously; that is, Moore and 
Edgerton were not the fi rst to realize that rapidly moving vocal tissue 
could be slowed down stroboscopically. But the earlier researchers had 
not published any fi lms or photos of the active larynx.49

At mit, Moore and Edgerton also began by observing stroboscopically 
the wavelike movements of the vocal folds. But the diffi culty of keeping 
the voice vibrating at exactly the same frequency made it impossible to 
observe the changing behavior of the glottis; hence they took high-speed 
movies of the vocal folds, exposing the fi lm at 1,200 fps at durations of less 
than 1 millisecond. For a voice singing at 220 hertz, this method yielded 
about fi ve or six exposures per cycle of the larynx. In a single-authored 
article, Moore printed several series of nine to fi fteen consecutive expo-
sures, identical in format to the milk-drop fi lm strips that Edgerton had 
published in TR several years earlier. The images are grainy, not sharply 
focused, and, as Moore admitted, do not present self-evident visual infor-
mation: “The extraneous parts of the pictures have been trimmed away 
to conserve space, leaving scarcely more than the image of the larynx as 
refl ected in the guttural mirror. This reduction makes it diffi cult to orient 
the image; therefore, the structures will be pointed out before an analysis 
of the pictures is attempted.” Moore then offered lengthy verbal descrip-
tions of the images, instructing viewers how to “read” the photographs 
before concluding (without irony) that “it is clear from these high speed 
pictures that the vocal folds perform a complex opening and closing wave-
like movement.”50

Moore also published a strip of twenty-four consecutive stroboscopic 
photographs of the vocal fold motions, presumably made in Edgerton’s lab 
with a standard movie camera at 24 fps. Showing a wider fi eld and sharper 
details, these pictures project “very well,” Moore indicated, and thereby 
give a better “pictorial and illustrative” sense of the wavelike movements of 
the vocal folds than do the individual frames of the high-speed movies. Yet 
Moore downplayed the epistemic value of the stroboscopic images. Given 
the unavoidable pitch variations and the fact that each exposure super-
imposes several sequential positions of the tissue (to yield the required 
intensity, the fl ash frequency was greater than the fps), the composite stro-
boscopic photo “might produce a picture of a fold position not actually 
existing.”51 That is, Moore in his 1937 article clearly contrasted, both in 
words and photographs, the “normal” (i.e., the stroboscopic summaries 
of many cycles of the vocal folds) with “what really happens” (a single 
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cycle). Although Edgerton never coauthored any work with Moore, he 
did publish in TR a self-refl exive picture of Moore’s laryngoscope. Moore 
would go on to become a leading high-speed photographer of vocal fold 
movements. Although he apparently never again collaborated with Edger-
ton, he nonetheless employed Edgerton’s visual conventions for the high-
speed eye.52

Conclusion

Edgerton’s visual conventions for the high-speed eye—domesticity, self-
refl exivity, graphed photographs, high-speed analogies, and contrasts of 
the normal and “what really happens”—were to a large extent shaped, 
I have argued, by the venues in which he presented his images during 
the 1930s and early 1940s. His images appeared in engineering journals, 
biology journals, photographic and motion picture journals, mit’s alumni 
journal, cinemas, and art museums. Edgerton himself screened his movies 
for hundreds of audiences, ranging from rotary clubs and church groups to 
professional societies and industrial organizations. In the decade when the 
new talkies were marketed as “electrical entertainment” based on “scien-
tifi c progress” and when Machine Age–designed lives enveloped Ameri-
cans’ material worlds, Edgerton’s high-speed eye found wide appeal.53 His 
images of previously “unseen worlds” astonished their viewers; but they 
also delighted audiences who found Edgerton’s visual conventions easily 
accessible.

While Edgerton may have professed to be after “only the facts,” he 
obviously realized that cultural work is required, even for images that pres-
ent “only the facts.” As many critics, museum curators, and historians of 
photography have argued, Edgerton’s images did much more than present 
facts. They also taught viewers from science, engineering, and many var-
ied publics how to see with high-speed eyes.54
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Between Animal Videns and Craftsmanship

Studies of the history of biology and, in particular, of the fi eld of embry-
onic development ponder many and diverse issues that either focus on the 
developmental history of a model organism, an innovative experimental 
method, or how evolutionary issues are connected to ontogenesis. When 
investigating the processes and mechanisms shaping an embryo, biological 
scientists produce images and decipher them with the standards that are 
specifi c for the discipline in question and with their set of tools. In doing 
so, they observe a specifi c embryonic shape attentively, observe it and assay 
it for hours, days, or weeks until their hands can trace the specimen in 
all its depth. For instance, they touch cells or embryonic material, then 
lay it between glass plates under a microscope, shake it in the test tube, 
and measure it to observe and study it. Then they order the experimental 
data and analyze them, organizing their observations in tables or lists, and 
visualize them through fi gures, material models, and/or computer simula-
tions. In the next step they tweak the imagery and prepare their results for 
publication.

When leafi ng through biology textbooks, which either train students 
in embryology or offer insights into molecular genetics, many of these 
images catch our eyes immediately. It seems obvious that life scientists 
prefer reasoning in pictoribus rather than with mathematical equations, as 

chapter nine

On Fate and Specifi cation
Images and Models of Developmental Biology

Sabine Brauckmann

Scientifi c illustrations are not frills or summaries; 
they are foci for modes of thought.
—stephen jay  gould
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we fi nd in physics or chemistry. For some years, the historiography of the 
sciences has dealt with the imagery in the sciences in general, not least 
of all in the life sciences.1 However, a concise study is still missing that 
does for the life sciences what Martin Rudnick accomplished for geology, 
namely to delineate the coming into being of a visual language for newly 
developing disciplines such as developmental biology, or molecular cell 
biology.2

My discussion on images and models of developmental biology com-
plements the research on visualization in the biosciences by providing a 
more epistemic approach when arguing that scientists (and nonscientists 
involved) “see with their hands and talk without words.”3 In this essay, 
I will consider historical data on images depicting cell dynamics and 
morphogenetic movements for reasoning on the subtle distinction of em-
bryonic fate and cell specifi cation. These images were created by develop-
mental physiologists working on amphibians and chicks from around 1900 
through 1950s.

Fate mapping is closely connected to Walther Vogt who perfected the 
method of in vitro staining and depicted classical maps of folding and 
warping layers of germinal cells of amphibian and toad embryos.4 Almost 
immediately, other developmental biologists working on gastrulation of 
the amphibian embryo took up his technique, including Ludwig Gräper, 
Robert Wetzel, and Jean Pasteels, among many others. However, these 
scientists voted for another model organism, the chick, as well as took 
up a slightly different research program, one that attempted to solve the 
enigma of the primitive streak and to predict to which organs cells become 
individualized, or specifi ed. In the 1940s Dorothy Rudnick published two 
hand-drawings of specifi cation maps of the chick embryo that persuasively 
summarized the knowledge about organ-forming stages and shapes. As it 
turned out, her work would be recycled in textbooks until the 1970s al-
though, it needs to be pointed out, textbook authors during this time often 
did not distinguish between fate and specifi cation in their composites.5 
It is important to note that the terms “fate map” and “specifi cation map” 
were not yet coined at the time under consideration. For instance, Lester 
G. Barth described fate maps as “gastrular maps of presumptive value” in 
1953, and even in 1955 Johannes Holtfreter and Viktor Hamburger spoke of 
“so-called fate maps” when reviewing amphibian development.6

As for my text here, after some cursory remarks about the history of 
fate mapping, I will focus on Vogt’s and Rudnick’s work to consider how 
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scientists mapped or specifi ed these fates by the means of hand drawings, 
camera lucida drawings, and material models. Both Vogt and Rudnick 
worked along the same crucial issues of classical embryology, namely: how 
the germ layers develop; which specifi c fates (potencies) cells permute 
during embryogenesis; whether development, once started, proceeds 
reversibly or irreversibly; and which organs are developed from which 
cells. Implicitly, both followed the pathway of potencies carved into the 
theoretical landscape of biology by Hans Driesch around 1900, whether 
depicting fate or representing specifi cation.7 In addition, I will look at a lab 
manual utilizing the in vitro staining technique and will show how these 
images were used for training students. My main argument will be that 
these scientists depicted a “mental imagery” in their fi gures or models of 
developing embryos, which suggests that perception relies upon a visual-
tactile experience.

But as we analyze how fate and specifi cation were distinguished, we 
can address another theme, namely, tacit knowledge (“we do know more 
than we know”) and the signifi cant role it played and still plays in trans-
mitting the experimental “know-how” of laboratory practice.8 For deeply 
embedded in the imagery of developmental maps rests an intuitive knowl-
edge of the trade that results to a large extent from manual training at the 
workbench, and the manifestations of these skills are often distinguished 
between different laboratories in regard to styles of doing experiments and 
training students. However, I argue that in the case of fates and specifi ca-
tion, tacit knowledge rested not so much on the reliability and “fi neness” 
of the experimental tools in the laboratory, but rather on the fi ne-tuning 
of individual observational and manual skills in handling such delicate 
objects as living embryos.9

As Kathryn Olesko has elaborated in her study of German research 
schools in physics, we need to study the notion of tacit knowledge by 
undertaking more penetrating analyses of laboratory manuals, notes, and 
diaries.10 In tracing the decade-long experimental work of Vogt and Rud-
nick, I will show that, due to their extensive training in observation and 
refl ection on their visual data, both developed a profound tacit knowledge 
of embryonic fates pushed on by cell migration. This knowledge had a 
deep impact on their imagery of specifying cells, images that had a pro-
ductive infl uence on students as well as colleagues. For example, Robert 
Wetzel received his training in vital staining at the same department of the 
University of Würzburg where Walther Vogt worked until 1924.
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Aperçus on Fate and Specifi cation

In the nineteenth century, comparative embryology and anatomy devel-
oped into research programs—fi rst still focusing on standardized observa-
tion but then incorporating invasive experiment—that aimed to describe 
how embryogenesis proceeded to the fate of the undifferentiated germ and 
to predict the fate of the future embryo. The issues guiding this program 
pertained to the share of the three germ layers in organogenesis, the fate of 
undifferentiated cells, and the formation of the mesoderm in amphibian 
embryos (or the function of the primitive streak in chick embryos). The 
embryologists investigating the dynamics of the formation of germ layers 
strove to resolve whether the germinal cell (material) was responsible for 
development or whether morphogenetic movements of the layers (mecha-
nism) played the determinate part. However, it was diffi cult to reconstruct 
embryogenesis visually by observing whole or sectioned embryos with the 
then available microscopes and sectioning instruments. To make the task 
easier, embryologists used the camera lucida to trace, again and again, 
the moving contours of these delicate objects, trying to identify the area 
inducing cell differentiation. An advantage of the camera lucida was that 
it aided in depicting the three-dimensionality of the specimens ostensibly 
fl attened between glass slides.11

These drawings did not settle matters, however. Even if one agreed 
upon the validity of the observational data, the analyses of the data, the-
ories and models created from the data, were often under dispute and 
controversy for years. For instance, many images that were drawn either 
without holding on, or with the camera lucida, displayed appraised values, 
or they provided idealizations and often functioned to demand further 
experiments and improvements of the experimental equipment. Thus, the 
issues mentioned above were not yet solved around 1910 when Vogt started 
his research on amphibian gastrulation.

In the early twentieth century a new method of tissue cultivation 
came along and improved the observation and experimentation on cell 
dynamics.12 To visualize the presumptive fate of the germinal cells, one 
depicted their morphogenetic movements in images (fate maps), which 
mapped the early gastrula (or blastula) with reference to what its various 
parts would produce. A series of fate maps would then depict trajectories 
in the development of an organism from the fertilized egg. With the in 
vitro technique of tissue culturing, one schematized to which particular 
structure a tissue explant would be specifi ed after isolation from the em-
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bryo.13 These schemes were compared to histological stainings of differ-
entiating cells in vitro (specifi cation maps). For constructing the maps, 
one invented tools for disclosing the potency (fate) of a cell or cell clusters 
from a defi ned region of the embryo to the phenotypes. The hope was that 
the maps would answer some crucial questions regarding gastrulation and 
serve to demonstrate whether embryogenesis proceeds in regulative or in 
mosaic-like fashion.

Around 1900 Ludwig Gräper stained the chick blastoderm with neutral 
red to trace the formation patterns of the three germ layers during gastru-
lation. A few years later Hubert Dana Goodale refi ned the vital-staining 
method such that it could be applied to the amphibian embryo. At nearly 
the same moment, but, independent of Goodale, Vogt experimented with 
little pieces of agar that he saturated with dyes to mark the folding and 
warping germ layers from the blastula stage to neurulation.14 At this point 
it became possible for experimental embryologists to depict the fate of the 
germinal cells at successive intervals during gastrulation.

To approach the problem of the intrinsic properties of the germinal 
areas, developmental physiologists relied mainly on grafting experiments, 
exchanging parts between embryos. This caused technical diffi culties be-
cause of the internal tension of the blastodermal walls. Benjamin Willer 
surmounted this problem by depositing pieces of a blastoderm cultivated 
on the chorio-allantoic membrane of an older egg. (Later, plasma clots 
were also used.) The membrane then reacted to the local irritation by 
surrounding the implant with a richly vascularized tunic of indifferent tis-
sue.15 The scientists learned how to record the phenomena they observed, 
using cameral lucida-drawings, cyanotype, and colored pencils. Thus, by 
the 1940s a solid body of knowledge had accumulated and was published 
in textbooks and taught in biological and medical courses.

There were disadvantages to these fate maps, however. They had a 
coarse consistency, partly due to the imprecision of the instruments, partly 
due to the isolated embryonic cells containing remnants of the three germ 
layers. Furthermore, experimental embryologists often stained germinal 
areas that were situated too closely to each other, and in these cases they 
would not be able to observe which embryonic cells invaded which germ 
layer and where they laterally left the embryonic body. In any case, it turned 
out that fate maps of amphibians and toads could not exhaustively answer 
these questions, and so many biologists changed the model organism and 
started to work with chick embryos, another classical model organism of 
comparative embryology of the nineteenth century. Employing the visual 
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data of fate maps, which was the precondition of mapping cell specifi city, 
the scientists sought the phenotypic future of the organism, namely, which 
blastodermal areas or blastodermal cells induced which organs. In other 
words, they wanted to know what the (organ) fate was for individual cells.

How to Map and Specify

Enter Walther Vogt and his fate maps, icons of classical developmental 
biology. Starting from the idea of depicting a visual topography of the 
“prospective meaning” of specifi c embryonic areas before gastrulation, he 
documented the dynamics of the germinal layers in his amphibian and 
toad maps. He baptized his descriptive research program Gestaltphysiol-
ogy, synthesizing classical comparative embryology with physiology and 
aiming at a detailed study of embryonic form.16 According to him, em-
bryology meant serial form. One had to think in sequences of images and 
compare the altering shapes at different developmental stages. Without 
ever naming them as such, he circumscribed a fate map as Abbildungs-
reihe des Anlagenplans (image sequence of the primordial anlagen).17 
Numerous drafts preceded all fi nal images (maps), drafts that Vogt made 
with the camera lucida from the living specimen. He called them Photo-
gramme, although he took photographs with a small camera, using a small 
aperture and two-sided illumination. Evidently, the photomicrographs in 
Vogt’s article are not photograms, that is, photographic images of three-
dimensional objects (and photosensitive material without involving any 
optical system such as a photoapparat). Nevertheless, his usage of the word 
“photogram” was less a lapsus linguae than Vogt’s way of describing an ex-
perimental method that left the embryonic object completely undisturbed 
as the microscopic eye hovered above it. He emphasized repeatedly that 
the photos were not retouched and showed solely the controlling of gas-
trulation movements.18

His basic objective was to reproject the embryonic anlagen to the germ 
regions by directly observing how the material moves to its fi nal location, 
as well as to visually trace how these movements determine the anlagen 
of the organs. Vogt’s point of departure was to reevaluate Ernst Haeckel’s 
gastrea theory, and so he chose the blastula, the developmental stage that 
looks similar across different species. Further, the experiments studying 
the formation of the germ layers in amphibian and toad embryos relied 
upon the conviction that the germ layer starts off in a mosaic-like fashion; 
that is, its anlagen are directly canalized by the nucleus (genome) and, 
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simultaneously, epigenetically induced by an organizer center.19 What 
distinguished Vogt from the Spemann Group at the University of Freiburg 
was his strong argument for pattern formation before gastrulation, that is, 
before Spemann’s organizer induces embryonic tissue to specifi c organs. 
Moreover, he had reservations about Spemann’s transplantation experi-
ments, as this method disturbed the course of normal development. In-
stead, he preferred a noninvasive style of doing experiments.20 In several 
articles he repeatedly emphasized that the technique of vital staining went 
beyond just determining in a descriptive way the future specifi cation of the 
germinal areas, or the reprojection of organ anlagen to all developmental 
stages during embryogenesis. According to Vogt, this tool extended beyond 
being a purely descriptive method and moved toward a causal-analytical 
one because it allowed the scientist to ascertain material movements and 
to decide whether these movements represent mere growth phenomena, 
or “true” morphogenesis of cell specifi cation.21

Vogt published his fi rst amphibian maps in 1923 and then a compre-
hensive study of all developmental stages six years later in the Spemann-
Festschrift. Initially he showed how germinal parts that were stained in 
vivo could retain the color over days while development took place. In 
further experiments he placed pieces of agar saturated with dyes of differ-
ent color (mainly Nile blue and neutral red) upon the surface of amphib-
ian embryos. The dyes penetrated into the cell membranes and stained 
the surface of the late blastula. By the marking of particular regions with 
neutral red and Nile blue it became apparent which cell layers or groups 
inside the opaque structure of the embryo migrate to which location and 
which folding and invaginative mechanisms they trigger during their mi-
gration. Due to his observational experiments, the cell material moving 
into the germ was marked so clearly that particular segments of the chorda 
developing into the spinal column of vertebrates could be traced from the 
beginning of gastrulation.

During various developmental stages, Vogt placed red and blue mark-
ers (sometimes up to eighteen dots) along the dorsal median surface of 
an Axolotl embryo to indicate how the stained spots were sucked into a 
lunula-like split (blastopore) (fi gure 9.1e–f). Finally, one could see how the 
migrating spots come to rest in the foregut, where the round dots ended up 
as faded longitudinal stripes (fi gure 9.1m). The following schemes dem-
onstrate how Vogt visualized the species-specifi c fate maps of anurans and 
urodeles during gastrulation and the formation of the mesoderm (fi gure 
9.2a–d). The scheme of the beginning of gastrulation (fi gure 9.2a–b) has 
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been set against the complementary view of amphibian gastrulation (Axo-
lotl). The lines in boldface indicate the stretching of external material into 
the marginal region, while the thinly drawn curves map colored streaks 
that are situated inside. They also demonstrate how the material moves 
from the blastoporal region and migrates into the lunula-like split of the 
blastopore (fi gure 9.2c–d).

As Vogt used more methods, besides the technique of vital staining tis-
sue culture and sectional cuts with the micrometer, to confi rm his data, 
he also employed different modes of visualization, for example, camera 
lucida drawings on paper (fi gure 9.3a), diagrammatic schemes (fi gure 
9.3b), and wax models for teaching purposes.22 Interestingly, in Vogt’s case, 
his research group at the University of Munich projected a sequence of 
numerous marked images of earlier blastula stages to two wax globes of 20 
cm diameter (Figure 9.3c). The wax globes were then photographed and 

9.1 Axolotl, four-line marking of the marginal zone during diff erent gastrulation stages, dorsal 
and lateral; a–c views after fi rst marking; d–f invagination and stretching of the marginal zone 
with lunulus-like blastopore; g second marking; h third marking; i invagination of the red 
markers; k fourth marking; l closure of blastopore; m neurula, frontal view, the entodermal 
markers of the fi rst marking are visible in the foregut. From Walther Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse am 

Amphibienkeim mit örtlicher Vitalfärbung, II Teil: Gastrulation und Mesodermbildung bei Urodelen und 

Anuren,” Wilhelm Roux’ Archiv für Entwicklungsmechanik der Organismen 120 (1929): 462, 464, fi gure 15.
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printed on wall charts that were used for teaching and training students. 
The globes visualized the most important transitory stages of development 
by a three-dimensional material model. A by-product of the modeling 
was that passive observation was transformed into active knowledge when 
students were able to mold the shapes with their own hands. By means of 
these globes Vogt rendered spatially the time sequences of embryogenesis, 
the stages of which he scaled to the microphotographs of the histological 
sections of the in vitro cultures. The drawings are two-dimensional, the 
wax globes have three dimensions, and the tissue culture provides the fl at 
image.

The differentia specifi ca between images and models is their dimen-
sionality representing the nonvisible structures, and their common feature 
is visibility. The notion of visibility, or Anschauung, means that between 

9.2 a–b scheme of the presumptive anlagen of urodele embryo at the 
beginning of gastrulation, the material migrating into the lunula-like 
blastopore is lightly punctuated (from Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse,” 392, 
fi gure 1); c–d orientation scheme of movements during gastrulation and 
formation of mesoderm; frontal (c) and ventral (d) view, the thin lines 
lag inside and correspond to the stained streaks gleaming through the 
mesodermal walls and the archenteron (from Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse,” 
431, fi gure 8).
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the specimen (object) we are observing and the eye arises an invisible 
(imaginative) scheme serving as, in essence, the spatial knowledge about 
this specimen. What Vogt implicitly projected served as the retrospection 
of the embryonic anlage, which is hidden (as it were cocooned) inside the 
germinal areas and invisible to the naked eye. His accurate and aesthetic 
fi gures convinced him of the harmony of the movements as well as of the 
uniqueness and irreversibility of primitive development. Both dimension-
ality and visibility (Anschauung) disclose Vogt’s style of reasoning about 
embryonic forms of space.

For nearly two decades Vogt built up these fate maps, drawing on his 
mental images, using the camera lucida, when modeling the time se-
quence of embryogenesis either from material models or by comparing 
(side by side) microphotographs of sectional cuts of embryonic tissue 
cultures. By reasoning that modifi ed and enhanced the representation on 
paper, he improved the “evidence” of his data on the Gestaltungsanalyse 
of gastrulation over a period of fi fteen years. Now the trained eye could see 
the fate of the marked cells through later developmental stages. All these 
material images served to make visible gastrulation movements, and thus 
reproduce embryonic data, which allowed other biologists and students to 
replicate the experiments to reveal for themselves the “new” knowledge 
on gastrulation. Vogt’s meticulous descriptions and models became im-
portant teaching tools.23

In the second edition of his lab text, A Manual of Experimental Embry-
ology, published in 1960, Viktor Hamburger presents classical experiments 
of experimental embryology, or developmental physiology, and assigns 

9.3 a Axolotl blastula with staining (from Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse,” 568, fi gure 1c); 
b scheme of the presumptive anlagen of an amphibian embryo during beginning 
gastrulation (from Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse,” 392 fi gure 1b); c part of a wax globe 
depicting a closed toad gastrula (from Vogt, “Gestaltungsanalyse,” 476, fi gure 17).
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Vogt’s experiments with the vital-staining method a prominent place for 
several reasons. First, the published works, in particular the monographic 
review of 1929 with its nearly 100 fi gures (18 in color), outline an almost 
complete record of gastrulation movements and the mechanism of germ-
layer formation.24 Further, these experiments could easily be reproduced, 
not least of all because of the availability of embryos and their technical 
facility. Most importantly however, for the case here, is that these investi-
gations are well suited to train students to coordinate eyes and hands and, 
in this way, internalize the standards of scientifi c observation for biological 
experimentation. Before the student can start at all to open the delicate 
body of an embryo in order to place the red or blue markers, he or she has 
to memorize the shapes of the developmental stages. The next step forces 
him to fi x his or her eyes and hands on the object in order to learn how 
to observe carefully and to reconstruct and visually represent the observed 
forms by sketching them. Again and again, whether replicating Vogt’s or 
others’ experiments (e.g., Wetzel’s staining of chick embryos), Hamburger 
emphasized the need to observe and sketch at the same time as a way to in-
terpret experiments. Although he does not explicitly mention it, one could 
say that the repeated contemplation of embryonic shapes that recur with 
the reliability of normal development and the transformation of hands 
into tools for making visible what the naked eye has seen and the mental 
eye has imagined serves the purpose of building tacit knowledge.

Although a considerable number of experimental embryologists and 
tissue specialists worked on fate maps using transplantation and explanta-
tion experiments, or in vitro techniques, the focus here will be on Dorothy 
Rudnick and her research on organ-forming areas of the chick blastoderm. 
Her experimental program complements Vogt’s by introducing another 
classical model organism of embryology—the chick. Rudnick excelled 
in that she was more profi cient than her colleagues in memorizing and 
extracting the relevant information from the comparative imagery on 
embryogenesis stretching over nearly 150 years. In addition, she belonged 
to the minority of developmental biologists who openly announced the 
disadvantage of fate maps, which depicted cellular black boxes, thus con-
cealing the internal processes inside the cell, namely, which particular 
cell component induces which organ. To disclose these mechanisms, 
intervention experiments were necessary that would either investigate the 
cell metabolism of the germinal areas known to condition embryogenesis 
or reveal the genetic properties forcing the cells to differentiate by modify-
ing environments. For Rudnick, embryology allowed one to observe and 
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describe accurately and in a standardized way the visible processes related 
to organ-forming germinal areas as well as opened up experimental stud-
ies on the morphogenetic potencies of these areas. The former had been 
undertaken extensively by embryologists since Baer’s time, but the blind 
spot of embryology still remained how the germinal cells were localized 
during the cleavage stage.25 Therefore, Rudnick’s research program aimed 
to open up the embryonic black box in order to localize the presumptive 
anlagen and to act upon the future (virtual) embryo (and not to focus on 
the embryonic past as Vogt had done).

Unlike Vogt who, as already mentioned, had an aversion to transplanta-
tion experiments, Rudnick was not shy about cutting open a chick embryo. 
Also, her commitment to biochemical analysis distinguishes her from Vogt, 
although she conceded that this only makes sense when the cellular mor-
phodynamics of the primitive streak is known (up to now an open issue).26 
Furthermore, she argued in favor of pluripotency, assigning to cells the 
ability to develop into different types of mature cells, and reversibility of 
the embryonic fates—an argument that opposed Vogt’s conviction of the 
irreversibility of cell determination.

In her 1944 review article “Early History and Mechanics of the Chick 
Blastoderm” Rudnick reported Gräper’s and Wetzel’s vital-staining work, 
which had succeeded in interpreting the ontogenetic events leading to the 
formation of the primitive streak of the chick embryo in a new way.27 Both 
Gräper and Wetzel experimented under the hypothesis that a metabolic 
gradient around the primitive streak conditioned mesoderm formation, 
and they argued that the cell migrations they depicted in their fi gures 
proved vortex-like development of the embryonic layers. Wetzel mainly 
adopted Gräper’s ideas, but discovered that a double crossfl ow vortex 
formed these layers and, by forcing the cells to invaginate, developed the 
primitive streak. His long article indeed shows how painful experimental 
research can be. When discussing his over 950 staining and extirpation ex-
periments, he explicitly conceded that the initial positions of the staining 
markers referred at the outset to the axis of the germinal area really were 
an instance of inferential reasoning.28 His frank statement discloses that 
his fi gures are realiter mental images, a perceptive problem that troubled 
him. Also, the issue of three-dimensionality caused him great diffi culties, 
as he took great pains to plot the surface view onto the two-dimensional 
cross section, that is, to relate the rough form to the cell clusters of tissue 
cultivation.29 Wetzel’s confession of how diffi cult it was to visualize em-
bryogenetic processes with fl at images provoked Rudnick to criticize him 
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wrongly as the “artist-morphologist” who had a wealth of the experimental 
data but fell short in interpreting this data.30 However, even nowadays it 
is an extremely diffi cult task to represent a three-dimensional specimen, 
notwithstanding the technology of computer simulation.

As had happened to Vogt’s amphibian fate maps, Pasteels corrected 
Wetzel’s scheme, rejecting the vortex image, which he interpreted as a po-
lonaise. Pasteels’s maps demarcate between a presumptive neural system, 
a mesoderm, and the streaming of epiblastic cells in a clean cut toward the 
midline, where the cells invaginate to form the primitive streak.31 Rudnick 
evaluated Pasteels’s fi gure as the most satisfactory, although she thought it 
still gave an incomplete idea of the embryogenetic processes taking place 
inside the embryo.32

Rudnick completed her research program on avian embryogenesis by 
focusing her experiments on the intrinsic properties of the germinal areas 
over two decades. Using the same needles as Hans Spemann, she cut the 
blastoderm and transferred the pieces by pipette to an embryonic plasma 
clots on cover slips.33 By culturing in vivo sections or areas of the blastoderm 
at various stages during the formation of the primitive streak, she could 
show that the differentiation centers of the heart lie in the posterior half 
near the streak. However, what distinguishes her from her male colleagues 
is her openness toward still unsolved questions, such as the meaning and 
function of the primitive streak for the fi rst stages of embryogenesis. In 
referring to the preparatory work of Elizabeth Butler and, in particularly, 
Mary Rawles, Rudnick utilized Butler’s experiments and the fi gures of 
Rawles to construct her diagrammatic view of cell specifi cation.34

A few years before Rudnick’s work, Butler had shown that the whole un-
incubated blastoderm can induce practically all embryonic tissues when 
transplanted to a chorio-allantoic membrane of a nine-day-old chick em-
bryo. However, the one and only schematic fi gure of that article does not 
indicate any substantial information about embryogenesis. The scheme 
looks more like a repetition of Wetzel’s technical advice on how to section 
the blastoderm. Rawles, who was especially interested in the fate of cells 
that pigment the feathers, continued Butler’s experiments on cell specifi -
cation and presented in her diagrammatic fi gures the region that develops 
the heart area during head formation. In working closely along the lines 
of Wetzel’s experiments, but using chorio-allantoic grafting instead of vital 
staining, she adopted his diagrammatic fi gures with some modifi cation (cf. 
fi gures 9.4a–c).35 Her fi gures map the localization of the organ-forming 
areas in the three embryonic layers separately and indicate, therefore, 
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mental images rather than actually observed sequences of developmental 
stages. To gain the three-dimensional effect of the model, all three fi gures 
have to be envisaged as if stacked one above the other, starting from the 
ectodermal plate (fi gure 9.4a), and peeling off the mesodermal region (fi g-
ure 9.4b) until the view looks at the entodermal zone, the most internal 
area (fi gure 9.4c). Her diagrammatic drawings intentionally reduce the 
three-dimensional object to two-dimensions for enhancing the visibility of 
organ-forming sectors, which were at the center of her research program. 
Although she did not make these drawings herself, the fi gures became 
classics of developmental biology and were reproduced in textbooks (e.g., 
in Witschi’s Development of Vertebrates) until the 1960s.36

Rudnick’s research question focused on the issue regarding what mate-
rial migrates into the chick embryo and what happens to the primitive 
streak when this happens. To fi nd an answer, she worked on locating 
the areas destined to become heart, kidney, limbs, and extraembryonic 
mesoderm, and on gaining knowledge about the histochemistry of the in-
vaginating cells (cell respiration of blastoderm pieces). As previously men-
tioned, her objective was to project the future (virtual) embryo at the stage 
of the defi nite primitive streak whereby she could take advantage of the 
mapping images of Wetzel and Pasteels. By distinguishing the three stages 
of head, axis, and blastoderm formation, which are sequentially timed, she 
corrected the accepted claim that had depicted the developing blastoderm 

9.4 Diagram of a head-processes blastoderm of a chick; a ectodermal structures; 
b mesodermal structures, S striated muscle, U non-striated muscle; c endodermal structures, 
circles at margin indicate pieces from which primordial germ cells were obtained. From Mary 

E. Rawles, “A Study in the Localization of Organ-Forming Areas in the Chick Blastoderm of the Head-

Process Stage,” Journal of Experimental Zoology 72 (1936), 309–11, fi gures 7–9.
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as if it were a jigsaw puzzle of transitory features and boundaries forming 
specifi c areas by growth mechanisms. Like Vogt, she opted for a regula-
tive development of the blastoderm by which there were cells destined to 
induce the formation of the primitive streak.37

Rudnick visually compressed into two hand-drawings an overview of 
knowledge on chick embryogenesis, but was rather cautious about assign-
ing to the images of differentiating cell potencies anything other than a 
hypothetical character.38 Her schematic hand-drawing (fi gure 9.5a) rep-
resents the assumption that the degenerating primitive streak invaginates 
further, which she construed with the pluripotency of embryonic cells. 
She advised the attentive reader (or observer) to compare both drawings 
with the “potency maps” of Rawles (cf. fi gure 9.4).

Four years later Rudnick proposed a revised map of the areas of the 
blastoderm surface. In this fi gure she recreated the future (virtual) embryo 
during the primitive streak stage from Wetzel’s and Pasteels’s map and 
projected the embryo onto the unhatched blastoderm (fi gure 9.5b). She 

9.5 a Prospective area map of the defi nitive primitive streak, boundaries of the primitive 
streak; b diagram of the prospective areas in the unincubated blastoderm. a From Dorothy 

Rudnick, “Early History and Mechanics of the Chick Blastoderm: A Review,” Quarterly Review of Biology 

19, no. 3 (1944), fi gures 9 and 10. Courtesy of University of Chicago Press. b From Dorothea Rudnick, 

“Prospective Areas and Diff erentiation Potencies in the Chick Blastoderm,” Annals of the New York 

Academy of Sciences (1948), p. 763, fi gure 1. Courtesy of John Wiley and Sons
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reiterated that the boundary between the mesodermal regions was merely 
a hypothetical construct and did not exist realiter.39 She concluded that the 
cellular specifi city is expressed by the morphogenetic relations between 
particular cells. Thus, she claimed the blastula material that occurred as 
an undifferentiated and amorphous mass to be a complex organized struc-
ture of specifi c cell compounds.40

What Is the Diff erence between Fate and Specifi cation?

While the fate maps that are closely connected to Walther Vogt became 
icons of twentieth-century developmental biology, Rudnick’s specifi ca-
tion maps did not attain this status. In order to explain why this would 
be, it may be helpful to compare the highly complex fate map of Vogt 
to Rudnick’s specifi cation map. Both fi gures visualize the same fate of a 
particular developmental stage but are different in regard to the model 
organism (toad or chick), the experimental mode (observation or tissue 
culture), and in the dynamics of the representation. Concerning the speci-
fi cation map, biologists must calculate a diagrammatic projection from 
rotating three-dimensional structures. Therefore, to produce specifi cation 
maps is a much more diffi cult task than to trace a fate series by following 
embryonic shapes with the camera lucida or redrawing the contours of 
microphotographs.

Already in 1828 Karl Ernst von Baer realized that mapping organic struc-
tures observed in their three-dimensionality to a two-dimensional plate 
fl attens the object and turns a developing, growing organism into a still 
life. To compensate for the fl attening and the invisibility of (physiological, 
or cell) dynamics, he made use of developmental trajectories (Bildungs-
bogen) that geometrized his typological refl ections. These included arrows 
and dotted lines simulating pathways of two-dimensional plates to three-
dimensional organs, just as Gräper, Wetzel, and Pasteels used them in 
their fi gures and schemes over a century later.41

Fate and specifi cation maps differ perceptually because of the tool the 
researcher utilizes to observe the embryonic object, that is, either the eye 
aided by the microscope or the mind’s eye, both of which are improved by 
professional training and study of the same model organism for years or de-
cades. Rudnick claimed to perceive embryonic processes that she in reality 
could not yet have seen; that is, she made visible an epistemic construct 
that she mapped to the actual course of differentiation and induction. 
She assembled her prognosis of spatial cell fates representing the virtual 
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embryo during the primitive streak from colleagues’ images, whereas Vogt 
depicted the time sequence that his physical eye observed by looking 
through the microscope. What distinguishes both biologists further is their 
respective attitudes toward their own imagery. While Rudnick saw them 
as useful for future research instead of factual evidence of developmental 
reality, Vogt understood his fate maps as embryonic reality that could be 
reproduced by any biologist at any time.

I started with the statement that “we see with our hands and talk without 
words” as I proposed to describe how embryonic fate was mapped and cell 
specifi cities visually represented. It is evident that scientists have to coordi-
nate eyes and hand each time they seek to produce images of cells collid-
ing with each other. As this coordination is an ongoing, historical process, 
perhaps it confi rms William Ivins’s dictum that “representation is a visual 
language which has to be learned and which changes over time.”42

To translate a microscopic view into a scientifi c representation scien-
tists have to undertake different experimental procedures with the speci-
men, the technical equipment that traces the developmental processes of 
the organism, and the image itself; for example, specifi c cell migrations 
are visually enhanced when cells are stained. This implies a conscious 
selection, a theoretical attitude toward one’s own style of doing experi-
ments and of perceiving living organisms, which all fl ow together into the 
representational process. Further, to depict by hand is a way of experienc-
ing knowledge about the specimen that one cannot achieve by passively 
looking at a photograph or a computer screen. When the hand draws what 
the “educated eye” sees and participates in the manual training, it serves 
as a lesson in reasoning about the embryo and plays a signifi cant role in 
helping the researcher or student to build a memory of the developing 
patterns. By drawing the same lines, angles, dots, and circles for years, 
sometimes even decades, experimental biologists have literarily embed-
ded the know-how of doing biology into their bodies. In short, experimen-
tal reasoning proceeds in a visual-tactic way whereby the visual imagery 
entails the (epistemic) history of scientifi c observation and improves the 
“naked eye” to an educated one. Finally, it results in the know-how (or 
tacit knowledge) of the discipline in question.
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The explosive growth of the life sciences in the twentieth century poses 
signifi cant pedagogical challenges for college-level education in biology. 
Life science majors must learn basic concepts from domains as diverse as 
biochemistry and biogeography. Majors are usually required to take one or 
more introductory-level courses that each covers a very broad domain, as 
preparation for more advanced courses, which focus on subfi elds or topics. 
Genuine understanding requires more than simply learning disparate con-
cepts: students must grasp key connections among different topics, such 
as those between the structure of dna and the theory of natural selection. 
The introductory courses thus play an important role in educating life sci-
ence majors. Students must understand the overall landscape of biology in 
such a way that they are prepared both to study a variety of individual top-
ics in depth, and to maintain (and ideally, strengthen) their grasp on how 
those different topics relate to one another. How, precisely, is all of this 
accomplished? How do students learn such diverse content? How do they 
achieve genuine understanding—in particular of the linkages between dif-
ferent topics they encounter in their introductory biology classes?

Textbooks are important educational tools in such courses. They are 
repositories of the bulk of the information presented. Their use outside 
of classroom settings gives individual students much greater control over 
the pace and sequence of information delivery. On the other hand, their 
content is static, in contrast to live instruction, which can be adjusted at 
any time to clarify, explain, and elaborate as needed in response to ques-
tions or blank stares. Textbooks also do not offer the social interactions and 
experiential feedback available in laboratory work. Unread books offer no 
advantages at all: in order to complement classroom instruction, textbooks 

chapter ten

Form and Function
A Semiotic Analysis of Figures in Biology Textbooks

Laura Perini
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must be engaging as well as comprehensible. As learning tools, both their 
greatest advantages and most serious liabilities stem from the fact that text-
books are individual student-managed resources.

These are the general advantages and constraints of textbooks. As 
noted, biology has undergone a dramatic increase in explanatory depth 
and breadth in the twentieth century. This growth in the discipline is 
matched by changes in college-level biology textbooks, indicating that 
textbooks are being used as one means of meeting the specifi c pedagogical 
challenges involved in teaching contemporary biology. Woodruff’s 1926 
publication, Foundations of Biology, has 411 pages in the body of the text.1 
Contemporary introductory textbooks are much larger: they are typically 
in the neighborhood of 1,100 pages long. But comparison in page numbers 
can give only a rough idea of the degree to which biology textbooks have 
changed, because the number of fi gures presented has increased far more 
than the number of pages. Woodruff contains 211 pictures—about one 
every other page. A midcentury text by G. G. Simpson et al. has many text-
only pages.2 Current editions of general biology textbooks designed for life 
science majors, on the other hand, are fi lled with images: a page without a 
fi gure is rare, and pages with multiple images are common.3 The dramatic 
increase in the relative amount of pictorial content suggests that images 
are being used in response to the need to present information in a way that 
addresses the goals of an introductory course—which require students to 
comprehend and integrate many diverse concepts.

Could images serve such pedagogical goals in the life sciences? Do im-
ages really contribute to the cognitive goals of a biology course—or does 
their value stem only from their aesthetic appeal, serving to attract and 
hold student attention rather than convey essential content? To address this 
question, I will investigate three textbooks, which are all designed for intro-
ductory courses for life science majors, and together comprise the majority 
of the market share of college-level major’s textbooks.4 A quick look at a 
contemporary general textbook may arouse some suspicion, because some 
of the images do function primarily to draw student interest. Examples 
include pictures of famous scientists and (often beautiful) photographs of 
whole organisms when their visual appearance is irrelevant to the point 
under discussion. But the fact that some fi gures play such a limited role 
does not imply that all do. Can fi gures make a substantive pedagogical 
contribution? If so, just what do they have to offer? Are they an effective 
learning tool for particular concepts? Can they do even more—can they 
help students understand connections among different concepts?
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These questions cannot be given general answers, because there is 
signifi cant variety among the fi gures in biology textbooks. The growing lit-
erature on scientifi c images presents reasons to doubt that some fi gures—
detailed pictures, like photographs or electron micrographs—can play 
such roles effectively. On the other hand, diagrammatic representations 
have been shown to convey theoretical content that is clearly cognitively 
signifi cant, and so may have pedagogical value as well.5 In this paper I 
will present an analysis of these different kinds of fi gures in order to clarify 
their potential pedagogical value. I will show that in spite of the genuine 
obstacles that have been identifi ed with detailed pictures, they can indeed 
make important pedagogical contributions. This opens up the question of 
why both highly detailed as well as visually abstract images are presented 
in textbooks, but further analysis of diagrams provides an answer: different 
kinds of diagrams provide different sorts of pedagogical advantages.

Visual Representation

Textbook fi gures include drawings, diagrams, and images produced by 
various kinds of detection processes, like photography and electron mi-
croscopy. There are signifi cant differences in the way these images look, 
how they are made, and the kinds of content they convey. In order to assess 
their pedagogical contributions, we need to understand what they have in 
common as visual representations, and how they differ.

In his analysis of images in a biology textbook, Myers approaches this 
diversity by applying Peirce’s tripartite division of signs.6 Indexical signs 
have a direct link to the thing referred to, so the form of the image is caused 
by features of the referent. Iconic signs have forms, which resemble their 
referents. Symbolic signs refer in virtue of convention; there is an arbi-
trary relation between their form and their content. While these factors all 
come into play in scientifi c visual representations, they cannot be used to 
sort images into distinct classes, because all visual representations involve 
both convention and resemblance.7 Myers himself stresses the blurring 
of the categories, explaining that his usual motive for applying them is to 
“make readers more critical of the indexical and iconic end of the scale” by 
calling into question assumptions about the naturalness of such images;8 
in this paper, Myers’s main concern is with highly conventional images 
and the pedagogical challenges they involve.

Here I offer an alternative semiotics as a means for analyzing the roles 
of images in biology textbooks. The problem with Peirce’s conceptual 
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 apparatus is not that the categories are vague, but that they are too general 
to clarify important similarities and differences among images. It is not the 
distinction between whether or not an image is conventional or resembles 
its referent that explains the use of different kinds of images, but the dif-
ferent kinds of conventions and resemblance relations involved. Those are 
signifi cant factors, because they jointly determine the relationship between 
the form of an image and its content. Differences in form-content rela-
tions provide the means to categorize images.9 Furthermore, they ground 
explanations for why different kinds of images are suited for different kinds 
of communicative tasks. For this reason, I’ll present my analysis in terms 
of a semiotic approach that is designed to clarify the relation between form 
and content.

All visual representations have one thing in common: they use spatial 
properties of the picture to convey information.10 This can be done in a 
variety of ways; protein diagrams use two-dimensional spatial properties 
of the diagram to represent three-dimensional spatial features of proteins. 
Graphs use spatial relations to represent relations among properties. Other 
visible properties may also be used to convey information. For example, 
color photos use their spatial layout and the colors of the image to repre-
sent visible properties of the scene depicted. The use of spatial relations to 
convey content is, however, the defi ning feature of visual representations.

Comprehension of any visual representation requires interpretation on 
the part of the viewer: only by understanding the relation between the 
form of the image and its content can a person comprehend the image. 
This understanding is often tacit. We comprehend familiar kinds of pic-
tures so readily that we are rarely aware that it is a cognitive achievement 
to understand a fl at, marked surface as a representation of anything. Our 
ability to understand various kinds of pictures demonstrates that we can 
work with many different kinds of form-content relationships: we look at, 
and/or focus on, different visible features of the image and relate those 
features to different kinds of properties. Comprehending a black and white 
photograph requires relating the visible properties of the photo to visible 
properties of visible objects. But not all visible features of the photo convey 
information: the fact that brightness ranges on a white-to-black scale rather 
than through light-to-dark sepia tones is not relevant. Additionally, the vis-
ible properties of the image that are interpreted convey information about 
some, but not all, properties of the referent; specifi cally, the tones in the 
photograph are not understood as representing colors of depicted objects. 
Understanding a color photo depends on interpreting the image according 
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to a different relation between form and content from that appropriate 
for black and white photographs. Comprehending a color photograph 
involves relating a different set of visible properties—now including the 
specifi c colors in the photo—to a different set of properties of depicted 
objects, including their colors. These differences in the form-content 
relations relevant to different kinds of images underwrite differences in 
representational capacity. Black and white photos can represent visible 
properties like relative brightness and spatial features; color photographs 
convey information about those features and color as well. In both cases, 
the visible form of the image is related to its content, due to the defi n-
ing feature of visual representations—the fact that some spatial features 
are interpreted to represent some feature of the referent. Summing up, 
interpretation plays an essential role in determining the meaning of every 
picture, and the kind of interpretation involved varies considerably be-
cause the relations between visible form and content vary.

Because all visual representations involve a relation between form and 
content, they all (in a broad sense) resemble their referents, but those 
resemblance relations vary; they are not limited to relations of visual re-
semblance. The conventional aspect of visual representations—the fact 
that communication with visual representations depends on application 
of shared interpretive practices, and not just on the visible features of the 
image—grounds the fact that different visible features in images can be 
used to represent different kinds of properties. This in turn explains the 
broad expressive capacity of images, which can be used to represent many 
different kinds of things. Scientists have exploited this capacity: scientifi c 
images are frequently used to represent phenomena that are not visible at 
all. In such cases, the visible features of the image are interpreted as con-
veying information about nonvisible features of the referent. Some images 
represent phenomena that are simply too small to be seen, like the helical 
structure of dna. Other images represent phenomena that are not even 
spatial, such as diagrams of mechanisms or graphs of relations between 
properties. For understanding the value of a particular image, clarifying 
the relationship between its form and its content sets the stage for articulat-
ing what makes the content conveyed by that type of image distinctive, and 
for explaining why the mode of representation matters.
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Replete Pictorial Representations

Some visual representations stand out due to their detailed appearance. 
Such fi gures include “naturalistic” drawings or paintings, as well as pho-
tographs and other images produced through detection mechanisms, like 
electron microscopy. Despite the differences within this class of fi gures, 
their form-content relationships are all similar in one signifi cant way: 
Most visible details of the picture are interpreted as conveying information 
about specifi c properties of the depicted scene or subject matter. I’ll refer 
to this broad type of visual representation as “pictorial,” since it includes 
familiar types of pictures such as photographs, drawings, and paintings 
done in naturalistic style. The examples just mentioned involve a form-
content relation that correlates specifi c visible details in the image with 
specifi c detailed properties; a particular contour line used to represent 
a particular shape, for example, or a particular hue used to represent a 
particular color in the scene. There are two different ways in which detail 
is important in these images. First, specifi c visible features of the picture 
convey information about specifi c properties of the referent. This is the 
feature that all pictorial representations have in common. Second, most 
of the visible features of the image are interpreted in this way—specifi c 
visible features are used to represent specifi c properties. The fact that most 
visible features convey meaning in this way is a distinct feature, that of 
relative repleteness.11 Visual representations with such a form-content re-
lationship convey large amounts of very specifi c information.

The use of richly detailed visible forms to convey correspondingly 
detailed information is common in introductory biology. Textbooks fre-
quently include photographs of medium-sized objects like plants and 
animals, and photographs made with light microscopes. The form-content 
relation that defi nes pictorial representations is also produced by imaging 
techniques that detect nonvisible features. For example, electron micro-
graphs represent the form of the biological material in a particular speci-
men through the array of light and dark tones in the fi gure (fi gure 10.1, left 
panel). Images made as a result of mechanisms like electron microscopy 
are often presented as evidence in research publications. The pictorial 
nature of the visual representation offers a concise yet comprehensible 
way to convey information about very complex properties. Also, the visible 
form of the fi gure is produced by a mechanism designed to correlate the 
form of the image with properties of the sample.12

How do such images contribute to learning biology? These images have 
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a capacity for detailed representations of biological forms. While this 
might seem like a representational asset, the literature on scientifi c images 
has clarifi ed two issues that present reasons to question their pedagogical 
usefulness.

First, the large amount of detailed information conveyed about the 
subject can impede learning, which usually depends on awareness of a 
particular part of an image, such as the facial expression on a particular 
chimp in a photograph that depicts that individual amid a group of con-
specifi cs, in a natural setting: Myers identifi es this as the problem of “gra-
tuitous detail.”13 Replete pictorial representations fall into this category; 
photographs, for example, are very visually complex images. If learning 
requires understanding which visible features are signifi cant in terms of 
the subject at hand, how do students identify those features out of all the 
detail a photograph presents? Law and Lynch analyze the use of different 
kinds of images in guidebooks for birdwatchers and fi nd books with more 
replete images (photographs) less useful for species identifi cation, which 
requires focusing on a few visible traits that matter for determining which 
of two similar species has been sighted.14 The “extra” information about 
the bird’s appearance presented by the more detailed pictorial represen-
tations was not helpful because the photos give the reader no guidance 

10.1 Electron micrograph (left panel) paired with a schematic diagram (right panel), with 
text bubbles and pointers, and linked to a schematic diagram of a cell interior (upper left) with 
an arrow. From Life: The Science of Biology, 7th edition, edited by Purves et al. Reproduced with permission 

from Sinauer Associations and Visuals Unlimited. Photographs copyright D. Fawcett/Visuals Unlimited.
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about which features, among all those depicted, matter for determining 
species membership. Less replete images, which have less information 
about how the birds look but which put the visual emphasis on a few traits 
that matter for identifi cation, were more helpful in allowing birdwatchers 
to categorize the birds they saw. Lynch describes the problem with pho-
tographs as one of “too much reality,” which can cause trouble even for 
researchers—experts—and thus reinforces the worries about using such 
images in pedagogical contexts.15

A second problem regarding pictorial representations is raised by Das-
ton and Galison’s research on the history of objectivity.16 They look at 
atlas images, which are intended to provide information about classes of 
objects. They discuss changes in images over time, focusing on how the 
human skeleton was depicted. Their examples show that there was little 
change in terms of the drawing techniques; the skeletons are depicted in 
naturalistic style. These are pictorial representations: visible detail in the 
image is used to represent detailed features of the depicted individual. 
The visible differences among these pictures are due to different choices 
of which skeleton to depict, rather than to differences in how to depict a 
particular skeleton. The use of a type of representation in which visual 
details convey information about specifi c properties poses a problem for 
representing classes whose individual members vary in terms of those spe-
cifi c properties. The atlas authors must choose which individual should 
be depicted in order to best represent the class of individuals. Daston 
and Galison demonstrate that different atlas makers have embraced dif-
ferent views about which individual is the appropriate representative for 
the class, such as a typical individual, one with averaged properties, or an 
ideal.17 Photographs, like the atlas engravings, are also relatively replete 
pictorial images: They depict individuals with a particular set of specifi c 
properties. The pedagogical value of a photograph requires that students 
do more than simply comprehend the picture; students must also grasp 
the relation between the information about that individual and a wider 
biological category, which includes cases that are similar to that depicted 
by the photograph, but not identical. The problem of using naturalistic 
images to represent a biological class is caused by the use of images that 
represent detailed visible features of referents. While the atlas authors 
aimed to resolve the problem of instructing about a class by choosing the 
right individual to depict in detail, contemporary biology textbooks use 
alternative tactics.

The pedagogical drawbacks of pictorial representations can be miti-
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gated. The problem generated by using a pictorial representation of an 
individual to represent a class, for example, is often resolved by pairing 
the pictorial representation with a different kind of visual representation. 
Since the resolution depends on the distinctive form-content relations of 
a particular type of diagram, I’ll present my support for this claim in the 
discussion of schematic images.

There are also ways to get around the problem of gratuitous detail. 
Myers notes that it can be resolved textually. Figure legends are often used 
to direct attention to signifi cant features, such as a reference to a “play 
face” expression in the caption of a picture of a group of chimpanzees.18 
Bastide shows how grouping images in clusters can help a reader focus 
on a signifi cant detail in one that differs from the others.19 As fi gure 10.1 
shows, the use of lines and arrows superimposed on the image also directs 
attention to a particular part of an image, and placement of a textual label 
at the other end of the line indicates a relation between that part of the 
picture and a linguistically expressed concept.

The pedagogical problems involved with replete pictorial represen-
tations raise the question of whether there is any pedagogical value to 
these images. However, authors and editors are choosing to mitigate the 
drawbacks of these images by combining them with text, pointers, and 
diagrams, rather than eliminating them. This suggests that detailed picto-
rial representations have some distinctive advantages over other forms of 
representation such as text and diagrams.

What kind of advantages do detailed images offer? Myers claims that 
the detail is not informative, but that it does convey the impression that 
the picture provides immediate contact with reality.20 If that is all the 
detail provides, then it might be useful in generating student interest by 
establishing a sense of personal connection to the depicted subject. If so, 
then pictorial representations would make a pedagogical contribution 
through their effect on student motivation, rather than making a cogni-
tive contribution to learning biology. While on this view, the detail is not 
entirely gratuitous, there is reason to think that it plays a more substantive 
role in learning biology.

The value of the detail involved in pictorial representation lies in relat-
ing detailed information about biological individuals to important con-
ceptual themes. For example, viewing the electron micrograph in relation 
to a diagram has the potential to do more than convey a sense of imme-
diacy: these images are a key source of evidence for cell structure, and 
understanding the relation between two different kinds of images involves 
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learning not just to relate the form of an electron micrograph to concepts 
like “mitochondrion” and other forms of representation of cell structure, 
but to perform the visual abstraction from the micrograph that is a key to 
understanding the micrograph as evidence for the structural claim.

Lynch’s discussion of fi gures that pair an electron micrograph with a 
diagram suggests how this works. The diagram has a relatively simple vis-
ible form, compared to the electron micrograph. The pairing between a 
pictorial representation and a diagram with a similar form helps the reader 
identify which visible features of the micrograph are important through a 
visual comparison of similar parts of the two fi gures.21 This type of compari-
son can be further facilitated by lines that connect areas in the micrograph 
with those in the diagram (fi gure 10.1). The pairing not only makes the 
pictorial representation more comprehensible, it also relates the content 
of the diagram to an image that is the result of a mechanical detection 
process. Understanding the connection between the theoretical content of 
the diagram and the evidence for those claims as presented in the electron 
micrograph is essential for understanding biology as a science. Present-
ing detailed pictorial representations allows students to understand that 
connection through learning how to make the perceptual links between 
detailed pictures and abstract diagrams. This is a signifi cant perceptual 
and cognitive achievement. In a prior paper, Lynch shows that the dia-
gram is not merely a simplifi ed version of the micrograph; relative to the 
pictorial representation, corresponding parts of the diagram are altered in 
different ways.22 These include making some parts of the diagram look 
more similar to each other than do corresponding areas in the micrograph, 
and increasing the contrast between other parts of the diagram (relative to 
the corresponding areas in the micrograph.)23 The use of detailed picto-
rial representations thus provides an important resource through which 
students learn to “see for themselves” how evidence relates to theory.

Another example of how highly detailed images can play a substantive 
pedagogical role is in the use of replete pictorial representations—espe-
cially photographs—to teach students about the diversity of living systems, 
often a key theme in an introductory biology course. While the details 
of photos can impede the recognition of salient details in a single photo-
graph, clustering multiple photographs offers an easy way to communicate 
about differences. Photographs’ capacity for detail can be exploited; the 
overall morphological differences are reinforced by the differences in 
color, textures, and so forth. So, for example, a section on plants might 
include a clustered fi gure of several photographs, chosen for distinctive 
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differences in form.24 The student can enjoy the aesthetic appeal of the 
image and soak in the details while being in no danger of missing the main 
point about how these different organisms relate to one another: they share 
an ancestor but have signifi cant differences in their traits.

Schematic Diagrams

Photographs, electron micrographs, and naturalistic drawings all involve 
different relations between their visible forms and their contents, but all 
share the general characteristic that detailed visible features convey infor-
mation about detailed properties of the subject of the image. Diagram-
matic representations, on the other hand, involve signifi cant differences in 
how their forms relate to their contents. Diagrams all share a low relative 
repleteness. That is, relative to the examples discussed in the previous sec-
tion, few visible features of the diagram are interpreted as representing 
features of the subject matter. Diagrams can be sorted into signifi cantly 
different types, however, and it is the more specifi c representational fea-
tures of each type that explain its potential to play a pedagogical role. Two 
types of diagrams are especially common in biology textbooks.25

The most common type of diagram in general biology textbooks is 
characterized by the fact that generic visible features, rather than exact 
visible details, are interpreted as conveying information, and the informa-
tion they convey pertains to generic, rather than specifi c, properties. For 
example, in the diagram in the right panel of fi gure 10.1 the visible features 
that convey information about the structure of the endoplasmic reticulum 
include lines, shading, and black dots. But it does not represent the endo-
plasmic reticulum as having ribosomes in exact numbers or in locations 
corresponding to the locations of the black dots in the diagram; instead, 
the fi gure represents generic structural features of the organelle, including 
representing it as having some number of ribosomes attached. Similarly, 
it does not represent all endoplasmic reticula as having the specifi c shape 
that corresponds to that of the curved lines in the diagram. It is not the exact 
shape of the curves that conveys information, but more generic properties 
of the image that convey information, like the curved, contiguous nature 
of the boundary. Those in turn are interpreted to refer to correspondingly 
more generic properties, so that this line represents the endoplasmic re-
ticulum as bounded by a continuous membrane. Such diagrams have the 
capacity to represent features that are shared among many individuals, even 
though those individuals differ in the ways those features are instantiated.
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Above I claimed that schematic diagrams could resolve the pedagogical 
problems inherent in representing biological structure with pictorial rep-
resentations. Schematic diagrams are effective in this role for two reasons: 
fi rst, they are less replete, so there is a reduction in detail and correspond-
ing focus of attention on signifi cant content. This solves the problem of 
gratuitous detail.

Second, schematic diagrams offer more than mere reduction of detail: 
they convey a different kind of content than pictorial representations. The 
nature of their form-content relations provides a way to represent biologi-
cal classes in cases when the individual members of those classes vary. Im-
ages whose form-content relationship involves relating relatively generic 
visible features to relatively generic properties are especially well suited to 
representing biological features that vary in how they are instantiated. This 
offers a solution to the problem raised by Daston and Galison, in which 
an individual is depicted in detail, which then represents a class whose 
members vary in those specifi c properties. Instead, schematic diagrams 
like this offer a way to communicate about the shared features of a class of 
objects, even when the individuals of that class vary in how they instanti-
ate those shared features. For this reason, they are very effective means to 
express generalizations about biological structure.

Schematic diagrams are also very effective means for representing the 
components of biological systems. This is important explanatory content 
in biology. One of the key aims of introductory courses is to generate an 
understanding of biological systems in terms of their material composi-
tion, and that is explained in large part by identifying the signifi cant parts 
of a biological system at a particular level of organization. Diagrams relat-
ing components at one level of organization to the next are ubiquitous: 
they are used to represent organelles as the key components of cells, to 
show that tissues are composed of cells, how organs relate to physiological 
systems, and so on. Diagrammatic representation involves an important 
limitation when it comes to communicating about this key theme. While 
they are very effective means of representing the components of one level 
of organization, they are not effective means of communicating about rela-
tions among multiple levels of organization, due to limits in space and 
human visual acuity. While it’s easy to make out the component parts 
of a cell diagram, representation of the component parts of the organ-
elles would make their overall structure less visually prominent. Not only 
would the structure of, say, a mitochondrion be more diffi cult to pick out, 
but in addition, the details of mitochondrial components—the structure 
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of the atp synthase, for example—would be diffi cult to see. The size and 
scaling of the diagram in how it represents the highest level of biological 
organization imposes limits on the lowest level that can be included and 
still be discriminated by human visual perception.

Textbook images rarely push these limits. Instead, textbooks mitigate 
this limitation in the pedagogical usefulness of schematic diagrams by vi-
sually linking multiple diagrams, each of which represents only two levels 
of organization. A typical kind of fi gure has a telescoping structure, with 
a chain of diagrams linking one level of organization to another, which 
collectively relate multiple levels of organization, from organelle to eco-
system for example.26 The solution has its own limitations: a telescoping 
diagram can only trace out a trajectory from one type of cell through one 
type of organ system, and so on. This technique cannot provide global 
information about how all the different lower-level structures relate to any 
one higher-level feature, nor can it show one lower-level structure, like a 
generic cell, in relation to multiple different higher-level structures. It can, 
however, relate one kind of biological entity, such as an individual organ-
ism, to its component parts, at successively lower levels of organization.

A similar technique can be used to show the structures of several differ-
ent things at one level of organization, using arrows to indicate that they 
are components of a wider system. Consider fi gure 10.2. The arrows in 

10.2. Linked schematic diagram. Fig. 40.2, p. 837, Biology 6th ed. by Neil A. Campbell 

and Jane B. Reece. Copyright © by Pearson Education, Inc. Used by Permission.
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such diagrams are completely arbitrary: unlike the individual structural 
diagrams at the periphery, understanding the arrows does not involve 
relating the shape of the arrow to the shape of a biological structure. In-
stead, the arrow functions as a label, indicating an abstract concept: that 
one diagram is related to another. Comprehension of this fi gure depends 
on understanding the difference in interpretation applied to the arrow 
compared to the different structure diagrams, including the difference 
in scaling between the central and peripheral diagrams. Setting aside the 
question of how students know how to interpret such a diagram, it offers a 
concise way to summarize the many different kinds of structural relations 
at one level of organization—that of tissues—and to relate them all to a 
higher level of organization.

Compositional Diagrams

There is another form of diagram that appears in all contemporary in-
troductory biology textbooks. Compositional diagrams use a more precise 
type of relationship between diagrammatic form and content than that 
which characterizes schematic diagrams. Familiar examples of composi-
tional diagrams include chemical diagrams, electrical circuit diagrams, 
and some diagrams of biological models, such as diagrams of the Krebs 
cycle. These are less common in textbooks than schematic diagrams, but 
compositional diagrams are well suited to convey a different kind of con-
tent from schematic diagrams. Figure 10.3 is a typical example. Note that 
at fi rst glance, it doesn’t appear to be a different kind of diagram from a 
schematic diagram. However, the difference is not a matter of the visual 
appearance of the two kinds of fi gures, but the ways their visible features 
are related to their referents. Compositional diagrams are composed of 
discrete visible elements—atomic characters, like arrows, lines, and other 
shapes—which are used to refer to things in the same way that names 
refer: they function as labels. Atomic characters are assigned referents by 
stipulation, and often have no resemblance to their referents at all. Note 
the shapes used to represent dna bases in fi gure 10.3: those shapes have no 
similarity relation to the shapes of the bases. The important thing about 
compositional diagrams is that the spatial arrangement of atomic charac-
ters in space is signifi cant: spatial relations among the atomic characters 
are used to represent relations among the things the atomic characters 
refer to. In fi gure 10.3, contiguity between the C, A, T, G shapes on the 
one hand, and one of the ribbons, on the other, is used to represent co-
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valent bonding of a specifi c base to the sugar-phosphate chains. Three dots 
between a C and a G, or a T and A pair, are used to represent hydrogen 
bonding between bases. Because the length of the “ribbons” is used to 
refer to the length of the sugar-phosphate chains, the vertical placement 
of the C/G and T/A shapes along those lengths represents the base pairs as 
stacked internally between the sugar-phosphate chains.

This feature is quite different from schematic diagrams, which do not 
use spatial relations in the fi gure to represent properties of the subject 
matter in the same precise, systematic way. Recall that they do not rep-
resent precise details of system components; a schematic diagram of a 
cell interior does not represent precise numbers and locations of mito-
chondria, for example. Rather, mitochondria are represented as inside the 
cytoplasm—a more generic feature—rather than at specifi c distances from 
the cell’s nucleus: the spatial relation between the area representing the 
mitochondrion and the area representing the nucleus is not interpreted 

10.3 Compositional diagram. 
Campbell and Reese, 291. Figure 
16.5a. Caption: “The double helix. (a) 
Key features of the double helix. The 
‘ribbons’ in this diagram represent the 
sugar-phosphate backbones of the two 
DNA strands. The Helix is ‘right-handed,’ 
curving up to the right. The two strands 
are held together by hydrogen bonds 
(dotted lines) between the nitrogenous 
bases, which are paired in the interior 
of the double helix.” From Campbell, Neil 

A.; Reece, Jane B.; Biology, 6th ed., (c) 2002, 

p. 291. Reprinted by permission of Pearson 

Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New 

Jersey.
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as representing the distance between a mitochondrion and the nucleus 
inside every cell. It is possible to represent details of how organelles might 
be packed together. To appreciate both the information that is left out in 
schematic diagrams and the visual difference made by representing the 
spatial relations among cell components, see David Goodsell’s representa-
tions of cell interiors.27 While experts can appreciate the content of such 
images, the visual crowding takes the visual focus off of the features of the 
component parts and distinctions among the system parts.

The use of spatial relations to convey specifi c information about rela-
tions among the referents of the atomic characters, however, is what makes 
compositional diagrams especially useful for conveying explanatory content 
in biology. Often properties of a biological system are explained by (a) the 
components of the system and (b) how those components interrelate.28 
Compositional diagrams use atomic characters to refer to the components 
of the system, and then spatial relations among those characters model the 
relations among system components that explain system-level features, like 
why a macromolecule has a particular shape, or the sequence of reactions 
that relate the different compounds involved in the Krebs cycle.29 Because 
they represent very few details about the component parts of biological 
systems, the focus is on how system components relate to one another. In 
fi gure 10.3, for example, there is no information about the structure of the 
sugar-phosphate chain.

In compositional diagrams, the visible forms of the atomic characters 
can be chosen on pragmatic grounds, for visual clarity of relations among 
the atomic characters, easy differentiation between different atomic charac-
ters, and easy association of each atomic character with its referent. These 
choices can be made completely independently of how spatial relations 
among the atomic characters are interpreted, leaving fi gure designers with 
a great deal of fl exibility in whether there will be any kind of perceived 
resemblance between atomic characters or not. As a result, compositional 
diagrams can be used to represent very abstract content because there is 
no need for the visible features of the atomic characters to resemble any 
property of their referent.30 In addition, because the forms of the atomic 
characters need not represent any of the properties of the system com-
ponents, compositional diagrams offer a representational format that 
emphasizes relations among the components of a biological system—in 
contrast to schematic diagrams, which are most effective at representing 
characteristics of the components of a biological system. Schematic dia-
grams also represent generic part/whole relations, but they are most useful 
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for communicating about generic properties of system components and 
convey little specifi c information about how those components relate to 
one another within a biological system.

The capacity to represent explanatory relations among system compo-
nents, as well as their capacity to convey abstract content, also explains 
why textbooks frequently use compositional diagrams to convey informa-
tion about biological processes. For some diagrams, spatial relations refer 
to nonspatial features, such as the biochemical transitions between two 
particular states involved in a biological process. For example, diagrams of 
the Krebs (or citric acid) cycle involve representations of individual car-
bon compounds connected in a circular form by arrows. Such variation 
in the type of form-content relations involved in a single fi gure can result 
in signifi cant confusion for students. While the diagrams of the carbon 
compounds do use spatial features to represent spatial relations (the lines 
represent bonds between atoms), the circular pattern does not represent a 
shape or change in location, but rather a sequence of transitions. This has 
been demonstrated to cause confusion among undergraduates, who inter-
preted the circular form to indicate that the reactions occur in a circular 
area.31 Nevertheless, such a diagram is standard; in spite of its potential 
for confusion, it highlights the important relations among the component 
parts of the cycle: the sequential relations between different carbon com-
pounds, and the enzymes that catalyze the successive transitions.

Conclusion

The study investigated three different kinds of fi gures in biology textbooks, 
and analysis of their form-content relations has clarifi ed and explained 
the pedagogical advantages and limitations of using each of these types of 
fi gures in introductory textbooks.

The fi gures discussed in this paper show that images can provide very 
effective ways to communicate about biological concepts.32 In spite of 
their pedagogical liabilities, replete pictorial representations are common, 
and we now know that images like photographs and electron micrographs 
do more than merely convey information about the individual depicted. 
They play an important function in fostering the inferential move from a 
detailed representation of the properties of a particular individual—which 
include many specifi c properties that will vary from individual to indi-
vidual—to conclusions about the higher-order structural features that are 
shared. Schematic diagrams were shown to be extremely effective tools for 
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representing relations between two successive levels of structural organiza-
tion, and they have the capacity to do so without representing fi ne-grained 
details of structure. For this reason, schematic diagrams can communicate 
the generic features that hold for all individuals at a level without having 
to choose to represent a class via depiction of a particular individual, with 
detailed properties that aren’t shared. Compositional diagrams use spatial 
relations to represent functionally explanatory relations among parts of a 
biological system (fi gure 10.3). They are excellent tools for representing 
the relations among components at one level of organization that account 
for structural features or biological processes. In short, images offer signifi -
cant cognitive value to life science students. The proliferation of images in 
textbooks is not just a matter of enticing students to engage with the text; 
rather, the images offer important pedagogical advantages.
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Introduction

Many lament that the United States is losing its edge in science and tech-
nology. A 2007 study reported that 52 percent of Americans believe that the 
United States is not performing well in math and science relative to other 
countries, and 64 percent think that the average American is not scientifi -
cally well informed.1 These popular views are bolstered by data from re-
cent studies. The National Science Board’s 2006 Science and Engineering 
Indicators report, which was based on science and mathematics literacy 
tests administered to high school seniors in 29 developed countries, showed 
that even the best U.S. students perform near the bottom internationally.2 
There is a general fear that if current trends continue, America will lose its 
place on the world stage as a scientifi c and economic powerhouse.3

It is not clear to what American decline in performance should be at-
tributed. The American public has not lost interest in science. On the 
contrary, most Americans claim that science is interesting and important 
and maintain that it is important that we remain a world leader in scien-
tifi c development and research.4 Some of the decline in performance may 
be attributable to changes in interest driven by cultural shifts, including 
greater emphasis on material wealth and the cult of celebrity, but most 
explanations instead focus on the failure of our educational system to 
adequately prepare students to engage with scientifi c and technological 
discourse.5 The National Science Board’s study concludes, “We know—
and this report demonstrates—that there is a need to make drastic changes 
within the Nation’s science and mathematics classrooms. If not, our Na-
tion risks raising generations of students and citizens who do not know 
how to think critically and make informed decisions based on technical 
and scientifi c information.”6

chapter eleven

Neuroimages, Pedagogy, and Society
Adina L. Roskies
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If education, not interest, is the problem, then one way to begin to 
improve our nation’s scientifi c literacy is to fi x upon scientifi c issues that 
capture the public’s imagination and interest and use these as vehicles 
for training the public to engage in more sophisticated scientifi c thinking 
and discourse. An area that has obvious popular appeal is the study of 
the human brain. We are perennially fascinated with questions about our 
own minds. What makes us tick? What makes us cognitively different from 
other animals? In what ways are we similar? How do we see, think, plan, 
talk, and move? What is the biological nature of various mental dysfunc-
tions? More generally, how do minds arise from brain function?

The New Sciences of the Brain

Until recently, our scientifi c understanding of the human brain was 
rather limited. Our knowledge, such as it was, was based on inferences 
derived from the study of nervous systems of nonhuman animals, or it was 
acquired from the study of brains of the deceased or from psychological 
observations of the damaged brain. Previously unthinkable opportunities 
for knowledge have now been opened by the development of noninvasive 
techniques for probing brain function in normal, intact, cognizing human 
beings. At the center of these techniques are brain investigation methods 
that provide us with images of the functioning brain. These neuroimaging 
techniques allow researchers to associate the performance of particular 
cognitive tasks with measurements refl ecting brain activity. By correlat-
ing functional components of a task performed while a subject is being 
scanned with measured differences in signal from which brain activity 
levels are inferred, we can gain a deeper understanding of how cognitive 
function is subserved by the human brain. In this chapter I will focus 
upon functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), a now widely used 
method for studying the brain bases of cognition.7

The development of fMRI over the last decade and a half has spawned 
a burgeoning new subfi eld of neuroscience. Although fMRI accounted for 
just a trickle of papers during its fi rst years of development, now several 
hundred academic journal articles employing fMRI as a research method 
are published each month. Not only has the number of studies increased 
dramatically in the last decade, but the nature of the studies undertaken 
has changed too.8 A survey of the topics of study over time reveals a gradual 
progression in the kinds of the tasks and functions studied, from simple 
sensory and motor functions to more and more high-level cognitive tasks 
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and sophisticated behaviors.9 Recent studies have moved toward under-
standing social interactions and interpersonal relations and have focused 
on phenomena as diverse as moral judgment, trust, love, retribution, and 
empathy. Thus, imaging is being used to investigate functions that many 
have come to think of as uniquely human. Via imaging, we are beginning 
to put a biological face on aspects of our lives that have heretofore been 
outside the scope of the natural sciences.

The increase in neuroimaging’s profi le in science has been paralleled 
by an increased visibility in popular outlets. Many of these studies are 
impacting popular culture, brought to the public’s attention through the 
media and lay publications.10 The number of reports in the popular media 
both refl ects and encourages the enthusiasm of the public for the deliver-
ances and potential of these novel imaging methods. Given worries about 
America’s waning infl uence and expertise in science, neuroimaging’s abil-
ity to engage the public’s interest in basic science is laudable.

Neuroimages are visual representations of scientifi c data that allow the 
layperson to see beyond the familiar barrier of the human skull to the 
internal mystery, the hidden frontier of the human brain. The technical 
results from neuroimaging studies are typically rendered in the clearly rec-
ognizable, visually striking, and easily digestible format of the brain image. 
In addition to being an important way of evaluating, representing, and 
synthesizing results in the fi eld of neuroimaging itself, neuroimages are 
the primary vehicle used for conveying the results of a study to the public. 
In these images, the relative degree and extent of neural activity is indi-
cated by localized contours of pseudocolored regions superimposed upon 
a grayscale image of a whole brain or brain section. The images appear to 
be visual representations of a concrete object, and the colorful overlay rep-
resenting brain activity is visually interesting and arresting. In the popular 
media, these images are usually accompanied by a short caption or expla-
nation of the function they are meant to represent; the implication of this 
brevity is that the caption suffi ces to capture the representational value or 
meaning of the image. The take-home message thus seems simple and 
straightforward. Adding to the sense of familiarity imparted by this way of 
representing imaging results is the neuroimage’s visual similarity to other 
types of scientifi c images, such as the weather maps that appear regularly 
on the evening news, and more mundane images such as photographs. 
Unlike many more abstract representations of physiological data, such as 
graphs, phase-spaces, equations, or the like, the brain image seems con-
crete, accessible, and easily graspable.
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Thus, in imaging we have an advanced technology that is potentially 
widely harnessed, suited to investigating complex biological processes that 
are intimately tied to our highest cognitive abilities, and able to deliver 
results that superfi cially appear quite straightforward to a largely unsophis-
ticated and enamored populace. This profi le brings with it certain dan-
gers, for the potential for misunderstanding and misuse of neuroimaging 
results is enormous. To illustrate, there are several companies engaged 
in studying the potential of neuroimaging for lie detection. Although the 
data these companies report may seem compelling, properly understood, 
they are not. Given an understanding of the technological limitations, 
the nature of the data upon which the reports are based, and the rates of 
false positives and negatives, these techniques would pose serious ethical 
problems if admitted in court.11 However, one can well imagine a scenario 
in which an “expert” could convince a jury that a defendant lied if he 
backed his case with an image clearly showing activation in, for example, 
“the deception area” (see fi gure 11.1).12 Misuse of imaging is not a potential 
problem restricted to lie detection, or even the legal system. Similar sorts 
of scenarios can be easily imagined involving racial prejudice, negative 
emotions, and so on. In addition, one can imagine instances in which im-
ages might be conceived of as screening devices for future behavior, job fi t-
ness, health insurance and the like. They could readily be used as vehicles 
to justify differential treatment of some person or group, especially if not 
responsibly evaluated. The public simply lacks the degree of understand-
ing necessary for evaluating the reasonableness of claims or assessing the 
quality of evidence derived from an imaging study.

At this point, the worries expressed above are largely conjecture, but 
there is evidence that neuroimages lend the impression of evidential 
support even when they are irrelevant to an explanation. In a series of 
psychological experiments, Deena Skolnick Weisberg and colleagues 
provided naive subjects with adequate or poor explanations for a variety 
of psychological phenomena, and in some instances supplemented these 
with irrelevant claims about neural activity as shown by imaging. The sub-
jects were asked to evaluate the quality of the explanations. These same 
explanations given to experts confi rmed that the claims about regions of 
brain activity did not add to the quality of the explanation—indeed, ex-
perts rated the explanations with the irrelevant information as less satisfac-
tory than those that only contained relevant information. However, naive 
subjects consistently rated the explanations with the irrelevant details from 
neuroimaging as better explanations. This confi rms that laypeople tend to 
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impart to imaging data an evidential status that is unrelated to their actual 
evidential role. Further empirical studies need to be done to determine 
exactly how the layperson interprets images and what factors infl uence 
their attributions of evidential weight. For instance, useful insight could be 
gained from understanding how information presented as a brain image is 
apprehended differently from the same information otherwise presented. 
If these worries and others that have been expressed in the literature are 
even approximately correct, it is imperative that we as a society become 
cognizant of the dangers inherent in naive public consumption of brain 
images.13 Otherwise, we may end up hostage to our own technologies.

11.1 fMRI image showing average brain activation in 22 individuals performing a modifi ed 
Guilty Knowledge Test (Langleben et al., “Telling Truth from Lie in Individual Subjects with 
Fast Event-Related fMRI,” Human Brain Mapping 26 [2005]: 262). The highlighted areas in the 
medial and inferior frontal gyri are more active during the lie responses, and areas in the 
parietal cortex are more active during truthful responses. Image courtesy Kosha Ruparel and 

Daniel Langleben, University of Pennsylvania
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Part of what is involved in understanding science, being able to think 
critically about it, and being able to apply scientifi c knowledge in practi-
cal and policy decision making involves being aware of the limitations of 
science, the epistemic status of scientifi c fi ndings, and associated ethical 
issues. A recent survey of articles on neuroimaging in the popular media 
has assessed them on a number of dimensions relevant to these concerns, 
including degree to which they are critical of the techniques and the im-
plications of the scientifi c results, their descriptiveness, and the clarity with 
which they discuss scientifi c limitations. The study revealed that, overall, 
media reports of imaging studies tend to be simplistic and uncritical, and 
few mention the ethical issues potentially engendered by these novel 
methods.14 It is not going out on a limb to claim that media exposure of 
this sort does not serve to responsibly inform or educate the public; rather, 
it is a manifestation of the general problem with science education.

This paper will attempt to begin to redress these shortcomings by dis-
cussing the epistemological issues involved in neuroimaging. Images are 
widely used in conveying information about the life sciences because 
they are cognitively approachable tools. And indeed they are: the seem-
ing accessibility of neuroimages, and the grip they have on the scientifi c 
and public imagination makes them important conduits of information 
about the progress of neuroscience. However, in thinking about the role 
of images in scientifi c pedagogy, we typically consider the image as un-
problematic tool, rather than as object of discovery. In this discussion, 
however, we recognize the tool’s more problematic aspects, and position 
the image itself as the object of scientifi c interest. The simple visual for-
mat of the image belies its complexity and provides no indication of its 
provenance or the wealth of theory that must be employed in order to 
properly understand the information that it represents. The experimental 
design, data collection, data analysis, and interpretation of neuroimaging 
experiments are complex and theory laden, and so is the image gener-
ated by these experiments. Failure to appreciate this has the potential to 
lead to misinterpretation and misuse of neuroimaging data.15 In what fol-
lows, I will consider the source of the popular appeal of neuroimaging, 
and some potential concerns that accompany the development of such 
powerful, complex, and yet widely accessible techniques. In particular, I 
will focus upon a mismatch between the intuitive grasp of neuroimaging 
results made possible by the presentation of the data in imagistic form, 
and the interpretational diffi culties attending neuroimaging. I suggest that 
neuroimages are naively taken to be akin to photographs of brain activity. 
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Photographic images enjoy a certain epistemic status, and if neuroimages 
are analogous to photographs, it follows that they will be taken to enjoy a 
similar status. I consider here whether the analogy is warranted, and argue 
that in important ways it is not. This realization is important in order for 
the evidential status of neuroimages to be properly appreciated. I will end 
with a discussion of the role of pedagogy in mediating a responsible public 
consumption of the yields of these new methods.

Vision as a Privileged Way of Knowing

To appreciate the role of the image in representing and conveying infor-
mation, we might fi rst look to the modality it harnesses. Images are appre-
hended by, and to at least some degree interpreted by, our visual faculties. 
Humans, along with many other primates, are visual animals. Visual cues 
have been highly salient for survival in our evolutionary history, and we 
have evolved to be extremely adept processors of visual information. An 
enormous percentage of our visual cortex is dedicated to visual processing, 
and even more of it responds in some way to visual signals. In other words, 
vision is one of the primary ways we have of knowing about the world.

The connection between vision and knowledge is evident both at the 
folk and the philosophical level. Not only do we see objects, such as cups, 
computers, and cars. We see properties, such as color, texture, size, and 
motion, and we see changes in those properties. Some argue that we even 
see emotions, or abstract objects such as facts or propositions: I see your 
anger, or I see that you are too tired to drive. The idea that seeing grounds 
knowledge is implicit in our speech and our practices. For example, 
commonly used idioms like “seeing is believing,” “you have to see it for 
yourself,” “I saw it with my own eyes,” or even the simple phrase, “I see” 
to express understanding illustrate the connection that is drawn between 
seeing something and presumptive knowledge. The importance of eyewit-
ness testimony in trials is a social manifestation of the role vision plays in 
generating knowledge, and its privileged evidential status is indicative of 
the privileged role vision has relative to many other potential sources of 
knowledge. In philosophy, too, vision is granted a special status over other 
sensory modalities. Philosophy of perception is dominated by concerns 
about the relation of visual experience to belief and knowledge, while 
other sensory modalities are usually viewed as subsidiary.

Vision also enjoys a certain privileged status in the acquisition of sci-
entifi c knowledge. Through various devices or inferential processes, the 
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power of vision has been extended to lay open to us much of the world that 
has previously been invisible. For example, we see by means of various 
intermediary devices such as microscopes or telescopes, objects too small, 
or too far to be seen with the naked eye.16 Many devices convert nonvisual 
quantities into representations in the visual realm: for example, voltage 
is a nonvisual property that is visually represented by an oscilloscope. We 
commonly accept that we see what are, at some level, theoretical entities. 
Because of other ways we have of seeing what is not ordinarily visible, 
the notion that we can see objects and properties that are not open to the 
naked eye no longer troubles any but philosophers. The layperson accepts 
as unproblematic that we see galaxies through telescopes, the sea fl oor 
through sonar, and cellular organelles through electron microscopes. It is 
no great leap for her to accept that we see brains through scanners.

Given the common acceptance that we can see brains, and the com-
monsense notion that what we see is, in a sense, the objective truth, the 
presumption is that scanners allow us to see objective features of brain 
activity. While this is undeniably true in some sense, it can be misleading 
when taken at face value. The goal here is to explicate the way in which it 
is true, and ways in which it is not.

The Photography Analogy

My supposition is that the layperson apprehends a neuroimage much as 
he does a photograph, whether taken from a regular camera, or taken 
through an optical microscope or a telescope. The neuroimage is also 
produced by the operation of a mechanical instrument. The image it 
generates has the look of a snapshot of brain activity, where the brain—a 
concrete object made up of gray and white matter—is visually apparent 
in the grayscale background image, and the activity is clearly perceived in 
the well-defi ned, precisely located color contours. Brain activity, so repre-
sented, seems unmistakably present and localizable. When labeled with a 
caption, such as “Trust in the Brain,” interpretation of these images seems 
to require no deep theoretical knowledge: trust occurs in the brain in the 
locations that correspond spatially to where the brightly colored spots are 
on the brain image. It also seems apparent that this pattern of activity has 
certain objectivity: the activity is obvious upon cursory visual inspection, 
and any observer will see the same thing. In many respects, the neuro-
image resembles a photograph, but a photograph of the brain in operation, 
rather than of a scene, a galaxy, or a cell. The objectivity conveyed by 
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the image appears to give the results a certain unimpeachable epistemic 
status—it seems as if the image leaves no room for disputes.

This is what seems to be the case, and we may suppose that if people 
take neuroimages to be like photographs of brain activity, then they will 
think the images have an epistemic status akin to that held by photographs. 
Thus, we may be able to understand the epistemic status naively accorded 
to brain images derivatively, by coming to understand the epistemic sta-
tus of photographs. The epistemic status of photography has been a topic 
of some discussion in aesthetics, so I will rely upon others’ work to set 
the stage.17 In particular, I discuss three features that have been identi-
fi ed as contributing to the evidential status of photographs: Transparency, 
counterfactual dependence, and theory independence. My concern here 
is not to defend these properties as constitutive of the evidential weight 
ascribed to photographs, but rather to evaluate the aptness of the anal-
ogy between photography and neuroimaging by analyzing the extent to 
which neuroimages share the above characteristics. In other words, do 
neuroimages actually have the same epistemic status as do photographs? 
No. In important ways neuroimaging differs from photography. Moreover, 
the ways in which it differs are not apparent upon visual inspection of the 
images. Considerable theoretical sophistication is required to appreciate 
the ways in which they diverge. This is one reason that neuroimages are 
apt to mislead.

Exploring the Photography Analogy

Transparency

Kendall Walton has famously claimed that photographs are transparent: 
that we “see through the photograph to the object being photographed.”18 
Transparency attributes certain objectivity to photography, because it 
claims that a photograph literally presents us with the object it is of, rather 
than a facsimile or a fi gure that merely bears a likeness to the object. Wal-
ton’s thesis of transparency is quite radical, but a less radical transparency 
thesis is both more defensible and a suffi cient illustration of the evidential 
relationship a photograph bears to its object. According to the view of 
transparency I prefer, a photograph is transparent with respect to a certain 
type of feature of an object if the photograph instantiates that feature, or 
shares it.19 Of course, it is not suffi cient that a feature is merely instantiated 
in the photograph—the feature must be instantiated in such a way that 
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it preserves certain relations among features of the object. In particular, 
photographs instantiate two-dimensional projections of visual features 
such as color, shape, shading, and texture, as well as preserving projec-
tions of the spatial relations between them.20 Both Walton and Cohen and 
Meskin locate a great deal of the evidential import of photographs in the 
fact that many of the surface visual properties of the photograph are visual 
properties of its object.21 Because photographs carry information about 
many of the visual properties of their objects by instantiating those very 
properties, in seeing the photograph we can imagine we are seeing the 
object.22

Can neuroimaging support the transparency claim? It may appear to, 
for it may seem that in seeing a brain image we are seeing the brain at 
work, and indeed that is what the lay person is apt to think. However, 
the pseudo-colored image does not instantiate the visual features of an 
active brain, for brain activity does not actually manifest itself in visible 
changes, let alone changes that are accurately refl ected by the rough 
pixelated color profi les characteristic of brain images. The properties rel-
evant to neural activity are changes in electrical properties such as voltage 
and current, and their underlying physical substrates such as ion fl uxes, 
protein conformation changes, and neurochemical diffusion. While this 
already casts doubt on the transparency claim, it is subject to even more 
severe problems. For not only are these properties of neural activity not 
visible properties in the classic sense, but they are not the properties that 
fMRI measures. Instead, what fMRI measures are changes in magnetic 
properties of blood and tissue that result from changes in blood fl ow and 
volume concomitant with neural activity.23 These changes in magnetic 
properties also do not manifest as changes in visual properties. The link 
between what fMRI measures and neural activity is mediated by multiple 
theoretical inferences, involving, for example, such theoretical quantities 
as changes in decay times of coherently precessing particles and magnetic 
fi eld inhomogeneities. Thus, fMRI measures one type of factor in order to 
allow the inference of changes in quite different factors. If one traces the 
inferential steps between what is measured by the technique and what is 
claimed to be portrayed in the image, it becomes clear that one does not 
see the properties of the brain instantiated in the image.

There are a number of other ways in which neuroimages fail to be 
transparent, but here I’ll mention just one other. Different neuroimages 
variously represent the relation of the color spectrum to neural activity.24 
Not much sophistication is required to recognize that the colors exhibited 
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are not meant to indicate colors in the brain, but precisely what they are 
meant to represent is not always apparent. Importantly, colors are variously 
used in different studies to represent quite different parameters related 
to neural activity. Sometimes they are used to represent the percentage 
signal change during the performance of some task relative to another; 
other times they are used to refl ect the statistical signifi cance of the signal 
change, and other times the proportion or number of cases that show sta-
tistically signifi cant changes in that relative location. Thus, the very same 
visual image could refl ect a very different scientifi c datum, depending 
upon the intended interpretation. In many cases, visual inspection of the 
image does not suffi ce to specify the intended interpretation. Sometimes 
the correct interpretation is indicated in the fi gure legend. However, oc-
casionally the only way the correct interpretation can be discerned is by a 
reasonably careful perusal of the original scientifi c paper. In the popular 
media the proper interpretation of the image data is rarely made explicit, 
and moreover, the layperson is rarely aware that alternative interpretations 
are possible.

Neuroimages give the impression of simplicity, but neuroimaging is in 
fact a very complex and unintuitive technique. The failure of transpar-
ency is not evident in the image itself, and most people are completely 
unaware of the scientifi c basis of neuroimaging techniques and the sorts of 
inferential steps necessary in order to draw conclusions about brain activ-
ity from a brain image.25 Were people to acquire even this meta-scientifi c 
knowledge, they might be prompted to be more wary of accepting at face 
value their naive interpretation of a brain image.

Causal and Counterfactual Dependence

There are many different types of images, and some have greater epistemic 
import than others. Paintings, for instance, can be virtually indistinguish-
able from photographs, and thus as realistic as them. However, paintings 
carry less epistemic weight than photographs: from paintings one cannot 
reliably infer the existence of the subject or its properties, even though 
they can faithfully represent these qualities. Photographs, on the other 
hand, seem to be more closely tied to reality. For instance, if we evaluate 
the suitability of different types of images for serving as legal evidence, it 
is clear that photography is superior to painting: a photograph of a suspect 
engaging in a crime is far more compelling than a visually indistinguish-
able painting would be. This shows that there are aspects of photography 
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that contribute to its evidential status, but do not derive purely from the 
visual properties of the photograph. As a number of philosophers have 
argued, these derive from factors related to the technology and conven-
tions employed.26

In particular, photographs are suitable as evidence because of the infor-
mational relationship they bear to their subjects. Photographs are causally 
and counterfactually dependent on their subjects in a way that is different 
from the way paintings or drawings are.27 Had the subjects of a photograph 
been differently arranged, differently illuminated, had they had different 
visual properties, and so on, the resulting photograph would have been 
correspondingly different. Note that this counterfactual dependence is not 
thoroughgoing. Certain properties of that which is photographed could 
be altered without altering the photograph: the hidden aspects of objects 
could change with no change to the photograph; clever wax duplicates 
of objects could be substituted without a resulting change in the visual 
properties of the photograph, and so on. However, the types of changes the 
subject of the photograph can sustain without a concomitant change in 
the resulting photograph are limited, and are dependent on the technol-
ogy, and because we understand both the subjects and the technology, we 
have a good intuitive grasp of what those limits are.28 Cohen and Meskin 
stress the importance of people’s knowledge and background beliefs about 
photography in accounting for its evidentiary status.29

Like photography, neuroimages also bear reliable causal and coun-
terfactual relations to the phenomena they represent. It is the reliability 
of these relations that makes neuroimaging an appropriate technique for 
scientifi c investigations of brain function. However, the phenomena they 
directly represent are not the ones we are most interested in scientifi cally 
(see above). Insofar as neuroimages represent neural activity, imaging dif-
fers from photography in that the nature of the underlying counterfactual 
and causal relations is relatively underspecifi ed. While we are beginning 
to understand how neural activity patterns correlate with fMRI data, we 
don’t have robust explicit or even intuitive theories about what sorts of 
counterfactual relations they bear to each other.30 This is due in part to the 
limited spatial and temporal resolution of the technique, and its relatively 
low signal-to-noise ratio. It is also due to a lack of understanding of the 
precise relationships between neural activity and changes in blood fl ow, 
volume, and oxygenation. Because it is unclear what range of different 
activity patterns can lead to the same mr signal, what our inferences about 
changes in activity should be given a particular pattern is underconstrained 
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by the imaging results. The problem is compounded for the layperson, who 
is inclined to accept at face value the image as incontrovertible and to as-
sume that there is a one-to-one correspondence between functional image 
and the underlying activity. If this were correct, the absence of signifi cant 
activation in a subtraction image would imply that there was no change in 
underlying neural activity. However, that inference is demonstrably false: 
different patterns of neural activity can give rise to the same fMRI profi le.

As in the case of transparency, the image itself carries no clues as to the 
limits of interpretability, due to inadequate understanding of counterfac-
tual relations. It is likely that people think that interpretation in imaging is 
as unproblematic as it is in photography.

Theory Independence

Walton claims that one of the primary reasons that photographs are taken 
to be objective forms of evidence is that they are belief independent.31 
Whether this is an apt characterization of photography is dubious. Clearly, 
the beliefs or the desires of the photographer affect what she photographs, 
how she frames it, what lenses she uses, or how she lights it or exposes it, all 
of which affect the photograph produced. However, what is correct is that 
given that she does take a photograph from a certain place, with certain 
parameters, and so on, the resulting image is independent of her beliefs 
about her subject and about photography. The resulting image is depen-
dent solely on the scene the camera is pointed at, the fi lm, and the light 
reaching the fi lm.32 We might say that photography is theory independent. 
The nature of the image does not depend upon the photographer’s ac-
ceptance or denial of particular theories, and typically apprehension of the 
photograph is similarly theory independent.

The technology of the fMRI, in contrast, is highly theory dependent. 
While the mechanical process of magnetic resonance imaging is a causal 
process just as photography is, the image one ends up with is dependent 
upon a host of theoretically based decisions that the experimenter makes, 
and many of these must be relied upon in order to accurately interpret the 
image. For example, the pulse-sequences one uses in obtaining an image 
can have a dramatic effect on what image is obtained. While the tempta-
tion may be to liken this to the photographer’s choice of fi lm, the degrees of 
freedom here are much more extensive and interpretation must be based 
upon a theoretical understanding of the technique. This makes it substan-
tially different from, for instance, merely noting that the  photographic fi lm 
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used is color or infrared. As another example, the statistical analysis one 
employs in order to process the image data also signifi cantly affects the 
pattern of activity that an image represents. Merely changing the statistical 
threshold of the pseudocolored regions can result in different patterns and 
extents of “activated” regions; changing the color scheme can affect the 
visual effect it has on the viewer. Neuroimaging and photography occupy 
two extreme ends on a spectrum of theory dependence for technologies.33

More importantly but perhaps less obviously, the experimental para-
digm itself is highly theory dependent. Interpretation of images cannot be 
dissociated from an understanding of the tasks employed. Neuroimaging 
studies typically contrast a task of interest with either a baseline task or 
some comparison task. Because of this, what an image depicts is not a 
signal correlated with absolute levels of neural activity, but with differ-
ences in neural activity between task conditions. The profi le of activity 
for the very same task of interest could look entirely different given two 
different contrast tasks. For example, regions that are active in a task can 
appear as deactivated regions if they are more activated in the baseline 
task.34 The dependence of the image on the details of the tasks employed 
is an ineliminable aspect of neuroimaging studies, but because the task-
dependence is not apparent in the image itself, it is apt to be overlooked 
by naive consumers of neuroimaging. In general, a signifi cant amount 
of background knowledge is necessary in order to interpret the results of 
any neuroimaging study. While such details are often available in the 
technical papers in which neuroimaging results are primarily reported to 
the scientifi c community, the requisite background information is rarely 
included in any popular discussion of the study, and insuffi cient informa-
tion is presented to allow a proper understanding of the nature of the study 
itself, or an adequate assessment of the results.

Here I have identifi ed three characteristics that are important to the 
epistemic status of photographs that are not characteristics that apply (or 
apply in the same way) to neuroimages. However, one cannot look to the 
brain images themselves in order to appreciate the differences between 
photography and neuroimaging. Rather, one must develop a more sophis-
ticated understanding of the science and technology in order to adequately 
comprehend the ways in which imaging differs from photography, and the 
ways in which the deliverances of the two fail to be on par epistemically. 
Failure to do so can lead people to come to unwarranted conclusions 
about the meaning of a neuroimage or its status as evidence for or against 
some scientifi c or social claim.
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The Importance of Pedagogy

Neuroimaging is not like photography, but the epistemic power of the pho-
tograph may lend the superfi cially similar neuroimage added epistemic 
force. The potential for neuroimaging to mislead may also be based in part 
on the public’s poor understanding of how science works in general. The 
degree to which scientifi c progress is contingent, the fact that scientifi c 
knowledge is subject to revision, and arguments against foundationalism 
and for holism tend to be lost on the average citizen. In addition, many 
feel that science is best left to the experts, and they tend to suppose that 
more is understood or is on fi rmer footing than may be the case. This na-
iveté about the pursuit of science may also contribute to people’s readiness 
to accept brain images as unproblematic, objective data.

Given the foreseeable dangers that come with a public fascination with 
powerful scientifi c techniques that are deceptive in their accessibility, we 
have a spectrum of options. At one extreme, we can stick our heads in the 
sand, cognizant of the potential of public misinterpretation of such data 
to lead to ill effects, but unwilling or unable to take preemptive measures 
to avoid such scenarios. In such circumstances we merely hope for the 
best, resigning ourselves to cleaning up problems after they arise. While 
this is clearly the easiest route to take in the short term, it is likely not the 
best. The old adage about an ounce of prevention is apt here. Moreover, 
the problems that do arise are likely to arise in a variety of circumstances 
and each in its own guise. The piecemeal presentation of problems will 
likely engender a piecemeal response, and although it is not a foregone 
conclusion that such a response would be suboptimal, it does highlight 
the potential for fragmentation, incoherence and confl ict.

At another extreme, we could limit the access nonspecialists have to 
neuroimaging data, and in this way try to ensure that the capacity the data 
have to mislead is not realized. However, this approach is plainly inimi-
cal to the American ideal of an open, egalitarian society, and blatantly in 
confl ict with scientifi c practice and the transparency that ensures many of 
its virtues. It is the accessibility of scientifi c data, and the answerability of 
scientists to scrutiny by peers and public, that helps make the American 
scientifi c community the productive, inventive, and responsive enterprise 
it is. To limit the dissemination of data would only hobble scientifi c pur-
suit. And, as the recent introduction of fMRI evidence into the courts 
and the rise of neuro-marketing suggest, it is too late. The future is al-
ready here.
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It will probably come as no surprise, then, that my preferred method 
of addressing the dangers mentioned above focuses on pedagogy. In this 
I am in agreement with the National Science Board’s recommendations 
for science education, although my focus is on neuroimaging as an entry 
point for stimulating interest and promoting scientifi c literacy. The goals 
of educating the public about neuroimaging should be severalfold. First, 
efforts should be made to disseminate information about the basics of 
neuroimaging techniques, as well as the basics of brain function. Perhaps 
the best way to do this would be to institute a segment on brain science in 
the high school biology curriculum, and with it, a section on neuroimag-
ing. Targeting high school students will eventually result in a citizenry 
with a common basic understanding of brain and imaging techniques, 
much as today the populace shares a basic knowledge of American history. 
However, since only those of high school age or younger will be exposed 
to this material, it will take many years for such knowledge to become 
truly widespread among the segments of the population most likely to be 
called upon to engage in policy decisions that could be affected by imag-
ing results. For this reason, it is also worthwhile to pursue other avenues 
of education to reach older segments of the population as well. The 1996 
Science and Engineering Indicators study reported that American’s get 
the majority of their information about current science from the popular 
media; the more recent 2006 study stressed the rise of the Internet for dis-
seminating information about science, especially among younger Ameri-
cans.35 Thus, articles in popular magazines, features on television shows, 
educational websites, and public lectures are all potential candidate ve-
hicles for education.

Another avenue that has already garnered some success is to promote 
brain literacy with science competitions at the high school level, such as 
the Society for Neuroscience’s Brain Bee.36 The Society promotes these 
regional, state, and international competitions for high school students. 
The questions in the Brain Bee are based upon information available in 
SFNs free educational materials, and prizes are awarded to the top partici-
pants. The Brain Bee has enjoyed success in parts of the United States and 
Australia. More effort could be devoted to informing participants about 
the complexities involved in interpreting neuroimaging studies, as well as 
to providing basic information about the technologies. Efforts to educate 
judges and lawyers about brain imaging and its use in legal contexts are 
being undertaken by the MacArthur Project in Law and Neuroscience in 
conjunction with the Gruter Institute for Law and Behavioral Research.37
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Skepticism here is not unwarranted. Weisberg et al.’s study on the 
misleading epistemic effect of neuroimages provides cause for concern.38 
They found virtually the same pattern of data for subjects who had had a 
semester of college-level cognitive science instruction as they did for naive 
subjects. This suggests that a moderate level of expertise is insuffi cient to 
combat the epistemic force of imaging; only experts in the fi eld were able 
to reliably discern the irrelevance of the neuroscientifi c information. If 
this is correct, the prospect of addressing the epistemic worries with a cur-
sory educational program are dim. However, one wonders whether such a 
high level of expertise is really necessary, or whether the instruction given 
to the students in cognitive science was not geared to teaching the critical 
skills necessary for distinguishing relevant from irrelevant neuroscientifi c 
data or for understanding the epistemic value of imaging. If this is the 
case, then education may well be the best solution, but it may be that the 
curriculum of neuroimaging basics is something that will require consid-
erable thought and effort to develop adequately. Perhaps more important 
than imparting to people basic technical understanding is sketching for 
them the variety of complexities inherent in neuroimaging. Because one 
of the greatest dangers involves underestimating the interpretational dif-
fi culties of imaging, making explicit the extent of the factors relevant to 
interpreting neuroimaging studies will help provide people with a sense of 
what they do not know. Instilling a sense of personal modesty with regard 
to interpretational ability is one of the most immediate pedagogical goals; 
balancing this modesty with a more sophisticated understanding is one of 
the most challenging ones. Finally, it is also important to try to impart to 
people a sense of the limits of science. First, there are limitations imposed 
by the technologies themselves: limitations in what they can show us about 
the brain because of limits to spatial or temporal resolution or because of 
the nature of what the techniques measure. Second, scientifi c data are al-
ways interpreted in the context of current theory. Interpretations are often 
dependent upon auxiliary information or hypotheses about brain func-
tion. To the extent that such information is speculative or hypothetical, 
so will our interpretations be. Thus, our ability to make inferences about 
the data is limited by current knowledge and technical considerations. 
The public is woefully ignorant about these matters, often imparting more 
authority to scientifi c reports than is warranted, and attributing far more 
power to the reach of scientifi c (or pseudoscientifi c technologies) than is 
reasonable. The discussion about imaging could profi tably be placed in 
the context of a more general discussion about scientifi c progress. Images 
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from other sciences could be employed to illustrate how scientifi c concep-
tions change over time, thereby emphasizing the evolving nature of our 
scientifi c understanding.

These are tricky waters to navigate, and doing so successfully will re-
quire the cooperation of scientists and the media. There is likely to be 
resistance in both corners. Scientists want their work to be properly un-
derstood, but neuroimagers also tangibly benefi t from the popularity and 
hype surrounding neuroimaging. For example, many have reported that 
in certain fi elds the probability of getting a grant application funded is 
much higher for studies that include neuroimaging than for those that do 
not.39 It may be in the interests of neuroimagers to fan the fl ames of neuro-
imaging ardor rather than do anything to dampen them. A related but 
more selfl ess worry might lead scientists to balk at the prospect of trying to 
educate the public about the intricacies of neuroimaging: namely, the risk 
that in trying to impart a proper understanding of the epistemic import of 
neuroimages, people might be pushed instead toward an extreme skepti-
cism about what imaging can deliver, or even about science in general. 
This could conceivably have serious impacts on funding, maybe ranging 
far beyond imaging. For this reason it is important to stress neuroimaging’s 
scientifi c value, and the value of science, and not just interpretational and 
methodological diffi culties. It should be possible to instill respect for the 
diffi culties inherent in the quest for knowledge without undermining the 
value of the endeavor.

The media, too, may be resistant to cooperating with an effort to edu-
cate the public. They benefi t from the dazzle of the image and the sound 
bite. Good scientifi c reporting is diffi cult, and requires much more than a 
pretty picture. It often involves more detail than the media are prepared to 
provide, and the nuanced result sometimes lacks the pizzazz of the simple 
story. Incentives in this case are also diffi cult to come by. However, efforts 
should be made to make science journalists recognize public education as 
both a duty and an invaluable civic service. To be sure, balancing compet-
ing interests with responsible scientifi c education and reporting will be an 
ongoing challenge.

Summary

Vision is one of the main ways we have of forming beliefs about the world. 
One explanation for the compelling nature of the data thus presented is 
that they provide the sense that we, through imaging, are seeing the brain 
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in action, much as through photographs we see the things that are pho-
tographed. Neuroimaging harnesses this perceptual system, and purports 
to allow us to see brain activity. While interpreting many kinds of images 
is relatively unproblematic, this is not so with functional images of the 
brain. Characteristics of brain images differ in important ways from the 
characteristics of photographs. While these deviations do not undermine 
neuroimaging’s usefulness as a scientifi c method, they do suggest that the 
analogy between the two techniques is potentially misleading, and that their 
differences should afford neuroimaging a much different epistemic status 
than nonspecialists are inclined to attribute it. The way to achieve a proper 
understanding is through an improved, targeted scientifi c education.
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Surgical learning traditionally has included intensive and structured train-
ing of a surgical resident’s skills of seeing, interpreting, and intervening 
manually in a patient’s body. Residents now receive most of their training 
in the operating room, working on actual patients under the close super-
vision of an attending surgeon. In the last decade, however, changes in 
hospital economics have squeezed operating room time. Medical students 
and beginning residents often are relegated to roles as observers,1 even 
as a growing body of medical research indicates that constant practice is 
critical to surgical success rates.2 In response, researchers in several univer-
sities and private companies have begun to develop virtual reality training 
systems, modeled on fl ight simulators, that might one day train medical 
students outside the operating room, potentially freeing staff surgeons’ time 
and giving students a higher level of aptitude before they work on patients. 
Surgical simulators also could be used to train experienced surgeons’ skills 
with emerging visualization technologies and minimally invasive surgical 
techniques.3 The ideal virtual reality simulator would provide visual and 
physical experiences similar to minimally invasive surgery, teaching the 
fi ne motor movements needed to clamp, cut, or suture virtual tissues, and 

chapter twelve

The Anatomy of a Surgical Simulation
The Mutual Articulation of Bodies 

in and through the Machine

Rachel Prentice

All the energy we spend on motion
All the circuitry and time
Is there any way to feel a body
Through fi bre-optic lines?
—cassandra wilson
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giving students and surgeons opportunities to practice their skills in silico 
before trying them in vivo.

Medical technology researchers are building two types of computer-
ized simulator: physical simulators, in which a mannequin with sensors 
represents a human patient’s body, and virtual reality simulators, in which 
a graphic creation existing entirely in the computer models the patient’s 
body.4 Mannequin-based simulators are useful for teaching physical skills, 
such as palpation, particularly when the student or physician cannot 
see structures to be palpated, as with pelvic and prostate exams. Virtual 
reality simulators hold promise for teaching skills, such as cutting, that 
would rapidly destroy a mannequin.5 Virtual reality simulators are most 
commonly developed for minimally invasive procedures. There are three 
reasons for this: because of the preexisting relationship of instrument to 
screen, because minimally invasive procedures are harder to learn than 
open procedures, and because students and residents can practice many 
skills for open surgery on ordinary objects. Most virtual reality simulators 
are prototypes, whose expense and technological diffi culties make their 
future uncertain. The technological challenges are signifi cant and simula-
tor makers often say their creations do not “feel right.”

Building virtual reality simulators for teaching surgical skill and other 
medical procedures has become an active research area among computer 
experts, engineers, and physicians interested in medical informatics. To 
build virtual reality simulators, researchers have had to break down and re-
formulate knowledge about patients’ bodies and surgeons’ actions in ways 
that are technologically compatible with digital computers. The computer 
as a surgical teaching tool thus becomes a crucial nonhuman actor in 
this research arena.6 In this chapter, I dissect the research that went into 
creation of a surgical simulator developed by an interdisciplinary medi-
cal informatics laboratory at Stanford University School of Medicine to 
teach minimally invasive gynecological procedures, such as the removal 
of an ovary.

Surgery is embodied action, action that creates particular physical rela-
tionships between patients and surgeons.7 The surgeon must understand 
the patient body’s materiality—its specifi city, its pathologies, its interac-
tions with other bodies. The very origin of the word surgery in the Greek 
cheir (“hand”) and ergon (“work”) suggests that surgical learning must 
include training of a surgeon’s hands, though this neglects the extent to 
which the surgeon’s entire body participates in surgery.8 Surgeons and 
anatomists repeatedly told me that a trainee’s physical experience of dis-
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section is a critical component of anatomical learning.9 My experience 
confi rms this. After months of observing dissections and handling tis-
sues, I picked up a scalpel and—under the careful supervision of a hand 
surgeon—performed a mock “surgical” procedure on a cadaver arm, the 
transposition of an ulnar nerve, a procedure typically done to relieve pain 
associated with a pinched nerve in the elbow. I began to understand how 
much easier distinguishing tissues and remembering names and spatial 
relations becomes when tactile sensation and visual knowledge come to-
gether. Differences among tissues become palpable. Skin slightly resists 
a scalpel, giving a feel for the skin’s fi brousness. The same scalpel slides 
easily through fat. Scissors, used in “reverse,” to spread tissues rather than 
cut them, puncture and widen incisions in fascia only with some diffi culty. 
Nerves are hard and slippery. One surgeon likened nerves to pasta cooked 
until it’s al dente, soft on the outside with a harder core. Blood vessels, 
which are hollow tubes that in cadavers often look like nerves, give the 
sensation of two slippery layers gliding against each other when rubbed 
between gloved fi ngers. The vivid tactile and kinesthetic experience of 
dissecting strengthened my knowledge of anatomical structure. Medical 
students begin to make visual and tactile distinctions among anatomical 
features while dissecting cadavers, but the distinctions grow fi ner for those 
who elect surgery as a career.10

Trainees spend years practicing under the supervision of attending sur-
geons, developing skill they can generalize from one procedure to another 
and from one body to another. Through this extended apprenticeship, they 
acquire a “muscular gestalt” that, combined with knowledge of anatomy, 
pathology, and problem-solving skills, leads to “the power to respond with 
a certain type of solution to situations of a certain general form.”11 Broad 
surgical skill can be divided into tacit and explicit knowledges. Explicit 
knowledge can be codifi ed in textbooks, procedural scripts, and verbal in-
structions. Tacit knowledge cannot be taught solely by verbal means.12 Tacit 
knowledge has two forms: physical skill and unspoken social knowledge. 
A surgical simulator addresses only the physical aspects of surgical skill, 
though some simulators also incorporate explicit lessons about surgical 
procedure. Harry Collins and others call this type of physical knowledge 
“mimeomorphic,” meaning skills that can be taught without complex 
socialization in a group.13 For a simulator to represent the experience of 
surgery, the user must see the body on the screen and feel its responses 
to surgical actions. The computer must facilitate a visual and kinesthetic 
interaction between the surgeon-user’s body and the virtual patient’s body, 
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representing the user’s actions and the model body’s reactions as graphic 
and “haptic” feedback.14 Haptics is tactile and kinesthetic feedback. In 
computer device research, haptically enabled instruments provide physi-
cal feedback from a virtual object to the user, creating the sensation of 
interacting with a material object. Adding haptics to a simulator creates a 
tight link between sensation and action, a signifi cant research challenge 
for simulator makers that is neatly captured by taking literally singer Cas-
sandra Wilson’s question, “Is there any way to feel a body through fi bre-
optic lines?”15

Stanford’s simulator incorporates haptic feedback. The construction of 
haptically enabled surgical simulators involves three distinct but related 
research areas: graphic modeling, haptic interface design, and studies of 
haptic cognition. Each research area requires surgeons, computer experts, 
engineers, and others to develop new understandings of the model pa-
tient’s body and the user’s body and to incorporate these understandings 
into computer software and interface devices. Surgical simulator makers 
must parse the physical components of surgical skill. Looking at technical 
practice in medicine can illuminate the construction of bodies in medical 
work in new ways.16 Studying haptically enabled simulators as they emerge 
provides an opportunity to examine surgical practice and the construction 
of surgical knowledge by following how researchers construct a digitally 
and mechanically mediated relationship between hands and patient. This 
chapter shows how studying the construction of a medical teaching tech-
nology can reveal facets of surgical practice that are not as readily appar-
ent when observing traditional operating room instruction. The process of 
simulator construction reveals, I argue, the shaping of the patient’s body 
by the surgeon and, reciprocally, of the surgeon’s body by the patient. It 
also reveals how bodies and machines are mutually constructed during 
simulator design. I call these processes mutual articulation.

Mutual Articulation in Surgery and Simulation

Mutual articulation emerges from the concept of articulation and provides 
a means of studying the acquisition of surgical skill and the design of surgi-
cal simulators. My examination of a surgeons’ knowledge at the interface 
of the surgeon’s hands with the objects of surgical action—instruments 
and bodies—fi ts well with recent studies of medical practice17 and with 
critiques of observers’ tendencies to interpret their observational perspec-
tive as equivalent to actors’ perspectives.18 Examining the role of hands 
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follows a recent trend in science studies toward an emphasis on the objects 
of medical knowledge as they are brought into being through practice, 
“Instead of the observer’s eyes, the practitioner’s hands become the focus 
point of theorizing.”19 (Studying the relationship between hands and ob-
jects in surgery and surgical simulation moves the focus of the observation 
away from visual and cognitive models toward a focus on what happens at 
the interface of hands and instruments. Although anatomy and surgery are 
undeniably visual, the role of physical interaction in the development of 
surgical knowledge remains underexplored.

“Mutual articulation” follows from Bruno Latour’s concept of “articula-
tion,” which describes how bodies come into being through sensory inter-
actions with the world.20 Latour acknowledges the diffi culty of describing 
what a body is. He suggests that the body is most usefully imagined as an 
interface that becomes increasingly differentiated as it interacts with more 
elements in the world. Bodies and body parts come into being through 
the process of learning to articulate differences. Following this approach, 
attending to the body means focusing on what the body becomes aware 
of. The sensing body becomes increasingly articulate as the senses learn 
to register and differentiate objects. Latour cites the example of a kit the 
perfume industry employs to teach future perfume makers the art of smell-
ing. Using this kit, students learn how to differentiate extremely dissimilar 
smells and then to make progressively fi ner distinctions. Skilled perfume 
experts become known as “noses.” The metonym reveals how sniffi ng 
skill and body part become synonymous, how they come into being to-
gether. The play on multiple meanings of the word articulate as “jointed,” 
in the sense of a body having joints, and “speaking intelligibly,” suggests 
that bodies and knowledge come into being together. Viewed from this 
perspective, much of medical education is a process of articulating two 
bodies—the patient’s body and the physician’s body. Latour says scientifi c 
and technological instruments extend the senses and the process of instru-
mental discovery mirrors sensory learning. Acquiring knowledge, whether 
through the senses or through the mediation of instruments, becomes a 
process of articulating differences in the world.

The concept of articulation works well when, as occurs in the case 
of the perfume kit, the teaching tool is standardized and stable. In sur-
gery, a surgeon must create the surgical site, sculpting fl esh, with all its 
variations, into an approximation of an anatomical model. What happens 
when, as occurs when the human body undergoes surgery, knowledge of 
the object is embodied in the surgeon at the same time that the surgeon 
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brings that object into being? I argue that patient and surgeon shape each 
other through a process of mutual articulation. The physician crafts the 
anatomical body from the indistinct tissues of the patient’s body21 even as 
practice defi nes and reinforces the surgeon’s skill. Mutual articulation is 
particularly important when creating models from complex objects, such 
as human bodies. With each surgery, the surgeon creates a version of the 
model from a body’s broad anatomical variations and fl eshy opacity.

Medical anthropologists and historians describe sight as the privileged 
sense in biomedicine. The visual is critical to the concept of the physi-
cian’s abstract “gaze” that collects information from the eyes, ears, and 
fi ngers and translates it into an image that could be seen if the living pa-
tient could be opened up and viewed with the same clarity as at autopsy.22 
The diffi culty with the language of mental models is that we imagine the 
physician having an anatomy atlas, complete with labels, residing some-
where in his or her brain.23 The idea that humans have an internal, visual 
representation of the world—a mind’s eye—is an ancient one.24 And con-
temporary brain imaging indicates that internal visualization activates the 
visual cortex in ways and at intensities very similar to actual viewing.25 
Anatomists and physicians have described anatomical learning to me as 
the process of creating internalized, “mental models” of structures in three 
dimensions and learning to connect this spatial knowledge with anatomi-
cal language.26

But what are mental models? Oliver Sacks, in an article on mental “im-
agery,” describes wide variations in states of internal representation among 
people who went blind as adults. These range from absolute darkness 
and an accompanying atrophy of visual concepts, such as “in front of,” to 
powerful mental images augmented either by rich imaginings or through 
cautious checking against real-world referents. Even among those with 
unimpaired sight, how the world outside is “seen” internally varies from 
precise, three-dimensional visual images to complete darkness. Sacks de-
scribes at one extreme his mother, a surgeon and comparative anatomist, 
who once studied a lizard skeleton for just a moment, then drew a series 
of lizard skeletons, each rotated 30 degrees from the last, without glancing 
at it again. He contrasts her extraordinary visualization skill to a vascular 
surgeon who, evidently genetically, lacked internal, visual models. Under-
standing of human structure clearly was deeply embedded somewhere in 
the surgeon’s body, but it was not visual knowledge; that is, he did not see 
human structure in his “mind’s eye.” Sacks suggests that the mind may 
have its own language that is not visual or linguistic or auditory or tactile, 
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but is all these things, and then some.27 His tales of variations in visual 
imagining point to the notion that the idea of skill when conceived of as 
mental imagery may mislead. Further, it may neglect the rest of the body’s 
role in learning. Looking at the interface—at how surgeons and anatomists 
use their hands to articulate bodies in practice—may be a more effective 
way to measure their abilities.

A focus on hands encourages reexamination of some classic ethno-
graphic work on medical learning. Medical anthropologist Byron Good 
describes medical students’ fi rst explorations of human bodies in the 
anatomy laboratory as primarily visual training. The ability to distinguish 
among the reds and whites of different tissues develops with weeks of expe-
rience and practice. Good describes how anatomy students become aware 
of the internal dimensions of bodies and how they experience perceptual 
shifts that change the ways they look at bodies. Bodies become something 
different from the bodies all of us look at every day. A medical student 
told Good, “I’ll fi nd myself in conversation . . . I’ll all of a sudden start to 
think about, you know, if I took the scalpel and made a cut [on you] right 
here, what would that look like.”28 As Good notes, many medical students 
describe their diffi culty separating everyday bodies from biological bodies 
at the beginning of their medical training. But bringing greater attention 
to hands in this story brings forth another aspect: the student describes this 
process of looking as initiated by the scalpel. This student’s knowledge of 
the body’s insides develops while he dissects. Seeing is inextricably bound 
up with sculpting. The process of learning anatomy is fully embodied, not 
merely visual.

To take another example, ethnographer Stefan Hirschauer says physi-
cians acquire two bodies. They learn an “abstract body,” which is the body 
as it is represented in anatomy texts and plastic models. They also acquire 
their own bodies as experienced practitioners. He describes anatomical 
knowledge and surgical experience as being engaged in a “permanent 
cross-fading of experience and representation.”29 Hirschauer describes 
how surgeons sculpt the body, reproducing the abstract body of anatomical 
representation in the patient’s body. He says knowledge and skill develop 
together, combining “the anatomical knowing that of the visible, and the 
anatomical knowing how of making something visible.”30 And he says 
anatomical images refl ect physical means—usually dissection—of their 
production. But, although he connects abstract anatomical knowledge as 
contained in atlases to the skills needed to produce those images, he says, 
“the body of the anatomic atlas, with its clear-cut divisions,  different  colors, 
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numbered and labeled structures, is present in the surgeon’s mind.”31 
Hirschauer creates a separation between the skilled work of hands and the 
visual knowledge of the atlas, which he says resides in the mind. Anatomi-
cal knowledge, according to this view, resides in the mind, separate from 
anatomical skill. But considering anatomical knowledge as it is practiced 
in the act of sculpting the anatomical body—studying practice at the inter-
face of a surgeon’s hands and a patient’s body—eliminates worries about 
the completeness or accuracy of mental models and about the surgeon’s 
ability to translate mental knowledge into physical action. Hands, eyes, 
and mind are no longer considered separately. Practicing on patient bod-
ies teaches young doctors how to make the fi ne visual and visceral distinc-
tions among tissues that they will need as surgeons. Attending surgeons 
use real bodies, and the contrasts between them, to teach students to see 
and to feel differences among tissues. Students learn these distinctions 
through the process of operating upon bodies. The abstract anatomical 
body depicted in atlases and models does not exist in the fl esh until it 
is created by an anatomist or surgeon. The anatomical body comes into 
being through practice. Practitioner and body mutually articulate each 
other as the student learns to create the abstract anatomical body from the 
undifferentiated, unarticulated patient’s body.

Treating the mutual articulation of bodies in surgical learning is a use-
ful way to focus attention on what occurs at the interface of a surgeon’s 
hands and a patient’s body. In simulator design, model bodies and user 
bodies must be articulated for the computer. The process of construction 
of a surgical simulator reveals how surgical skill must be articulated for the 
computer and, ultimately, for its users. The objectifi cation of the relation-
ship of hands, instruments, and anatomies breaks the process of surgery 
into many components, forcing surgeons and programmers to make ex-
plicit elements of the tactile experience of surgery, such as the elasticity 
of a uterus or the delicacy of an ovary, that often remain tacit. This, too, is 
a process of mutual articulation: the construction of a surgical simulator 
makes explicit the two-way movement of mutual articulation. Engineers 
and programmers must literally build the relationship between hands and 
machines by decomposing the action of hands into two components: ac-
tion and sensation. Hands learn while they do. The eyes and other senses 
also learn while they do, but the connection is much less direct. Simulator 
researchers explore the body as an interface in precisely the way Latour 
describes to understand the elements of information required to pass from 
hands to object and back. This reveals how researchers articulate the physi-
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cal connection between hands and model for the computer. And studying 
simulator research can provide a wealth of new questions for observational 
studies of surgery, particularly about such areas as haptic knowing and the 
social aspects of surgery that cannot be taught with a simulator.32

The Ethnographic Setting: Merging Disciplines

The Stanford University Medical Media and Information Technologies 
(summit) laboratory occupies half a fl oor of a burnt-sienna stucco offi ce 
building at the northwest corner of the Stanford University School of Medi-
cine. I did ten months of participant observation at summit, starting in late 
2001, just after Silicon Valley’s “dot-com” boom had “dot-bombed.” The 
laboratory shares a fl oor and a loose affi liation with Stanford’s Medical In-
formatics group. The twelve-year-old laboratory has twin roles: information 
technology research and service to the medical school. Much of summit’s 
work falls within the emerging fi eld of medical informatics, which seeks 
to apply computer science and technologies to medicine.33 The laboratory 
looks at fi rst glance like a small Silicon Valley cubicle farm, containing of-
fi ces, a computer laboratory, a server room, and a small conference room. 
A closer look reveals the presence of its other major cultures: medicine 
and medical education. In an open hallway and waiting area, copies of 
the Journal of the American Medical Association occupy shelves next to 
Internet Week; Syllabus; Academic Medicine; and, bridging the cultures 
of medicine and computing, the Journal of the American Medical Infor-
matics Association. In computer rooms and individual offi ces, atlases of 
anatomy and histology occupy space on bookshelves next to handbooks on 
programming and designing with C++, Perl, and Director. These objects 
reveal the heterogeneous disciplines that summit researchers draw from 
when building technologies.

The laboratory employs about thirty people: a director, seven or eight 
researchers, web designers, project managers, students, and support staff. 
Researchers in the lab include four surgeons, mechanical and electrical en-
gineers, several educational technologies experts, and a haptics researcher. 
Collaborators, including computer programming and networking experts, 
work from other laboratories at Stanford and in other universities, con-
necting with the group via telephone, e-mail, and video-conferencing sys-
tems. Researchers come to summit from medicine, computing, education 
research, and engineering. The group employs roughly equal numbers of 
men and women at all levels and has an extraordinary diversity of races, 
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ages, and backgrounds of u.s. and non-u.s. origins, refl ecting a cultural 
pattern among Silicon Valley residents that values “dense networks of 
skilled, mobile, and ‘diverse’ professional workers.”34 The group’s cultural 
and professional diversity seems to ease cross-disciplinary research: the lab 
contains such a broad mix of disciplines that no one domain dominates. 
Rather, the collaborative work of building computer technologies and the 
creation of programs, graphics, and medical content strongly shape the 
laboratory’s identity.

Researchers at summit tend to fall into one of two groups that can 
be loosely described using terms borrowed from information theory: The 
physicians and educators, “content” people, develop the pedagogical con-
tents of applications and ensure their accuracy and validity as teaching 
tools. The “information” researchers, mostly programmers and engineers, 
study ways to transmit those contents—information—to users, doing net-
working research, device building, and programming. Though the cul-
tures of medicine and computing are distinct, a danger exists in describing 
laboratory members as rigidly bound to one or the other. The physicians 
and others I have described as occupying the “content” side of summit’s 
research work are all highly computer literate. They participate, at various 
levels, in computing, the high-tech world of Silicon Valley, and “a com-
puter culture that in one way or another touches us all.”35 Three of four 
surgeons working in the group have studied programming, hardware wir-
ing, or Web design, and the fourth has done extensive work with digitized 
medical images and models. Conversely, many engineers and program-
mers, the “information” people, have spent years creating medical devices 
and applications. However, as the group director pointed out to me, all 
lab members received the bulk of their training within one discipline and 
very few, if any, can create both contents and the information structures 
to deliver them to users. Similarly, surgical simulator design requires, at a 
minimum, software writing skills, mechanical and electrical engineering, 
anatomy knowledge, and surgical skill, clearly more than any one person 
can master. The diverse abilities of laboratory workers are refl ected in the 
physical space they inhabit and in the technological objects they build.

Body Objects: Emerging Technologies

summit’s projects bring researchers’ diverse knowledges together in in-
teractions around objects: hardware, software, terminology. These “object 
worlds”36 become focal points for negotiations about bodies and machines, 
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medical and engineering practices, and how they interact.37 For example, I 
watched the arrival of a second-generation haptic interface for the virtual 
reality pelvic simulator. The device was designed to mimic the look and 
feel of handles used in laparoscopies, a set of minimally invasive abdomi-
nal procedures. A surgeon, who has retired from his gynecological post in 
the medical school and now is a full-time simulator researcher, examined 
the device together with several members of the lab, including collabora-
tors remotely linked to the group via a video-conferencing system. The 
gynecologist fi ddled with the device for a few minutes, feeling its handles, 
their weight and movement, then said: “This is a signifi cant advance. . . . 
It’s lighter weight and it doesn’t feel so resistant in your hand. . . . These 
[handles] are lighter weight. They feel less metallic. They are less metallic 
because they’re plastic and it gives a better sensation. They’re still wide. 
They’re still heavier, but they’ve got to accommodate a lot of stuff. And the 
rotation works smoothly, just the way it ought to.”

A bit later, the gynecologist introduced the device to one of the remote 
collaborators, calling it the “Number three interface for the surgery work-
bench” and describing its “fi ve degrees of freedom and force feedback.” 
When comparing the device’s weight and spacing to analogous surgical 
instruments, the gynecologist was discussing the device as a surgeon, 
comparing it to more traditional tools. When describing the device as 
an interface, and discussing its degrees of freedom and force feedback 
capability, he was thinking about the device in engineering terms, as a 
component in a surgical simulation system. Researchers in this multidis-
ciplinary space tend to “cycle through” various professional identities—as 
physicians or engineers, as medical technologies researchers, as computer 
users—while they work with people from other disciplines to build these 
technologies.38 Scientists reconfi gure natural objects into laboratory ob-
jects, and laboratory objects reconfi gure the social worlds of scientists.39 
This is true of summit’s technologies, including the simulator interface. 
They are products of negotiations among physicians, engineers, and com-
puter programmers who must absorb knowledge from scientifi c cultures 
outside their own—physicians learn about programming and engineering, 
programmers and engineers learn about medicine—to create these ob-
jects. The fi elds represented at summit—surgery, engineering, computer 
science, and education—are not merging in this new disciplinary space 
merely because researchers inhabit a shared space, but because they work 
together to build these hybrid objects.40 This work of negotiation and con-
struction is the work of developing a new fi eld and of building objects 
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that are the fi eld’s “signatures.”41 Bringing computers into the teaching 
of surgery means bringing engineers and computer experts into the study 
of surgery. At summit, a new discipline is forming around modeling and 
other skills needed to build objects.

The heterogeneous groups of researchers at summit create multiply 
articulated objects—objects designed to be used by both computers and 
users. I call these objects “body objects,” representations of human bod-
ies as they have been engineered to inhabit computers. Body objects are 
teaching tools, diagrams, and models that refl ect summit’s character as a 
computer research laboratory for creating medical teaching tools.42 On a 
shelf in the director’s offi ce sits a cardboard model of a child’s skull, an ar-
tifact from an early project. The director and other researchers created the 
model by programming a computer to calculate the curves of a real skull 
from the outlines depicted on a series of ct cross-sections of a skull. Those 
calculated curves then became outlines of cross-sections of skull, which 
they cut out of cardboard. Stacking sequential cardboard cutouts created 
the three-dimensional skull model, an early cardboard proof-of-concept 
of graphic models now common in medical modeling. In another offi ce 
is a whiteboard drawing of a fi nger overlaid with a schematic intended 
to show the physics of fi nger motion and what happens mechanically 
when it fractures. The drawing became a computer animation of a broken 
fi nger driven by a mathematical description of its motion. The gynecolo-
gist’s offi ce contains a small pink and white foam model of a uterus. The 
uterus served as the model for a cad (computer assisted design) model of 
a uterus, a prototype for a virtual reality surgical simulator. The project, a 
commercial venture, failed and the gynecologist began building models 
that originated with real cadavers. Each object is a body part as it has 
been built or defi ned in relation to a particular technology: the skull is 
described as computed cross-sections, the fi nger as force vectors that allow 
the computer to model the movements of a broken fi nger, and the uterus 
as a foam model that would have to be resolved into its most elementary 
shapes and reformed in the computer as a cad model.43 Regardless of their 
purpose or success, such objects reveal how the combined engineering, 
computational, and medical knowledges of the group come together in 
these computational body objects.

Body objects are hybrids: the skull, fi nger drawing, and foam uterus 
are medical and computational or engineering objects. They are models 
and representations of bodies, all originating in medicine, that have be-
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come intertwined, visually and semiotically, with knowledges culled from 
engineering and computer science and, physically, with sensors, wires, 
and processors. Body objects also are narrow: because the computer re-
quires specifi c mathematical descriptions to calculate a line or determine 
a trajectory, body objects cannot be loosely described in ways humans un-
derstand intuitively. Body objects are representations of bodies articulated 
graphically and haptically, so humans can understand them, and math-
ematically, so computers can understand them. Applying new disciplinary 
knowledges to surgery articulates bodies in new ways. Both the surgeon’s 
body and the model-patient’s body must be articulated for the computer in 
ways that previously were unnecessary for surgical teaching.

To build a virtual reality simulator, researchers must create body objects 
that are incorporated in the computer. This requires a crucial epistemic 
move: the body must become mathematical, described using equations 
the computer can interpret. Actions and sensations surgeons usually ex-
perience physically must be calculated, just as the fi nger’s motion and 
the skull’s curvature must be calculated in the examples cited above. In 
the world of surgical simulation, a virtual body must interact with both 
computer and user as a mathematical and a visual-physical entity. The 
laboratory director describes the mathematics of modeling bodies: “The 
only way the computer can understand things is, in this case, through 
geometry. It needs geometry. It needs to know how to compute a sequence 
of forces with equations, which previously, in a sense, [surgeons] did in 
their heads. You knew how to predict what was going to happen. You didn’t 
solve an equation to do that, it was just part of the experience. So it’s the 
computer that forces you to put that mathematical construct on.”

As the director indicates, surgeons predict the consequences of their 
actions based on their experience as it becomes incorporated in their 
bodies and others’ experience distilled in papers, procedural scripts, and 
apprentice-style teaching. In contrast, computers must “understand” bod-
ies and their actions mathematically. The computer requires that each 
step in a body’s motion be modeled as a discrete mathematical state acted 
upon by the movements—forces—of tools wielded by the surgeon. The 
feel of surgery, which surgeons’ bodies typically experience phenomeno-
logically—as practice—must be parsed, calculated, incorporated into the 
computer’s programming, and ultimately, fed back to the human user, 
who then will experience the sensations of performing a surgical proce-
dure phenomenologically.
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Materializing the Virtual Patient

Traditional methods of practicing surgical technique outside the operating 
room include suturing bananas and other natural objects, practicing on 
rubber and plastic mannequins, and performing procedures on cadavers. 
All are used in practice, but they have limitations. Bananas bear some 
tactile resemblance to skin, but the analogy to surgery ends there. Man-
nequins are expensive and wear out quickly. Cadavers require the pres-
ence of an anatomy laboratory and staff, who must maintain a willed-body 
donation program, an expense many medical-school administrators want 
to reduce.44 A procedure can only be performed on a cadaver or a rubber 
model a few times before it falls apart. Researchers also see several poten-
tial positive reasons for adopting virtual reality models rather than physical 
models to virtual reality. Unlike a cadaver, a simulation is reversible—the 
computer can be reset—so students can practice as often as needed to 
acquire a skill. The computer also can track student progress and, ideally, 
suggest corrective measures, which researchers hope will help the student 
master a procedure correctly and reduce operating room errors.45 Simula-
tor makers also are discussing their technologies with specialty certifi ca-
tion boards, which might eventually adopt simulated exams as a means 
of ensuring student competence. Enrolling specialty boards in simulator 
researchers’ networks also might ensure simulators’ adoption by medical 
schools, their use by students and, ultimately, their success.

Simulator research at Stanford, and most virtual reality simulator re-
search elsewhere, focuses on minimally invasive procedures. To perform a 
minimally invasive procedure, a surgeon inserts a camera and instruments 
through small incisions in the body and performs the procedure while 
looking at a monitor that shows surgical action taking place inside the 
body’s interior, a move one surgeon at summit describes as “operating on 
images, not on patients.” Because minimally invasive surgery already oc-
curs “on-screen,” the move to simulate these procedures is easier than with 
open surgery. Although efforts exist to simulate open surgery, surgeons 
often use their hands directly inside the body when doing open surgery, 
a practice that would be more diffi cult to simulate than surgery with in-
struments. And minimally invasive surgery involves more kinesthetic than 
tactile sense, making the provision of haptic feedback easier. Simulating 
surgery also takes advantage of a feature of all surgeries: the operating fi eld 
is separated from the rest of the patient’s body, which usually is covered 
with sterile drapes.46 A simulated patient represented as a fragmented body 
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part on a computer monitor may resemble the surgeon’s visual experience 
of the operating fi eld more than might be apparent.

The system requires a user, graphic models of patient body and surgical 
tools, an interactive device designed to look and act like the surgeon’s end 
of an instrument, a computer to manage the haptic device, and a separate 
computer to run the simulation. Making the system work requires defi nition 
of how these components work together. Materializing tools and bodies in 
cyberspace requires what are, in effect, three feedback loops that make up 
the interaction between user and model. The fi rst—or virtual—feedback 
loop defi nes the interaction between instrument tips and model body as 
the model responds to the instruments and, in turn, provides haptic feed-
back to the user. This is the domain of computer modeling. Researchers—
programmers and surgeons—wrestle with the question: how can we create 
a graphic and physical model that accurately represents the body interact-
ing with the instrument? The second—or mechanical—loop describes the 
interaction between the user’s hand and the instruments as the instruments 
respond to user and model. This is the domain of mechanical engineering 
research, which aims to answer the question: how can we ensure that our 
device works properly—feeding correct haptic information to the virtual 
world and back to the user’s hands? The third—or cognitive—loop con-
nects the user’s mind, his or her intent, to the user’s hands, while hands 
and device interact. The cognitive loop represents the domain of haptics 
research, and this question predominates: how does a body learn and what 
mental models do our tactile and kinesthetic actions help us create? Each 
of these loops represents a research area among simulation experts. Each 
requires descriptions of the virtual patient’s and the material user’s bodies 
as they interact with the simulation. Though I describe these loops as in-
dependent entities and, at summit, they represent somewhat independent 
research projects, researchers want to build a simulator from this complex 
assemblage of hardware, software, and expert knowledge that can represent 
a visual and physical experience similar enough to performing surgery to 
help the student learn. Although each component of the simulator defi nes 
the relationship between model and user slightly differently, the compo-
nents attempt to give the user a seamless experience of surgery.

Modeling: Constructing the Model Patient’s Body

summit’s laparoscopic simulator contains a model of the female pelvis 
made from ninety-fi ve digitized photographs of pelvic cross-sections. The 
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sections came from an anonymous thirty-two-year-old woman who willed 
her body to Stanford before she died. Anatomists at Stanford froze the 
pelvis in an upright position, then ground layers off at roughly 2-millimeter 
intervals. After removing each layer, they took a photograph of the newly 
exposed cross-section. The retired gynecologist used the collection of cross-
section photographs as the foundation for Stanford’s virtual reality simula-
tor. He named the collection the Stanford Visible Female, linking it to the 
National Library of Medicine’s better-known Visible Human Male and 
Visible Human Female, which were created using similar techniques.47 
He scanned the ninety-fi ve cross-section images into a computer. He then 
spent more than a year tracing the structures he wanted to model into fi les 
using an early version of PhotoShop, a commercial image-manipulation 
application: one fi le for each structure on each cross-sectional image. He 
describes this process, called segmentation, simply as “drawing circles” 
around each structure he wanted to model and saving the contents of each 
“circle” as a “mask” with its own computer fi le: “I would make a mask 
and I would put it in the muscle fi le. And I’d make a mask and I’d put 
it in the bone fi le. And then I’d go to the next slice, put the bone in the 
bone fi le. Next slice. And so I ended up with all of these fi les that had 
individual masks and then we took the software . . . and made models from 
those masks.”

The gynecologist initially segmented only the reproductive system, 
leaving the six pelvic bones and many muscles as undifferentiated ag-
gregates labeled “bone” and “muscle” respectively. Subsequent iterations 
differentiated pelvic bones and muscles and added less critical features, 
such as fat. The gynecologist segmented the reproductive organs and a col-
laborating orthopedist segmented the bones and muscles. They produced 
2,200 masks from ninety-fi ve cross-section slices encompassing the female 
reproductive system and the surrounding musculo-skeletal system. The 
division of labor occurred because each physician had a slightly differ-
ent area of anatomical knowledge. Segmentation includes several of the 
“transformative practices” Michael Lynch identifi es in relation to model 
making, including “upgrading” the images by making strong borders be-
tween tissue types and “defi ning” the images by sharpening contrasts.48 But 
segmentation is not done to make the cross sections readable by human 
eyes. Rather, anatomists segment cross-sectional images to create outlines 
that are integrated into computer-modeling programs, that is, to articulate 
cross sections for computers.

The orthopedist compares the difference in the two surgeons’ anatomi-
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cal expertise to geographical knowledge of highways and interstates in the 
Bay Area:

I think it is a question of with what granularity you look at [the body], with 
what amount of detail. To try to give an analogy, it’s like . . . a map. If you 
look at a map, say you’re looking at the map of the Bay Area and it’s an over-
all map, and you say, there’s [u.s.] 880 and there’s [u.s.] 101, and you have 
a fair idea of the map and that’s your basic anatomy. But now if you want to 
know about Palo Alto, then you need to zoom down. Oh, there’s El Camino 
and there’s this and there’s this. So now you know a little bit more detail 
there. It hasn’t changed your 880 and 101 knowledge, which is over the Bay 
Area. . . . So, if you’re talking about the radial nerve, if someone doesn’t 
have to deal with the radial nerve surgically, they have an idea, ok, the ra-
dial nerve comes from there and goes there. But the fi ner bends and curves 
only somebody who is dealing with it would know.

The analogy between anatomical knowledge and a map is quite com-
mon, but ignores several complexities inherent in anatomical segmen-
tation. First, cross-sectional images of the body have no labels to guide 
the surgeons as they segment. Second, although some radiological im-
ages, notably ct, are cross-sections, surgeons rarely see actual bodies in 
cross-section, so interpreting cross-sectional images requires a mental 
extrapolation in three dimensions from one angle of approach to another, 
the mental equivalent, perhaps, of trying to read a map of the Bay Area 
from a diagram of its geological strata.49 The level of anatomical knowl-
edge required to segment one female pelvis also speaks to the extreme 
specialization of surgical-anatomical knowledges and to the diffi culty of 
producing a comprehensive model body.50 The anatomical body, even in 
a partial area, such as the pelvis, required digital articulation by specialists 
from two surgical disciplines.51 This is an example of Annemarie Mol’s 
“body multiple.”52 The female pelvis is a single, albeit complex, anatomi-
cal region that is, in practice, a gynecological pelvis, an orthopedic pelvis, 
and more. The orthopedist’s term, “granularity,” can be thought of as the 
multiplicity of practices that bring different areas of anatomical region 
into being.

Up to this point, medical experts—the two surgeons—did the work of 
delineating body parts. The next modeling steps multiplied the body in 
another realm of practice: the world of computer modeling, a subspecialty 
of medical informatics. A computer-modeling student took the segmented 
masks and computationally stacked them, creating models of organs, 
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muscles, bones and other features (as stacked slices of bread create a loaf). 
To connect cross-sections into a surface model, the student transformed 
stacked outlines into a “mesh,” a digital, mathematically generated net that 
mapped the model’s surface. Modeling using this technique takes advan-
tage of a digital photograph’s resolution into pixels. Once gynecologist and 
orthopedist outlined the structures to be modeled on the two- dimensional 
cross-sections, the modeling student wrote computer algorithms to con-
nect the outlined pixels across adjacent cross-sections, creating a geometry 
the computer could understand. These connected pixels formed a mesh 
conforming to each structure’s surface. Because this model is made of 
both graphic pixels and the mathematical mesh, the model body is si-
multaneously a graphic and a mathematical representation of a body—a 
representation that can be viewed and manipulated by a human user in 
ways the computer can calculate. These graphic models are “silicon sec-
ond natures,” digital artifacts that mirror natural objects, but also offer to 
replace them as resources for medical learning and research.53

The gynecologist, who spent eighteen months doing the fi rst segmen-
tation of the Stanford female pelvis, described the fi rst time he saw the 
reconstructed uterus made from the masks he drew:

And so when I saw that uterus the fi rst time, the thing that blew me away 
was not what I expected to see, but what I hadn’t expected to see and that is 
where the utero-sacral ligaments attach to the cervix and support the uterus 
in the pelvis. There are a couple of little bumps, little sharp points there 
where those take off that I could see [on the model]. And, of course, that 
relates a lot to my surgery, which is on those ligaments where endometrio-
sis occurs. So many laparoscopies I did fi nding endometriosis on those liga-
ments and in the region of the pelvis that I was so drawn to the image. There 
they are. And I could see them.

The gynecologist described the process of drawing outlines of structures 
on cross-sectional photos as a process of abstracting the human body’s 
complexity and specifi city. But when the model came together, the re-
semblance of the model uterus in the computer to an actual uterus gave 
the gynecologist a sense of wonder, pleasure, and reassurance that tedious 
months of drawing circles produced a model that looks like a uterus. 
Hirschauer describes anatomical exposition in surgery as sculptural prac-
tice. This is a process of carving a body resembling an anatomical model 
out of messy, indistinct fl esh. The cross-sectional photographs the gyne-
cologist began with are themselves representations that neither computers 
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nor inexperienced medical students can use to distinguish anatomical 
features. By drawing outlines of anatomical structure that could then be 
computationally stacked, the gynecologist and the programmer performed 
a sculptural process analogous to surgical exposition. The surgeon’s expe-
rience confi rms the computational procedure’s success: The utero-sacral 
ligaments depicted on the model looked like ligaments he had operated 
upon. Modeling transforms the photographic cross sections into a neat, 
three-dimensional model of a uterus that has already had fat dissected 
away, in other words, a graphic model that resembles an anatomical site 
that an anatomist has already exposed. The surgeon physically—using a 
computerized drawing pen instead of a scalpel—articulated a model that 
represented his experience. The model body then affi rms for the gynecolo-
gist that this computational procedure worked and has produced a tool he 
considers adequate for teaching surgical practice to simulation users.

The gynecologist named the newly modeled reproductive systems Lucy 
2.0, describing it as the “digital daughter” of the famous hominid bones 
found by Stanford researchers in Africa in 1974.54 This model human body 
is a laboratory object: it is the image of the original object (in this case a 
human body), detached from its natural environment, and no longer be-
holden to the original’s temporality.55 Unlike a living or dead human body, 
the model body can travel through a computer network, can be pulled 
apart and put back together, or modifi ed to refl ect pathologies, all without 
causing it harm. The model body becomes an “immutable mobile,” a 
digital reconstruction of the original with the advantage of “mobility, sta-
bility, and combinability.”56 But the model in this state is useful primarily 
for teaching anatomical structures.57 It is visual, but it cannot yet interact 
with the user as a material body would. It is not yet a patient and it is not 
yet prepared for surgery because surgery, at its most basic, physical level, 
involves interactions of bodies and instruments. Before the model pelvis 
could become what one Stanford researcher calls a “patient-on-demand,” 
it had to become responsive to surgical action. In Latourian terms, it had 
to become articulate, or able to be “moved, put into motion by other enti-
ties, humans or non-humans.”58 To make the pelvis deformable, a pro-
grammer added algorithms to the model that describe how tissues stretch, 
separate, or come together—that is, how tissue deforms—when pulled, 
cut, or sutured. The programmer began with the mesh structure of the 
surface model and defi ned the lines connecting points on the mesh as 
springs. Pulling on any point of the virtual mesh causes the surrounding 
virtual springs to stretch, “deforming” the model according to well-defi ned 
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physics equations that describe the resistance of springs. Spring-based de-
formations are useful for small, relatively slow movements of tissue, as are 
common in surgery. Stiffer springs lead to tougher-feeling tissues.

To set values for spring stiffness, the gynecologist and the programmer 
developed heuristics describing the feel of pelvic tissues. These mathe-
matical descriptions are constructions based on the gynecologist’s physical 
memories—what he calls “haptic memories”—of the feel of performing 
surgery on various tissues. The gynecologist expressed his haptic memo-
ries in terms both of his sense of differences among tissues and his sense 
of the feel of a particular tissue.59 To develop the haptic program, gyne-
cologist and programmer created algorithms that attempt to represent the 
surgeon’s physical experience in a form the computer can use. To do this, 
the programmer had to learn something about surgery. He learned the 
physical differences between structures in a woman’s reproductive system. 
He also learned some terminology of anatomy and surgery. Most impor-
tantly, he found a way to physically describe the gynecologist’s embodied 
actions. He said he created a description of “how the world works” at a 
deeper level than typical surgical instructions to cut, clamp, or suture. In 
effect, the engineer developed a physical model of the movements behind 
each of those verbs.

Traditionally, tissue stiffness is known only through surgeons’ bodies and 
might be communicated to a student as a general warning about the po-
tential to harm delicate tissue, such as a warning that damaging or cutting 
a nerve during surgery could be a “million dollar [malpractice] injury.” 
The surgeon’s understanding of tissue feel comes from years of practice. 
Constructing a quantitative model of a patient body’s physical response 
to surgery only becomes necessary when haptic feel moves from body to 
computer. The redefi nition of a patient’s body from the body experienced 
by the physician to the body defi ned for the computer is an important 
new articulation of bodies. Moments where these reconstructions become 
evident can be both revealing and amusing. During a demonstration, 
the programmer runs into a technical glitch and tries to describe to the 
gynecologist how the uterus feels: “Hey, do you want me to reset your 
uterus there? . . . Do you want me to bump up the stiffness so it behaves 
like muscle? Now it’s behaving like a thin skin. I think that’s something 
I learned from you [the gynecologist]: that the uterus is basically like a 
tough muscle. Now it’s behaving like a thin skin.”

The idea of “resetting” a uterus comes from computer science and 
shows how the conceptual vocabulary from that discipline contributes to 
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defi ning the body in the world of virtual anatomical modeling and surgical 
simulation. Verbally, the programmer describes what he has learned from 
the surgeon about tissue feel. Mathematically, he attempts to approxi-
mate the surgeon’s bodily experience, translating a surgeon’s experience 
of a body’s feel, which usually remains tacit, into equations describing 
the stiffness of springs. The virtual model body is put into motion as a 
function of the movement of springs. This is the type of “mathematical 
construct” the group director refers to when she says knowledge that once 
was primarily experiential must become mathematical when translated 
into a computational idiom. The feel of the model body’s movements 
becomes articulated in relation to the gynecologist’s experience as it gets 
translated into algorithms. In turn, the differences in tissue feel incorpo-
rated into the model will help articulate the students’ bodies; that is, these 
differences will help students learn the feel of model bodies, feel that, 
if the simulation succeeds, will allow the transfer of the surgeon’s skills 
from simulated to material bodies. Tissue feel can be described, but only 
using relative terms, such as “delicate” and “tough.”60 Students can use 
these descriptions to guide them while relative differences in tissue feel 
become embodied knowledge. But the computer requires experiential 
haptic knowledge of difference to be articulated as mathematical values. 
The surgeon constructs differential values from his experience and the 
programmer translates these into mathematical descriptions of tissue feel. 
The model’s deformability does not, cannot exist apart from the thing it 
interacts with, in this case, the surgeon’s body as mediated by instruments. 
Deformability is a quality of model bodies defi ned exclusively at their in-
terface with other bodies. Values of tissue feel used in deformable models 
are products of the mutual articulation of bodies.

Interacting: Characterizing the User’s Body

By making the virtual model deformable, programmers had built the pos-
sibility of movement into the model body, but it could not yet be put into 
motion by a user. The next key step in making the surgical simulator was 
to create an instrument to act upon the body. Because the user activates 
the instrument, which then acts upon the model body, the instrument be-
comes, in effect, a bridge from a body in the real world to a model body in 
the virtual world.61 A bridge can take the form of several types of devices, 
but ones I have seen share this feature: they all exist both on and off the 
screen. This existence in both worlds resembles many gaming  devices, but 
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medical researchers pay more attention to giving users a realistic feel for 
surgical interaction. The coupling of haptic action and reaction is tighter 
and more rigorously defi ned and is itself a unique research area. sum-
mit’s gynecology simulator uses the two-handed, or “bi-manual,” device 
described earlier, which was designed to mimic the feel and motion of 
instruments used in laparoscopic surgeries. summit developed the device 
jointly with Immersion Corp., a San Jose medical device manufacturer. 
The device is a heavy, metal box with two protruding handles. Each handle 
has a scissor-like mechanism at the end that allows the user to manipulate 
virtual instrument tips.

When a user turns the simulator on, graphic representations of surgi-
cal instrument tips—the patient ends—appear on the computer screen in 
the same space as the body model. A multiprocessor graphics computer 
runs the simulation. The computer uses a method known as “collision 
detection,” which tells the instrument tips and model body to react when 
they enter each others’ coordinate space; that is, when they touch. Outside 
the computer, the surgeon’s ends of the instruments resemble surgical in-
struments whose virtual tips move as the user moves the handles, giving 
the illusion that real handles and virtual tips are continuous. Closing the 
metal, scissor-like handle in the real world clamps the virtual instrument 
tips in the virtual world. When the user pulls the handle, virtual tip and 
tissue move with it, allowing what the gynecologist calls “tool-tissue in-
teractions.” The instrument acts in two directions. The bi-manual device 
allows the user to perform actions on the handles that translate into action 
at the tips; the tips, in turn, act on the model body. The device also trans-
mits back to the user’s hands—in real time—the effects of those actions 
on instrument and model, providing haptic feedback.62 When I clamped 
the instrument onto a virtual ovary, for example, I felt a distinct snap as the 
instrument locked onto it and resistance when I pulled the virtual tissues. 
In reality, all I pulled was the physical interface handle; on the screen, the 
instrument tip retracted, pulling the ovary with it.

Within the context of the mechanical feedback loop, the user’s body 
emerged in relation to the haptic device as engineers designed the device 
and began to study how it operates in practice. A mechanical engineer 
said engineers and surgeons had lengthy conversations during the design 
process to resolve such details as distance between the handles and the 
range of movement the device should have: “There was considerable de-
bate from engineers like me who wanted to simplify things by removing 
some degrees of freedom, but surgeons argued you needed it.” Each new 
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capability makes the device more diffi cult to manage mechanically and 
computationally, but surgeons demanded fi delity to surgical experience. 
Realism requires that the device faithfully mimic not only the feedback of 
interacting with patients’ bodies, a software design challenge, but also the 
spatial and tactile feel of instruments themselves, a hardware design chal-
lenge. Designing a device that correctly interprets the signals it receives 
from the human user and correctly feeds the haptic response back to the 
user gives rise to a fascinating problem: characterizing the human user’s 
effect on the system. During an eight-hour meeting of laboratory research-
ers with an external reviewer, who is an expert in educational technolo-
gies, participants tackled the question of how to consider the user’s body as 
it interacts with the device:

Mechanical engineer: We will have to do a study that accounts for variabil-
ity among subjects.

Laboratory director: When [our collaborator in Texas] uses Immersion 
stuff, she’s always complaining that she’s not getting the kind of frequency 
response they claim it should have.

Mechanical engineer: The dynamic response slows if a human hand is 
holding the device.

Laboratory director: It’s like having a sloppy, wet mass holding the 
thing.

Human bodies, viewed here as research objects, create several diffi cult 
problems for investigators. Bodies are variable; that is, not all bodies af-
fect the device the same way. And users’ bodies slow the device down, 
compromising its ability to faithfully transmit the sensations of interacting 
with the model. The research question becomes how to manage the ef-
fects of this “sloppy, wet mass” (or many, varied sloppy, wet masses) on the 
device’s response. In surgery, the surgeon’s body and tools, when they’re 
performing well, are the unproblematic agents of surgical action.63 This 
is the essence of embodied skill: with years of practice, surgeons learn to 
use tools as extensions of their bodies. Technique becomes fully embodied 
and, therefore, largely unconscious, when all proceeds smoothly.64 But 
the effect of the surgeon’s—or user’s—body on the bi-manual device and 
the virtual simulation must be characterized mechanically and compen-
sated for by the simulator, so the interaction of cyberbody and material 
body feels like an interaction between two material bodies. The user’s 
and the model body’s ability to mutually articulate each other depends 
on the ability of programmers, surgeons, and instrument makers to create 
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a good enough representation of the feel of performing surgery on a live 
body. This requires articulating the user’s body for the instrument and 
for the programs that control the instrument. Researchers must account 
for the sloppiness and variability of users’ bodies so the user can properly 
articulate the model body and receive useful physical feedback. This is 
another example of mutual articulation: the user’s body must be articu-
lated for the instrument, so it can articulate the feel of doing surgery for 
the user.

Embodied Cognition: Integrating and Translating Skill

The cognitive feedback loop—the work that happens between hand 
and mind—takes up the question of what we learn through our bodies 
and how what’s transmitted to the body gets interpreted and learned. A 
physicist turned cognitive scientist does haptics research at Stanford. She 
has conducted a series of experiments intended to elucidate poorly un-
derstood haptic concepts, such as the delineation of edges, which we use 
to understand our world through tactile and kinesthetic sense. She also 
is investigating how many times a particular pattern in space must be re-
peated before the body learns the pattern. She wants to better understand 
the role of physical learning in surgery and to help develop more effective 
devices, including surgical simulators. She sums up the research project 
as the attempt to characterize “somato-conceptual” intelligence: “Haptic 
sensations are personal. I cannot tell you exactly what I feel. It’s personal. 
It’s felt by the touching person only. It’s determined by the touching forces. 
Each person exerts different forces. There’s a different coeffi cient of forces 
for muscle, so we experience different things.”

In this researcher’s study of haptic cognition, material bodies become 
bodies that exert forces on objects and receive forces from those objects. 
But bodies vary. And varying bodies exert different forces on objects, so 
experience also varies. According to this concept of haptic learning, physi-
cal experience is reduced to a set of forces exerted upon and received by 
muscle, so experience and learning are determined by the interaction of 
muscular forces with an object. The contribution of other types of expe-
rience—of cognitive memory, knowledge culled from procedural scripts, 
and explicit instruction, gets bracketed.

Studying the path from physical force to learning presents enormous 
problems for researchers, so the problem gets redefi ned in terms of the 
force transmitted to the hands and the user’s interpretation of that force. 
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During the same external review cited above, researchers tackled the prob-
lem of how to understand what’s happening inside the user’s body:

Haptics researcher: How do you make it so everybody feels the same thing?
Reviewer: It gets metaphysical very quickly. If we all touch the table, do 

we all feel the same thing?
Haptics researcher: It’s a bad question because you can’t answer it.
Reviewer: It’s a good question; it just shows you’re not a philosopher.
Haptics researcher: Yes, but as a physicist, I understand the question.
Reviewer: That’s because physics and philosophy are close together.
. . .
Surgeon: What is felt by the user? What is the force? What is the inter-

pretation of force by the user? Is it possible to measure?
Haptics researcher: Different surgeons would make the same interpreta-

tion when they feel the same lump.
Reviewer: That’s as far as you can go. If everybody says it’s a ring, you’re 

in good shape.
Mechanical engineer: Or 85 percent of them.
Reviewer: But if you want to get to their subjective experience, then 

it’s the metaphysical problem. . . . You could frame it as a signal-to-noise 
problem. You can’t guarantee the same experience for everybody. But 
if you can build enough signal into it so most people give you the same 
interpretation. . . .

Laboratory director: There may be various sources of signal: how do you 
know what they’re telling you?

Surgeon: What in the brain it is, you can’t measure it.
Reviewer: You know right where they are and you know what they’re 

interpreting.

This conversation reveals a process of defi ning the surgeon-user’s body 
in a way researchers can manage. They do this by defi ning the user’s body 
in relation to the device. They begin with a broad question: How can they 
ensure that simulator users all have the same physical experience? They 
recognize that if they try to answer the question in terms of subjective 
experience, it becomes a philosophical issue, not a question amenable to 
medical, cognitive, or engineering research. This is the haptic equivalent 
of Sacks’s struggles with internal, visual states: we can image brains, but 
not minds or experiences. What a user senses through his or her body—
whether studied as forces on muscles or descriptions of experience—is 
inaccessible to scientifi c research. If haptic knowledge consists of forces 
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exerted on users’ bodies and the interpretation of those forces, then study-
ing the connection between force and interpretation becomes very dif-
fi cult. The researchers then reformulate the user’s subjective experience 
as a question of consistency of interpretation or, in more scientifi c terms, 
reproducible results. They realize they cannot know what bodies experi-
ence directly or whether two people experience the same sensations when 
touching the same object. They cannot know whether many users’ inter-
nal experiences of touching an object, such as a lump, are identical, but 
they know that many surgeons would give the same interpretation of that 
object. As the reviewer suggests, shifting the defi nition of haptic experi-
ence away from metaphysical questions about internal experience—away 
from the body’s physical and subjective insides—and toward the body’s 
interface with an object might allow researchers to elicit consistent inter-
pretations of that experience.

Defi ned as a body that palpates and interprets a lump, researchers can 
study what the body knows. As scientists, however, they can go one step 
further. They can augment the signal from the object to encourage more 
consistency among interpretations. By defi ning haptic cognition as a re-
lation of signal to noise, they can ensure that the device sends a strong 
enough message to the user’s body that most users give the same response. 
By observing where on the model the user is working, they begin to under-
stand what signals are strong enough to provide a consistent interpretation. 
The pathway between the user’s body and his or her understanding—the 
mind-body connection—becomes, in effect, black boxed. It cannot be 
characterized the way a device might be, or mathematicized the way a 
model patient’s body might be. Rather, the user’s body in haptics research 
gets defi ned in terms of the signal the rest of the system sends to the user’s 
body and the accuracy with which the user interprets that signal. The 
question is no longer what the body is, but how the body interprets ac-
tion; the ontological body becomes the interpreting body. The challenge 
shifts from trying to interpret what happens inside the user’s mind and 
body toward understanding how to create a model body that surgeons can 
be sensitive to in identical—or mostly identical—ways. Augmenting the 
model’s signal helps make the interpretations of experience more articu-
late. The model articulates what the user’s body knows, which helps the 
user articulate what the model is.
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Discussion: Vision, Touch, Embodiment

The simulator is an assemblage of hardware and software, shaped by knowl-
edges from multiple disciplines. Simulator research falls into three areas
—modeling and deformation, interactive device making, and studies of 
haptic cognition. Research into each of these areas requires defi nitions of 
the model patient’s body, the user’s body, and how they interact in simu-
lated surgeries. Within each research area, the physical connection be-
tween user and model must be delineated. Simulator makers must make 
mathematical models of surgical actions that usually remain tacit, such 
as the movements a surgeon makes when clamping, cutting, or suturing, 
and the response of tissues to those movements. I have laid out how each 
of the three research areas articulates the user’s body in relation to the 
simulated model body and vice versa. What remains to be done is to con-
sider the implications of mutual articulation for studying the teaching of 
manual skill.

The deformable model’s utility as a teaching tool is limited without 
values representing haptic feel. The representation of the gynecologist’s 
physical experience that gets incorporated into the model shapes how 
the model will react to the user and how the model will shape the user’s 
experience.65 The model body’s resistance to surgical instruments is de-
fi ned in relation to the gynecologist’s embodied memories and the result-
ing algorithms describing the model’s resistance will, in turn, shape the 
user’s body. The haptic interface must compensate for the fl eshiness of the 
user’s body well enough that the mutual shaping of model and user will 
provide a meaningful learning experience for beginning surgeons. To do 
this, researchers will study many bodies, so they can incorporate a model 
of their variations into the device. And haptics research attempts to defi ne 
what parts of physical interaction are meaningful for learning by studying 
what happens at the interface of body and model. Among other methods, 
this can be done by altering signals the model sends to the user to elicit 
particular interpretations. The model’s ability to articulate the user’s body 
will be measured in terms of users’ interpretations. At each stage of this 
research, the user’s body is articulated in relation to the simulation system 
and vice versa.

Haptics—researching and designing an interface that feeds sensory in-
formation to the user’s hands—makes the mutual articulation of the user’s 
and the model’s bodies apparent because the connection between the 
hands and the model must be carefully constructed. Technologically and 
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physiologically, the link between the object’s effects on the user and the re-
sulting action is much tighter with touch than vision. A haptics researcher 
best describes how touch differs from other senses: “Touch and force sensa-
tions convey information about the environment by that enabling action. 
Successful bodily acting requires “touch and feel” information from the 
environment simply because, unlike any other sense, haptics (touch and 
kinesthetics) is not only a sensory channel to receive information, but also 
a channel for expressiveness through actions. The hands are both sensors 
and actuators, using sensory information to control their acts.”66

This dual nature of hands connects actor to object much more directly 
than vision, smell, or hearing. Hands simultaneously perceive an object 
and act directly on it. The effects of touch can be measured as effects 
on the object. Simulator researchers at Stanford realize this: they know 
that a poorly designed model of tissue feel or a poorly designed interface 
may fail to provide the kind of “muscular gestalt” that Dreyfus describes. 
Conversely, they can boost the signal sent to the hands to make interpreta-
tion easier. With a simulated model body, researchers can study directly 
what forces users exert when dissecting tissues. Researchers also know they 
can observe exactly what part of the model reacts to the body’s actions, 
making the study of the connection between model and learning more 
direct. Because hands themselves contain the means of both sensation and 
action, they embody mutual articulation in a way that forces researchers 
to place tight constraints on the connection between sensing and acting. 
The reviewer in the dialogue cited above makes the critical point about 
touch and knowing, “You know right where they are and you know what 
they’re interpreting.” The hand, as a perceptual instrument that senses 
while it acts, can make studying the interpretations that result from these 
perceptions and actions easier to study than other senses. Simulator re-
searchers, if they can make haptically enabled simulators work effectively, 
can guide and enhance the student’s tactile learning. Guiding surgical 
experience is vital to the development of a surgeon’s multisensory medical 
gaze; that is, the incorporation of bodily skills that creates the surgeon’s 
body. With hands, how sensation, action, and interpretation intertwine 
can be constructed at the interface with an object, as the ability of the user 
to articulate the model body through anatomical sculpting and the ability 
of the model to articulate the user’s body in terms of surgical skill.

The concept of mutual articulation for understanding surgical simula-
tion addresses a problem that arises when discussing simulation. Latour’s 
concept of articulation specifi cally attempts to avoid a world of subjects 
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and objects in which the subject houses an internal representation of the 
object whose accuracy must be verifi ed.67 The notion of abstract anatomi-
cal knowledge and the surgeon’s ability to sculpt the body to resemble an 
anatomical model tends to reproduce this concept of a representation of 
human anatomy housed somewhere inside the surgeon (typically imag-
ined as inside his or her mind). Considering the creation of anatomical 
understanding as the development of physical skill that comes with years 
of practice allows one to consider not the accuracy of an internal visual 
model, such as may or may not exist, but simply the surgeon’s ability to cre-
ate such anatomy in the patient’s body. Thus, surgical skill can be thought 
of as the interface between a surgeon’s hands and a patient’s body, as it 
exists in practice. Whether taught by a simulator or by another surgeon, 
the surgeon’s skill becomes his or her ability to sculpt the operative site 
from highly variable patient bodies. Simulation reveals that the patient’s 
body plays a role in that shaping.

With a simulated “patient-on-demand,” students may have many more 
opportunities to practice surgical procedures when they want, as often as 
they want, and on as many types of pathologies as can be programmed 
into the simulator. Haptics will change the nature of the interactions from 
viewing and perhaps acting upon the body with a mouse to feeling the 
cyberbody react. The incarnation of bodies in cyberspace that can pro-
vide haptic feedback will make these interactions bodily in ways unlike 
earlier computer technologies, undoubtedly with implications for other 
fi elds in which haptic interactions are important. Haptics research, as a 
fi eld that studies how hands learn, can reveal how bodies mutually shape 
each other. Additionally, information gathered from research into model-
ing, deformation, mechanical haptic interfaces, and haptic cognition will 
contribute not only to simulator research, but also to the development of 
future medical and surgical technologies, such as radiological modeling, 
surgical planning, remote surgery, and surgical robotics.

At each point in the creation of the surgical simulation described here, 
researchers pooled various disciplinary knowledges of anatomy, surgery, 
computation, education, cognition, and engineering to develop an object 
(a model, a software program, a device) that has a particular relationship 
to the user’s body. At each point, then, researchers are working to create 
interpretations of what human bodies are in relation to these objects, that 
is, to articulate the body in new ways. As I argue, these technological ways 
of knowing human bodies are multiple, but not unconstrained. The simu-
lator must be relevant for the medical student. It must work as a teaching 
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tool. The simulator must not only articulate patients’ and users’ bodies as 
they relate in surgery, it must also help incorporate knowledge of those 
relations—surgical skill—into the student’s body.
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